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THEME

A new class of precision positioning systems, including GPS (Global positioning systems),
and MIDS (Multiple information distribution system) hold enormous significance to NATO

systems effectiveness. This symposium addressed the status of such programs and the strap-

down inertial technology which emerged as the core element in guidance and control.

This meeting further addressed advanced filtering concepts for hybrid navigation systems,
redundancy management, and operational requirements and concepts.
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It TECHNICALJ EVALUATION REPORT

J Ht Bri ggs

Wccdlea, Priorewood, ComptonGuildford GU3 !DR

i. INTRODUCTION

The 31st GCP Symposium was held in London, England 14-17 October 1980. The
detailed crogramme presented is given in Appendix 1. The full text of papers is
published in Conference Prcceedings CP 298.

This Technical Evaluation was prepared oy an independent observer, amendea end
edited by the symposium chairman. it includes material dravrn from comments provided in
aonswer to the questionnaire circulated (Appendix 2). 34 written responses (from over
250 registered) were received along with verbal commentr.

2. ThEME AND OBJECTIVES

The symposium was intended to cover the technological progress •mi in precision
positioning and navigation systems *(PP/NS) since the issue of AG 245 (lnrinciples and
Operational Aspects of Precision Position Deteruining Systems by L~ondes) and in inertial
sensors. In addition, it was intended To examine the problems of integrating inertial
sensors with a PP/NS, intagrating such combined systems with other vehJcaar systems and
assessing the b-nefits tu be gained therefrom. The PP/N Systems to be covered included
NAVSTAR/GPS, the use of JTIDS or MIDS for precise relative positioning End navigation
and those using terrain matching techniques.

If successful tha symposium would assist in achieving the following objectives:-

(i) to provide information (cost of ownership, lethality, availability, safety, etc.)
on which the cost/effectiveness of systems employing these techniques can be
es tablished

(ii) to enhance, tltrouph exchange of ideas and mutual criticism, the capability of
individual participating nations.

and secondarily:-

(iii)to enable military planners to asseLs the relative contributior of individual
techniques to meeting overall systen -zequiremerts.

To achieve this the symposium was orgunised in six sessiors

I INERTIAL SENSORS AND SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY

II POSITIONING SYSTEMS - DEVELOPMENT AND STATUS

III EVALUATION METHODS AND RESULTS

IV FiLTERING AND ESTIMATE

V FAULT TOLERANT DESIGN ANTD REDUiDANCY TECHNIQUES

VI SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND APPLICATIONS

There was inevitably appreciable overlap between the sessions as many of the paperS
covered more than one of the topics. The technical evaluation that follows does not,
therefore, depend solely on the activily in the individual session discussed.

31. TECHNIC1AL EVALUATION

351 KEYNOTE AD-DRESS

Major Genei; J AfrliAN, USAF, Assistant Chief of Staff for Operations, SHAPE gave
the symposium a ;timulating start with an address having considerable relevance to its
objectives. His main thesis was that the principal avenue open to NATO to counter the
quantity of men and weapons available to the potEntial enemy was throagh quality.
Depressing concli-sions as to the capability of the Western world would be inevitable
without avoiding the twin dangers of assuming an unrealistic perfection in the enemy and
of failing to continue to provide NATO with superior technology and the capability to
apply it. He cited instances where an increase in the precision of weapons could bring



about an equivalent reduction in the numbers needed to ensure mission success. In
addition to quaLity of individual armaments, there was a need to be able to create,
through mobility and rapid use of more comprehensive inforsation, local numerical
superiority as and when required. Offensive air requirements, therefore, demanded
improvements in:-

(i) Air/Ground Weapons

(ii) Information/Intalligence collection and sorting

(iii)Survivable information distribution systems

lHe gave some details of the requirements in these areas and the status of some R&D that
would contaibate to their attainment. The impact that the capability of PP/NS would have
in, at least three of the major activities, was stressed.

He concluded with an appeal for improved exchanges between the military and technical
communities within NATO and expressed the hope that AGARD symposia would help. He also
pointed out the need for operational trade-off analyses arising from the severe funding
restrictions.

3.2 SESSION i - INERTIAL !ENSORS AND SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY

The three papers presented cov-ered three significantly .ifferent apjlication areas

For very low dynamic applications, whure frequent zer( velocity updates could be
performed, sub-metre positioning accuracy was claimed u-ing Electrostatically Supported
Gyroscopes of 0.1 nm/hr quality. Field tests had shown better than 100cm accuracy with
updates every L minutes and bettex than 15cm with 1 minute update in both land vehicles
and helicopters.

For missiles the advantLges of strapdown techniques have already been demonstrated
in many applications. Surprisingly, in spite of the ring-laser performance established
elsewhere, the s.atement was made and not challenged that for missiles "the rate sensor°
requirements for the immediate future will continue to be met by the well prov3n
conventional spinning mass gyroscopes". The Dynamically Tuned Gyro was given preference
over others such as the Rate Integrating Gyro.

For high dynamic applications of strapdown inertial systems it seems clear that ring
laser gyros have Il~ttle competition since they (a) are not g-sensitive (b) provide
relatively noise-free body rates and (c) are cheaper than conventional gyros of equivalent
measurement accuracy.

This session provoked little discussion - maybe the symposium had not yet warmed up.
It was one which could have benefited from a 'round table' of the authors, with discussion
initiated by some prepared questions. This would have clarified the relative merits of
strapdown and gimballea systems and of laser and mechanical gyros.

3.3 SESSION II - POSITIONING SYSTEMS - DZVELOIhENT AND STATUS

A most unfortunate absenec in this Session was that of two promised papers, one on

JTlDS and the other on MIDS, which might have given those not fully familiar with them a
better insight into the techniques involved, their potential application and their current
status. NAVSTAR/GPS (a system dedicated to global positioning and navigation) and the
added capabilities that could be provided for relative positioning inherent in the
Multifunction Information Distribution System (MIDS), the Joint Tactical Information
Distributicn System (JTIDS) and the 7rench SINTAC were covered. Phe absence of
programze review papers on MIDS and JTIDS made time for showing an explaz1atory film on
NAVSTAR/GPS.

The rivalry, never fully debated, was between the ability of the Information
Distribution Systems, through cheir accurate measurement of elapsed time, to provide
precise (but unreported) relative positioning restricted to the area covered by The
N articinating community and the global coverage of NAVSTAR giving very high accuracy
test results fully supporting the claims) in a world-wide grid translatable without

significant degradation to a local geodetic grid.

For all the systems, the continuous availability of precise informatinn in highly
manoeuvring vehicles and in the presence of enemy couitcrmeasures requirec. integration
with an INS of good quality (I -_ 10 nm/hr).

3.4 SESSION III EVALUATION METHODS UND RESULTS

With one glaring exception this was a very good session. Evidence of the
increasingly effective role of simulators in evaluation was apparent. With care in
establishing ade4uately realistic test conditions, results are being obtained which are
fully confirmed in trials under operational conditions. This could be significant in
reducing the length and cost of the evaluation process - a cfncern of many present.

Viil
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The following points from the presentations were especially noteworthy:-

(i) The very impressive test re;;ults of NAVSTAR/GFS fully confirm the claims for
precision and availability (in ECM-free environment)ý made for it.

(ii) The results of two independent sets of tests of different Inertial Measurement Units,
both using laser gyros in a strapdown format, were convincing an tc their superior
cost/effectivenecs for many -pplications. More important than accuracy in this
assessment was the remarkable reliability of early development models (no failures
or even maintenance actions over extensive trial periods) and their probable cost.

(iii)The absence of results in the JTIDS presentation on grounds of se~urity (in a NATO
Confidential symposium!) made the time spent hard to justify. Many present deeply
resented this seemingly cavalier treatment.

3.5 SESSION IV - FILTERING AND ESTIMATE

Although this was concerned with the highly theoretical field of Kalman ?ilters et
al, it provided the sole opportunity for more general information to be prese.ted on two
systems of navigation not covered elsewhere in the symposium. These were the multiple
DMF system proposed as a more eccurate replacement for the VOR/DME system currently in
such universal civil use and a terrain profile matching system for missile guidance.

The DIE presentation gave flight test rt°sults in a typical West European environment
where, using a Kalman filter of 2 seconds time constant and 4/5 DME stations, acculacies
better than 200 m were obtained as low as 4500ft. It was suggested in discussion that
elsewhere, even in North America, densities of DME were unlikely to be sufficient except
at much higher altitudes. It was contended that integration with INS would enable
figures little worse to be obtained with only 2 DMEs in line of sight. It was also
pointed out that if and when MLS is installed its integral precision DME would alleviate
the situation.

More evidence of the mutual assistance provided by INS and PP/NS in the filtering
problems involved in aligning aircraft INS with only coarse information available on
parent vessels and in improving the performance of 2 channel NAVSTAR/GPS receivers in
manoeuvring vehicles was given.

The use of fixes obtained from terrain profile matching to update an INS showed
signs of being reaarkably promising, as judged from raw data obtained from the aircraft
flights so far undertaken. Since the filtering has not been done in real time the true
potential has not yet been demonstrated. The adequacy of terrain mapping in potential
operational areas was questioned.

3.6 SESSION V - FAULT TOLERANCE AND REDUNDANCY TECHNIQUES

An objective of this session was highlighted by the chairman who pointed out that in
deciding what redundancy techniques to employ and how much fault tolerance to build into
a design, various trade-off studies had to be undertaken. Two critical assessments were
those between safety and availability and betweeA accuracy and cost. This aspect, however,
could only receive effective consideration in a system context much wider than TP/NS.

A This and the subsequent session went some way to airing the point but a thorough
examination must await a more suitable opportunity. This might be provided at the 33rd
G&C Symposium in Athens in October 1981.

Several useful techniques were analysed in papers in this scssion. The ability to
be more selective in the application of redundancy by attacking lower design levels rather
than multiplexing systems was exemplified in two way3. One paper showed that similar
levels of fault tolerance could be obtained from inertial sensors distooed in 6 different
slewed axes to that provided by three independent 3 axis IMUe. in the final session it
was shown that the large number of inertial sensors required to meet Flight Control
Systems fault tolerance requirements were more than adequate to provide reliable sensor
inputs to the navigation system, which could thereby be reduced in complexity.

Another technique to achieve equivalent reliability at gre ter availability and
lower cost was 'analytic redundancy'. The example presented showed that the use of
triple redundancy or self-moni+or,.L could be avoided by using data derived from entirely
different and independent sensres to determine which of Two redundant devices is in error.
With the advent of digital d&ca bases the wider use of this principle becomes possible
but at the cost of heavy responsibility being thrown on to the softwa&,e.

A proposal for full integration of JTIDS and NAVSTAR (and, of course, INS) would
provide the last word in graceful degradation. Whilst the claim that all the hardware
and software techniques needed were available was accepted, many were sceptical as to the
feasibility of designing, developing and proving a system with such complexity,
particularly of software, in view ci the limited number of applications that might justify
its cost. A lower level of integration, while not so effective, might well prove more
acceptable. Nevertheless, this was a refreshing presentation by an author clearly well
versed in his subject.

Additionafl3,, two examples of the design of remotely piloted vehicle navigation
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systems were given. One was for use in a helicopter type RPV and the other underwater.
In both, low cost inertial systems were used with different forms of position updating.
As would be expected- in such different applications the nature of the positioning/
navigation systems were radically different but the overall concepts were similar.

3.7 SESSION VI - SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS AND APPLICATIONS

For the many that stayed to the end this was a most rewarding session, which went a
long way to ensuring that symposium objectives were largely met. Applications made

possible by the accuracy of PP/NS now achievable, in both the short and long term, were
considered as were some of the critical operational analyses that will be required before
informed decisions can be taken on the details of insegrating these systems into the
command, control, communications and intelligence (C I) structure needed for the type of
operations foreseen by NATO.

The papers rancged from a description of a nearly completed development of a
NAVSTAR/GPS receive.- for satellite applications through (a) a discussion of the dominant
role of inertial sensors (even when PP/NS was present) in high performance combat
aircraft, (b) a futuristic look at ways of meeting the stringent guidance and positioning
needs of the more severe Tactical missions foreseen, using highly integrated,
multifunction, multiredundant systems and (c) a description of e. more in~cdiately
available JTIDS/Strapdown Laser IN system for missile mid-course guidance, to the final
all embracing operationally oriented paper. This last brought out the "ll-pervasive
role of PP/NS in the I I structure and set out the extensive programme of analysis needed
to quantify the benefits to be obtained and relate them to mission effectivenes:3.

While all of the papers addressed effectively the interaction between specific
missions and the PP/NS design requirements it was the final one which went some way to
satisfying the cr'-du-coeur in the keynote address.

The abbreviated and sole round table discussion which took place during tl.is session
concentrated on the redundancy/fault tolerance topic of the previous session. During
this, total integration of airborne equipment was opposed in view of the more stringent
requirements of Flight Control as compared with other avicnics. However, integration of
other avionics through the data bus using an autonomous flight control system as an input
(eg for inertial sensor informationl, emerged with considerable support. At the same
time, a warning was issued doubting the availability and capability of software designers
to meet this challenge. The problems involved are not only those of providing the
integration of complex and redundant systems but of designing and proving adequate
redundancy in the software itself, maybe incorporating dissimilar formulations of certain
algorithms, in order to avoid common software faults which could take a very long time to
detect.

"This session brought out one heartfelt (and apparently well-supported) plea to "KEEP
IT SIVPLE". This poses one of the major problems for the future - the quality demanded
to offset lack of quantity may require more and more integration of many sensors,
sub-systems, etc.; if so, doabts about the achievability of the complex designs involved
is ?ikely, at some stage, to call a halt to this expanding integration process. With
the apparent excess of technological capability one of the most important of future
decisions will be what to leave out.

A4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 GENERAL

The overall impression given was that of a successful, timely and relevant symposium.
The replies to the questionnaire were helpful not only in reaching this conclusion but in
formulating the more detailed conclusions and the recommendations that follow.

4.2 TECINICAL CONTENT

There were a number of areas in which there appeared to be a concensus view. These
included:-

(i) The oiutstanding problem to be faced was that of 'integration'. This covers not
only integration of INS with each of the proposed PP/NS and of one with another but
also integration with the other systems within a vehicle. As well as determining
how this can be achieved, the questions of how much should be attempted and the
quantification of the benefits must not be overlooked.

(ii) For all applications involving high manoeuvrability, high precision of PP/NS will
only be maintained, particularly in the presence of enemy countermeasures, if a
reasonable quality (r - 10 nm/hr) INS is integrated with it, whether the PP/NS is
NAVSTAF,/G:?S with its global absolute accuracy or one of the Information Distribution
Systems and their more local relative positioning and navigation capability.

(±ii)It would appear that the most promising Inertial Measuring Unit for ase in (ii) and
many other applications will be one using laser ring gyroscopes in a strapdown format.
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(iv) The most challenging part of (ii) will be the production of reliable software and
its proving, which will in its own right set a limit to the complexity of
integration that can be achieved.

(v) The realism of simulators has been sufficiently adequate in the measurement of
performance of many types of navigation system to ensure confirmation of results
obtained thereby in subsequent flight tests. Simulators can in consequence be
expected, in future, to cwry more of the burdea of proof.

i If this concensus was present it was unfortunate that challenging statements along
these lines were not made at the end of the symposium and openly considered instructured discussion in order to reach more authoritative conclusions.

Only two of the replies gave a serious and considered verdict of 'failed to live up
tc expectations'. The views of the others, while suggesting various means of improvement
(sometimes conflicting), encourage the belief that the symposium successfully Povered,
with one or two notable exceptions, the theme and adequately met most of its objectives.

The exceptions were:-

(i) the absence of overviews of JTIDS and MIDS

(ii) the shortage of operational analyses of the benefits of PP/NS both in specific missions
and in meeting broader operational objectives

(iii)insufficient recognition of the 'NATO Confidential' security arrangements which
should have enabled the presentation of classified material essential to fuller
achievement of the objectives

(iv) on the one hand there was some complaint that papers included too much already
published material; on the other hand the omission of introductory descriptions of
the subject to help the non-expert was noted as marring others

(v) there was criticism of the lack of objectivity in some of the papers from commercial
sources

(vi) the brevity of discussions - in particular the absence of comment from military
staff and defence analysts.

The enthusiasm generated by the keynote address and the pleas contained therein
could with advantage be pursued further. To this end any future coverage of the topic
should inclade contributions on systems analysis, more evidence of the cost/effectiveness
in various types of operations of the systems concerned, and discussion of the modifications
to operational practices that might follow their adoption.

In summary, although the symposium, as was to be expected, did not completely meet
all its objectives (eg information for cost/effectiveness) it went a long way to
satisfying most of them. In particular, the healthy informal discussion outside the
formal sessions, but stimulated by them, did much to provide the interchange of ideas
called for.

4.3 PRESENTATIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE

"With the except:.on of a few points (mostly hardy annuals) the arrangements met with
approval. There was plenty of room for everyone to attend the formal sessions in comfort
(apart from headsets) and the space and opportunity for informal discussion outside the
symposium hall was appreciated and well used.

The complaints received include:-

(i) The late availability (sometimes absence) of papers and their somewhat disozganised
distribution.

(ii) The illegibility of visual aids. In addition to usual complaints of 'overbusyness'
(one case may have been deliberate) the unnecessary use of colour - an increasing
habit -. was a major factor in reducing contrast.

(iii)Ideal correlation of symposium activity and the availability of refreshments was not
realised.

(iv) Reading of lengthy extracts from papers (particularly when already distributed)
deadens interest in their content and detracts from the authority awarded to the
presenter. (There was one excellent example of the reverse.)

(v) Varied criticisms of chairmen (by no means universal) included excessive
intervention and, possibly contradictorily, failure to set the technical scene and
link papers to the theme of the session.
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4.4 RECOMMENDATIONS

(i) The problems of the integration of complex systems, involving precision position
determination and navigation, with particular reference to redundancy and fault
tolerance aspects should be further pursued - possibly at the 33rd G&C symposium in
October 1981.

(ii) In future symposia of this nature more participation by military staff and defence
system analysts should be sought. There &ce known difficulties in arranging this
and an alternative might be to set aside special sessions or even symposia devoted
more exclusively to their interests.1

(iii)Some of the sejsions could, with advantage, be more structured especially with

respect to discussion. More co-operation between presenters could ensure the
existence of introductions to the techniques or systems involved for ";e benefit of
the non-expert. The :ýelation of one paper to another and to the topic could be
clariled and unnecessary repetition avoided. An independent critical review of
the papers at the end of the session should initiate a more useful discussion between
authors and other participants.

(iv) A final round table session would increase the usefulness of symposia of this type
if, by selecting highlights for a structured discussion, added force could be given
to any conclusions emerging.

(v) Earlier availability and better distribution of papers should be attempted.

V
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APPENDIX 1

FINAL PROGRAMME

OPENING CEREMONY

KEYNOTE ADDRESS by Major General J AHMANN, USAF
Assistant Chief of Staff for Operations, SHAPE

TUESDAY 14 OCTOBER

SESSION I - INERTIAL SENSORS AND SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
Chairman: ICA D Pichoud, FR

INVESTIGATION OF A STRAPDOWN ATTITUDE AND HEADING REFERENCE
SYSTEM (AHRS) UTILISING RING ZASER GYROS

by G M Siouris, AF Systems Command, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH, USA

SMART INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNITS AND THE COMPENSATION OF DYNAMICALLY
TUNED GYROS FOR STRAPDOWN INERTIAL SYSTEMS

by C S Edwards, R J Chaplin, British Aerospace Dynamics Group,
Stevenage, UK

ESG INERTIAL TECHNOLOGY: AN APPROACH TO SELF-CONTAINED PRECISION
NAVIGATION AND POSITIONING ON AND OVER THE BATTLEFIELD

by M J Hadfield, Honeywell Inc Avionics Division, St Petersburg,
FL, USA

SESSION II - POSITIONING SYSTEMS - DEVELOPMENT A-D STATUS
Chairman: Dr C T Leondes, USA

THE POTENTIAL OF A MULTIFUNCTION INFORMATION DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM (MIDS)
FOR POSITION LOCATION

by G Hoefgen, Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG, Stuttgart, GE

JTIDS DISTRIBUTED TDMA (DTDMA) TERMINAL DEVELOPMENT RESULTS WITh
EMPHASIS ON RELATIVE NAVIGATION PERFORMANCE

by J Rubin, S Welt, ITT Avionics Division, Nutley, i4J, USA
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APPENDIX 2

QUESTIONNAIRE CALLING FOR
COMMENTS O0J AGARD 31st GCP SYMPOSIUM

TO ALL ATTENDEES

Considerable time and effort was expended by a number of countries in the
organisation and hosting of this symposium. As a result, the Program Committee
Chairman is obligated to prepare an evaluation report. To aid him in preparing a
timely, meaningful report, and since we have assembled here leading technical experts
in the field, we solicit any feedback or comments you may desire to suomit. These may
be handwritten notes, and anonymous. If you have any questions, please contact the
AGARD staff, the Program or Panel Chairman.

The following are typical examples of areas in which observations, comments and
assessments are desired:

(a) General Observations

1 Quality, and relevance of papers, sessions and questions

2 Did papers support the theme ?

3 Did symposium live up to your expectations ?

(b) Technical Observations

1 Views on operational issues and requirements

2 Assessment of technology (state-of-tLe-art)

3 Views on pacing technology or criticaA. need for R&D

[ 4 What do you see as major challenges an trends .

5 Views on systems integration aspects

6 What area or problem(s) are unresolved ?

7 What future or further action should NATO and AGARD undertake
in tl;is area ?

(c) Suggested improvements for symposium (new or special topics, procedures
for enrolment, authors' instructions, logistics, etc.).
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS

by

Major General James H.Ahmann, USAF
Assistant Chief of Staff for Operations

SHAPE, Brussels, Belgiumr

First let me thank you for the opportunity of opening this, your thirty-first symposium. It is always an honor to be
invited to address such a prestigious group, but in this instance it is both an honor and a pleasure, as I happen to fees that
your areas of concern, precision positioning and inertial guidance, are an integral part of themost signific.nt
opportunities that we have to apply technology to the problems of combat operations in the 1980s.

However, I would like to be very straight forward with you at the outset and tell you that I have no intention of
trying to dazzle you - to impress you - with my detailed technical knowledge in the areas of precision positioning and
inertial guidance. Despite having picked up a masters degree in Electrical Engineering during mj wanderings through the
American military scene, I'm sure that if we had a technical aptitude test in these areas in this hall this morning I'd be
graded dead last.I" :I am basically a military commander with present responsibilities as the Assistant Chief of Staff for Operations at

SHAPE, for assisting SACEUR in insuring that all of the forces of the Alliance are at their maximum readiness to fight -
so that we have the greatest possible deterrent to war.., and so that should deterrence fail, we shall be able to success-
fully defend Western Europe. In discharging these responsibilities, I see our primary job to be one of increasing the
capabilities of our ground. sea and air forces to fight because whatever the contribution to deterrence that is maLe by
political actions and economic policies, the greatest military contribution to deterrence of a third world war is made by
having ships and Brigades and Air Wings with the greatest possible fighting capability - with the greatest possible
capability to destroy the ships, Brigades and aircraft of potential enemies.

That said, I would like to tell you that despite being a fearless fighter pilot - today's world and tomorrow's world -
the decade of the 1980s - scares me to death. In both the strategic and tactical nuclear areas we have reached a state of
rough equivalence - of balance. Arms control can, and I predict will, change the level at which the achieved balance is
maintained but is unlikely to tilt the East-West equivalence at whatever level is attained through such arms control.

There are arguments that such a situation is one to be desired - that major conflict at least can be avoided by the
omnipresent threat of nuclear escalation. I agree that this threat of nuclear escalation and the close coupling of the US
and UK strategic capabilities with the in-place tactical nuclear forces provide two key legs of the NATO synergistic
TRIAD of forces which in sum provide deterrence, but I am also convinced that maintaining a real - a ready and effective
Sconveitional force as thie third leg of that TRIAD of forces is an absolutely essential element of the West's deterrent' • strategy in the 1980s.

:• •-I argue that such significant NATO conventional capability may be-even more important in the 1980s - in the era,

4 of precarious nuclear balance. Without it, the East could seriously miscalculate the West's definition of what constitutes a
major conflict - of what will be met by nuclear response. The potential enemy could be encouraged by a conventional
imbalance to take chances - to trust that a quick slice of the Western salami by conventional forces could be
accomplished.

- The Soviet's move into Afghanistan -- the first use of Soviet troops outside their perceived sphere of influence in
Eastern Europe - should give us pause in this regard.

- The piescnt and potential ,problems within the Eastern Bloc -- the disc-ntent evident among Eastern European
people, the continued failure of agricultural programs in the East, the probability that the USSR in the next few
years may become a net importer of oil, are all additionally worrisome when one meditates on what global strategy
the USSR will adapt for the 1930s.

- The oil situation in itself, and its potential effect on the economies of Western nations is not a happy one. Two
major oil producers are locked in combat, bombing each other's major refineries today. A spread of that conflict
into other regions of the Gulf could imperil the oil supplies to the West ani thus the health of the West's oil
gulping econouaies.
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All of these thoughts are gloomy but they are thoughts that we in the West can ignore only at our great peril. If
they are ignored we in the West could find ourselves in the same position as the naive young girl during her first sea
voyage. Her diary entries were as follows:

--On Monday she wrote: "I received the great honor of being asked to dine at the Captain's table."

On Tuesday: "The Captain was kind enough to allow me to spend most of my day on the bridge and took me on a
tour of the ship."

On Wednesday: "Today the Captain made ýt number of rude, abhorrent and unacceptable proposals - I found them
very demeaning."

On Thursday: "The Captain threatened to sink the ship unless I acquiesce to his demands."

And finally on Friday, "This evening, I saved 700 lives."

I do not believe we of the Western Allianc, are prepared to put ourselves ii, such a position -- I further believe that
our nations have accepted the challenge of improving our conventional capability - in fact havc accepted as an absolute
requirement that we must do so... and many positive actions are being taken Nations have cornmitted themselves to
increased expenditures for defense; we are working on a Long Term Defense Program which entals improvements across
the spectrum of conventional defense in Readiness; in Reserve Mobilization; in Air Defense; in Com;mand, Control and
Communications; in Maritime Operati mns, it) Electronic Waifare.

But rcal progress will not be easy There is a limit on the funds that can be made available for conventional defense
improvements in the West. There are those who argue that, even with maximum national support and the fundiig
contributions that such support entails, the best we can hope for is to minimize a continued unfavorable divergence
between the relative conventional power of the Soviet Bloc and NATO. Thase arguments are reasonably persuasive ...
after all, they say. in the decade of the 1970s the Soviet Union spent almost 250 billion dollars more than the US on
military equipment... The future holds more of the same divergent spending, therefore, there is no hope. I am
unprepared to accept such arguments and I hone you are also.

Part of my reason for not accepting Lhe inevitability of Warsaw Pact conventional superiority are somewhat personal
and subjective. Our troops, our airmen, our sailors, from observations, are better trained, are more adaptable and will give
a better account of themselves thai. we may think and the results of conflict even today may be different than some of
our computer analysts have indicated. We tend not to measure work-arounds, leadership, bravery, or initiative on the
battlefield. From my study of Histo.y I reckon that if the winners of many historical battles had been prebriefed on
relative firepower indices, they might have surrendered in lieu of fighting and winning.

A second reason for not accepting the inevitability of our conventional inferiority is the fact that we do tend to
paint our potential enemy as ten feet tall. He doesn't seem to be susceptible to Murphy's first law of "whatever can go
wrong will go wrong"; we tend to give him perfect command and control capabilities with which to execute his centrally
prepared and complex offensive plans;- we tend to discount any problems he may have in getting the forces of the other
Pact countries to fight as vigorously as he might like.

But the third reason - perhaps the key reason that we will not be inferior is that people like you, backed by the
superior technology of the west, will provide our military forces with the tie-breakers which I adjudge to be, very simply,
technologically superior weapons and technologically superior ability to use those weapons to effectively p.t steel on a
numerically superior enemy force. It is this third area that I would like to discuss with you today.

Undoubtedly - we have a challenge.

How are we - Western military and industry - to meet this challenge? Well, we have long accepted the fact that we
cannot match the Soviet Bloc in numbers. Even if we wanted to, we probably could not. And if we did match them on
the equipment level, we couldn't afford the associated manpower and other support costs.

N •Further complicating this issue is the fact that their force size advantage, coupled with the proximity of a large part
of this force to the most probable combat zones, places the Warsaw Pact in a position to initiate a shoit-notice offensive
which could conceivably achieve its ends before the nations of NATO would be able to fully mobilize and reinforce.

Thus, we find ourselves in a position where we could face a war outnumbered, and with l1ttle time to prepare.

I would submit to you that the only solution open to us in NATO is to have war fighting systems adapted to the
kind of wai tE intend to fight, to develop the capability to use what we have better th,4n the other side can, and to make
the enemy fight our kind of war. I'd like to cover with you some ideas of how we can apply this direction of thinking...
specifically to our ability to use our offensive air to best advantage. Such improved use would be a considerable step

J• toward achieving the improved conventional capabilities that we need.

During World War One, Lancaster evolved a set of relationships describing the engagement of two opposing air forces.
His conclusion was that the attrition experienced by each would be a linear function of their respective quality, but vary
with the square of their quantity.
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I believe Lancaster was close to right aud if we consider his theory in the context of an air war in Europe, it means
wu must uv! willy buz . ..,..' zr bet *...r in qu'-ity, but develop some mrann of awuring local QUANTITATIVE superiority
in spite of size differences in the total force. And we must be able to rapidly shift our forces to achieve local quantitativesuperiority as the combat situation demands.

I submit that a considerable portion of the answer to doing this lies first in improved air-ground weapons; second in
sophisticated and highly automated intelligence and surveillance fusion; and lastly in a survivable information dirtribution
system that will permit as to fully exploit the first two.

NATO forces are slowly building an inventory of precision guided munitions, or, as they are more commonlyS~referred to, PGMs.

At present for air forces, this inventory consists of teluvision-guided missileb and laser.3uided bombs.

Operationally, however, these first-generation weapons have serious limitations. To partially correct these, they will
be followed shortly by advanced laser-guided missiles.

But even with these weapons we will have major deficiencies. They are weather limited and require a target
designator either on the ground or in the air. The operators of these designator systems are highly vulnerable. And the
weapons themselves are susceptible to countermeasures.

As these newer weapons are being introduced, another family of still more capable weapons is being developed.
These will have a "launch and leave" capability, greatly increasing the user's chances of surviving. And, they will .,ave an
all-weather capability. The technology employed here, as you aie awaie, wi.., bc focal plane 2a-rrys, Oifferent types of
imaging infra-red systems, and millimeter wave ratars, active and passive.

Of equal importance, these weapons will be equipped with microprocessors able to discriminate between targets and
nontargets, then guiding attacks on the targets they identify.

While these weapons are still in the devetopmental stages, within the next few years they ww,! transition from experi-
mental to operational status. When they do, we will for the first time have a true all-weather, day-night tactical air force.

However, POMs are not the entire answer. Depending on how well we do ir. attaining precision navigation
equipment we may well be able to make very effective use of non PGM weapons particularly to hit static targets such as
groups of airfield shelters with hard target munition; and to hit groups of vehicles with wide area anti-armoi munitions.

To apply these new weapons effectively we mnust provide commanders with surveillance and intelligence information,
making it possible for them to get weapons on any target offered by the enemy, no matter how fleeting.

Twenty-six years ago when I entered the Air Force and began flying fighters, surveillance was by eyeba!I, cameras,
rather basic radars, and the monitoring of radio transmissions.

We have come a long way since then. It could be said that the technology is largely available to 3olve most of the
larger problems of surveillance systems. The first of these problems, area coverage, has largely been overcome by placing
our systems in airplanes and satellites.

The second major problem, the screening of targets from sensors by both natural and man-made phenoverna is also
yielding to the application of new technologies. Such breakthroughs as imaging infra-red systems, infra-red scanners,
imaging rn'ars, and other sophisticated signal surveillance systems are well advanced in their developrrent.

These things will at last provide the information needed to locate and track enemy targets in the detail necessary to
take full advantage of the new families of weapons.

But the finest weapons and surveillance cannot, by themselves, do the job. One thing still needed is a method of
correlating and sorting this information rapidly and for the right user. The information must be broken down to meet the
needs of battle managers at all levels, from Major NATO Commanders down to Fire Support Coordinators aE Division and
Brigade level and the pilot in the cockpit. The great mass of surveillance data must be fused, divided to meet the require-
ments of each element of the combat team, and only those bits needed by each made available to them.

And, all of this processing must be fast. Reducing the time from detection to decision to attack from hours to
minutes, or even seconds, is the key to real-time targeting. And in my opinion reak-time targeting is a primary key to
offsetting the numerical disadvantage at which NATO would find itself.

'fihe OASIS, or Operational Application of Special Intelligence Systems, now operational in the AFCENT War
Headquarters, is an early attempt to achieve the type of fusion needed. We have more advanced systems under develop-
ment, but in my opinion we need to devote a lot more resources to these programs to get them the priority they deserve,
"and to get them into the field.
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The other element, of course, necessary in a complet-, surveillance and fusion system is locating friendly forces.
1 Thowse making attack decisions must be able to do so without fearof endangering friendly forces and-with the knowledge

necessary to select the most appropriate attacker. Further development of the Global Positioning System or MIDS offers
one way of waking it possible to know where our forces are within a few meters - even to the point as I 3,aid earlier
where non-PGM can become very effective at night or in all-weather conditions.

Knowing exactly where both the enemy is and friendly units are represents a revolution in battlefield management.
a Commanders will be able to do their jobs with a confidence never before possible.

Having brefly discussed with you the first two of thc. elements I told you I felt were absolutely necessary to meet
the threat posed by Warsaw Pact forces, improved weapons and intelligence surveillance and fusion, I will now turn to
my final requirement, an information distribution system, making it possible to fully exploit the other two.

A system is needed to get target information to targeteers and weapon system operators quickly enough to allow

ordnance to be deli-'ered before the enemy can conceal or protect his resources. And this same system must be able to
pass target information directly to the pilot in the cockpit.

At least three nations have been working to develop such systems. I am speaking of the French SINTAC, the
German MACS and the US JTIDS. While they differ in detail and comprehensiveness, all are intended to do essentially

. the same job.

Later in this symposium you will be briefed on the MIDS or Multifunctional Information Distribution System,
NATO's general approach to information system distribution.

Du'elopmrent of the MIDS was begun simultaneously by two groups, one, a MIDS team of national experts, worked
with the SHAPE Technical Center in examining technical aspects of the system. The second group, at SHAPE, undertook
dt velopment of a comprehensive operational requirement.

The final repoit of the Technical MIDS team will hopefully be distributed within the next few weeks; the
operational requirement )'as been coordinated within SHAPE and is with the Nations and NATO military commanders for
comment. It is our intention to have it completed by year's end, and work on the type A cost estimate will begin shortly
thereafter.

Those of us working on MIDS are excited about its possibilities and are pressing for its realization at the earliest
possible time. In my opinion MIDS will be a most significant system development in NATO.

Given the right weapons, strveillance and intelligence fusion systems, and a compatible system for distributing the
information an'd directing attacks, the commander of the future will have the tools to identify areas where establishing
local air superiority would be most advantageous, and be capable of employing his forces to achieve maximum damage on
enemy ground and air resources in the -hortest possible period. He will be able to win within Lancaster's equations.

-= Although I have talked about the applications of these exciing developments to the air battle merely to be
* somewhit specific, these same three developmental areas also have grept applicability to naval and ground forces - and

must be deeloped to improve our capab:lity in all three forces.

Thus far I have presented, after a rather pessimistic beginning, what could probably be considered a somewhat
uptimistic view of our ability to meet the future challenge we will face. I would be remiss were I not to mention some of
the practical problems entailed in introducing and employing these systems.

The overriding problem in developing these type capabilities will be monzy. With an unlimited budget I am 100%
confident that Western Technology can build a near perfect system of weapons/intelligence and surveillance fusion/and
information distributk, that would provide us a tie breaker in conventional capability.

Unfortunately, we will not have an unlimited budget ..

We never do.

One solution is to convince the nations that the application of these technical possibilities are indeed worth
additional cost. Ir. this regard, I'm reminded of a golf game I had with one of my bosses a few months ago.

We had come to the ffth hole, where you have to carry your driwe across a small lake. I hit mine over and the boss
put his right in the middle.

He said, "I'm out of balls; how about letting me have one". So I gave him one of my new Titleists. Which he also hit
into the lake.
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Well, after doing this tihret more times I'm not only running out of balls. but I'm beginning to worry at a dollar and
a halfa ball. So I suggested lt• m-riit want to just drop on the other side and play from there since it was getting, a little
expensive.

He sort of turned around, lookcd me right in the eye, and said, "Jim, if you can't afford the game, you ought to give
it up".

Unfortunately, the Alliance, lik.- me, has trouble affording the game but surely cannot give it up.

One answer then is for us to dD a bctter job o: selling the need - the pay off - from such systems. It is 5job we
, ' must do. And I contend that it is a job that can only be done by the technologists and the military working closely

together.

But I would counsel that our selling eifort won't b" conpietely successful if we ask for everything - as we too
often do from both the Military and Technological side of th,' house. There are dozens of trade off studies and
operational analyses that I think need doing before w- really if now how much we have to sell.

A few examples:

- What is the benefit of offensive attack of the enemy's airfields? Has the right measure of merit for this type study
been determined? Is it e-. :hange ratio between attacking and attacked aircraft or is a more sophisticated M.O.M.
required - one that relates the decreased number of sorties that an enemy can launch tomorrow -and the more
macro payoffs from this relative to potential decrease in the "enemy's" ability to destroy our gro'und forces and
targets in our area. We need answers to these type questions to "sell" i,-% haid taiget munitions and to establish
how much surveillance needs to be directed against the enemy air order of battle.

- Further, in the area of INTEL/Surve-llance fusion we need answers as to what information is required at what
command lcVcl. How many INTEL/Surveillance systems do we build -- a central system for a region or a number
of systems for each region?

- A MIDS can theoretically be built that. can do not only information distribution but the precision navigation task
and the ideptification task s Wchl. Rut will it fit in our aircraft? Can we afford its cost? Would we better off
doing the Identification job 3ff line from the MIDS', Would wz be better off doing the Navigation job off line
and, if so, how? Should we spend our money on Lentral navigation systems like NAV ; AR wit"1 -.e,' on
aircraft or put our effort into possible improvements in inertial navigation systems - sif contained or the
aircraft.

We badly need answers to these and many other operational pay-off questions and I don't believe we have them all
yet.

To sum up -

- Our challenge is to find ways to make NATO equal or better than the Warsaw Pact in conventional capabilities.

- From the technology point of view

- Better munitions

- An effective intelligence/surveillance fusion system

- And an effective information distribution system

can all contribute to solving this challenge.

"- From the implementation point of view it's going to be difficult because it's going to cost a lot of money.

- From the common sense point of view, we military and technologists together need to find the answers to a great
number of critical questions - in order to determine what systems or system elements we have to sell to get the
greatest incremental increases in combat capability in the shortest possible time.

I'm convinced that we can do it - we must do it. The answer lies in large part with persons such as yourself - in
v our ability and willingness to press us dumb military for answers -- for answers that will allow you to design and "sell"
the right systems, the effective systems.

Gentlemen, Winston Churchill once said "Do not ask us to take sides against arithmetic". However, we have no
choice. We must take sides and we must figure out a way to beat the odds
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INVESTIGATION OF A STRAPDOWN ATTITUDE

AND HEADING REFERENCE SYSTEM

UTILIZING RING LASER GYROS

DR. GEORGE M. SIOURIS
AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAfNf

AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS DIVISION (ASD/ENACA)
-L WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO 45433 -

I
SUMMARY

There exists a requiriment for a low-cost, lightweight strapdown attitude and

hGading reference system, that will satisfy the needs for navigation, fire control, flight
control, and weapon delivery in the 1980s and beyond. Above all, the system must be
highly reliable, be easy to maintain and repair, be medium to high accuracy, have rapid
reaction time capability, and perform satisfactorily under extreme dynamic environments.
This paper assesses the potential benefits of utilizing ring laser gyro technology in a
strapdown attitude and heading reference system configuration for rotary- and fixed-wing
aircraft. The ring laser gyro has demonstrated highly acceptable performance with the
promise of even better results and greater design margins to enhance the low cost goals.
System performance is evaluated using a strapdown covariance error analysis simulation.
The covariance matrix represents the standard deviatious of the errors ir, the system ct

any point in time of the trajectory or mission. Coupled with a transition matvix that
propagates the covariance matriA forward along the route, the errors along the entire
"route can be computed.

Analysis and tradeoff studies of varicus configurations ot conventional gyros
indicate that an attitude and heading reference system using ring laser gyros, has indeed
the best potential for achieving 4ost-effectiveaiess, reliability, and performance.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the past decade, gimbaled Inertial Navigation Systems (INS) have provided
precise autonomous navigation .,nd position information for both military and commercial
aircraft. The mechanical complixity and penalties such as reliability, maintainability,Sand Life-Cycle-Cost (LCC) limit Lheir application. These systems cannot realize the low-
cost and reliability of future inertial systems. Futhermore, the INS of the 1980s must
significantly reduce its LCC without sacrificing performance and accuracy. 10 this end,
the INS function is most economicaJly achieved by a strapdown mechanization, and the
availability of small, high-speed digital minicomputers now permits a truly effective INS
design. Strapdown INS systems, although presently do not have the accuracy of gimbaled
systems, it is believed that in a few years they will be competitive with present systems.

This paper investigates another area equally important to that of an INS, namely,
Attitude and Heading Reference Systems (AHRS). Conventional spinning mass gyroscopes
p esently used in INS and AHRS systems employing ball bearings, electrostatic, gas or
other suspension principle have performed very well over the years. However, these iner-
tial sensors have rulatively high failure rates, are expensive to maintain and repair,
.nd somewhat difficult to calibrate. For these reasons, attention has now turned to
unconventional inertial rotation sensors such as the sonic gyro, the vibrating wire rate
sensor, the "superjet" solid state gyro, the nuclear magnetic resonance gyro, and the
ring laser gyro. Among these unconventional angular rate sensors, the ring laser gyro-
scope remains the most promising. Judging from recent impressive flight test results by
the U.S. Navy and the U.S. Air Force, it appears that the credibility oi the laser gyro
as a viable angular rate sensor is now fairly well established. Consequently, the latest
advances in Ring Laser Gyro (RLG) make it a strong contender for a broad spectrum of appli-
cations such as inertial navigation and guidance for aircraft and missiles, flight control,
fire control, and the AHRS which this paper explores.

The AHRS described in this paper has a speciiic application, which is used to
improve the navigation performance of a Doppler navigator and rrovide high quality
attitude, angular rates, and accelerations as airframe referenced outputs. This particular
application of AHRS, consisting of a simple, low-cost inertial sensor package configuration,
will provide body angle increments measured by three rinag laser gyros and body velocity
increments by three linear accelerometers. The information from the inertial sensors will
be fed into a digital computer (or miczoprccessor), which will process the inertially
derived intormatiorn and combine it with other sensor information such as Doppler radar
velocity to yield high accuracy aixcraft attitude and heading data. Inertially derived
information will be processed by means of staiidaid strapdown computational algorithms and
then combined with the reference data in a Kalman filter to generate optimal estimates of
aircraft attitude and heading. Fer the system under consideration, it will be assumed
that magnetic heading from a Magnetic Azimuth Detector (MAD) or fiux valve will be avail-
able for heading reference. It is anticipated that the system would be operated with and
significantly improve the performance of Doppler navigation and global positioning systems.
The Doppler radar navigation system performance (if this is the only means of navigation)
would improve through the use of the high accuracy heading data of the RLG AHRS, The
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Global Positioning System (GPS) performance would benefit through the use of velocity data
from the RLG AHRS which would substantially reduce the GPS tracking loop bandwidths and
thereby improve satellite signal acquisition time as well as signal-to-noise and signal-
to-jamming ratios.

Communication between the A4RS an4 the aircraft avionics will be accomplished
via a dually redundant MIL-STD-1553 multiplex data bus under the control of a master bus
controller. Typically, the program memory cards will provide 20,480 16-bit words. In
addition, 3072 words of Random Access Memory (RAM) and 1024 electrically alterable non-
volatile RAM for constants and sttus stolage will be available. If desired, an additional
space of 4096 words for future growth may be provided. The system jill contain a separate
resident bus control software modu)e and a Control and Display Unit (CDU) data module
unit, which will operate in conjunction with the different aircraft transfer control
protocol and control and display equipment.

2. RING LASER GYRO THEORY OF OPERATION

For completeness, this section pr,,sents an overview of the theory of operation
of the Ring Laser gyro (RLG) as a foundation for better understanding the discussion of
error sources given later in this section, and the problems encountered in rotation rate
measurements with laser gyros. For a complete description of the laser gyro operating
principles, mathematical modeling, and optical characteristics the reader is referred to
[l],LS], and [10j,

The ring laser gyro combines the properties oi an optical oscillator and general
relativity to produce the function of mechatnical gyroscopes presently used for inertial
navigation and guidance systems. It has the notable advantages of no rotating mechanical
parts, simple construction, inherent digital output, aid the capability of precision high
and lowi angular rate measurement. This latter property makes it w:ell suited for strapdown
inertial systems, which offer low-cost features as opposed to gimbaled systems. A ring
laser gyro is an optical cavity that contains two oppositely traveling light beams gener-
ated by stimulated emission of radiation. Thu3, light is the inertial rate sensing element.
When the gyro is at rest, the light beams have the same optical frequency and form a
standing wave pattern. That is, the two beams oscillat2 at identical frequencies. Rota-
tion of the ring in a clockwise directin, cauies the clockwise traveling beam to travel
a longer path length than the anticlockwise one. In other words, the frequency of the
clockwise dir-cted beam decreases while the frequenr.y of the oppositely traveling beam
increases. The frequency difference is proportional to the sensed rotational rate and is
detected by heterodyning the two beams on a photosensitive device. In order to sustain
oscillation and thus maintain lasing, two basic conditions must be met. 1) the path
length must be an exact number of wavelengths, that is, the phase shift around the cavity
must be zero, and 2) the gain must be unity at some power level set by the lasing medium.
The frequency difference between the counter-rotating beams is given by

Af = fl - f2 = (R-) in (la)

where n- is the input rotation rate, A is the area enclosed by the ring, X is the laser
wavelength. and L is the total length of the cavity. Eq, (la) is the ideal ring laser
gyro equation. This aquation can be further written as

Af 4A
= - Din + n 8 (lb)

which includes the biasing frequency Dil" Again, for an ideal ring laser gyro, the ideal
scale factor is given by

,A 4A

in

measured in units of counts/radian or acrsec/pulse. From this relationship, it can be
seen that the scale factor sensitivity will increase by increasing the enclosed ring area
while at the same tire decreasing the optical path length L (or the wavelength X). As a
result, any variation in these parameters will app'ar as an output error. Scaie factor
is measured in the laboratory on a rate table. If an ideal gyro is rotated about its
input axis through an angle equal to the pulse weight, an output of one pulse occars.
Before a measurement can be made, the rate table must be indexed at 00 in position. Out-
put measurements can then be made at different values of input rotation. For example,
for a given temperature and sample time, the rate table can be rotated clockwise and anti-
clockwise from 0.5 deg/sec to 720 deg/sec in increments of 25 deg/sec. Scale factor can
be determined in the laboratory from the equation [2]

K

N ±NB AT
BAT

"where * = angle through which the table moved during the sampling interval (arcsec).

- N = number of gyro output pulses during AT (pulses).

NB = total number of output pulses obtained during gyro bias determination (pulses).
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AT - sample interval (sec).

ATB = sampling interval during gyro bias determination (sec).

Scale factor deviations with temperature changes and internal thermal gradients is common
to laser gyros. It must be pointed out, however, that scale factor is not constant, but
a function of input rotation rate and temperature.

Commonly, the laser gyro block is made of a glass-ceramic material (CERVIT) or
Zerodur, that has a small bore along each side of a tiiangular shape. The bore serves as
the cavity for the plasma section. This is called an active He-Ne gas laser gyro, as17 opposed to those called "Sagnac Interferometer" where the plasma is external to the cvity.
Three mirrors are mounted on each corner to form a closed optical path. One of the mirrors
allows sufficient transmission (about 0.1%) of the laser beams for signal detection. As
mentioned above, the laser gyro is inherently a digital output instrument. That is, the
instrument has a digital output quantized in incremental input axis rotation. Therefore,
when the input rotational angle of an ideal instrument equals the quantized data size, an
output pulse occurs. For example, if an ideal laser gyro is rotated about its input axis
through an angle equal to the pulse weight, an output of one pulse occurs. The rate at
which the output pulses appear is directly proportional to the input rate, thus the total
angle of rotation is determined by counting the incremental pulses. Depending on the size
and type of laser gyro, each pulse represents approximately 2-16 radians of rotation in
inertial space about the laser gyro input axis. A ring laser gyro inertial navigation
system mechanized as a strapdown, Schuler-tuned system, will provide such output informa-
tion as position, inertial acceleration and velocity, true heading, synchro attitude and
heading, inertial altitude, and Built-In-Test (BIT) [3].

One of the main error sources in laser gyros is the so-called "lock-in" pheneme-
non. The lor in occurs fir any resonant system with frequencies close in magnitude, and
is characte:. ;ic of laser gyros. Lock-in is caused by imperfections in any reflecting
surface arou.'J the perimeter of the laser path and polarization anisotropies. These
imperfect mirrors will cause some backscatter of the laser light, which in turn causes
the clockwise and anticlockwise beams to couple together; this results in a zero beatnote
for nonzero rotation. The magnitude of lock-in is defined as one-half the deadband
around zero rate. Typical values may range from O.ldeg/hr to 15deg/hr. In order to avoid
this deadband and nonlinear performance region, Sperry uses the optical bias mirror prin-
ciple, while Honeywell uses a mechanical dithering in the order of 250-500Hz depending on
the type of gyro. Another promising principle of avoiding this deadband is Raytheon's
four-frequency or multioscillator ring laser gyro. Unlike the Sperry or Honeywell laser
gyros, this laser gyro uses four beams in the same triangular cavity. The artificial bias
is removed through a logic algorithm which may be either implemented in the software or
hardware. Another error source or problem encountered in laser gyzos is bcale factor
changes due to mode pulling and pushing effects. It might be pointed out that the two
key parameters that describe the laser gyro's performance are drift and scale factor.

Laser gyros exhibit random noise caused primarily by laser noise, and is present
in the gyro data as a random white noise frequency modulation of the gyro pulse train
output. The noise will be reduced in amplitude dependent upon the integration time used
for data averaging, and is proportional to I/ vAr-T where AT is the period of the sample in
hours. Therefore, random noise is constant, but its effect on the data varies according
to the sample period. Data shows that the noise level increases with more rapid sampling.
Another type of noise that can limit the laser gyro performance is the so-called quinti-
zation error caused by the use of readout schemes that count only integral output pulses.
However, this error source is not a fundamental error, since it can be circumvented by
the use of more sophisticated readout schemes. The following Companies are engaged in
laser gyro development: Autonetics,Honeywell, Litton, Singer-Kearfott, and Sperry Gyro-
scope. As of this writing, Honeywell and Sporry have laser gyro production capability.
In summary, the ring laser gyro is an ideal inertial rotation sensor for strapdown INS
applicazions for the following reasons: 1) it has not moving parts and it is simple in

'4 construction, therefore the life expectancy is significantly longer than conventional
gyros yielding a much higher reliability, 2) it is insensitive to accelerations, 3) it is

-• a rugged instrument, 4) it has a wide dynamic range, 5) it has excellent parameter stab-
ility, 6) its output is in digital form, resulting in much simpler interface with micro-
processors and airborne computers, 7) it is insensitive to thermal gradients, anld 8) it
is cost-effective.

3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

This section describes an Attitude and Heading Reference System (AHRS' which is
typical of many systems found in military aircraft. Extarnal Doppler radar velocity will
be compared to the AIIRS calculated values in order to provide damping for leveling loop
transients. The function of an AHRS is to determine the orientation of the carrying
vehicle relative to a given or known coordinate frame. In particular, the strapdown AHRS
considered here measureq directly body angular rates and accelerations by means of three
ring laser gyros and three single-axis linear accelerometers. These measurements are
used to computationally maintain a knowledge of vehicle attitude. Attitude is derived
computationally by integrating body rates.

Using a moderately high speed processor, body measurements and attitude can be
obtained in any coordinate frame, which may be advantageous in certain applications. In
the past, platform AHRS attitude information was derived from gimbal angles. However,
body angular rates and accelerations established by this type of system, requires resolvers
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a•nd/or ccmputational transformations. Furtheraore, these systems have not proved to be
cost-effective and relieble. The strapdown approach on tho other hand, provides direct
measurements of the desired outputs, which are suitable for use in the inner loops of the
aircraft flight control system or for use in fire control system, thereby eliminating the
requirement for the additional sensors presently in use. Thus, in a strapdown mechaniza-
tion, the mechanical gimbels ete replaced by a computer. Strapdown technology has become
possible mainly due to Large Scale Integration (LSI) microelectronics. The advent of
microprocessors with their enhanced computational capability, storage, and low cost has
made today these systems a reality. Typical AHRS systems presently in use end/or in
development using conventional spinning mass gyros are the following: 1) Lear Siegler Inc.
Model 6000 Series, 2) Litton LR-80, and 3) Sperry SRS-1000. On January 28, 1980, Sperry
Flight Systems started flight testing the SRS-1000 using a SLIC-7 (Sperry Laser Integrated
Cluster) in a King-Air aircraft. The results showed that the AHRS system performed well.

The present AHRS is dasigned as an all-attitude reference system providing oll,
pitch, and heading outputs which may be used for display and control inputs to other air-
craft systems. Moreover, the AHRS will be MIL-STD-1553 multiplex data bus compatible,
which is the data exchange between the AHRS and other avionic subsystems. In other words,
the AHRS provides digital outputs via the multiplex data bus, discretes, and analog out-
puts. Inputs are received as messages via the multiplex data bus and as discretes. The
information flow on the data bus comprises messages that are formed by three types of
words: command, data, and status. NIL-STD-1553 multiplex data bus is widely accepted and
used because: 1) it eases the system design task, 2) defines protocol and format, and 3)
facilitates system growth and flexibility without compromising system design. System
accuracy requirements are 0.250 rms for true heading and 0.15* rms in pitch and roll.
The system is assumed to consist basically of the following Line Replaceable Units (LRU):
an Inertial Sensor Assembly (!SA), a microprocessor, a CDU, an Electronics Control Ampli-
fier (ECA), Inuut.'Output electronics, and a Power Supply Unit (PSU). Heading and velocity
reference information will be provided by a magnetic azimuth detector and a Doppler radar
navigation set respectively. This design concept enhances operational performance, reli-
ability, maintainability, and minimizes the LCC. The ISA will measure incremental changes
of attitude (A0ns) and linear velocity (AV's) relative to three mutually orthogonal body-
fixed axes. In the magnetic mode the input to the computer is local magnetic heading[8].
This value is corrected by computed magnetic variation from a stored table to determine
local variation. Tlerefore, in this mode the correction applied to the input value is
the current estimate of the compass reference axis orientation with respect to true north.
True heading *TRIE can be derived by standard techniques, that is, from nagnetic heading
*MAI as measure a? the system plus a knowledge of magnetic variation *MX for the current
locuation. In addition, true heading can be inputted from the Doppler ra ar as digital
sin/cos data, transformed into a whole angle by the system and outputted as digital or
synchro information. Mathematic-lly, the equation for true heading is given by * R,,r
*MfG + ýM. True heading is required for navigation. The heading inputs are use• 9 a
reference for air alignment and for heading in the Dopple- mode. Also, aircraft roll and
pitch are supplied for reference purposes and to the Doppler radar as backup antenna
stabilization in the absence of inertial measurement pitch and roll outputs. A vertical
attitude validity signal is also provided for the pitch and roll cutput of the AHRS.

The use of Doppler radar navigators in rotary- and fixed-wing aircraft have
transitiored from simple dead-reckoning navigation to highly accurate hybridsystems. In
its simplest form, a typical Doppler radar navigation system will consist of a Doppler
radar set, a heading reference, a navigation computer, and a CDU. Since the navigation
accuracy of a Doppler system is dependent on the heading reference, it is important to
select a heading reference system that would contribute as small an error as possible.
In other words, the heading reference is the major error contributor in such systems.
Presently, two types of heading reference systems are available. These are: 1) the mag-
netic, north-referenced heading system based on a magnetic azimuth detector, and 2) the
true north-referenced heading systems based on inertial alignment or gyrocompassing.
The advantages or disadvantages of each would depend primarily on mission requirements,
performance, reaction time, cost, size, and weight. •s was ment'oned earlier, a MAD or
flt-x valve will be assumed, since, in addition for the reasons just stated, high accuracy
gyrocompassing requires an extremely good knowledge of gyro biab during the period when
the earth's measurements are being made. A fifteen-state Kalman filter is included in
the software mechanization, which reduces the heading error. rhe Kalman filter process-
ing will also be used for ground and in-air alignment [6]. The system will be so designed
as to transmit a word mode to the CDU and central computer, which identifies the status
and availability of specific pa~meters (e.g., attitude), digital attitude invalid, NAV
READY, and control vector acknowledge. A functional block diagram of the proposed system
in shown in Fig. 1. The goal of the system's architecture, mechanical, and electrical
design will be to provide for an easily assembled and tested low LCC production unit.
Ease of maintenance is of paramount importance, therefore the system must be so designed
allowing for quick flight line replacement of failed Shop Replaceable Unit (SRU) cards [9J.
Moreover, the SRU's will contain individual test connectors for use in isolation to the
component level at depot maintenance. The SRU's will interface with the data bus. An
AHRS, as part of an INS, provides - backup mode of operation. For example, the C-SA
aircraft is equipped with two AHRS systems. In case the INS fails temporarily, th3 INS
automatically switches to this mode. However, it must be point out that the quality of
data obtained in this mode would not be as good as the INS itself.
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3.1 System Performance

- . The overall system performance of the proposed system is-summarized below:

- Heading accuracy 0.25* (rms)

- Roll and pitch accuracy 0.150 (rms)

- Body rat- error 0.02 deg/sec (rms)

- Rate capability >75 deg/sec

- Linear acceleration error 0.05 m/sec 2 (rms)

- Linear G-capability >20 G's

- Reaction time S2 min.

3.2 Inertial Sensor Description

An assumed set of system error parameters and a !et of expected 1-sigma values
for these parameters are implicit in the design and system accuracy predictions. These
values determine the initial values of the inertial instrument error parameter variance
in the operational Kalman filter covariance matrix, and, in part, which parameters should
be included in the Kalman filter state vector. The assumed inertial sensors will be com-
patible with design accuracy goals.

3.2.1 Ring Laser Gyros

The nominal design parameter c- racteristics of the laser gyros are listed
below:

- Bias stability (day-to-day) 0.015 deg/hr

- Bias stability (long term) 0.01 deg/hr/Ahirp
- Random walk 0.002 deg/ihF

- Scale factor stability 5 ppm (1-sigma)

- Scale factor linearity 5 ppm (1-sigma)

- Scale factor asymmetry 1 ppm (1-sigma)

- Rate 500 deg/sec.

3.2.2 Accelerometers

Linear motion along the three orthogonal axes will be sLnsed by the accelero-
0A meter's seisL' c mass, which will be converted to an electrical analog signal by the

integral rebalance electronics. Therefore, this analog of motion is the useful output
of the accelerometer. Temperature compensation of bias and scale factor will be accom-
plished by an integral thermal sensor, which will be used in the system computer. The
performance characteristics of this accelerometer are:

- Bias repeatability SOG (1-sigma)

-. Random bias 105 G (1-sigma)

- Scale factor repeatability 0.05% (1-sigma)

- Scale factor 100 ,pm (1-sigma)

- Input-Axis alignment 0.1 mrad

4W - Threshold 1 X 10-'G

Strapdown accelerometers have a considerable effect on the overall system performance.
In particular, accelerometer bias and alignment errort affect the system velocity accuracy.
Since in effect, accelcrome.ers measure inertial acceleration minus local gravity field,
ring laser inertial navigators must model the local gravitational field and add model
gravity values to the accelerometer signals in order to obtain inertial acceleration in
the navigation mode. Anaccuracies in the modeled value will cause navigation errors.

For a moderate accuracy (1-2 nm/hr) navigation system, gravity can be modeled
using earth spheroid model coefficients, which are best suited for tha latitude/longitude
of operation. Residual uncompensated gravity deflections in the order of 10-20 arcsec
will cause significant errors in position and velocity. It might be pointed out that
rotary wing aircraft flying Nap-cf-the-Earth (NOE) and short ranges, gravity modeling dill
play no significant role. The gravity model used in most operational systems is based on
a gravity model used in most operational systems is based on a gravity field perpendicular
to a reference ellipsoid, which approximates the mean sea-le.fl equipotential surface

X
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known as the geoid. However, since the surface of the geold deviates from the reference ellipsoid, the
gravity vector also deviates from the reference ellipsoid. Moderate accuracy navigation systems do not
require modeling of the vertical deflection, since this is not a dominant error source, therefore it will
not be considered here. A typical gravity model based on the Clarke reference ellipsoid model is given by

g=go [l - Lh O.OOS2884sin 2)N

where go = 32.088222 (ft/sec
2 )

h = altitude above the reference ellipsoid

R = mean equatorial radius of the earth (=20,926,062 ft)

X = geographic latitude.

Other more complex gravity error models have been developed, but these are not relevant in this work.
Normally, accelerometer pulses are scaled every Sms and corrected for bias and misalignment every 20 ms.

3.3 Kalman Filter Mechanization

The theory of the Kalman filter has been treated extensively in the literature and will not be
repeated here. For the purpose of clarity, only the necessary mechanizatior equations will be given. For
a detailed account of the Kalman filter the reader is referred to [7].

The Kalman filter contains an error modc t which relates observed errors to each significant
error source as a function of time and vehicle dynamics. A fifteen-state filter error model is included
in the software mechanization. The state vector consists of the following error states: north volocity,
east velocity, vertical velocity, north tilt, east tilt, heading (azimuth), x-gyro drift, y-gyro drift,
x-gyro scale factor, y-gyro scale factor, z-gyro scale factor, x-accelerometer bias, y-accelerometer bias,
Doppler scale factor, and magnetic heading reference. There are other types of errors that contribute to
the overall system accuracy, but these are the major ones. Including more states would only add to the
system memory and timing requirements without appreciably increasing the accuracy of the system.

The Kalman filter will be implemented with floating-point arithmetic. The floating-point
arithmetic uses 32-bit floating point words consisting of a 24-bit mantissa and an 8-bit signed exponent.
The computer program will perform the required error analysis by propagating the covariance matrix of the
system state. At any instant of time, the state of the aircraft will be lepresented by the vector x(t),
the components of which represent the dircraft orientation, velocity, etc. The error covariance propagation
equations are general matrix equations involving system and filter error model description matrices, noise
d.istribution matrices, output matrices, and system and filter control matrices. These Kalman recursive
equations are initialized by specifying the initial filter covariance matrix Po. The covariance matrix is
a diagonal matrix having elements P (1,1) through P0 (1S,15). Since the filter model is completely observa-
ble and controllable, the initial vRlue of the covariance matrix Po is irrelevant to the steady-state
results. However, it may have a minor effect on the filter'r transient performance, therefore it has been
specified in the simulation. Solution of the state transition, covariance, and gain matrices will be pro-
cessed at the rate of every 60 seconds. The AHRS Kalman filter used in this study is suboptimal, therefore
it is necessary to maintain a real world set of errors with which to compare the Kalman filter covariance
matrix in order to ensure filter stability and measure its performance. An important output of the simula-
tion needed for filter design is 1) the real world error standard deviations after being operated on by the
filter, and 2) the standard deviations of the Kalman filter covariance matrix. For a proper design, the
ratio of the real world filter to the suboptimal filter standard deviations should be near one. The
sequence of the covariance matrix computations are summarized below:

- 1. Propagate the covariance matrix Pi (n-'n) according to

Pi = 0(ii-l)P i-IT(i'i'l) + Qi (2)

2. Calculate the Kalman gain matrix Ki(nxm) according to

K1 = P.HT(H.P.HT + Ri)-I (3)
1 I 11 1

3. Update the covariance matrix according to

•i P P' - K.H.P. ; (4)

Where 0(i,i-l) = state transition matrix for the time period i-I to i. (nxn)

Hi = measurement matrix (mxn)

R. = measurement noise covariance matrix lmxm)

= process (or system) noise covariance matrix (nxn).

The superscript T denotes matrix transposition. Figure 3 is a flow chart depicting the
simulation process.

The process noise ;-ovariance matrix Q. is used .o account for unmodeled errors. By prc'er design of this
matriA, the system covariance matrix is made to fit the true prediction of the navigation accuracy. If
externsl observations are made to update the system, the covariance matrix will change accordingly as a
result of these updates. Accelerometer error is modeled as a Markovian random process characterized by an
autocorrelation function of the form
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The baseline model for the accelerometers has been chosen to be represented by the first-order stochastic
differential equation

dt) = -Od(t) + 42 u(t)

where u(t) is a victor of white noise driving functions and the correlation time is I/8. The solution of
this equation is given by the initial conditions and the convalution integral

"d(t) = d(O)e"ot + •t e'8(t-T) u()dr.

The autocorrelation function of d(t) is

t 7te_6- _
*d dPt't) = d2(O)e-B( 2 t+,) + 2002 $ _e8Ctx)

u
0 0

,"(x-y)e- 6(t+r-y) dxdy

d (O)e 2Bt e-r + 20a26t e2-(t'x) e-(t+T-x)dX

2 -20t BrT 2 -Sr e-(2t+r)d (O~e e -+a l ~ 'e

2 2

For au a d and d(O) =ad'

-tr = 2 e-OT for >O.-•- Cd, d~t,.•j =d•

Since the autocorrelation function is an even function, then

0 d(dt,r) = o2 e0
1 T I

The associated power spectral density (PSD) is

S(t) = c a
I. + (Tr)) 2

Hence, it is seen that 3a error state described by the obove stochastic differential equation, initialized

at d(O) =qd. and driven b the white noise u(t) having variance a2does indeed generate a Markovian random
process having variance d and a correlation time constant equal to 1,48. Therefore, the accelerometer errorwill be modeled as an exponentially time-correlate., noise of the form

2
E[A(t)A(t+rJ] = 0 2 exp(-lI/TA) (5)

where E[] is the expected value operator, aA is the accelerometer standard deviation, and T is the acceler-
ometer time constant. In section 2, i: was mentioned that the ring laser gyro error model is considered to
be wideband noise with 1/.'-AT behavior where AT is the ý,ample time. Wideband noise can be attributed to the

A "frequency fluctuations arising :rom residual effects preventing complete correlation in the fluctuations
of the counter-directed modes. Let w(t) represent a white, zero-mean, independent random process. Then,

_P-i the corresponding autocorrelation is expressed as

E• .• [ w(t 1) W(t 2)] -. R 6 (tl -t _'d( 6

* R Oa~

2where a2 is the variance in the inAicated drift rate, 6(t 1 -t•) is the Diracdelta fdnction, and AT is the

time daring which the u 'w are computed from the accumulated Angle data. This model is mechanized in the
covariance analysis program.

The magnetic heading reference error A*i is similarly modeled-as a random process [8]. Mathe-
matiza'J ., the state equation for this error is of t1e form
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!°-Id +•H ( 7)
AJ 'H n7)

where T is the correlation time constant and n is a white noise driver term.

4. STRAPDOWN ALGORII*S

This section addresses the basic system strapdown algorithms, used during the normal navigate
mode, and the compensation te-ms for the gyros and accelerometers. Since in a strapdown mechanization the
accelerometers are not stabilizee by a gimbal system, their outputs must undergo a computer coordinate
transformation from body (aircraft) coordinates to the earth-referenced (navigation) coordinate frame.
Thus, strapdown computation algorithms transform the sensed acceleration from body coordinates into earth-
referenced coordinates. One can immediately notice the added computational load imposed on the navigation
computer as compared to a conventional gimbaled system. Therefore, the designer of the strapdown algorithms
must ascertain that any computational errors introduced are within allowable bounds, while at the same time
minimizing the time and memory burden on the navigation computer. An efficient solution of strapdown
algorithms will consist of: 1) four-parameter (quaternion) attitude representation, 2) a simplified third-
order Taylor series attitude integration, 3) orthonormal7ation of the attitude matrix, 4) Coriolis rota-
tional corrections to body velocity increments, and 5) double precision arithmetic. The outputs from the
inertial sensors must be pre-processed in order to be in acceptable format for the computer. The basic
algorithm may be expressed as follows:

t+ AT t+AT
I A dT -- f C.A• dT
t t (8)

where A.. is a 3xl -"ector of accelerations in the navigation frame, AB is a 3xl vector of accelerations in
the body frame, and C is a 3x3 transformation matrix from body to the earth-referenced frame. The trans-
formation from body axes to the earth-referenced or navigation frame is accomplished by successive rotations
and is given by the equation

S[C(1,) C(1,2) C(1,3)•

•C(2,1) C(2,2) C(2,3) C ] = C B (9)LC(3,1) C(3,2) C(3,3)

where the elements of the transformation matrix C are as follows:

C(l,l) = cosicese

C(1,2) = -sinJcoso + cos*sinesin$

C(1,3) = sin4sino + cosisin6co%6

C(2,1) = sir.cos6

C(2,2) = coswcosý + sinisinesin4

C(2,3) = -cos*sinl + sin~sin6cosf

C(3.1) = -sine

C(3.2) = cosesinf

C(3,3) = cosfcosý

Corrections required to maintain alignment between the body and earth-referenced frames are inputs to the
gyro drift estimator. The heading * is defined as the angle of the aircraft velocity vector measured
relative to north (i.e., clockwise from north). A positive beading will correspond to a positive rotation
about the z-axis. From the above relationships, aircraft attitude is given by

e = - arcsin C(3,1)

= arctan(C(2,2)/C(ll))

= arctanCC(3,2)/C(3,3)).

Figure 2 shows the aircraft (body) axes orientation. These are the axes which the gyro input axes point.
Next, consider the Euler (quaternion) parameter conversion to direction cosines, This operation converts
the accurately determined aircraft attitude from the Euler parameter form tu the direction cosine matrix
form, and subsequently use this result to correct the attitude direction cosine matrix. However, before
this operation is porformed, an approximate incremental direction coine integration operation of 100 times
per second must b, carried out. The accuracy of the direction cosine matrix will be maintained by a
periodic update rate of 2S times per second by a direction cosine matrix formed from an accurate quaternion
integration of the gyro input angle increments. 7n other words, gyro sensed angular ratos when integrated
over a short period of time, provide angular increments (AO's) in the body's coordinate systeba. Therefore,
the calculations to be performed are:
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where AG. (i=1,2,3) are the gyro angular increments and b.. (i,j=1,2,3) is the direction
cosine mltrix obtained from the Euler parameters to direction cosines operation every
iteration. The next step required in this procedure is the Euler parameter integration
operation. Specifically, the purpose of this operation is to integrate the measured
aircraft angular motion, which has been corrected for gyro bias and transfoxmed into the
body axes (i.e., roll, pitch, and yaw) coordinate system, to produce an accurate current
attitude of the aircraft. From the above discussion, the body attitude information is
stored in the direction cosine matrix [B], which obeys the familiar differential equationl

i = [B] 'I(1 aB [B3~(lla)

where R is a skew-symmetric matrix formed from the body angular rates. The direction
cosine attitude matrix [B], is expressed in terms of the Euler parameters and is given
by the well-known equation [4], [11]

A2_B2-c÷2 +D2 2(AB-CD) 2(AC+BO)

[B] 2(AB+CD) -A 2+B 2-C 2+D2 2(BC-AD) (llb)

2(AC-BD) 2(BC+AD) -A 2-B 2+C 2+D

where A2+B2+C2 D2 = 1 satisfies an exact set of Euler parameters of an orthogonal matrix.
The A,B,C, and 0 parameters are updated using the incremental angles as measured by the
laser gyros at an update rate of 100 per second. The primary purpose of computing this
direction cosine attitude matrix is to transform the velocity increments along the earth-

referenced coordinate frame. Thus, the transformation of velocity increments from body
coordinates to the earth-referenced coordinate frame is obtained from

U Ij( = [B] (llc

wih LAVD L AVZeJ

Finally, an expression is needed for the selected earth-referenceu coordinate frame (i.e.,
horizontal north, horizontal east, and vertical down) angular -,.tes with respect to
inertial space. Since the laser gyros measure angular increments of the aircraft body
with respect to inertial space, this expressio., takes the form

FGb 171 rON
Ab = A-1 . -T JE]

b 3] 
(12)

The angular rateL of this coordinate frame are given by

V
U = EcosL + E

N E

p
VN

EN
Ru. (13)

---- tani - flEsinL
R +h

rp
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where E = earth rate (= 7.291151 x i0"5 rad/sec)

i , = north and east velocity componentsSV, E

R = earth's radius in the meridian planm

Rp = earth's radivs in the parallel plan

h = aircraft aititude

iiL = latitude

AT = computation cycle time (=I/20 see).

j For small increments of time, one can write the velocity algorithm as follows:

AVN(t + At) = C(t + At) &V (t + At). (14)

The AV's are then accumulated to update the navigation frame velocities

VN(t + At) = VN(t) + AVN(t + At). (15)

The digitized gyro data serves as a reference for the accelerometers for providing angle
rate information. Consequently, this angular rate information is used to build a coor-
dinate transformation matrix or direction cosine matrix. Continued updating of this
direction cosine matrix enables the acceleration pulses, that is, increments of velocity
(AV's), to be resolved into the navigation computational frame. These velocity incre-f ments are then accumulated in the standard navigation frame as north, east, and vertical
down velocities. Since in the present study latitude and longitude are not required
outputs, they can be easily generated and allow for continuous updating of magnetic

B variation from a stored table. Navigation is accomplished in this standard, north-slaved,
velocity-damped mechanization, with the direction cosine matrix being periodically ortho-
normalized.

Inertial sensor compensation is provided as follows: 1) the gyro data must be
corrected for bias (or fixed drift) and scale factor, and 2) the accelerometer informa-
tion must be corrected for bias, scale factor, misalignments, and nonorthogonalities.
The quantization requirement for the gyro output pulses has been determined to be 0.5 sec/
pulse, In the simplest form, the system computation3 that includes the Doppler radar
velocity components and compensates for Corioiis effects and accelerometer bias are given
below:

V V + ABx At - 2 aV sinL At - K(VN - VDN) At (16)

VE = VE + ABY At - 2 an V NsnLt - k(VE VDE) At (17)

where VNVE = north and east velocities

A ABx ABy= x- and y-acceljrometel bias in body frame

K = damping gain.

These computations are corrected at each Kalman filter cycle.

Strapdown inertial navigation systems exhibit what is known as "coning" motion
errors. Coning is a simultaneous sinusoidal motion in two axes and 909 out of phase with
each other. Specifically, coning errors exist only when the frequency of coning motion
falls into the range that is outside the computational bandwidth and inside a gyro's
servo bandwidth. In the latter case, the gyro is insensitive to the coning inputs,
theiefore no errorb are present. Coning errors affect the gyro scale factor and linearity.
In strapdown systems using mechanically dithered ring laser gyros, this effect is more
pramounced, in that errors from one gyro couple into the other.

5 SOFTWARE

The software design is general and performs the tasks necessary to provide
outputs of aircraft attitude and other navigation information as required. These tasks
are performed by:.



- Providing multi-task real-time control, program initialization, interrupt
handling, and task scheduling.

- Performing status monitoring and mode sequencing.

- Providing rapid reaction alignment.

- Performing navigation operations and calibration.

- Performing software control and providing the necessary addressing, formatting,
and memory access demanded by the 1553 multiplex data bus.

- Processing steering data relative to controlling output aircraft indicators,and providing steering data for display.

- Performing self-test operations.

During program initialization, the operating system performs power-on bit and initializes
the operating system routines. Preliminary results indicate that input/output informa-
tion can be handled by the system at the following rates: a) angular rate and accelera-
tion-10ms, d) Doppler velocity-7.SHz, c) magnetic heading compensation-2Oms, and d)
aixcraft pitch, roll, and yaw - 20ms. Final values will be established in the overall
software package.

6. CONCLUSIONS

It is well known that strapdown mechanizations replace substantial portions of
the high cost, low reliability, electromechanical components or conventional gimbaled
navigation systems with low cost, high reliability electronics. Also, strapdown systems
provide significant improvement in maintainability, flexibility, and reduction in life-
cycle-cost. The objectives of the system design were to:

- Minimize hardware complexity, thus enhancing the reliability and reducing
maiiatenance actions.

- Low cost (in the order of $40K - $45K).

I: - Hardware commonality.

- Simplicity of design and mechanization by using modular hardware.

A strapdown AHRS utilizing ring laser gyro will meet the stated objectives. Moreover,
the successful realization of such a system is based on optimal filtering and estimation
theory.

r _
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SUMMARY

This Paper considers the growth of low cost Strapdown Inertial Guidance Systems that
has occurred in recent years. For the majority of current applications the only
gyroscozes that are sufficiently mature for such systems are the Rate Integrating Gyro
an, the Dynamically Tuned Gyro. It is often thought that the error models of these two
gyroscopes are very different and that it is more difficult to use the Dynamically Tuned
Gyroscope. The ',aper shows that such impressions are misconceived and that both types
of groscope are Using offered in packages complete with digital compensation of the
crror terms.

1. INTR3DUCTION

Until about five years ago there was little demand for a rate gyroscope with a
performance 1,i the range 0.5 to 10 degrees per hour. When many new applications started
to appear raquiring instruments of this performance new gyroscopes had to be developed.

There were three possible approaches:-

1) Improve the coaventional rate gyro designa.
2) Adapt Inertial 17tsgation Sensors - especially those of the Strapdown variety.

3) GUs a new technology.

In 1980 it is the sensors derived from Inertial Navigation that are most in demand

thoagh this will possibly change in 5 - 10 years when new technologies such as the Pibre
Optic Gyro become sufficiently well proven to be accepted as a sensor in a particular
mission.

The two most c'ommon isensnrs are the Strapdown Rate Integrating Gyro and the various
two degree of freedom dry gyros, typified by the Strapdown Dynamically Tuned Gyro.

The purpose of this Paper is three fold. Firstly to compare in a unified manner
the two main gyroscope types and to show hos similar their error models are.

, Secondly to demonstrate how the unwary can be deceived when evaluating these gyros
on the assumption • they are 'Just better rate gyros'.

Thirdly the Paper describes the developments that are taking place in which the
system user is offered a complete pickage with all the necessary electronics and with
sufficient computing ability to compensate for the inevitable sensor errors in a gyro of
this performance.

The Paper concludes with a brief description of the hardware being developed by
British Aerospace at their Precision Products Iroup in Stevenage. This includes two
types of Dynamically Tuned Gyroscopes and a complete package - The Smart Inertial
Measurement Unit or PTMU.

2. NEW REQUIREMENTS FOR LOW GRADE INERTIAL NAVIGATION

SirThird generation short range tactical missiles, point defence missiles and air to
air missiles are demanding an overall increase in the accuracy of their guidance syste's.
The missiles have to be more autonomous, have an increased stand off range, requ~re
improved homing head pointing accuracies and have to arrive at the target with improved
CEP's (Circle Error Probabilities). A logical solution to this requirement is to use a
strapdown mid-course navigation system which has the ability to provide angular rate and
acceleration data for autopilot stabilisation, attitude data for hominr3 head pointing, as
well as distance gone and velocity data. As will be seen such solutionA imply a rate
gyroscope with a performance of typically 5"/hr. This should be compared with
conventional Inertial Navigation Systems which require rate sensors with a bias
stability, in m-st cases better than O.01"/hour, with 0.1"/hour acceptable in some aided
uystems. Other applications reqairing rate gyroscopes such as line of sight
.stabilisation, both for optical gights and homing heads, used gyros with much lower
performance. Thus only a short time ago the development of rate sensors had tended to
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be concentrated into two classes. The first being 0.1"/hour or better for use in
inertial navigation and the second, 100"/hr to 1000/hr for use in autopilot
stabilisation. Any application in tne middle of these two, i.e. with bias of I to
10"/hour had generally been designed using two degree of freedom pocition gyros.

The constraints imposed by the size, weight, reliability and overall performance
make the strapdown mechanisation an obvious choice. It does however put considerable
demands on the inertial sensors, particularly the gyro. A typical environment for a
rate gyro is shown in Table 1. The gyro has to measure these very high rates and at the
same time have s bias stability and scale factor accuracy to meet the mid course guidance
specification.

PHASE TYPICAL RATE Rad/fecI
*Launch 4

Mid Course1
Terminal I1

TABLE 1. TYPICAL RATE PROFILE FOR AN
AIR LAUNCHED MISSILE

Demands on the accelerometer are not so stringent and existing force feedback
accelerometers can meet the required specification. Development is in progress to
provide accelerometers with the required p-rformance at a lower price to give sensible
overall life cycle costs.

In order to quantify the sensor requirements that have been introduced, typical
specifications have been produced (Table 2). The first specification relates to a
hypothetical short range, short time of flight missile at the lower performance end of
the applications considered. The second is for a long range medium flight time missile
of moderate performance.

TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONO
PARAMETER 1.RANGE 30 KM 2.RANGE 500 KM

RATE SENSORS PLUS READ OUT
Full Scale Range */Sec Continuous +200 +120

Short Term 7500 7250
Zero Stability "/hr 1 sigma (over temperature range) 70 2:7- 10
Mass Unbalance '/hr/g 1 sigma 36 2 - 5
g 2 Sensitivity /hr/g 2 1 sigma 0.5 0.2
Scale Factor Accuracy (% of specified value) 0.5 0.1
Scale Factor Linearity(! of applied rate) 0.3 0.01
Cross Coupling (% of applied rate) 0.3 0.05
Minimum Loop Bandwidth Hz 100 50

ACCELEROMETER PLUS READ OUT
Full Scale Range g +60 +30
/ero Stability mg (over temperature range) 25 - I
Scale Factor Accuracy(% of specified value) 0.5 0.1
Scale Factor Linearity(% of applied acceleration 0.5 0.3
Minimum Bandwidth Hz 80 3G - 100

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
Orthogonality of Instruments (mR) 2 1
Readiness Time (Secs) 2 10
Environmental Temperature *C -40 to +80 -40 to +80

TABLE 2. TYPICAL INERTIAL SENSOR SPECIFICATIONS

3. POSSIBLE INERTIAL SEFSORS

The development of inertial sensors for 3-capdown applications (reference 1) has
p progressed considerably in the last decade. The gyros, listed in Table 3, have been
developed to provide instruments which have the required bias stability and scale factor
accuracy for use in the wide dynarric range ervironment encountered in the strapdown
system. Some of the gyro designs have been based on conventiona? platform sensors.
Others have used new techniques ýore applicable to the strapdown mechanisation.

It •s clear that the rate integrating gyro, the dynamically tuned gyro and the ring
laser gyro will be the rate sensors considered for use in st-apdown mid course guidance
systems a*. the present time and for the immediate future. Although it is likely a laser
gyro will eventually replace the conventional spinning mass gyro in the majority of these
applications, the exact time frame is not clear. For the immediate future therefore,

Sonly the rate integrating gyro and the dynamically tuned gyro are available. These
gyros have their relative advantages and disadvantages and a review of their operating
principles and error models is useful in establishing the choice of rate sensor.



SENSOR TYPE FEATURES

RATE INEEGRATING GYRO (RIG) - Single axis gyro, used as a rate gyro
- Uses proven techniques

S__ - In quantity production

ThF DYNAMICALLY TUNED GYRO (DTG) - Two axis free gyro, used as a rate gyro
- Uses proven techniques
- Demonstrated performance suitable for

__strapdown applications

F THE RING lASER GYRO (RLG) - Single axis rate gyro
- Designed for strapdoý.n applicationsS,- Quantity production juzt beginning

THE ELECTROSTATIC SUSPENDED GYRO - T%o axis attitude gyro available in both
S(ERG) platform and strapdown versions

- Angular rate data not available directly

OTHER SOLID STATE RATE SENSORS - Single axis rate sensor
i.e. THE FIBRE OPTIC LASER RATE - In early development

- Potentially a small solid state sensor
__suitable for missile applications

TABLE 3. STRAPDOWN GYROS

4. COMPARISON OF THE RATE INTEGRATING GYRO AND THE DYNAMICALLY TUNED GYRO

4.1 The Rate Integrating Gyro (RIG)

The rate integrating gyro was developed for platform use where it was used as a position
gyro as its output is the integral of the input angular rate. For strapdown use it is
used in a rate mode, but the name "rate integrating" is retained.

The gyro has a long production history and numerous types have been manufactued spanning
an accuracy range of better than O.001"/hour to that of typically 1"/hour currently
available from the miniature versions. An example is shown in Figure I and it can be
seen that the inttrument consists of three main assemblies; a cylinder containing the
gyro rotor and spir motor (usually called the flopt), an angle pick-off, and an
electrical torque motor. The float is supported in a precision suspension system and
the small gap between the cylinder and case is filled with a high visqosity fluid. ThisI provides a means of supporting the float at neutral buoyancy and provides viscous damping
to resist the relative motion between the ficat and the gyro case. It is this viscous
damping which provides the integration function. The angle pick-off measures the
relative float tc, case position and the electrical torque motor allows precise torques to
be applied to the float assembly. A bellows assembly is included to allow for fluidS texpansion wi h oanges in temperature, oe t h gyro spin motor is via mi at r
flex leeds.

PICK-OFF AND SPIv. MOTOR GYROHEATER ROTOR OUTPUT

1)1

TEMPE ATUR5 MASS UNBALANCE FLOAT CASE
BELLOWS MICROVERNIER

ADJUSTER

FIGURE 1. TiE RATE INTEGRATING GYRO
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It is well known that the rate integrating gyro has demonstrated its capabilities as
a reliable &.ro for all platform applications. The many yearo of production have
provided a technology which is well understood but is rather complex and certain
processes require extremely delicate and careful quality control if the performance
req,,•rcmen14 are to be achieved. For example, the quality of the spin motor
bearingn and The degree of lubrication have to be tightly controlled if the mass
centre ztability requirements are to be met. Additionally the construction of the
gyro means that it has to be completely assembled and sealed before any actual gyro
testing can be carried out. This makes production re-work expensive.

When used in the strapdown configuration, the float is maintained at the null
position by an external servo loop between tVe pick-off and torque motor. The
current flowing in the torquer is a measure of the angular rate applied to the gyro.

dTo cope with the considerably higher body rates encountered in the strapdown mode
and at the same time maintain the bias errors associated with navigation
applications, the original platform gyros have had to be modified. Firstly far
stronger torque motors have been fitted to enable the float to be precessed at the
maximum input rate. Secondly, as we shall see, strapdown usage requires
considerably better definition of the float axis and this gives rise to considerable
design constraints if the friction levels are not to become unacceptably highs

When used as a rate integrating gyro it has to be maintained at an accurate
temperature if the correct gyro characteristics are to be achieved. For a
strapdown rate gyro various techniques have been adopted to provide mechanical
compensation and it is only for the higher performance applications that the gyro
has to be maintained at an accurate temperature.

The single axis strapdown rate integrating gyro has to cope with a completelyI different and far more demanding environment from that encountered in the low rate
platform application. Por example, the gyro must have the ability to accurately
measure small rates about the input axis in the presence of extremely high rates
being applied about the output axis. The gyro however has been developed to cope
with the strapdown environment and instruments are available from established
production lines to meet existing and future requirements.

4.2 The Dynamically Tuned Gyro (DTG)

Although thb rrinciple of dynamic tuning was demonstrated some 30 years ago, it is
only in recent yc~rs that the dynamically tuned gyro (reference 1) has been fully
developed. The dynaminally tuned gyeo, Figure 2. can be considered simply as an
electric motor driving a senRitive element, with provision for rotor-to-case
angle mee~uroment and torque applica-iw. to the rotor. In the most common
mechanisation the rotor is driven through a Hookes joint type of suspension. The
axis elements of this Joint are torsion springs or flexures. The torques applied to
the ro-or by these elements are reduced by a "ne-ative spring torque" generated as a
result of the dynamic effect of the intermediate member of the Hobkes joint, called
the gimbal. The dynamic spring effect varies as the square of rotor speed, and the

TOROUE MOTOR
C IL ASTEDOLY

S• ~PiCK-OF FASSEMBL

BODY LOCKROTOR

S__ •HYSTERESIS RING

:• SEMLLY

On IVE SHAFT DIVEOO ANTASML

+•FIGURE 2 THE DYNAMICALLY TUNED GYROSCOPE



unique speed at which the positive spring torques are cancelled by the dynamic
effect is called the tuned speed. At this tuned speed the rotor is angularly
decoupled from the shaft, and so the instrument acts as a free gyro. )ue to
damping torques associated with the suspension and rotor drag the angular decoupling
is not perfect and a residual elastic restraint is present. The magnitude of this
elastic restraint restricts the useful angular range and it is necessary to use the
gyros in a feedback loop.

The dynamically tuned gyro is now fully developed and has been in production for
many years for use in platform systems. Considexable development has bocn
undertaken to produce a sensor which is comparable in size to the miniature rate
integrating gyro, if not smaller, and which has a performance suitable for the newmid-course guidance requirement.

The basic construction of the dynamically tuned gyro is very simple. The
instrument consists of three major assemblies; the body block containing the spin
motor windings and the piek-off coil assembly, the rctor and torque motor magnet
together with the suspension, and finally the case and torque motor coil assembly.
The absence of flotation fluids means that the gyro can be easily built and the
basic performance quickly established.

In common with the rate integrating gyro the strapdown dynamically tuned gvro has
been developed from techniques used in the low rate platform gyro. The m-jor
change is the introduction of a far more powerful torque motor in order to precess
the rotor at the maximum input rate. Torque motor designs are somewhat more
difficult than for a rate integrating gyro since one component has to be mounted on
the rotor (rather than a static gimbal). High rower magnet materials auc'h as
Samarium Cobalt have generally been used to provide an efficient motor but
unfortunately they have a poor temperature coeffinient.

There are significant advantages for the dynamically tuned gyro when compared with
its rate integrating equivalent. There are fewer parts, it has a fluid free
suspension, no flex lead torques, simplified spii, motor bearing design and a faster
warm up characteristic. The gyro is also truly two axis and has demonstrated its
ability to measure small body rates around one input axis in the presence of high
rates around the second Lxis. These advantages are to some extent offset by some
of the dynamic lrrrrs associated with the zuspension and by tne fact that the
torquer magnet is on the rotating element.

In summary there is considerable potential for the dynamica2ly tuned gyro and It
provides an alternative to the miniature rate integrating gyro in future medium
performance missile etrapdown navigation cystems.

4.3 Comparison of Error Models

Both the rate integrating gyro and the dynamically tvned gyro are used in the torque
rebalance made as rate sensors when used in etrapdown systems, in this
configuration the torque motor currents are a measure if the angular rates applied
to the gyro body. The total current flowing is proportional to the applied rate
but is affected by several errors.

To be able to classify these errors and therefore be able to establish the amount of
real time error compensation required for each gyro or application, it is necessary
to study their error models.

The analytiasl analysis of the rate integrating gyro and the dynamically tuned gyro
"has been covored in consid1erable detail mnny times. For the purposes of this
comparison the input/output equations deve'oped by Savage (reference 1) are used
with a mcdified notation for the rate integrating gyro to present each error model
in similar cerms.

The actual notation used is given in Table 4 and txe axis defirnittonp used are as

follows:-

RATE INTEGRATIdG GIRO DYNAMICALLf TUNED GYRO

x = input axis (IA) x = input axis 1
y = ouuput axis (OA) j input axis 2

nz = spin axis (SA) z spin axis

For both gyros xyz form a right handed set. It is therefore to be expected that
the x axis of both gro er-or models will be somen'hat similar while that of the y
inpuzt axis of the dynamically tuned gyro will differ in some terms since the axes
set yxz form a left handed set. Therefore in this cowparieun, the following
discussion concentrates t.. the x axis.

r 3p4i



Using this notation, the torquer demand rate wTx for the rate integrating gyro is:-

Oft = (1 + ex){( + - )x + JzWy - (Ty + Oy)Wz'Oo

+ J x- z - +
0TW

- c + Bx1c,

Th re are two coupled equations for the dynamically tuned gyro and they can be
wrilten so that the major terms occur in the same order as the above equation.

l6

wTx = (I + x){(1 + -r )( + x) + YzOy (Yy + ey)Wz + OxyWTy41ro

+ J-I¾x + Owz - +y

iýtx- 2LGwro6ewr) + N + wBx
0T

and wTy 0( + Cy){(1 + 6_ y + y) + zx (Yx + Ox)wz + OyxOTxwro

+ ff-•o• + 5y))z + •o(wx+ +x)

- •(Xy - 21Gwro6wr) + + wBy

The right hand sides of those 3 equations are the torques experienced by the
sensitive element of the gyro, expressed as equivalent precession rates and allowing
for the torque motor errors c. Thus wTx and wTy are the signals that need to be
applied via the torque motor to null these torques. In practice of course theF controlling currents are generated via servo or rebalance loops which null the
pickoff signals ex and ey. This particular method of analysis omits an important
class of errors, the so called coning errors. In the rate integrating gvro these
always occur when the input axis of the gyro sweeps out a solid angle. This effect
occurs at all frequencies of the coning motion. For the dynamically tuned gyro
similar effects only occur when the gyro is used in a rebalance mode, and then only
if the coning motion occurs at a frequency within the bandwidth of the loops.

To continue the comparison, inspection of these equations shows they consist of the
same error coefficients for anisoinertia, y axis ("output axis") inertia, ro.;or
speed error and axis misalignment terms. However it should be pointed out that for
the rate integrating gyro the spin axis inertia J i0 not a constant but varies as
the frequercy of the spin axis inertial rate wz due to the finite bandwidth of the
hysteresis motor used to drive the rotor.

The notable omissions in those common error terms, in the case of the rate
integrating gyro, is ex. This is because in the derivation of the error model it
assumes thepe can be no motion of the float relative to the case about the input
axis Ox. In designing a strapdovn rate integrating gyro it is essential to ensure
that this is achieved in practice. As mentione3 earlier this puts severe design
restraints on the output axis pivots if large fr'iction and stiction in these pivots
is not to occur. If in pcractice there is a small residual movement of the float
about Ox an error will exist.similar to the dynamically tuned gyro Ox!T term, but
cannot be directly compensated as there is no pick-off to measure ex.

The detuning error in the dynamically tuned gyro due to the actual rotor speed not
at the tuned speed gives an error proportional to e and can be compared directly
with the elastic restraint error due to flexleai tUrques in the rate integrating
gyro. Again in the derivation of the error model the elastic restraint was ignored
and so the term does not appear in *ne equation.

Scale Factor Errors

For most strapdown aplications both gyros use permanent magnet torque motors. The
model of the scale factor error (e) for a parmanent magnet torque is usually assumed
to be of the form:-

ex = CO + c1(sigr-x) + E2wX + E3wx 2

where co Basic scale factor calibration error of the torquer

E = Scale factor asymmetry error (positive scale factor different from
the negative causing residual biases due to rectification effects).



€2 £3 =Linearity errors which modify the scale factor at high rates.

These coefficients are obviously of considerable importance In missile strapdown
gyros and real time error compensation is required as described in later sections.

NOTATION USED FOR DTG
USUAL RIG NOTATION COMPARISON WITH DTG NOTATION

SPick-off angle e Oy ex ey

(measures about Oy) (measures about Ox, Oy reap)[ Ploat axes: IA, OA, SA x y z Nominsa Gyro Axes x, y, z

Float to case axis Rotor to case axis
misalignment angles Yx Yy Yz misalignment angles
YIA YOA ISA Yx Yy Yz

Float moment of inertias Combined moment of inertias
Jx, Jy, Jz I I y J of the rotor and gimbaL

about the x, y and z axes
I, IY, J, where i ý IV

Irertial angulr rattes of Inertial angular rates
rotation of the &po about about the nominal gyro axes
the gyro axes I
wIA wOA roSA W) "y Wz 

5 x Wy Wz

Gyro angular momentum at
ideal rotor speed wro He He

Rotor speed error Rotor speed error
from ideal 6wr 6wr from ideal 6wr

Bias errors wB wBx wBx WBy

Scale factor errors e Ex ex Ly
Viscous torque Gimbal delta moment of

Additional teems coefficient C inertia LG
applicable to
individual st-nsors Flexure errors aKx, AKyI Gyro time constant T

Torquer cross coupling
________________ xy 5

yx.

TABhE 4. NOTATION USED IN GYRO COMPARISON

Bias Errorn

It is usual to assume that the bias errors of the gyroscopes are functions of the
acceleration axay,az applied along each axis of the gyro. Typically the
model might be of the following form.

wBx = BF + Bxax + Byay + Bzaz + Bxxax2  + Byyay 2

+ Bzz'z 2  + Bxyaxay + Byzayaz + Bxzaxaz

The equation applies to both the RIG and to both axes of the DTG. The
coefficients are assumed to be constants, or well defined functions of temperature
for any particular gyro. In fact gyro performance is usually expressed in how
stable these coefficients are under various conditions - eg. from day to day or
within a run.

From a user point of view all that is required is to know the magnitude of the B
coefficients - and then only if they are significantly different from zero!
However, for the gyro designer, and for the purposes of this comparison of the RIG
and DTG, it is instructive to consider the various gyro effects that g-va rise to
these B error coefficients. Table 5. attempte to do this, it is b3 no means
complete, but does indicate yet again that these two gyros are: quite similar.
Notice that some terms do not have any known mechanisation and in some
specifications are ignored. This can greatly simplify the tests used to verify the
gyro, anA so reduce the cost of the instrument.

Finally it should be noted that while this model is by far the most commonly used,
there are some errors for both gyros that dL not fit this model. For example it is
well known that for some RIG designs the bias terms c-hange with the sign of the
acceleration a (along the output axis) but is not proportional to its magnitude.

1 For the DTG aW exactly similar effect occurs with the spin axis acceleration az.



COEFFICIENT COMMON NAMES CAUSE OF ERROR CAUSE OF ERROR
_......... , RIG DTG

BF 'fixed torques' 1) flex lead torques 1) windage torques
'fixed restraints'
'g insensitive' 2) stray magnetic/eidy 2) stray magnetic

current torques torques

3) output axis pivot
friction/stiction

'rectification 1) Acceleration inputs 1) Same as RIG
errors' along spin axis at

spin frequency 2) Acceleration inputs

rectifying dynamic at twice spin speed
rotor unbalance normal to the spin

axis rectifying
gimbal unbalance

3) Angular inputs at
twice spin speed
rectifying errors
within suspension

Bx 'mass unbalance' 1) c of m of rotor not
at centre of
suspension

'mass unbalance' 1) c of m of float not

on Oy as defined i:,
piv ots

'rope effect' 1) Errors in flexures
'screw effect'
'cross mass

unbalance'
1) Convection in fluid

Bz 'mass unbalance' 1) c of m of float not
M'V'P on Oy as defined by

pivots

PXZ 'Anisoelasticity' 1) float not equally I1) rotor/suspension not
compliant along equally compliant
Ox and Oz along Ox and Oz

',yz 'nisoelasticity' 1) non zero rotor 1) rotor/suspension not

attitude angle equally compliant
along Oy and Oz

Pxy Effects usually small Effects usaally small

Pxx Byy Bzz 'g squared' Effects usually -nall Effects usually small

In this Yatle only the x axis of the DTG is considered. For the y axis a very
similar table can be produced by interchanging the B and By terms and
similarly 1?xz and Byz"

TAPLP 5. SOURCES OF BIAS ERRORS

4.4 SUMMARY

From this discussion j, is clear that there is no significant difference in the
complexity of the error models of these two popular gyroscopes. For those
accustomed to the conventional autopilot rate gyro, the fact that there are a large

lj number of errurs when one requires a gyro of performance better than 1"/hr may be
off-putting. In addition the fact that it is usually impractical to be able to
build the sensor to the desired performance without compensation may seem an
urdesirable complication. Powever, the experience of high performance Inertial
Navigation Systems, where such techniques are common-place, is very encouraging.

"In addition there are developments such as LCIGS and SIMU, that we shall discuss
later, which make the use of th•ose sensors considerably easier.

Scale factor errors are much more significant in a strapdown gyrc than in a platform
gyro and the. next section outlines some problems that may be encountered when tests
are undertaken to evaluate the scale factor error terms.
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S 5. GYRO SCALE FACTOR EVALUATION

- 5.1 Permanent Magnet Torque MotorsI As discussed earlier the Rate Integrating a!,d Dynamically Tuned Gyro.-pes have been
developed sufficiently to provide a rate sensor of the requlrqd accuracy for the new
applications. However they both can exhibit an effect which was rarely observed on
the conventional rate gyro.

The gyroscopes may have a scale factor (sensitiviTy) which varies with temperature.
This phenomenon is compounded because of the considerable heat dissipated in the
torouer when the gyro is subjected to high angular rates. The source of the problem
is the permanent magnets used in many torque motur designs. In orler to precess
the gyro at the maximum rate with reasonable torquer currents it is necessary to
maximise the energy product of the magnet. With current tochnology this is
achieved with Samarium Cobalt materials and unfortunately the best of these also
have the highest temperature sensitivity. However, although the sensitivity is
large, roughly -400 parts per million per degree Celsius, the value is very stable
and well defined over the whole of the MIL-Spec. temperature range.

One partial solution to this particular problem is to operate a constant power pulse
torquing scheme in the gyro rebalance loops, and so minimise the temperature
variations during operation. Unfortunately to do this means that the dynamic range
of the instrument must be reduced or overheating will result. For those missions
where high rates are observed for only a small fraction of the time then a two (or
more) level torquing scheme has been used to maintain the dynamic range.

However for the applications considered here these constant power schemes are not
quite so relevant. Firstly the mission is often so short that the temperature has
not even had sufficient time to stabilise after the initial power up sequencing.
Secondly for these applications the period of very high rates tends to last for a
much higher percentage of the mission.

An alternative approach to the problem is to employ some form of magnetic shunt to
cancel out the temperature effect. This too has its problems, firstly in
achieving a practical design for the rotor of a dynamically tuned gyro and secondly
it is difficult to maintain a good, and perhaps more important, a well defined
temperature sensitivity over the whole working temperature range.

In spite of all this the temperature sensitivity of the gyro is not a critical
problem for most applications of the type considered in this Paper. The gyro scale
factor can easily be estimated from the tiu.e history of the power consumed by the
gyro. Even for conventional analogue torquing all the necessary data is contained
within the indicated output of the gyro - the torquer currents.

In fact it i a more than likely that tnis temperature sensitivity 1ill be
considered a problem when such a gyro is evaluated by a potential customer. In
these circumstances it is also probable that a complete time history of the test is
not available and so it is difficult to make a retrospective analysis of the gyro
scale factor sensitivity.

We have expcrienced this s3 often that it is useful to consider the standard test

procedure and to pnrform an appreýximate analysis of the test for a typical gyro.

5.2 The Conventional Scaje Pnctor Linearity Test

SThis test has been used for many years and can be used to quantify many gyroscope
errors such as non linearilties, bias offsets and hysteresis Ps well as measuring the
bas3c gyro scale factor. The precise details vary frnm test laboratory to
laboratory, but in essence the gyro is mounted on a siagle axis rate table and a
series of constant angular rates applied. Often a gyro measuecment is made at each
of the 41 angular rates in the following sequence:-

Zero, O.MR, 0.2h ...... O.9R, R, C.9R ...... O.MR, Zero,
-.O.R, -O.2R .......... -R ........ -O.1R, Zero

wnere R is the maximum rate specified for the mission.

Some test laboratories apply each rate for a fixed period of time and tak', a gyro
nmeasurement for a fraction of this time. Others tend to make a gyro measurement

while the rate table turns through a fixed angle (perhaps one revolution) others may
use a combination of fixed times at low rates and fixed angles at nigh rates.

Figure 3. shows the result of a typical test carried out on a gyro with a Samarium
Cobalt torquer. The figure shows a graph of the gyro errors from the ideal linear
scale factor, plotted against the input rate. Apparently the gyro has very bad
hysteresis when rate is applied.

The following section shows with a very simple analysis how the overall shape of
this test result may be explained.
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5.3 lAroximate Analysis of the Scale
Factor Linearity Test

Since the standard test for scale factor
is so common and can be carried out

200 automatically in most test laboratories,
it is ueeful to have a method of analysis
that does not reauire any further

100 measurements and can therefore be carried
0INPUT RATE out retrospectively using only the finalSI• I ^k XDEGrSEC

- � -0 4-20 0 20 Eo error plot if necessary.
OD -80 0100 In spite of the gross assumptions that

-100 are maJe in the following derivation it
does give reasonable first approximations

"-200 Lo the temperature sensitivity magnitude.

ERROR -- The first and major assumption is that
DEG/HR the current flowing through the gyro

torauer is sinusoidal and of the form:-
--400

Y = Yosin(nt)

where Y is the current at time t seconds

Yo is the maximum current

FIGURE 3 SCALE FACTOR LINEARITY TEST 0

and tf = 2s/n = totai duration of test.

This assumption of course does imply that a constant pcwer pulse torquing scheme is
not used. The analysis is thus confined to either ar.alogue or 'pulse on demand'
rebalance loops.

Feglecting other h~at sources within the gyro the power consumed by the gyro torquer
is proportional to

Y2 = Y2 sin(nt) = 2(1 - cos2nt)/2

If the test were to continue (ie repeated) indefinitely then the gyro temperature
would rise to a final mean value with a superimposed sinusoidal variation whose
magnitude would be proportional to

cos(2nt- -)

where 0 is a phase lag and represents the composite thermal lag of the gyro in its
test fixture.

in practice however the test is so short that these steady state conditions are not
achieved and a much better approximation is to assume that the above sinusoidal
variation is superimposed on a linear increase in temperature.

Thus Tt - To = Ot + Scos(2nt- *) for 0 4 t < tf

where Tt is the tempprature at time t

To is the temperature at time t = 0

0 and 6 are constants
it is convenient to define the mean temperature during the test as Tm and the rise

in temperature during the test as AT

Tm - To = AT/2 = {!Ttdtl/tf = 8tf/2

So Tt - Tm = AT(t/tf - 1/2) + 6cos(2nt - 0)

The scale factor K expected from a permanent magnet is

"F,1•.+ a(T-P) I

VT is the scale factor at temperature T

V is the scale factor at temperature Tm

(U1nits of scale factor are radian/second/ampere)

"and a is a constant depending upon the materials but typically -0.0034 per degree
Celsius.
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Thus the sale factor at any instant of the test is

XK Kmfl + s.&T(t/tf - 1/2) +~ a~cos(2nt -0)

Therefore since the current in the gyro torquer is Yosin(nt), the observed output
of the gyro (assuming no other errorl=) is

Y tYosin(nt)

KmYosin(nt)I1 + aAT(t/tf - 1/2) + a6cos(2nt - 0)1

Conventional analysis assuming a fixed scale factor would expect an output
XmY 0 sin(nt) and so the apparent gyro error is

= KmYosin(nt)1aAT(t/tf - 1/2) + a6cos(2nt -

YKmYo is of course the maximum rate applied during the test and so if the errors
are expressed as a fraction of the maximum inpat then

fractional errors = afbT(t/tf - 1/2)sin(nt) + 6sin(nt)cos(2nt -

The first term is due to the difference
-100 in temperature between the the start and

INPUT RATE DEG/SEC finish of the test. With the assumptions
-100-~ --~ 2 ~made here, the shape of the resulting error-1 -do 40 20 40 splot when plotted against the input rate

-100 is fixed and only its amplitude varies
from design to design. The second term in

-200 the error equation has an extra parameter -
the phase lag, which depends on the detail
design of the gyro and the test fixture.

Figure 4. shows the shape of the error
-40 curves for both the linear and sinusoidal

variations. Such diagrams may be used to
obtain initial estimates of the temperature

ERROR effects. More refined values can be
DEG/HR calculated by incorporating the error

_-60 equation in a Linear Least Souares
technique when estimating the gyro scale

-700 factor from the original test data. This
has been completed for the test of Fig 3.
The resulting parameters give the

FIGURE 5 PRFDICTED ERROR PLOT theoretical error plot shown in Pig 5.
OF TEST IN FIG.1 wnich should be compared with Fig 3.
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FIGURE 6 D.T.G. THERMAL MODEL

5.4 Temperature Compensation

It is clear from the earlier discussioa that In many practical Strap~own Systems
some form of temperature compensation for scale factor will be necessary. It is
for this reason that most strapdown sensors are designed complete with temperature
sensors. For scale factor compensation it is necessary to know the Samarium Cobalt
magnet temperature and for DTGs at least this does -raise some problems as the magnet
is part of the rotor and so is in a most inaccessible location as far as electrical
connections are concerned.

The BAe solution is to use two temperature sensors one which is near the torquer
coils and the other in the main body block of the gyro. The output of these
sensors together with information on the power consumed at any instant is supplied
in real time to a thermal model of the gyro. The output of this model is the scale
factor of the gyro at that time. This general technique is shown in Figure 6.

Temperature modelling in inertial systems is not new and has been used with
considerable success in correcting gyro drift and accelerometer bias changes during
the initial warm up phase of conventional platform systems.

6. THE USE OF DYNAMICALLY TUNED AND RATE INTEGRATING GYROSCOPES IN STRAPDOWN SYSTEMS

22In order to use either type of Strapdown gyro the following items are required in
addition to the basic mechanical sensor itself.

- Spin Motor Supply
- Pickoff Supply
- Inertial Sensor Block (ISB) to maintain the gyroscopes and

aocele:'ometers in a rigid relative spatial orientation
- Servo, rebalance or capture loop to ensure the gyro remains

at the pickoff null
- Sensor error model coefficients
- Sensor error thermal model

Of coarse with the exception of the rebalance loops each ot thes) had to be provided
in a conventional IN platform or rate gyro autopilot system. What is new in the
strapdown field are the strong interactions between the items. For example it is

-' obvious from the previous discussion on scale factor that the detailed design of the
Inertial Sensor BlocK will contribute to the time constants in the thermal model.

As a result of these interactions there have been several systems which have
provided the eventual user with a complete package which has sufficient intelllgenc that
the outputs of the package are the best estimates of rate and acceleration with all
significant errors having been allowed for.

One example of this approach is the American Low Cost inerzial Guidance System
(LCIGS) which uses rate integrating gyroscopes. Another example is the Smart Inertial
Measurement Unit (SIMU) which BAe Precision Products are developing at Stevenage using
their own dynamically tuned gyroscopes.

When such systems are considered in more detail it is clear that there are many
other advantages and it can change the whole philosophy of using inertial sensors.
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7. THE PHILOSOIHY OF SMART INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNITS

In this~ section~ we-use the term SIMU as a generic name for any Strapdown gyro system
that contains its own error models and whose outputs are the best estimates of the
quantities to be measured by the inertial sensors. In today's technology the
compensation will almost certainly be performed by a microprocessor based system.

The need for a SIMU was indicated by the strong 4interactions that occur between the
various components of the gyro sub-system. In fact there are many other factors that
are making the SIAU a logical solution.

Ore such consideration is the nature of the new application3. Often there is a
requirement that the vehicle be stored for several years and then must be relied upon to
work for a few minutes as a one shot device. This implies that the conventional manned
aircraft requirements of reversionary modes have no meaning. Thus there is great
pressure for cost reasons to use only one set of inertial sensors in the vehicle and
these sensors will be shared by all sub-systems. The SIMU concept makes it unnecessary
for each sub-system (often from different contractors or vendors) to carry out
independent sensor compensation. The latter approach would make maintenance - such as
sensor replacement - difficult as each sub-system would have to be updated with the new
sensor data. The alternative approach of delegating one of the sub-systems responsible
for the compensation and then passing data to the other sub-systems also has its problems
not the least of which is the resulting vendor to vendor interface requirements.

The same sort of arguments con be used when the other possibilities opened up by the
SIMU concept are explored. Firstly the SIMU can be made responsible for the whole power
up, powor down and BITE of the inertial sensors. Thus it is only necessary for the
vehicle main computer to issue a Power-Up command to the SIMU and inspect a status
register to verify compliance and correct operation of the SIMU during the mission.

The SIMU approach is particularly suitable for Strapdown Systems M there is rarely
any sort of hardware mode control compared with the platform IN systems which had to be
switched through a sequence of cLxfigurations to cope with platform capture, alignment
and gyrocompassing.

Within the SIMU concept there are still plenty of design options which enable the
system to be optimised for various classes of mission. For example there is the whole
philosophy of maintenance. For LCTGZ the basic replaceable unit is a single gyro module
(but an accelerometer triad) whereas in the BAe SIMU the complete sensor block with gyros
and accelerometers is remcved for subsequent repair.

The first approach makes it easier to interchange sensors from different vendors but
at the expense of an extra defined interface between the gyro module and the ISB. In the
BAe approach the gyro and ISB alignment errors are tested together and a composite figure
placed in the read only memory of the SIMU.

A further advantage of the concept is that it uses a basic building block approach
and so the SIMU with only minor modifications - iteration rates etc. - can be used in a
wide variety of applications. This obviously will reflect the Life Cycle Cost of the
Projects.

In order to elaborate the philosophy outlined in this section the Paper will
conclude with consideration of the BAe Precision Products SIMU. Since this system uses

2 . strapdown DTGs, the development of these at Precision Products will be outlined before
proceeding to the SIMU itself.

8. THE BAe STRAPDOWN DYNAMICALLY TUNED GYROS

The basic principles and the relative advantages of the dynamically tuned gyro have
been discussed earlier in thiA Paper. Precisicn Products have been developing
dynamically tuned gyros both for platform and strapdown use for a number of years.
Early work concentrated on a platform gyro suitable for use in gyro compasses and
conventional platform Heading and Attitude Reference Units. This development programme
provided invaluable knowledge on the design principles and manufacturing techniques
"required for dynamically tuned gyros.

To overcome some of the difficulties ecountered when converting a conventional
platform gyro into a strapdown sensor, a range of sensors specifically for strapdown use
has been developed, Fig. 7. For the high performance market the FG 312 dynamically
tuned gyro, which incorporates many novel features was designed. As high performance
implies an expensive instrument, a second strapdown sensor known so FG 313 has been
developed. It uses many common features of the PG 312 but wau designed with the
objective of medium performance at low cost. The main features of these instruments are
shown in Table 6.

These two strapdown sensors are part of a family of dfnamically tuned gyros
manufatured by BAe Precision Products. The others are, the FG 320 which is a very high
performence gyro for marine platform applications and the FG 310 which is a platform
sensor suitable for gyrocompasses and other avionic systems.
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FG312

FG313

FIGURE 7. BAe DYNAMICALLY TUNED GYROS FIGURE 8. INERTIAL SENSOR BLOCK

FIGURE 9. FG312 DYNAMICALLY TUNED GYRO

P- IGU RE 10. f ft513 DYNAMIC A\LLY TUNED GYRO



UN IT____ _______12 ______

Diameter Irm 50 30

Lengtn Mil 55 39

Day to Day Repeatability degree/hour 0.01 3 0
In Run Repeatability degree, hour 0.01 1.0

Maximum Torquing Rates:
continuous degree/sec 250 250
1 sec. on 9 sec. off degree/sec 400 400

Angular Momentum Nms .006 0.0012

Torquer: typp coil and permanent magnet
scale factor degree/hr/mA 2 400

power dissipation watts/(/sec)' 0.0003 0.0004
Linearity % 0.005 .01

Pickoff: type Inductive
ex:itation freq. kHz 1F 18

Spin Motor: trpe Hysteresis
excitation Hz 400 256.6
rotor speed Hz 133.3 133.3
run up time sec 6 1 to 6

Temperature Sensors 2 1

Rotor Speed Monitor __Yes Yes

TABLE 6. CHARACTERISTICS OF BAe STRAPDOWN GYROS

8.1 The FG 312 Dynamically Tuned Gyro

The FG 312 gyro shown in Figure 9 vas designed as a strapdown rate sensor which
would have the performance suitable for a 3 to 5 nautical mile per hour strapdown
inertial na,rigation system. This performance was to be achieved with body rates of
ur to 400/sec.

It is clear from earlier sections of this Paper that the thermal design of the
sensor is important and although thermal dissipation can be minimised by careful
design, high torquer temperatures are inevitable. These effects huve been
minimised by separating the tcrquer from other critical areas such as the angle
pick-off and drive motor. This has the additional advantage in that flexibility in
torquer and pick-off design is possible as they are independent units. In this way
larger power dissipations are accommodated.

Referring to Figure 9. it can be seen that the gyro consists of a central body block
on which are mounted the drive motor windings, the spin axis bearings and the
pick-off coil assembly. It also provides the mounting flange of the gyro. A
central shaft has the rotor and its suspension at one end and the drive motor
hysteresis ring at the other. This shaft i- carried in a pair of angular contact
ball bearings which are lubricated by oil retained in porous cages. Pr,.loading is
applied via solid clamped up spacers. The suspension Is a single gimbal Hookes
joint. The design is novel and is very easy to manufacture. The gimbal in
machined from a single block of material and the flexure leaves are etched in large
quantities from selected grain-oriented spring material. As a protection agsinst
shock stresses being transmitted to the flexure due to accidental overslew,
mechanical stops are incorporated to limit gimbal motion.

As already indicated the design of the torquer is critical. The approach adopted
is to use a moving magnet fixed coil assembly. The coils are wound on a special
former which has been carefully designed to give maximum flux utilisation and good
thermal conduction to the end cap of the gyro. The rotating element of the torquer
consists of two radially magnetised samarium cobalt magnets.

The inductive pick-off coils are mounted on the body block with the magnetic circuit
completed by a flat lapped surface on the rotor. This attention to geometry
ensures low distortion and minimises noise in the pick-off output. To reduce the
effects of external magnetic fields the complete gyro is enclosed in a radiometal
sleeve.

As the gyro is not temperature controlled, temperature monitoring is provided by
sensors in the body block close to the spin axis bearings and another sensor in the
torquer body. A rotor speed pick-off is also provided at the torque motor end.



Gyro tuning is achieved by trimming the gimbal transverse inertia. Two
ij ccncentrically mounted screws are provided on the spin axis of the gimbal and by

moving these in various combinations the pendulosity and transverse inertia of the
gimbal can be varied. After tuning, the gyro is filled with helium and sealed.°

8.2 The FG313 Dynamically Tuned Gyro

The PG 313 was specifically designed for the new applications discussed in this
Paper. Other applications for this gyro include the stabilisation of line-of-sight
systems, where high ancuracy and slew rates are demanded. The construction methods
adopted for the PG 312 were sufficiently flexible to allow a smaller unit to be
designed using the same techniques.

As can be seen from Figure 10, certain features of the PG 313 are similar to those
used in thi FG 312. This is Darticularly so in the case of the body block,
pick-off and suspension. The drive motor is a complete unit from another gyro
which is currently ir production at BAe Precision Products. The major difference
is in the construclion of the tornuer. This has been considerably simplified tc
reduce size and cost. The gyro incorporates only I temperature sensor but retains
the rotor speed pick-off to provide data for use in compensation circuits. Gyro
tuning !s achieved in the same manner as the PG 312.

8.3 Demonstration of Strapdown Capability

A good demonstration of the strapdown capability of any gyro is to use it to measure
a small known input while the other axes are subjected to very high, strapdown,
rates. BAe 2recision Products call thi2 sort oZ test the 'Dynamic Range Test'.

The test is carried out using the same test equipment as used to measure sckle
f actor. The gyro is mounted upon a rate table with the X Axis parallel to tee
',ertical rate table aAis. The object of the test is to measure on gyro Y Axis a
small varying input while X Axis is subjected to a typical strapdown angular rate.
(As indicated earlier this type of test causes significant problems for a strapdown
rate integrating gyro because of the large angular rate about the output axis'.

Axis Y is nominally horizontal and as the table rotates it should indicate an output
which is the combination of:-

(a) a (fixed) component of the table rate due to gyro mounting errors.
(b) a fixed term due to gyro bias.
Cc) a component of Earth's Rotation which varies sinusoidelly as the table

rotates.

At Stevwnage the horizontal component of Earth Rate is about 9.28"/hr and the aim of
the Dynamic Range Test is to measure this cyclic variation. Figure 11. is a
typical result. In this case an FG312 was used and the output of Axis Y while Axis
X was subjected to an input of 120"/sec (432,000"/hr) is shown. This was applied
for a period of about 6 seconds during which time the rate table rotated through two
revolutions. The expected sinusoidal variation due to Earth Rate can be easily
seen. Other parameters of irterest in this test are that the integration interval
from the torquer current converters was 0.3 seconds and that on3 pulse from the
converter over this integration interval is equivalent was 0.4"/hr. The data shown
has not been compensated in any way and shows some drift due to changes in
temperature. The misalignment of Axis Y as measured by this test was 1.48
milliradians. The test demonstrates quite clearly that there are no stiction or
resolution problems with the gyro and that the noise level of the gyro and its

* digital converter is at an acceptable level.
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GYRO Y AXIS Y AXIS DETAILS

FIGURE 11. DYNAMIC RANGL TEST



[ The test *,as also been carried out at higher rates up to the 270*/sec maximum that
the particular rebalance loops in the test equipment can cipturp. These anid other
tests have demonstrated that the gyro can withstand these rates continuo1isl f )r
several minutes at a time.

9. D38CRIPTION OF THE BAe SM4AHT INERTTAL MEASUREMENT UNIT

The BAe Precision Products concept cf a Smart Inertial Measurement Unit (SIM-U) shown
in Figure 12. is to mount two DTGs and 3 force feedback single axis accelerometers intc a-
single Inertial Ser~sor Block (IST3). This ISr is then supplied complete with -all
necessary electronics so that the user has only to supply a DC voltege in order '.c obtain
compensated digital data from the gyroscoses ari occelerometer.
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a VLTAL T FROUECY ONVRTES Beoreaiscison rofcths prtostispe tIhUe

FIGUREO13 ULAY OUNTEO ROS TP partigulre 13.mes itefc
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Inertial Sensor Block

A pical Inertial Spnoor Block is shown in Figuc• 8. In this case two of the
larger, more accurate FG312 )TGs are used in conjunction with three Sundstrand QA2000
accelerometers. The overall size of this package together with 7 sensing resistors is a
cylinder 100mm in diameter and 160mm long. Pur applications where this accuracy is not
required a rather smaller ISB is used containing tvc FG313s and 5 Precision Products A702

Saccelerometers.

Rebalance Loon'

Both accelerometer types are force-rebalarnce designs and contain hybrid rebalance
loops within the packaging of the sensor itself. Unfortunately power considerations do
not allow the same technique to be used for the gyroscope rebalance loops and these are
mounted externally - on either side of the ISB in the prototype SI[U.

The le igii of a strapdown rebaltnce loop for a DTG is rather more complicated than
that for a Late Integrating Gyro of an equivalent bai,dwidth. The reasons ior this are
summarised in Table 7. It is at th• design stage that the task )s more difficult for
the DTG user. Satisfactory performance can be achieved by careful design and the cost
of the eventual hardware is basically not much more than that for the RIG and is much
more a funceion of the need to provide for 4 torquer drivers per SIMU (as opposed to 3 in
the case of the RIG) rather than any increase in servo complexity. In the current SIMU
the rebalance loops are analogue throughout.

_DTGT HIG

Inevitably contains noise Equivalent noise only
Pickoff Output at rotor spin frequency if rotor is dynamically

and M eas hadmonics unbalanced
n-guoar Momentum Appears directly oop mpart "nIs outside loop. So

of loop gain. So loop may loop always stable with
ce unstable when rotor stationary rotor

_ stationary
Piof and Affect loop stability ofirst order effects
Torquer on loop stability

L misalignmentsBack emf Appears as noise at rctor None
in torquer speed and its harmonics -- __

TABLE -. Rebalance LooDesign Comparison

Senscr Support Electronics

The layout cf the electronics within the prototype SIMU is a logical progression as
one proceeds away frcm the ISB. Thus the first double Eurocard Electronics board is the
A-C supplies boaed which derives power for the gyroscope pickoffs and spinmotor supplies
from an on-board crystal os,!illator. (Which optionally may be locked to an external
source). Thus this board together with the rebalance loops and the ISB provide a DC In
-- Analoge Data Out cap-tbility.

The next Eurocard is the BITE/Controller board. The purpose of this card is to
verify the correct operation of the whole SIMU by monitoring several critical parameters.
This board also controls the power up sequence during which the gyrosuopes are run up to
speed, the rebalanca loops closed and the analogue to digital convertors are given a bias
calibration. On successfuh completion of this task, assuming that the BITE checks are
also satisfactory, the controller sends a signal to the SIMU processor to start the
sensor data compensation. Depending upon the app'cation, this power up sequence takes
from I to 6 seconds.

Sensor - Microprocessor Interface

The next cards are associated with the precision analogue to digital convertors for
both gyros and accelerometers. These convertors use voltage to frequxency convertors
whose outputs are summed into counters which are then loaded into registers which map
into the microprocessor memory space. These converters are of course crucial to the
operation of the SIMU. The design "eatures of the convertors used in this SIMU include:-

a) Output is true integral of input
b) In-built bias measurement and compensation
c) No data lost on reading.

The last card in this groap contains a 16 channel multiplexed analogue to digital
convertor. This convertor is used to measure the outputs of the various temperature
monitors in the ISB and the gyroscopes and accelerometers themselves. The same A-D is
also used to monitor the gyro pick-off outputs. This card contains kll the necessary
signal condltioning for each input and the memory mapped registers.

Microprocessor

The next group of cards consist of the microcomputer used to compensate the sensor
errors. It is based on the 16 bit rexas Instruments SBP9900. The compensated data is
then passed, via mmory mapped registers to the output interface board.
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The SIf.IT is controlled by a single clock frequency which determines the output data
rate from the SIMU. Thts cloek ciuse an interrupt to the 99~00 which then carries out[the rout~nes listed -In Figure 14. After ccmpleting thece routines the processor returns
to the background task of updating the se1asor error models. All software io writt~en in
the high level langvage CORAL 66.

The cutput interface between SIMIJ and t1,e outside world depends on the exact user
requirements, In general a very simple interface is recommended with little haid
shaking except for a 'Dahta Ready' signal from the SIMID. A SIMU status word is also
available which the user may Interrogate to verify SIMU operation. Alternatively this
status register may be used to generate an interrupt to the user computer.

Sensor Compensationa

The errors that are corrected by the SIMU are (not in order of compensation)*-I'a) Analogue to Digital Convertor Biaz and Scale Factor
b) Gyro Tc~rquer Scale Factor error and -i~or linearity
c) Gyro Drift - flixed restraints
d) (jyro Priti I mass unbalances

f) ýI ro Axis errors - vounting and pickoff

g, Accelerometer scale f~ctoi errors
hi Accelerometer biaseo

i)Acceleromý,te: Cross Axis sensitivity errors
~)Accelerometer Axis alignment errors

10. CONCLIJSICNS

F~ON EEISABLE The advantages of the strapdown appioach
ILEVELSAI5A J DISABLE LEVEL A to Missile guidance 3ystess has been

I - I edequately demonstrated in many applications.
INITIAL13C The aim of thisape has been to examine

SIUPOWER DOWN GYRC'IS 5055e of the practical problems the system
- ---- designer can encounter when selecting 'he

BITE inert.ial -ate senscrs and to give an exampleI-CLOSE DOWN how thpiso can Tle simplifited.
sMu

POWER NO The missile specificaticonF for strapdown
UP RESET inertial system~s will continue to demand

YES improved pe'-formance from the inertial
L~EL OW~OW sensors. This will have tc, be providedt

POWER UP GYROS against a brickgi'ound of increasing emphasis
on eveitll cost of ownership, improved

NTIALISE ] reliability and msintaining accep,,able
CO~ i .physical sizes.

CHECK BITE Tne rate sensor requirements for the
-mp'oc~iate future will ccntinue to he met by
fl- well proven conventional cp inning mass

*ENABLE LEVEL A gyr-oscopes. The ldynaminally tuned gyro can
be considerad as a rate sensor with

____________- cnr.iderable designi growth available to nieet

DISBLELEVELS this exacting requxiement.
OUPUTBSUFFEF it- is accepted that, in noomon with0

UPDATE
THERA4ALMODEL ~ o AA existinr practice, real time error

REA SNSO DTA compensat~on will be reiuired. This will
'have to inclu'le compensation for scale fac.tor

PARAMTERSCOMENSATI eýrrors over tnxe wide d~, .P-mic range of the
UPOATETIMER modern missile, togethe~r with the more

trdtonal error terms such as warm up
ENABLE LEVEL B8Pl~fO characteriktic and ge sensitivity,

ROUTINES
Y:FES The Smart 'ihertial Mleasurement Unit

7TIAVER YE AAO prah incorporating 'he dynamically tuned
OUT )ERALMOEL gyro, adopted by BAe Precisior Prcducts,

NO prvides a self <oontained inertial, sensor

mwi packaee which cifers signifieant advantages
L to the "System" docsigner. This technique

LEVEL A CLOCK sakes the be'st use ,,f this gyro's potentiRal
as a strapdown r~&te .,onsor and prvvides anl
integrated unit which cilln be readily
incorporated into existintý and future missile

rFIGURF 14 SIMP FOFTWAP1F P1,0. guidance systems.
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ESG INERTIAL TECHNOLOGY: AN APPROACH TO SELF-CONTAINED

PRECISION NAVIGATION AND POSITIONING ON AND OVER THE BATTLEFIELD

By: Michael J. Hadfie]d
senior Staff Engineer
Honeywell Inc. - Avionics Division
St. Petersburg, Florida, USA

ABSTRACT

As the needs for more accurate, rapid battlefield reconnaissance and deployment develop,
so does the need for more secure operation, including a minimum of electromagnetic radia-
tion. These requirements often conflict with each other in the selection of navigation
and positioning systems. One result is increased interest in self-contained systems.
such as high accuracy inertial technologies can provide. An inertial technology which
has recently emerged and reached full maturity is that of Electrically Suspended
Gyroscopes (ESGs).

First to benefit from ESG inertial system precision were aircraft having long range, high
accuracy position, velocity and attitude requirements. Systems such as the U.S. Air
iForce's 0.1 nmph SPN/GEANS, which are entering the strategic air fleet, have provided an
c:der of magnitude improvement in self-contained aircraft navigation. More recently, the
short term accuracy benefits of ESG inertial systems are also being explored. The newest
activity, reported in this paper, is that of high accuracy positioning on and over land
mdses, using helicopters and a variety of land vehicles. This accuracy has also been
extended to shipboard use, the subject of another paper. (Reference 6).

For the tactical battlefield situation, recent testing has demonstrated the high pre-
cision which is available for both open-loop and closed-loop positioning on the battle-
field surface. Open-loop accuracies of ten meters, rms, or less are achievable. Closed-
loop accuracies in the sibmeter range have also been demonstrated. Weapon systemsi initialization (pointing and positioning) can be easily accomplished with high accuracy,
self-contained ESG inertial systems. Linearity and r(!peatabilitv of inertial system
errors are important factors and are explored in this paper. Supporting laboratory and
field test data are presentcd from representative ESG equipments. These data are then
related to typical battlefield situations in which they would apply.

Special topics such as the hybrid operation of high precision ESG systems are described
and discussed. The relatively low reliance of ESG inertial systems on other navigation
aids is considered. The importance of this feature in the adverse electromagnetic
radiation environment of the battlefield is evaluated. The importance of effective
Kalman filtering to hybrid system operation is reviewed. Specific examples are given for
operational filters that have been used with ESG inertial systems.

The hardware developments which led to the emergence of ESG inertial technology are sum-
marized and interrelated with software developments. Critical parameters such as
accelerometer and gyro sLability in the battlefield environment are addressed and
supporting test data provided for the error budget values. Other hardware featiures, such
as the fault tolerant benefits of design-centering as well as built-in fault detection
and isolation are described in terms of the SPN/GEANS and GEO-SPIN" equipments.

In the closing sections of the paper, the potential benefits of ESG inertial systems are
summarized for several operational applications of navigation and positioning both on and
above the battlefield in modern-day tactical situations.

%. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITION OF NEED

Whether operating at 30 km or 100 meters above or down on the surface of the modern day
battlefield, the need to know where you are, where you're going, and how to get there
quickly is mole important than ever before. We face potential enemies who are more
mobile and possess more firepower than in previous battles and in addition way be
numerically superior to our forces. A key element of oar strategy must be to focus our
limited resources more effectively in order to neutralize and defeat a larger: fast
moving enemy.

Accurate, real time navigation and positioning are necessary prerequisites to success on
the battlefield. Many types of systems are becoming available to assist us in meeting
these needs. They include the electromagnetic systems such as DME, Radars, Lasers,
JTIDS, MACS, PLRS, SiNTAC, GPS*, etc., and self-contained systems such as INSs (for air-
craft and helicopters), rADS, IPS, and Land Navigators. A common characteristic shared
by the self-contaiaed systems is that they all use inertial technology to some degree.

A Ranges of accuracy or precision stretch from kilometers per hour (conventional local
vertical aircraft INS) down to fractions of a meter (Inertial Positioning System).

_4Objectives of this paper are to discuss the high precision end of this spectrum, from
0.1 nmph or 0.19 kmph (for zircraft) down to submezer positioning and show how a new
technology using Electrical Suspended Gyros (ESGs) can satisfy these battlefield needs.

*See Glossary at the end ofthi-s paper for definition of acronyms.
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Advantages of using eelf-contained systems are 3everal-fold

1. They do not radiate and hence do nelt disclose yuur location to enemy observers.

[ 2. They cannot be jammed by enemy action; the only way to reduce their effectiveness
is to destroy them.

3. They can be capable of surviving nuclear attack 3nd still provide nearly continuous
,i navigation and positioning information.

4. They are generally insensitive to weather cor.ditions as long as they have been
environmentally designed and qualified to meet the range of expected environmental
extremes.

5. Their effectiveness and accuracy during night operations are the same as during
daytime.

6. Their performance is not limited by topography, obstacles to line-of-sight
operations, etc.

7. They offer continuous navigation and positioning data, including velocity, heading
(or bearing) and attitude ileveling) information.

These advantages provide the battlefield commanders with very valuable information, which
2 :can easily be tied into a common relative or absolute grid system, to control the move-

ment of their forces, weapon delivery etc. and allow these actions to be coordinated
accurately with those of other operating units.

Since these data can be obtained in real time, whether on the move or stationary, the
commanders are provided with an additional element of flexibility. Depending upon the
level of accuracy required, self-contained ESG inertial systems place very few maneuver
restraints on tactical operations. Times between stopping points can be varied from a
few to 10-15 minutes or more for positioning systems, depending upon the desired
accuracy. Typical battlefield situations will be addressed later in this paper but first
we shall proceed with descriptions of ESG navigation and positioning systems.

ESG INERTIAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS

High precision ESG inertial systems are identified as the AN/ASN-136 SPN/GEANS (military
aircraft INS) and GEO-SPIN' (precision positioning and survey system derived fr:om
SPN/GEANS) both of which are produced by Honeywell Inc. Before proceeding with a descrip-
tion of ESG system featurea, a description of the ESG (Electrically Suspended Gyro) will
be helpful since this is the truly unique element of the system. The key feature is that
the spinning gyro rotor is suspended in an electricdl force field which is energized by
multiple-axis electrodes whose voltages are controlled by servo electronic circuits. The
electrode voltages establish a gradient across an evacuated gap between the electrodes
and the rotor. The three axis electrostatic force field then centers the rotor within
the electrode cavity, reraiting in a .- with few restraining torques to contribute to
its drift characteristics. In the w:yvell ESG a hollow beryllium sphere is used for
the gyro rotor. The ESG has the unique characteristics of a highly dimensional stable
gyro rotor suspended in a well controlled electrical force field and has the potential
for high accuracy when properly mechanized in an inertial system configuration. Day-to-
day stability better than 0.001 degree per hour (one sigma) and random drifts even
smaller are typical.

The term SPN/GEANS is a U.S. Air Force acronym for Standard Precision Navigator/Gimbaled
Electrically Suspended Gyro Aircraft Naviqation System. The SPN/GEANS, now type
designated as the AN/ASN-136, was developed primarily under sponsorship of the Air Force
Avionics Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio (Reference 7). It was
selected by the Air Force for upgrading the navigation capability of the entire B-52
bomber fleet. It is now in production at Honeywell, St. Petersburg, Florida, for that
and other programs. During the past several years the high precision of SPN/GEANS has
been evaluated and adapted to other applications, including airborne motion compensation/
sensor stabilization.

A SPN/GEANS derivative, now known as the GEO-SPN', performs as a high precision posi-
tioning and land survey system. it can perform both positj,%n measurements and inter-
polation of Earth's gravity field changes between locations of known gravity potential
anJ direction, as determined by cher means. The term GEO-SrIN" basically stands for
Earth Resource Related-Standard Precision Inertial Navigation/Survey System.

SPN/GEANS and GEO-SPIN" are products of over 24 years of U.S. Government directed develop-
ment. Over this period ESGS progressed from being a laboratory curiosity to fully
mature, highly producible, operationally proven and mature inertial navigation devices
and systems. During this period, it was realized that inertial systems were becoming
expensive items to procure, operate, maintain and repair over operational lif.ý periods of
5-10 years and more. Hence, in addition to high performance requirements, the Air Force
defined specific parameters in the areas of reliability, maintainability, and
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producibility (i.e., acquisition cost). Through application of its then newly developed
Balanced Design Concept, the Air Force monitored Honeywell progress in each of these
areas. In all cases, by keeping aware of the specific requirements, Honeywell was able
to apply careful design practices and meet or better all specification parameters.
Applicat'on of a balanced design approach in this manner has proven out, in the case of
SPN/GEANS, to have a major benefit to the user in that he now has a system which delivers
high accuracy, provides a high degree of operational availability (predicted IMU/IEU MTBF
of more than 1750 hours), is easy to repair when a malfunction does occur (MTTR of 0.3

k hour, operational level, and 1.15 hours, intermediate level), and has reasonable acquisi-
tion, operation and maintenance costs.

Both SPN/GEANS and GEO-SPIN* are highly accurate, reliable, easily maintained inertial
systems which use the ESG to maintain their inertial reference. As described above, the
ESG has only one moving part, a suspended hollow beryllium ball, which is combined with
two optical pickoffs to give gimbal tracking error signals. These are used to drive the
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) platform gimbals to maintain a stable reference base for
the ac:elerometers. Three highly accurate, single axis accelerometers (contrasted with
the two-degree-of-freedom ESGs) are used within the Velocity Measuring Unit (VMV), which
is mounted on the stable platform inner element. These accelerometers, oriented in an
orthogonal triad configuration, measure accelerations directly and provide the incre-
mental velocity pulses (delta Vs) to the computer. which it uses in its software algo-
rithms to calculate velocity and position parameters.

These data, along with initialization parameters, geodetic reference values, platformgimbal angle measurements (from IMU gimbal angle encoders), and time are used to accom-
plish the self-contained alignment, navigation and related measurement functions on a
worldwide basis with little or no reliance on other navigation aids.

The basic SPN/GEAN system consists of an IMU, an Interface Electronics unit (IEU), and a
complete software library. These hardware units are shown in the left side of Figure 1.

i

IMU IEU
17.7 "Hx17.6"Wx16,3"L 7.6"Hx7.6"Wx22.6"L
69.6 pounds 53.6 pounds
220 watts operating 190 watts operating

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE

Operating
Weight Power

Unit Size (Lbs) (Watts)

SOFTWARE CDU 7.9"Hx5.8"Wx7.6"L 7.6 50
Fully documented and DCU 7.6"HxlO.1'Wx19.0"L 63 210
programmed on TB 4.2"Hx8.5"Wx12.5"L 32 0
*Honeywell Level 6/43 RDU 7.9"Hx5.8"Wx7.6"L 7.6 50

*Rolm 1602
*Rolm 1602/B
eRolm 1650
*Rolm 1664/1666
*IBM A/P101

FIGURE 1. STANDARD PRECISION NAVIGATOR (SPN/GEANS)

For a stand-Alone system capability, these two units are supplemented with a Digital
Computer Unit (DCU) and a Control Display Unit (CDU). Typical units are shown in the
right side of Figure 1. Also in that figure is a summary of key physical
characteristics, including size, weight, and power.

The IMU contains, in addition to the VMU and two ESGs, temperature control electronics,accelerometer pulse rebalance and delta V readout electronics, gimbal control electronics
and built-in test functions (BITE), as well as data bus communication electronics. The
IEU provides power conversion, control and sequencing electronics, additional BITE
circuits, and a common serial data bus interface with other units of the inertial system
and other subsystems.
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Operator control of the syst.em can be r.ovided through a CDU or a teletype unit. A
typical CDU uses a modified calculator-type keyboard to provide a verbalized form of
communication with the DCU. A variety of displays &re available from a simple register
pair to a 256 character display which allows more complete, simultaneous display of
mission data.

The Digital Computer Unit (DCU) performs all computations needed to solve system
equations, format and output system data, and generate system control functions. The
computer software package includes both operational and diagnostic programs. Operational
nrograms include: (1) on-line navigation and positioning control, including Kalman
filter aided mechanizations when required; and (2) off-line or post-process data

* reduction and analysis functions.

For some applications, like positioning and topcgraphic or artillery survey, on-line data
recording may be desired. Therefore, several data recording options are also available
for both SPN/GEANS and GEO-SPIN" systems. These include large (10-inch reel) and small
reel type magnetic tape recorde:s, as well as several types of cassette recorders. One
of these, a Quantex unit, provides an especially reliable method of in-the-field data
recording with direct read-after-write data verification. Auxiliary optical equipment
options, such as a K&E Electronic Distance Measuring Equipment, are also available for
use in surveying and positioning applications.

The major differences between SPN/GEANS and GEO-SPIN" systems are in the computer soft-
ware packages and the auxiliary equipment options. Other differences exist in the type
and frequency of gyro and accelerometer calibrations and Kalman filter mechanizations.
These will be discussed later in this paper under the specific topics.

OVER THE BATTLEFILLD - SPN/GEANS AIRCRAFT INS PERFORMANCE

For several decades inertial navigation systems have been used extensively for self-
contained navioation of subsonic and supersonic aircraft and unmanned air vehicles. For
many years tne standard level of high performance systems was 1.0 nmph (1.9 kmph) or 6080
fph (1854 m/hr) CEP, of position error drift. Accompanying this was velocity measurement
error of 5-6 fps (1.5-1.8 m/s) (one sigma) and attitude measurement error on the order of
2-4 milliradians or 6-12 arc-minutes, one sigma. These parameters all applied for pure
inertial or unaided performance. Improvements to values 2-3 times better could be
achieved with such systems when used in Kalman filter mechanizations aided by doppler
radar velocity measurement and position fixes from a variety of sources such as LORAN,
OMEGA, Doppler Navigation Satellite (NAVSAT), etc.

The maturing of ESG technology has permitted major breakthroughs in performance for pure
inertial and aided inertial operation. For example, SPN/GEANS performance specifications
are: 0.12 nmph (0.22 kmph), CEP, for position; 2 fps (0.6 m/s) (one sigma) for velocity;
and 3 arc-minutes (one sigma) for attitude (roll, pitch and heading). Against these
specifications, SFN/GEANS has demonstrated 0.06 to 0.08 nmph (0.11 to 0.15 kmph), long
term, 4 hours or greater, arl 0.1 nmph (0.19 kmph) short term 1-3 hours, 1.0-1.2 fps
(0.3-0.4 m/s) and 1-2 arc-minutes of position, velocity and attitude error respectively
(References 1, 2 and 3).

Typical performance from this level of ESG system performance has required little or no
reliance on other navigation aids for most aircraft applications, thus giving a truly
self-contained navigation capability. This greatly enhances mission success for long
duration flights, particularly where aircraft are "on station." For reconnaissance type
missions much closer pattern holding and/or lane control is possible, again with little

*i or no reliance on external aids. For weapon delivery missions, much smaller bomb
delivery CEPs and missile system initialization errors are achievable using an ESG system
for carrier aircraft navigation and missile system master reference. Cargo and transport
aircraft benefit from ESG performance by reducing terminal area errors and allowing
enroute adherence to narrower flight corridors with fewer checkpoints.

Antisubmarine warfare and long overwater aircraft patrols can also benefit from the lower
error growth rates of an ESG inertial system. Added benefits are reduced heading sensi-
tivity due to improved thermal and magnetic control of the IMU and insensitivity to
aircraft and mission flight dynamics. Heading sensitivity of SPN/GEANS, for example, is
5-10 times smaller than other aircraft inertial systems. Higher order g-sensitive terms
such as gyro anisoelasticity and accelerometer vibropendulosity are up to 50-400 times
smaller in the ESG system when compared to other INSS. These have a direct bearing on
flight dynamic sensitivity and are among the reasons why GEANS has been used on the U.S.
Navy's Project Magnet P3D aircraft for the last six years and is being considered for
current and new generation maritime patrol aircraft. Whereas the existing conventional
INS degrades under severe buffeting that's encountered during extended flight at very low
altitude on the Magnet aircraft, the GEAN system continues its fully-rated performance
level during all parts of the mission. Attempts to excite SPN/GEANS flight dynamic
sensitivity were undertaken at Holloman AFB in a high performance F4 aircraft. A full
range of aerobatic and tactical maneuvers was used with the result that 0.1 nmph (0.19
kmph) performance was maintained throughout the test. In other words, no degradation in
flight performance was observed, compared to quiescent straight and level flight.
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Benefits of ESG system performance to a wide variety of aircraft applications will oe
fully realized during the 1980's as SPN/GEANS deployment continues throughout the entire
U.S. strategic aircraft fleet. Widespread use i3 also expected for long term recon-
military and civil applications and in tactical military aircraft.

Ultimate airborne performance of ESG systems is limited by the imperfections in the model
of the Earth's gravity field. These limitations would be existent for any high accuracy
inertial system. The errors between the gravity reference model and the actual values of
local gravity deflections from vertical excite Schuler loop oscillations within an
inertial system, resulting in 84 minute periodic functions which build errors in velocity
and position that grow as a function of the square root of time. As altitude and speed
increase, the vertical deflection variations tend to smooth out and cause less pronounced
errors. Knowledge of gravity field deflections is improving and expanded modeling of
"their characteristics is being considered. As the use of gravity modeling increases
during the 1980's, it is expected that corresponding improvements in ESG operational
accuracies will result, using today's ESG hardware technology, combined with cali-
bration, alignment, and modeling software improvements, it is conceivable that airborne
ESG system performance in the 0.01-0.05 nmph (0.02-0.09 kmph) range with velocity errors
less than 0.1 fps (0.03 m/s) and attitude better than 1.0 arc-minute will be available to
operational users in the 1980's. The forecast that software ano procedural improvements
alone will reap these benefits makes the ESG system hardware procured today even more
cost effective as it is used during the next 10-15 years.

The above performance levels all apply for pure inertial system performance, that is,
without the use of any navigation aids such as doppler radar, LORAN, radar position
fixing, DME, etc. For operation over the tactical battlefield, one or more of these aids
may be available. Also, there may be tighter requirements for airborne position measure-
ment, on the order of 25-50 meters, CEP, or less. In that case, ESG system precision
still offers important advantages. For example, with short term position growth rates of
10-20 meters per minute (pure inertial) down to 2 meters per minute (doppler-inertial),
the SPN/GEANS combined with high accuracy position fixes (visual low level radar or DME)
could readily satisfy these requirements. Carried to the extreme, well integrated
ESG/DME systems could deliver on-line, real-time position accuracies during helicopter
flight down to the levels of 1-2 meters, rms. Programs to demonstrate that capability
are under discussion in the U.S.

ANOTHER AIRCRAFT APPLICATION - SENSOR STABILIZATION OP MOTION COMPENSATION

In addition to the traditional function of position determination, the higher accuracy
outputs of velocity and attitude data from ESG systems have opened up new possibilities
for stabilization and/or motion compensation of other (noninertial) sensors. These
include high precision radars, sonars, lasers, optical and electro-optical devices. As
the technologies associated with these devices have progressed, new requirements for
accurately pointing them, either in real-time or through post-processing, have also
evolved. Early uses of inertial systems to stabilize these sensors, or the data obtained
from them, were generally limited to attitude accuracies of 2-4 milliradians (6 to 12
arc-minutes) or more and velocity measurements good to 5-6 fps (1.5-1.8 m/s) one sigma.

However, with the advances in active and passive sensors, their pointing requirements
have now tightened to values on the order of 1-1.5 arc-minutes for attitude and 1-2 fps
(0.3-0.6 m/s) for velocity (one-sigma values). Intrinsic attitude errors of an ESG
system are in the range of 1-3 arc-seconds (le;el) and 10-20 arc-seconds (heading or
azimuth). Readout of these parameters is currently the limiting factor, resulting in 1-2
arc-minutes of total one sigma attitude error, using single speed resolvers for gimbal

* angle encoders. With multispeed resolvers or Inductosyns the attitude readout accuracy
can be reduced to the order of 5-15 arc-seconds, consistent with the intrinsic attitude
errors. Miniaturization of multispeed encoders should make them compatible with an
inertial platform like SPN/GEANS. Hence, direct attitude accuracies from a precision ESG
inertial platform within the next 2-3 years should be reducible by another factor of 5-10
to one, compared to the 1-2 arc-minutes currently available.

In addition to direct attitude stabilization from a gimbaled ESG inertial platform, a new
measure of flexibility has developed through the marriage of low cost strapdown inertial
sensor assemblies, in one or more locations on an aircraft or ship, with a centrally
located precision system. The technique of inertial slave alignment (attitude and
velocity matching), similar to that used for air launched missile initialization, can
marry the strapdown unit to the higner accuracy gimbaled platform. Several development
programs to provide this capability for radars and laser devices are currently underway.
Accuracies on the order of 1-2 arc-minutes of absolute attitude are available. With
upgrading of strapdown inertial sensors and slae align techniques, these accuracies
should be reducible during the next few years to levels of 15-30 arc-seconds, one sigma.
The slave align process also trims velocity and position errors of the strapdown unit and
hence enhances its total inertial navigation and stabilization capability.

Packaging flexibility of the strapdown sensors offers very attractive options. For
example, the H-478 series of Inertial Reference Units produced by Honeywell, which
normally come in 4.0 x 4.5 x 12.3 inch (10.2 x 11.4 x 31.2 cm) packages, can be reduced



for critical volume applications to a sensor block, containing three gyros. three accel-
erometers, and their temperature control (if required) in a package that's only 1.8 x 4.5
x 7.5 inches (4.6 x 11.4 x 19.1 cm). This size package can readily be mounted directly
on the rear of an antenna, providing direct stabilization with small lever arm correc-
tions. The 1RU electronic functions are then remoted to a more convenient location on
the aircraft. Computing functions for the slaved strapdown unit may be performed either
in the primary system's navigation computer or in a small mini- or micro-computer located
with the IRU electronics.

The adaptability of this approach to motion compensation and sensor stabilization is
almost unlimited. The costs of stabilizing additional sensors on an ailcraft or ship are
relatively small, once the proper master system has been provided for. Locations of
sensors to be stabilized are similarly unrestricted - they may be mounted elsewhere
within the fuselage, on or in the tail, or even on the wings or wingtips of an aircraft.
Similarly, installation aboard ship is also very flexible, with remote strapdown sensors
being usable throughout the vessel, on antenna masts, on weapon launchers or within
turrets, etc.

The application of both high precision ESG inertial systems and lower accuracy strapdown
units to the functions of motion compensation and sensor stabilization is expected to
grow significantly during the 1980's, compatible with improving technologies for the
various radar, sonar, laser, optical and electro-optical devices which require accurate
pointing and stabilization.

GEO-SPIN'z PRECISION POSITIONING ON THE BATTLEFIELD

During the 1970's, inertial technology applications took a new and very challenging turn
with the use of gimbaled inertial platforms for land positioning and survey tasks. The
most rigorous of these applications, front the viewpoint of required inertial accuracies,
is the land survey work. This includes three-dimensional position measurement in the 50
centimeter range, as already demonstrated by the GEO-SPIN* system, as well as relative
gravity measurement, including both vertical (anomaly) and horizontal (vertical deflec-
tion) components. The gravity measurements already performed have demonstrated
amplitudes to the <10 milligal level and vertical deflection accuracies of 2-4 arc-
seconds, rms. By the end of this year, with improvements now being incorporated, the
GEO-SPIN' system should be demonstrating on-line positioning accuracies of less than 25
cm, rms, as well as gravity measurements of less than 1.5 arc-seconds, rms, (deflec-
tions), and 1-2 milligals (anomaly).

The operational techniques which permit the achieving of these accuracies include the use
of periodic zero velocity updates (so-called "ZUPTs") to control the inertial system
error growth. Typical intervals between ZUPTs are currently 3-5 minutes of time, with
20-60 seconds being spent in the zero velocity state at each ZUPT point. Because of ESG
system stability, the intervals between ZUPTs can be increased for real-time battlefield
positioning in the future.

The land survey and positioning role of inertial systems has been expanded to use both
land vehicles and helicopters. In addition to accomplishing the aforementioned accu-
racies, inertial land survey offers quantum improvements in survey productivity, with
factors of 10-20 to one already demonstrated, when compared to classical survey tech-
niques. In other words, an artillery positioning survey, which would otherwise take
several hours or longer to complete, can be done in only a matter of minutes using
inertial survey equipment.

The high accuracy and stability of ESG inertial systems like GEO-SPIN", combined with the
low noise content of their inertial sensors (e.g., 1-2 cm of position uncertainty for
GEO-SPIN"), offer major benefits to precision land survey. The current projections for
GEO-SPIN" measurement accuracies include 10-15 cm, rms, for position, < 1 milligal for
gravity anomaly, and < 0.5 arc-second, rms, for vertical deflection of gravity (Reference
3).
For battlefield positioning, the advantage of closed-loop positioning is usually not
available. Rather the task is to precisely locate a position, coming off a single
reference point, or a pair of points in the case of a bearing or azimuth reference. This
approach, known as open-loop positioning, results in less accurate positioning but still
yields data in the 1-10 meter range, depending upon the interval between ZUPTs and
distance fron the reference point(s).

SYSTEM ERROR SOURCES

For ESG inertial systems like SPN/GEANS and GEO-SPIN", calibration of the gyroscopes and
accelerometers, and stability of the calibrated parameters thereafter, are essential to
the high precision performance. To achieve the 0.1 nmph (0.19 kmph) accuracy, only once-
a-year calibrations are required. The specified error budget values, including both
calibration uncertainties and day-to-day, or runup-to-runup parameter shifts, are shown
in Table 1.

J
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TABLE 1. SPN/GEANS ERROR BUDGET
(One Sigma Values)

0 Accelerometers:

Scale Factor 50 parts per million
Bias 50 micro-g's SMisalignment Angle 14 arc-seconds

o Gyros:

G-Insensitive Drift 0.001 degree per hour
G-Sensitive Drift 0.001 degree per hour per gSG -Sensitive Drift 0.0002 degree per hour per g2

Redundant Axis Torquing 0.001 degree per hour

The exceptional low g2 characteristics for the gyro (and a similarly low value for the
accelerometer) are important in field operations because they result in very low environ-
mental sensitivity of the inertial components to vibration and shock inputs. Compared to
conventional sensors in 1 nmph systems, these values are some 50 to 400 times smaller.
Similarly, because the ESG gyros are operated in an inertially space-stable IMU (rather
than a torqued local vertical mode), an important error source, gyro torquing has been
virtually eliminated The redundant axis torquing defined in Table 1 is at a very low
level required to keep the redundant axis No. 2 of gyro 2 aligned to the No. 1 axis of
gyro 1 (th*s because we have two two-degree-of-freedom gyros with four active axes, but
only three orthogonal platform axes are needed for stabilization). As a result key
elements of SPN-GEANS performance lie directly within the inertial sensors' design.
These characteristics combine with carefully controlled thermal and magnetic environments
within the IMU and electronic circuit designs with the necessary resolution, dynamic
range, and stability to yield the specified overall system performance,

When continuous operation of SPN/GEANS is part of the scenario, then the system level
performance can be improved by 2:1 or better. Combining this with premission calibra-
tions (such as in shipboard or land vehicle applications) yields still further improve-
ments. For example, when precisely positioning on land, a one-hour long series cf
accelerometer calibrations can reduce those errors in Table 1 to levels of 1-2 ppm (scale
factoO', 1-2 micro-g's (bias) and 1-2 microradians or 0.2 to 0.4 arc-second (misalignment
angle). These parameters are then compatible with submeter positioning on the
battlefield.

Higher order terms also become important when considering precise battlefield posi-
tioning. In the case of accelerometers, the second order nonlinearity of scale factor
should be accounted for, especially in a space-stable system where accelerometers are
continuously tumbling at Earth's rate through a lg gravity field. As described in
Reference 3 paper, this nonlinearity can te trimmed down to an uncertainty of 1-2 parts
per million per g, using the same accelerometer calibration mentioned above. A note-
worthy aspect of that calibration is that it can be done as a normal part of field
operations with the inertial system installed in its vehicle. The entire operation is
automatic once it is initiated by operator command.

Gyros in the ESG system can also be calibrated in the field 3lthough it is a longer
process (currently 30 hours) and hence would take equipment out of service for a day or
so. However, the good news is that even for the precise positioning on the battlefield,
to levels discussed thus far, it arpears unnecessary to calibrate the gyros more than
once per yeaL.

FIELD PERFORMANCE TEST DATA

The SPN/GEANS and GEO-SPIN" systems have been extensively tested in the field. Flight
tests of the aircraft INS have taken place beginning as far back as 1971. Many of these
were performed at the Central Inertial Guidance Test Facility (CIGTF), located in the
U.S. at Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico. In the 1975-76 time period the SPN/GEANS
EDM (Engineering Development Model) systems underwent formal flight verification tests by
the U.S. Air Force at CIGTF. A summary of those flight tests is shown in Figure 2. The
data presented therein primarily show long term flight performance (3-6 hour sorties).
SPN/GEANS qualified at 0.06 nmph (0.11 kmph) CEP for six-hour and 0.10 nmph (0.19 Kmph)
CEP, for three-hcur flights, all in the pure inertial mode-- in other words, no
navigation aids such as doppler radar (velocity damping) and external position fixing
were used. In the right side of the figure are shown the air start/air align performance
results. Operating scenario for these sorties was a zero ground reaction time with the
INS being initialized and aligned in the air, using APN-213 doppler radar for velocity
initialization and CIRIS position fixing to provide convergence of the azimuth alignment
solution. Results of air align flights were quite good-- far better than ever
demonstrated previously by any other INS. These data and subsequent flights in B-52
bombers convinced the U.S. Air Force that air start/air align was a viable operating
option for the SPN/GEANS INS.
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tI VERIFICATION FLIGHT TESTS AIR START/AIR ALIGN
10 10
9- 9

7- 7

6-6
"C: 5

3. 03 NMPH CLASS 1 30.3 NMPH CLASS 1
2- 2 0 - 19 NMPH
1. 01 NMPH SPEC I

- " , - -"" - 0.06 NMPH 0 .• . . . .

01 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 01 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
HOURS HOURS

NUMBER OF FLIGHTS 26 NUMBER OF FLIGHTS 10
PERFORMANCE 0.06 NMPH (CEP) PERFORMANCE 0.19 NMPH (CEP)
VELOCITY < 1.0 FT/SEC VELOCITY < 1.2 FT/SEC

I FIELD OPERATING HOURS 980
FLIGHT HOURS 268
AVERAGE HOURS/FLIGHT 4.9
NUMBER OF FAILURES 1 GROUND

FIGURE 2. HOLLOMAN AIR FORCE BASE

Although the performance results shown in Figure 2 express aircraft INS accuracy in
commonly accepted terms, for certain types of tactical missions, shorter term positionI data are of interest, such as relative position error over any ten-minute period. In the
battlefield situation, for example, this could be of interest in "seek and destroy"
missions or in ones where a target is identified along with the attacking aircraft's
position, at the beginning of a few minute period, and it is then necessary to precisely
know the aircraft's position for the next 1-10 minutes. Short term position accuracy of
this type involves the Schuler loop characteristics of an INS which cause cyclical
errors, having an 84-minute period, to propagate at error rates 4-6 times greater than
the long term characteristics of the INS. Using data obtained from the CIGTF verifica-
tion tests, we analyzed these shorter term errors, specifically over periods of 1 ind 10
minutes. This was done by taking the position error measurements for up to 25 flights,
examining the data points obtained at 12-minute intervals and ratioing them back to 1 and
10-minute periods. This linearizing step appeared to be valid, and probably somehwat
conservative, over these relatively short time in. iments. The results of that analysis
are shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5. The radial erro.s show-, in Figure 3 are actually rss
combinations of the longitude and latitude errors of Figutes 4 and 5, combined on a time
increment basis. In other words, at T+2 hours the longitude errors from 24 flights at
that point in time were combined with the respective latitude errors to obtain the rss
radial error of 19 yards (17 meters) relative to the position at T+l hour 59 minutes. It
should be kept in mind that the errors plotted in Figures 3, 4, and 5 are pure inertial
ones with no navigation aids used to trim INS position, velocity or dttitude errors. For
positioning over the battlefield, these values represent a worst case scenario for
SPN/CEANS. Even so, they are 5-10 times better than those obtainable with other aircraft
INSs.

Where higher in-flight precision is needed, the SPN/GEANS data can be mixed via Kalman
filtering with those from other sources, with the result that much smaller position
errors will develop. For several applications, 25-50 meter, CEP, uncertainties have
appeared to be easily available. As mentioned previously in this paper, combining
SPN/GEANS with high precision DME or GPS-aiding, will result in real-time errors in the
several meter category. Although actual field test data cannot be presented here, let it
suffice to say that feasibility has been proven. This has already been found to be of
interest in certain commercial geophysical applications, such as airborne gravity
surveys. In time it may also be exploitable in the military battlefield situation.

For the motion compensation application, actual field test data cannot be presented here.
However, laboratory tests have been performed using SPN/GEANS alone and SPN with a slave-
aligned H-478 strapdown IRU. Results of several of these tests are shown in Figures 6-9.
For SPN alone, the IMU was mounted on a test table and then rotated in azimuth in small
increments. At each point a series of 30 measurements was taken so that noise data could
be analyzed. The mean values of each set of 30 points are plotted in Figure 6. Note
that all values are well under one arc-minute, with typical values in the 30-40 arc-
second range. Figure 7 shows the measurement of noije or short term instability,
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expresseS as the standard deviation of the 30 samples (roll, pitch, and heading) taken at

each azimuth position. The typical values from this test were about 40 arc-seconds. The
mean and standar6 deviation values were combined to obtain root-mean-square (rms)
measures. These data are shown in Figure 8 with typical values being less than 60 arc-
seconds. Figure 9 shows laboratory test results when an H-478 strapdown IRU was combined
with (aligned to) a SPN/GEANS IMU. Again, roll, pitch, and heading data are displayed.
Each set of data was analyzed in terms of an alignment error, a tracking error after the
IRU was moved, and a noise error or data scatter. Note that the total errors were in the
60-90 arc-second (1-1.5 arc-minutes) range. Alignment and tracking were the most signi-
ficant contributors with noisc, levels being relatively small. Subsequent field tests on
H-478 type units have shown similar results, in teras of total errors, when slave align-
ing the strapdown unit to a master INS. These and other motion compensation data are
discussed in the Reference 2 paper, along with estimated improvements in these perform-
ance levels during the 1980's.

Field positioning test data were reported very recently in the Reference 5 paper. Tests
were performed on surveyed test courses in Florida and Wyoming. A wide variety of testswas run and the following characteristics evaluated:

1. Single. double, and four traverse runs over 30-63 km distances with four minute
ZUPT intervals.

2. Double traverses over a 6 km distance with one minute ZUPTs.

3. Short term repeatability with a variety of system headings and survey directions
using one minute ZUFTs.

4. ZUPT interval sensitivity (of special interest in battlefield positioning) during
static tests with intervals varied from one to eight minutes.

5. Field heading sensitivity on an L-shaped test course (this had been an important
limitation in earlier inertial positioning systems).

6. Helicopter double traverse runs over a 63 km test course using four minute ZUPT
intervals, as well as both landed and hover ZUPTs.

7. Azimuth measurement accuracy in the field using a two-point positioning and inverse
azimuth determination technique.

8. Coarse gravity measurements (deflections and anomaly) over a 63 km test course with
four minute ZUPTs and on-line data reduction. (Earlier inertial positioning
systems had only an off-line capability in determining gravity values.)

Detailed discussion of these data were covered in Reference 5. However the highlights of
these tests were:

1. Land vehicle single traverses yielded 52-75 cm, rms, positioning (latitude, longi-
tude, and elevation). Double traverses improved this to the 40-60 cm, rms, range.
Open-loop errors were typically 4-6 meters. Figurds 10 and 11 show typical data.

2. One-minute ZUPT survey data were in the 8-13 cm, rms, range.

3. One-minute ZUPT repeatability with respe;t to a common station was in the 1.6 to
4.1 cm, rms, range with 1.6 to 3.1 cm. oeing most representative.

4. ZUPT interval sensitivity appedred to be about an 8.7 cm increase in rms
uncertainty per minute (see Figure 12).

'" 5. There was no discernible heading sensitivity after closure and smoothing of field
test data.

6. HPeicopter test data (landed ZUPTs) were as good as or better than those from land
vehicle tests over the same course (see Figure 13).

7. Azimuth measurement accuracies were in the less than ten arc-seconds, rms, range.

8. Gravity measurements were 2-4 arc-seconds, rms, for vertical deflections and 5-9
milligals, rms, for anomalies, without using premission accelerometer calibrations.

Although these levels of performance are typically better than required for battlefield
operations, the noteworthy point is that an inertial positioning system, such as
GEO-SPIN', which can deliver these levels of closed loop, real-time, smoothed data
accuracies, should readily be capable of delivering open loop accuracies on the battle-
field to the order of a few meters or so.
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HYBRID ESG INERTIAL SYSTEMS

Although systems like SPN/GEANS and GEO-SPIN" do not rely upon other navigation aids for
their highly accurate performance, there are situations where such aids can be put to
good use to further enhance positioning precision. As a consequence, SPN has been
operated in hybrid configurations with LORAN, TRANSIT Navigation Satellites, precision
Distance Measurinq Equipment (DME), and a variety of radars for both position fixing and
velocity aiding (doppler radar). Shipboard configurations have used Electromagnetic (EM)
Speed Logs for velocity damping. Preliminary studies have been performed to show the
feasiuility and benefits of using Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) with inertial
systems. The results of one set of simulations, using SPN/GEANS as the INS, are shown in
Figures 14-16. The scenario for this simulation was one where SPN operated pure inertial
for five hours, was then updated by GPS for one hour, and again operated pure inertial
for another 1.5 hours. A review of the figures shows that short-term position and
velocity data were essentially controlled by GPS during the hour of integrated operation
and STN performance following that period was about 4-1 better in short-term position*
and 2:1 better in velocity. Because of the interaction of attitude and position in the
SPN equations and the presence ot those parameters in the Kalman filter error states. SPN
attitude errors were also improved during and after the GPS-aided interval.

In order to realize the fullest benefit of such hybrid system operation, it is necessary
ta use Kalman filtering in the system software mechanization. Many analyses and simula-
tions have been performed over the years on Kalman filtering of nybrid inertial systems.
However, reducing these to practice did not always meet with ;he predicted successes, at
least in the early years. SPN/GEANS has enjoyed above average success in this regard.
Operational Kalman filters have been used with the GEANS fam:.ly of systems since 1972.
Error state sizes included 7, 9, 10, 13, 17, 21, and 23 parameters. SPN has one of the
most sophisticated airborne filters flying today, with 23 error states. it has been in
use for over three years.

For ground positioning the GEO-SPIN' operates in a dual mode-- one with pure inertial
data adjusted linearly and with a least-squares filter, the other with a 21 state Kalman
filterý Because of the low noise levels in GEO-SPIN' and the need for further optimiza-
tion of the filter, it has yet to surpass the pure inertial/least-squares filter in
performance. However, it is anticipated that in the next year or so, the roles will be
reversed and Kalman filtering will provide effective accuracy improvement on the surface
as it has done previously in the air.

OPERATIONAL USE OF ESG INERTIAL SYSTEMS

A key question which arises when we speak of high precision performance is that of con-
sistency. Will the system perform reliably with the desired accuracies? That's where
the importance of design centering enters the picture. Many dollars have been expended
in designing, analy:ing, and testing the SPN/GEANS and GEO-SPIN' electronic and
mechanical designs 'o insure that adequate design centering does exist. This applies to
electronic circuit, in the selection and rating of components, balancing of their
operating parameters, worst-case circuit analysis, and the rigorous testing of the final
circuits and assemblies. In the mechanical design realm, it includes the careful
balancing of thermal parameters (temperatures, gradients, heat flows, etc.), shielding of
magnetic fields (both internally and externally qenerated), and mechanical tolerancing to
"maintain dimensional integrity, reduce stresses, etc.

Design centering results in improved reliability or Mean-Time-Between-pailures (MTBF).
For the ASN-101 with over 10,000 hours of field operation the mature field MTBF of 1,139
hours was demonstrated versus a prediction back in 1970 of 1,192 hours. Where fewer
operating hours are obtained, a Reliability Growth Curve must be used to measure MTBF.

V, The AN/ASN-131 demonstrated 604 hours MTBF in 2-1/2 years of operational flight testing
in the 1975-78 time frame. This placed it well ahead of the expected field MTBF for the
number of cumulative operating hours on the Reliability Growth Curve, whose ultimate
predicted value was 1500 hours. For the current AN/ASN-136, the predicted MTBF is 1771
hours. Comparison of early operating data to the growth curve expectations, indicate
that it should achieve this as a demonstrated value within the next few years.

Another operational factor is the environmental capability of an inertial system. A
piece of precision equipment which cannot be used in the rugged extremes encountered on
and over the battlefield is of little value to military forces. In the design of
SPN/GEANS and GEO-SPIN', the capability to withstand rugged environments was designed in
from the beginning. Design characteristics for these equipments are shown in Figure 17.
These parameters have been demonstrated in most cases by formal qualification testing.
This has been complemented by in the field experience with testing from the cold and snow
of Alaska, to the deserts of New Mexico and the hot, humid conditions of Florida. High
latitude operation to the North Pole has also been demonstrated. Under all of these
conditions the INE operated accurately and reliably.

*See earlier paragraph doiscussion of short-term position errors versus long-term
position error growth.
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When operating in the field, credibility in the performiance of the equipment is enhanced
if the operator has some means of knowing if it is functioning properly. In the
SPN/GEANS and GEO-SPIN" equipments, this is provided by Built-In-Test-Equipment (BITE).
It samples at least 69 different parameters during each computer cycle (32 times per
second) and checks to ensure their values are within the proper tolerances. If any
exceed allowable limits, the operator is alerted immediately by a BITE signal which
appears on the CDU display This signal will tell him not only that a malfunction has
occurred, but also in which Line Replaceable Unit (LRU, meaning IMU or IEU) it is
present. Thus he can quickly isolate the problem, replace the failed LRU, and put the
system back into full operation. Average mean-time-to-repair/replace (MTTR) was demon-
strated in a formal U.S. Air Force test program to be 20 minutes at the LRU level.
The ability to detect, isolate, and correct malfunctions is carried to the next main-

tenance level, that of the individual modules, also under automatic computer control.
When a failed LRU is received at the depot or field maintenance shop, it can be eval-
uated, using a System Test Set (shown in Figure 18). LRU diagnostic programs are loaded
aboard the test computer. The technician uses standard test test equipment
(oscilloscopes. voltmeters, etc.) under the direction of the computer to isolate the
failure to the defective module or modules. This capability was also formally demon-
strated for the U.S. Air Force with an MTTR of 1.15 hours being realized on the IMU and
IEU with 23 different failures that were intentionally induced into the equipment. High
skill levels are not required for these fault isolation and replacement operations. The
procedures have been designed su that an E-5 level maintenance technician can perform
them to the module level. Operational and E-3 personnel can hand' the LRU level fault
diagnosis and replacement.

GPR
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A final consideration for operational usefulness is that of calibration. The least
desirable equipment is that which requires adjustment, tuning, or "tweaking" in the
field. The SPN/GEANS and CEO-SPIN" systems do not require any such actions. Rather, to
meet the aircraft performance level of 0.12 nmph (0.22 kmph), CEP, requires only once per
year self-calibration of the accelerometers, gyroscopes, and resolvers (gimbal angle
encoders). This procedure is completely under automatic computer control and takes 42
hours to complete. With software improvements currently being developed this will be
reduced to 28 hours. For GEO-SPIN" operation on the battlefield, again the gyros and
resolvers need be calibrated only once per year. Frequency of calibration of the accel-
erometers depends upon the desired accuracy. For closed loop positioning of 0.5 - 1.0
meter, rms, the day-to-day, cooldown shifts of accelkrometer parameters are acceptable
and no premission calibration is required. This 6nould also apply for open-loop
positioning in the range of 5-10 meters, rms. Four-minute ZUPT intervals are assumed.
For closed loop accuracies much less than 0.5 meter, rms, or open loop accuracies in the
1-2 meter, rms, range, a premission accelerometer calibration may be required. This
procedure takes one hour and can be performed with the normal system turn-on, warmup, and
alignment procedure at the beginning of each operating period, extending the total system
preparation time from one hour Lo two hours. With a feature known as gyro constant speed
control, the GEO-SPIN" can be operated for several days and still maintain the extra high
precision performance (less than 0.5 meter, rms).

BATTLEFIELD APPLICATIONS - ON THE SURFACE

Because of high precision positioning and azimuth determination, and the ability to
operate continuously for long periods of time, a wide variety of potential applications
exist. These include:

1. Topographic surveying and positioning to establish useful reference points, routes,
and common reference grids.

2. Artillery mobile observer positioning within minutes.

3. Artillery firing battery placement and firing reference azimuth determination
within seconds or minutes of arriving at a firing position.

i.- 4. Positioning and initialization of ground launched missiles for tactical or inter-_ •| mediate ranges.

5. On-launcher, rapid placement, and initialization of weapons for "shoot and scoot"
operations.

6. Guiding of lead vehicles in tank platoons, armored vehicle companies, etc., during
cross-country movement, under bad weather, low visibility, or night-time
conditions.

7. Positioning of visual or electronic listening posts for surveillance of enemy
activities.

8. Rapid positioning of ground combat units (platoons, companies, and above) regard-
lcss of weather conditions, visibility, or familiarity with the terrain. For
integrated ground and air operations, the hitting of friendly troops with close air
support because of incorrect positions of either should be a thing of the past.

A very important feature of all of these applications is that they can be achieved
without any electromagnetic radiation to or from the operating units. Thus, the

*• possibility for achieving a self-contained, rapid strike capability is greatly enhanced.

AIRBORNE APPLICATIONS OVER THE BATTLEFIELD

Just as self-contained precision positioning can be achieved on the battlefield surface

with GEO-SPIN", so too can precision airborne positioning be obtained. Several potential
applications of this capability are:

1. Highly accurate tactical reconnaissance missions can be flown without radiating
from the aircraft for navigation purposes. Improved lane control, precision
positioning during aircraft turns and other maneuvers (usually lost with more
conventional, local vertical INSs, can be achieved.

2. The SPN/GEANS can simultaneously navigate the aircraft and provide sensor stabiliza-
tion or motion compensation for reconnaissance sensors such as radars, lasers,
infrared, or electro-optical devices. Arc-minute or better pointing accuracy is
available.
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3. Low altitude precision navigation even under conditions of severe vibration and
buffeting is attainable with SPN/GEANS whereas performance of other INSS tends to
degrade under these conditions. The reason is that g-sensitive and g2-sensitive
chaLacteristlcs of gyros and accelerometers can be excited by these environmental
disturbances with the result that performance is degraded, often by factors of
3-5:1 during the disturbance. Residual shifts can also occur which result in
continued degraded performance even after the disturbance has been removed. The 50
to 400 times smaller coefficients in SPN/GEANS and GEO-SPIN" yield the benefit of
no performance degradation during and after such environmental exposures. This
benefit has been proven operationally through flights in F-4 Fighter/Attack and P-3
ASW type aircraft.

-4. In combined reconnaissance and strike operations, the precision of SPN/GEANS type
inertial systems can result in more effectively and accurately controlled missions,
thus enhancing a surgical strike capability with either conventional or nuclear
weapons.

5. For helicopter operations in battlefield reconnaissance or control roles, airborne
positioning accuracies of 1 to 50 meters, CEP, are achievable, depending on the
scenario and navigation aids available to work with GEO-SPN* or SPN/GEANS. Since
the inertial system provides continuous and hence instantaneous self-contained
data, the use of "pop-up" and similar maneuvers for vehicle security is enhanced.

CONCLUSION

The high precision navigation and positioning accuracy now available with ESG Inertial
Systems such as SPN/GEANS and GEO-SPIN' offer a new dimension of self-contained cap-
ability to the battlefield commander. The equipment and software have been developed and
all major hardware items are in production as standard U.S. Government Inventory items.
The step that remains is to adapt these systems to specific miliary battlefield
applications.
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GLOSSARY OF TERNS

I DME Distance Measuring Equipment; electromagnetic (microwave) or electro-optical
(infrared and laser) equipment for precise range and range rate measurement.

ESG Electrically Suspended Gyro; also known as Electr.,statically supported Gyro,
wherein a spinning rotor is levitated in an electrical force field.

I GEO-SPIN' Earth Resource Related - Standard Precision Inertial Navigation/Survey
System.

GPS Navstar Global Positioning System; gives position accuracies of 30-40 feet
(9-12 meters) in three dimensions, with receivers on moving bodies.

IPS Inertial Positioning System; an inertial navigation system which has been
adapted for precision position measurement on and over the Earth's surface.

IRU Inertial Reference Unit; a strapdown inertial sensor package; also known as
an ISA (Inertial Sensor Assembly); contains gyros and accelerometers with
their associated electronic circuitry; designed to operate as a low accuracy
INS in conjunction with a computer and control/display unit or in a
slave-aligned mode in conjunction with a master INS, for higher precision
position, velocity, and attit-'de measuremenit.

JTIDS Joint Tactical Information Distribution System; provides a distributed
digital communications and position location system.

MACS Multiple Access Communication System.

PADS Precision Azimuth Determining System; an application of first generation IPS
equipment for survey of artillery firing positions.

PLRS Position Location and Reporting System.

SPN/GEANS Standard Precision Navigation Gimbaled Electrically Suspended Gyro Aircraft
Navigation System.

ZUPT Zero Velocity Update; a technique for stopping a vehicle and resetting
velocity conditions in an Inertial Positioning System.
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THE POTENTIAL OF A MULTIFUNCTION
INFORMATION DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM (MIDS)

FOR POSITION LOCATION

by
G. Hoefgen

STANDARD ELEKTRIK LORENZ AG
Stuttgart, Germany

1.0 THE BASIC PROCESS OF POSITION LOCATION

1.1 Introduction

The Multifunction Information Distribution System (MIDS) offers the potential for position locat-on
by multi-ranging. There are two versions of range measurements: one-way and two-way renging. Both versions
are applicable to a MIDS, but the basic feature is one-way ranging in order to keep transmissions low and
to save capacity.

In general, the range R is determined as the product of propagation time T between a transmitting
source and a receiving user multiplied by the speed c of light (R =T c). Very precise synchronised clocks
are necessary at the source as well as at the user to measure the propagation time with the required
accuracy of some tenths of nanoseconds (e.g., 10 ns time error corresponds to 3 m range error).

All terminals participating in a MIDS net tansmit messages at specified and known times. As a pre-
condition thereof, the common system time among all users is established and maintained by suitable
synchronisation procedures. The residual bias error of the clock can be further reduced by means of the
position location process as described below. A requirement for developing the position location of a
user is knowledge of the position and quality of each source to be used. That is realised by the fact
that a great portion of all MIDS messages are position reports (P-messages) containing, among other in-
formation, position coordinates (latitude and longitude or relative coordinates), altitude, course, speed,
position quality and time quality.

1.2 Passive Position Location

In the passive mode, position location of a user within the MIDS net is achieved in principle by
listening to the P-message transmissions of a number of sources serving as reference positions to the
user. The receive times of the P-messages are measured by the user terminals. The time difference between
a source transmission and the user reception is as follows:

a ti = (tu -A tub) - (ti - Atib)

wherein the source trans.nission time is composed of the true (system) time ti and the source bias A tib,
and the user receive time is composed of the true time tu and the user bias At . Because there are
no means to differentiate between source and user bias, the expression Atb = uktub - Atib is used for
the further considerations, and the true time difference becomes:

t - ti = At + At (1)

u i i b(1
The measured time difference Ati, multiplied by the speed of light, represents a pseudo range, whereas
the true range is:

SR ( t- tI) c = V(x-xi)z + (y-yi) 2 + (z-z)2' (2)
R (t U i t i i 2

*• wherein (xi, yi, zi) is the position of the source in cartesion coordinates, and (x, y, z) represents the
unknown user position.

In most cases, the terminals are not elevated very much with respect to each other, thus altitude
calculations are difficult to make with sufficient accuracy.

Therefore the altitude is measured directly (e.g. with barometric altimeters) and the difference
"Azi = z - zi is put as a known value to the equation above. This results in an advantageous reduction
of the calculation task from the •hree-dimentional space to the two-dimentional plane ?x, y).

v, In order to get a position fix of the user, at least the P-messages from three different sources
1 (, 2, 3) are necessary. The corresponding equations, formed by a combination of (I) and (2) are the

following:

R1 = \(X-Xl)2 + (y-yI) 1
2 +A;1 = (At1 + Atb) c (3a)

SV(x-x )2 + (y-y2)2 +az 22 = (At2 + Atb) c (ab)

"R3  C(x-x3 )+ (y-y 3 )2 Az3
2  (At 3  Atb) c (3c

By means of these equations the variables x, y and Atb can be determined. Figure 1 shows geographically
the same case.

The achievable time and position quality of the user depends on the time an' position qualities of
the sources. It also depends on the geometric relationships between the user and the sources. The latter
one is known as geometric dilution of precision (GOOP). As sketched in Figure 2, the GDOP acts as an
error amplification mechanism. In reality, of course, under the assumption of normally distributed range



errors, the position error figures are elipses. Further parameters determining accuracy are discussed

under the paragraphs 2.2 and 2.3.

1.3 Hierarchical Aspects

The aim of a MIDS is to be a nodeless system wherein each terminal would be permitted to range to
others within the net. it has been proven, however, that such an interactive operation can become un-
stable [,I. The position location function, therefore, has to be based on a hierarchical principle. This
principle is realised by distributing the infon.iation for position location in one direction only, from
the centre outwards. There is a time centre (a terminal called time controller) and a position inform.-
tion centre.

These centres are characterised by definition to possess the highest possible time and position
quality; they may be both incorporated in one terminal. The information flow is coupled with a quality
degredation. That means that the time quality and the position quality of the user are at least one
grade lower than the qualities of the sources used for position location.

For the operational use a set of quality figures ranging from 15 as the highest quality down to 0,
has been defined to describe the time and position errors of the sources. The error values listed in
Table I are standard deviations (0 a values). As far as the position quality is concerned, the error
values represent the major axis of the error ellipse.

1.4 Round Trip Timing

For the passive mode of position location as described ibove at least three sources under good GDOP
conditions are necessary to calculate the user position and the system time from the received P-messages.
For the very first participants in a net and for those being responsible for very high time standards,
the passive mode of operation is not feasible or not sufficient. In those cases a so called Round Trip
Timing (RTT) method is applied. The RTT method is identical to a two-way ranging procedure. Figure 3.
shows the function of the two possible versions (static and contention).In the static version, the inter-
rogating terminal transmits a short message containing the address of the reference terminal at the
interrogator's best estimate of the system time. The reference terminal measures the receive time tR with
respect to its own best estimate of system time and transmits a response message containing the receive
time data after a known constant time delay T. The interrogator mea ures the time difference at between
the transnmission of the interrogating message and the reception of the response. Thrt enables the inter-
rogating terminal to calculate independently from each other the clock bias Atb and the (true) range R
as follows:

atb= T + tR - At

At + t - TR = Tc R c (5)

In the contention version the procedure is the same, except that t,: interrogations are addressed to a
group of sources identified by their same time quality grade (Qt).

The RTT process is very suitable to distribute the system time with the best achievable accuracy.
This is also true for the range measurements, but this process cannot be used to establish position re-
ferences by itself.

1.5 Position Reference Sources

The determination of the position of a user by ranging requires a minimum number of reference
so,•rces, the position of which is known. The very first participant forming a MIDS net ol" a single
terminal cannot range to any other; it has to know its own position or obtain it through other means.
The second participant can range to the first one and get a circular line of position but no fix.

Thus the second participant also has to obtain its own position by other means. The range measure-
m'ot to the first terminal, if taken, can only help to improve the position accuracy under certain
circumstances. A third participant may range to the first two and will get two position points as the
crosspoints of the two range circles, but only one of the two is the correct fix, i.e. the position in-
formation derived from only two references sources Is ambiguous.

These considerations result in the basic rule that a minimum number of three reference sources with
known position is necessary to achieve non-ambiguous position determination.

The basic (minimum three) position reference sources may be ground stations with inherently known
precise position coordinates. If ground stations cannot be used operationally, airborne or shipborne
terminals may become position reference sources. In these cases, the NAVSTAR GPS would be very suitable
for the derivation of the actual position information of the terminals concerned with very high accuracy.
There may be cases where users may want to navigate relatively to each other (RELNAV) without the
necessity to know in absolute (geodetic) coordinates where they are. A relative grid, established from
the minimium number of reference sources (e.g. by INS or other means), may serve this purpose.

2.0 PERFORMANCE CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 Technigues and Configurations

The basic nature of MIDS is information di.stribution with a message rate adapted for this main
purpose. Depending on the operational environment the P-message rate may be as low as one per 12 s. As-
suming that lower rates are not permitted at the position reference sources and further assuming that the
system shall work with a number of reference sources down to the minimum, a mean time up to approximately
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10 s will be needed for taking a position fix. That is of course an extremely long time, especially under
the aspect of comparison with other systems for positton location and navigation presently in operation
(e.g. TACAN). On the other hand, MIDS offers the potential for range measurements with higher accuracies
than present systems.

While the low P-message rate obviously does not affect the position location accuracy for stationary
or very slowly moving users, the position of the dynamic user cannot be determined as the crosspoint of
range circles. More complex techniques are required for medium and high dynamic users (aircraft, heli-
copters, fast vehicles).

The most commonly proposed selutions for dynamic users employ dead reckoning devices such as INS,Doppler or air data as external inputs to the Kalman filter (2], (3], [41, [5] in addition to the range
measurements. These arrangements probably satisfy high accuracy requirements, but adequate results of in-
vestigations are still missing. The drawbacks obviously are the relatively long time (several minutes)
to achieve full accuracy and the dependence on external sensors, i.e. the operation is non-autonomous,
and the reliability is decreased when compared with an autonomous position location system, using MIDS by
itself. Another aspect of concern is the fact that several users (helicopters, vehicles) do not carry
sensors as mentioned above to support dead reckoning.

To get an autonomous system, some investigations were also done without using external sensors [2],
[6]. The simulation described in [2], however, is based on unrealistic assumptions (e.g. Known initial
position, speed and acceleration and constant speed and altitude during the whole simulated mission). For
this reason the simulation cannot be accepted as representing the real environment and proving the system
function. Another simulation, described in [61, was based cn a model with 4 fixed reference ground sta-
tions and one aircraft under good GDOP conditions. The error generated during a g9o turn with 1,50/s and
180 knots was up to 360 m which is unacceptable. As a conclusion, therefore, it seems to be impossible
to achieve the required accuracy for high dynamic users with MIDS equipment only with a 12 sec update.

The problem of insufficient accuracy for a dynamic user equipped with a MIDS terminal only could
obviously be solved, if the transmission times of the P-messages of the reference sources could be sent
approximately simultaneous, e.g. within 50 ms. Precise position location is then possible by multi-
ranging, and a simplified dead reckoner can be used to estimate the actual position by linear and
quadratic extrapolation. Whether this method can be applied, depends on the finally selected signal
structure and net management.

The following performance considerations mainly refer to accur.Li. They are taker separately for the
stationary case, which also includes slow moving users, and for the dynamic case. Although there does not
exist a clear limit between the two user categories, a user velocity of about 3 m/s may be a reasonablewdlue.

2.2 The Stationary Case

The processing of propagation times of the P-messages from the reference sources to the user is
very simple for the stationary case. There is either no position change of the user, or the change is
negligible durng the maximum time interval (approx. 10 s) which is necessary to get a position fix.

Figure 4 shows a simplified functional block diagram of the user equipinent for the stationary case.
The source selection module is fed from the basic MIDS tcr.ainal signal processor with all P-message data
and the corresponding prop-Aqation times At as observed with the user's own clock, i.e. inzluding the time
bias (Atb). Only the sources with better time and position qualities (Qt, Qp) than those of the user are
suitable for further processing. Another decision criterium for the source selection is the geometric
configuration betweei the user and the sources (GDOP). The selected sou.ce data feeds the fix calcula-
tion module. It provides the user's position (x, y) as well as the time bias (Atb) for correcting the
clock and the time and position qualities (Qt, Qb) as inputs to the source selection module.

The achievable accuracy of the user position determination depends on the following parameters:

a) Source time and position qualities

As shown under paragraph 1.2, the user position is determined by propagation time measurements of
the P-messages from reference sources, the position of which is known. The position errors of the sources
as well as their clock errors (compared with true system time) form an integral part of the set of equa-
tions (3a to 3c) for the fix calculation. That means that the time and position qualities (Qt, Qp) of the
"reference sources directly transform into the achievable accuracy of the user position location, and the
user time and position quality will be at least one grade lower as compared with the reference sources.
As a basic rule for source selection, therefore, the user will range to those sources with superior
qualities only.

b) Propagation time measurement accuracy

The measurement accuracy of the P-message propagation times from the sources to the user is dependent
also from the following hardware and signal structure related factors:

At the source the timing accuracy of the P-message trpasmissions is dependent from the respective
time controlled switching hardware. The time measurement accuracy of the received P-messages at the user

* depends on the signal bandwidth and the signal-to-noise .,atio in addition to the performance of the re-
spective time measuring circuitry.

c) Short term clock stabilij

Due to the fact that the update rate with a MIDS can come down to only one set of measurements per
"10 s, a sufficiently high short term clock stability is required. A clock error in the order of i0-9
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(correspending to 3 m range error during a 10 s time interval) seems to be adequate. Both, the source and
the user clock errors contribute to the degradation of position location.

d) Geometric dilution of precision (GDOP)

As explained under paragraph 1.2, the position location accuracy achievable with a MIDS highly
depends on the scenario. The source selection function, therefore, is a very important one. Only those
sources with a good geometry in respect to the user are considered for the fix calculation. In general,

F the error contribution from the geometrical relationships will be the lowest possible, if the angular
differences becween the sources as observed from the user are around 90%. In contrast thereof, the error
contribution gets to a maximum, if the angular differences tend to be 00 or 1800.

e) Propagdtion anomalze!

The propagation time from the sources to the user may be altered due to irregularities in the
atmosphere concerned. Although experience with TACAN indicates that the effect will be of minor importance,
some attention should be given to it during the MIDS experimental evaluations.

Another potential error source is multipath propagation. In this case the maximum errur is estimated
to be equivalent to approximately half a chip length, i.e. 100 ns I 30 m, for multipath levels of 0 dB
to -6 dB as compared with the direct signal.

a f) Computational errors

According to the modern state of the art of computer technology, computational errors should be kept
negligibly small.

All parameters mentioned above contribute to the resulting error of the position location of sta-
tionary users. In order to assess the achievable accuracy to some extent some simple examples were in-
vestigated theoretically. These examples only deal with the contribution of source time and position
qualities, and the geometric dilution of precision (GDOP) to the resulting error. Thus, they are to be
considered idealised.

For the passive mode of operation three sources R1 , R2 and R3 were used with position and time
qualities of 15 each (Qp = 15, Qt = 15). The geometric angle between the three sources was changed from
900 to 1800. As result, Figure 5, Figure 6. and Figure 7 show curves of constant position qualities re-
presenting the accuracy under ideal conditions.

With active range measurements by means of the RTT method only two sources RI and R2 are necessary
fcr position location (ambiguity not considered). Figure 8 shows curves of constant position quality,

whereby the position qualities of the sources are assumed to be 15 each. The time qualities of the
sources are irrelevant for determining ranges by the RTT process.

It should be pointed out that the investigations described above do not consider the influence ofthe propagation time measurement accuracy, the short term clock stability, and the propagation ano-

malies, which will further degrade the finally achievable accuracy. Nevertheless, these simple examples
very well show especially the geometric dilution of precision.

2.3 The Dynamic Case

The dynamic case of a M1DS application is cnaracterised by fast moving users. During a 10 s time
z- period, which may be needed to take one full set of measurements for position location, the user will

change its position considerably, and the instantaneous position can no longer be determined as the
crosspoint of circles representing the measured ranges. Thus a recu.*sive filtering algorithm is to be
used to estimate the present position by extrapolation from past measurements. In order to enable the
filter to process position changes correctly during accelerative actions of the user as well, external
dead reckoning devices such like INS, Doppler or air date are necessary as additional inputs to the
filter.

A simplified functional block diagram of the user equipment for the dynamic case is shown in
Figure 9. While the basic MIDS terminal is considered to be the same as in the stationary case, the
simple fix calculation is replaced by the much more complex Kalman filter and the position data extra-
polation. Both functions are realised as computer software.

The accuracy of position location of a dynamic user of course, is dependent from the same parameters
as listed above for the stationary case. But, in addition to them, some more parameters degrade the
achievable accuracy in the dynamic case:

a) User dynamics

Fast moving users such like aircraft, helicopters or even ground vehicles are characterised by their
own velocity and acceleration as a function of time. While constant velocity is simple to be processed in
the filter and no-mally does not significantly degrade the position location accuracy, special attention
is to be given on the user's manoeuvres causing accelerations and variances thereof. As the filter needs
time to adapt to these variances, the position location accuracy degrades as a consequence of kind,
quality and rapidness of manoeuvres (depending on dead reckoner performance).

b) Dead reckoner performance

During the manoeuvres of a dynamic user, its dead 'eku'iut acts as the sensor of the motion vari-
ances. Thus, the dead reckoner enables the MIDS user equipment to indicate the instantaneous position
very closely to the true position. This path-following features of the dead reckoner is the basis for
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maintaining accuracy during manoeuvres. Its inherent accuracy, therefore, influences the position loca-
tion accuracy of a MIDS user terminal. The higher the dynamics of the user is, the more the influence
of the dead reckoner will be. Best dead reckoner performances are achieved with INS, as reported in [4],
while Doppler or air data are nss powerful.

c) P-message rate

t The rate of the received P-messages from the reference sources significantly influences the position
location accuracy of a dynamic user. The higher the rate, the better the accuracy will be. The rate of
approximately one P-message from one source within 12 s is considered as the minimum rate. Thus, the
availability of only three reference sources transmitting at the minimum rate will be the worst case.
Higher rates from the single sources or the possibility to use more than three sources will improve the
situation, provided that a correspondingly higher processing speed is feasible.

d) Filter performance

The algorithm complexity of the Kalman filter also relates tc the achievable accuracy. In order to
process the inputs from an INS to the best possible extent, it is proposed to apply 15 to 18 filter
states (3]. That results in a high degree of software complexity, and the drawback may be the limited
capacity of the terminal computer within the required processing time of less than 3 s (comparable to
P-message rate). Thus, a trade-off between filter complexity and position accuracy seems to be reasonable
for the different user types.

Although comprehensive investigations on the accuracy of the MIDS position location are still mis-
sing, a computer simulation accomplished by MITRE presents very valuable results with a special scenario.
The scenario as depicted in Figure 10 contains five MIDS ground reference stations (RI, R2, ... RS) with
inherently best position qualities (all QD = 15). Reference R2 is considered to be the time reference
(Qt = 1 5), the others have the time quality Qt = 14. The user is an aircraft at 500 feet altitude and
with a constant velocity of 140 m/s (278 knot,). Its simulated straight flight in X-direction and back
takes 37 minutes.

The user is equipped with an INS of moderate quality in addition to the MIDS terminal. The position
quality, therefore, comes down considerably (Qp = u) at ind o the 26 minutes time period out of
coverage from the reference stations. Further parameters of the simulation are 12 s P-report intervals,
4 s process time per observation and 30 ns receive time noise.

As a result of the simulation, Figure 11 shows the development of the position quality of the user
during the five minutes flight (thick line in Figure 10) after re-entry to coverage of the reference
stations R1, R2 , and R3 .

3.0 CONCLUSION

The Multifunction Information Distribution System (MIDS) offers a great potential for position loca-
tion and navigation. The position location will be accomplished by multi-ranging based on time-of-arrival
measurements. Besides this preferred passive mode an active method (RTT, Round Trip Timing) providing
range and time measurements most accurately and independently from each other will be feasihle.

The achievable accuracy depends on the operational and physical environment and on the performance
of the equipment used. For the stationary case, which is characterised by fixed or very slowly moving
participants, the main parameters determining accuracy are source time and position qualities, propaga-
tion time measurement accuracy, short term clock stability, geometric dilution of precision (GDOP), and
propagation anomalies. In the dynamic case characterised by fast moving users the accuracy will be
further degraded by the user dynamics, the P-message rate, the filter performance, and the dead reckoner
performance.
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Table I Time and Position Quality (Qt, Qp)

QUALITY TIME ERROR POSITION ERROR

FIGURE (1 ) (1v )
Nanosec. Meters

15 _ 50 • 15

14 _ 71 • 22

13 - 100 t 30

12 • 141 L 43

11 - 200 • 61

1" 10 t5 282 t 86

9 - 400 : 122

8 - 565 • 172

7 • 800 • 244

6 • 1130 • 345

5 - 1600 • 488

4 =1 2260 - 690

3 • 4520 • 1378

2 • 9040 !55 2755

1 4 18080 _ 5510

0 1?080 > 5510
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Fig. 1 Positior determination of a passive user by one-way ranging
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Fig.2 Geometric d;lut-on of precision (GDOP)
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JTIDS DISTRIBUTED TDMA (DTDMA) TERMINAL DEVELOPMENT RESULTS
WITH EMPHASIS ON RELATIVE NAVIGATION PERFORMANCEby

J. Rubin and S. Welt
ITT Avionics DivisionIi 500 Washington Avenue

Nutley, NJ 07110 U.S.A.

I
SUMMARY

ITT Avionics Division has recently completed extensive laboratory testing of Advanced
Development Model (ADM) terminals developed for the U.S. Department of Defense under
the Joint Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS) Program. These terminals

feature the advanced JTIDS Phase II Distributed rDMA (DTDMA) architecture. Further
laboratory and flight tests are now in progress in U.S. Navy laboratories in San Diego,
California.

The terminals developed under this effort include two Class 1 Conmand and Control
terminals for installation aboard CVA ships and E-2C Command and Control aircraft, two
Class 2 Tactical Fighter terminals for installation aboard F-14A fighter aircraft and one
JTIDS Environment Simulator (JES) for use in simulation of multi-aircraft dynamic JTIDS
RF environments and evaluation of terminal performance.

The functions performed by the C-N-I JTIDS Distributed TDMA terminals include secure
and jam resistant digital voice, digital data, precision Relative Navigation, TACAN Navi-
gation, and the IFF identification service. In addition, full interoperability with the
JTIDS Phase I TDMA system is also provided.

This paper is essentially presented in two parts. Part one gives an overview of the
the basic DTDMA system. Additionally, descriptions of the basic terminals developed for
the Class 1 and Class 2 application and the JTIDS Environment Simulator (JES) are pro-
vided. In the second part, the JTIDS Relative Navigation function is discussed. A brief
REL NAV overview is provided and qualitative results of testing are presented.

INTRODUCTION

The Joint Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS) is a tri-service, multi-
channel, multi-function system. During Phase I, a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
channel (JTIDS I) was introduced to handle total connectivity information distribution
for digital communications and relative navigation. Distributed TDMA (DTDMA), the
selected approach to JTIDS Phase II (JTIDS II), expands this capability by providing
increased data rate capacity and additional C-N-I functions. The DTDMA channel architec-
tute provides a structure which permits a single terminal to participate concurrently
in multiple time-independent functions or networks which have the flexibility to be
structured and organized in a manner to efficiently meet the broad spectrum of tactical
information-distribution operational requirements. JTIDS II DTDMA is compatible with and
includes the TDMA function of JTIDS I which becomes one of the channel structures available
to system users.

PART I. DTDMA SYSTEM AND TERMINAL DESCRIPTION

Distributed TDMA Overview (1)

JTIDS II/DTDMA operates in Lx-Band (960 to 1215 MHz). It provides a system that
combines rpread-spectrum multiple-access command and control functions with conventional
TACAN navigation and IFF identification service. Distributed TDMA is a technique that
utilizes low duty cycle pulses, pseudo randomly distributed in the time-frequency-code
(T-F-C) domain. This characteristic of pseudo-random time separation is d major feature
of DTDMA. It permits flexible channel azchitecture and enhances channel access.

Conventional high duty cycle or continuous transmission methods operate in a "serial"
mode wherein the message synchronization preamble is immediately followed by the data

Nt_ message. This ordering is used for each user in turn. In DTDMA both the synchronization
and message signals from many terminals are dispersed in time (and frequency/phase code)
resulting in interleaved or "parallel" transmissions from many sources. The DTDMA signal
structure permits performance to be tailored to specific needs, thus resulting in a more
consistent cost/performance relationship. Specifically, utilizing low duty cycle pulse
techniques coupled with I-eudo random time separation, DTDMA provides a communication
architecture which can be tailored to the composition of the particular communication
being sent. Rigid time separation is not required so messages are not constinlned to any
slot or fixed time duration. Consequently, a message uses only that portion of the system
capacity which is actually required, permitting system resources to be used and reallocated
with maximum efficiency.

The unique combination of low duty cycle oulse techniques operated within a discipline
of full ambiguity (pseudo-random) of time-frequency-code provides a digital communication
service that offers high levels of anti-jamming and low probability of exploitation
coupled with poweýrful pseudo-noise access techniques which make real-time C3 , anti-jamming
(A/J) and low probability of exploitntion (LPE) a practical reality.
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Channelization Concepts. JTIDS II/DTDMA channelization and signal structure are
based upon maximizing the utility of available ambiguities in time frequency and phase
code. If all of the Lx-Band (T/F) space is subdivided into elemental T/F resolution
elements they may be formed into T/F patterns which can be identified with specific RF
transmission channels for use by selected terminals for specific functions.

The DTDMA channel architecture is modular in nature. At the macroscopic level we
have The Meta Channel (MC), while at the microscopic level we have the Basic Event (BE).
In between lie two important channel constructions called Basic Channel (BC) and Function
Channel (FC). We proceed to a brief definition of these concepts, starting with the
-undamental element.

Basic Event (BE). The fundamental building block, or smallest basic poition in the
Time-Frequency-Code (T-F-C) space is called the Basic Event (BE). It is shown pictorially
in ?igure 1.

The Basic Event is uniquely associated with an event code that fully describes its
signal and channel parameters. These event codes are generated at a 12.8 microsecond
rate (78,125 times per second). Figure 2 shows a simplified example of PR event code
usage.

12.8 usec

'l • LFREQUENCY ( 256 CARRIERS)

32 CHIPS

13 30 32
20 nisec

32-11T CPSM FOE UENCY

(5-BIT SYMBOL)

TIME
7812S PULSES/SEC

Figure 1. Basic Event

I SPECIFIC BINARY SUB GROUPS OF EVENT CODE ARE DESIGNATED FOR
SPECIFIC FUNCTIONS

EVENT CODE

110010101100011110 ... 10001011010011000111

10110101
SFRE 8 001..1 10011

32 110101100
PRCODE 9 011001011

CHANNEL NO: 9

EVENT TYPE
•ALL TERMINALS WITH SAME CODE OF DAY WILL INTERPRET THE

s•PECIFIC BINARY SUB-GROUPS IN AN IDENTICAL MANNER

* ALL TERMINALS WITH IDENTICAL TIME OF DAY AN.D INITIAL CODE
WILL GENERATE IDENTICAL EVENT CODES FOR EACH EVENT INTERVAL

Figure 2. Pseudo-Random Event Code Usage
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Meta Channel (MC). The contiguous stream of all BE's form by definition a Meta
Channel. The MC may be viewed as the multiplexing of many T-F-C patterns each with mutually
exclusive Basic Events. Different MC's are distinguished by different contiguous T-F-C
patterns which then define different event codewords and in turn different BE's.

Basic Channel (BC). Of fundamental importance is the particular T/F channel denoted
as the Basic Channel. The 78,125 events of the Meta Channel are subdivided into 512 Basic
Channels. Therefore, each BC has an event rate of about 152.2 Hz (78,125/512). In general,
these events may be divided and broadly classified as either source (Source of Communica-
""ion, e.g., transmitting platform), synchronization events or message events. The BC
concept also defines the "page" ds that time for 512 BE or 6.5536 millisec (512 x 12.8
microseconds). See Figure 3 for a pictorial description of the BC.

FREQUENCY (256 CARRIERS)

"PSEUDO-RANDOM SUBSET OF PULSES FROM
A GIVEN META CHANNEL

EVERY META CHANNEL = 512 BASIC CHANNELS/°•/ xALL BASIC CHANNELS ARE:

-NON-OVERLAPPING IN TIME-HAVE EQUAL CAPACITY

Figure 3. Basic Channel

Function Channel (FC). When a channel is designed to support a specific user func-
tion (i.e., Link-4A, Li-n-kll, or High or Low Rate Digital Voice, etc.), it consists of sets
of Basic Channels which are organized to support the required numbers of subscribers with
a prescribed level of crkannel capacity. The totality of these building block channels is
called a Function Channel (FC). A pictorial representation of the PC is shown in Figure 4.
As indicated, there are 512 BC's available on each MC for use in construction of FC.

LOW DATA RATE

SE C B-,SIC CHANNEL• • (1 600 BPS)

S~FUNCTION

: • " A.• DATA RATE OF FUNCTION

CHANNEL IS SO AY USAR
F 4 C p i o REQUIREMENTS7 • / 0-666 B kS STEPS TO v 300O,000 3PS)

ARE PROWiDED BY
SEACH MEYfACHANNIEL

OR DTDMA NE r

L _ Figure 4. Composition of Function Channel (FC)



The multi-function C-N-I requirements of the host platform are generally met with a
number of PC's operating within one vr several MC's. Figure 5 shows the Function Channels
operating on a single MC. As indicated the capacity of an MC is on the order of 300 KBPS.Specific terminal channel capacitie,. are tailored to operational needs.

In this manner channels are constructed to meet C3 requirements. These channels aretailored efficiently in terms of iccess rate (message start (M) rate), data rate (numberof basic crhannels) and composite channel grouping (composition of multi-function nets)I- for specific operationally driven communication needs.

,• • COMPOSITE

FUNCTIONCHANNELS

S ~MULTI-FUNCTION

300 KSPS

44rA CNPER NET~MAX

NET ENTRY

"Ovc COMMON NET TIME S, NET CONTROL
i / THE SYSTEM HAS PROVISION FOR UP

TO 128 INDEPENDENT NETS
INSTANTANEOUS SYSTEM CAPACITY IS 300KBPS TO 3MBPS

=•,' L *FUNCTION OF BAND UTILIZATION

Figure 5. Composition of Multi-Function Net

Class 1 Command and Control Terminal Description (2)

The JTIDS Phase II Command and Control Terminal (Class 1) provides a functional
repertoire develiped from operational scena-io analyses performed by the military andthe JTIDS Joint Program Office. The platforms intended as candidates for the Class 1include the CVA ships and the E-2C aircraft. It is anticipated that other command andcontrol centers both airborne and surface based would be appropriate platforms.

The functional capability of the Class 1 ADM Terminal is summarized in Table I.

TABLE 1. FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITIES CLASS l/CLASS 2 TERMINALS
PARAMETER CLASS 1 CLASS 2

FNumber of Nets 12 3
Power Output 1.0 kw 200/800 watts

Number of Rcvr. 4 2

Function:
DTDýMA

ni)L. Voice (•Iil'S 1  3 c annels 2 channels
link-li Full modes Relay only
Link-4h Yes yt
Coded Voice/Data (2.4 WPS1 Yes No

TADIL-B Yes No
i -j Jav Yes Yes

Yes Yes

TACAN Yes Yes

IFF Yes Ye5

Data Rates:

'Xmit. 70 KBPS 50 mBPS
Rcv. 10 0 YOPS 70 9BPS



Several DTDMA command and coaitrol data channels are provided to handle digital data

in a transparent manrcer fo'- full compatibility with current NTDS/ATDS operations The
Link-4A (TADIL-C), Link-1l, a surveillance reporting link, and TADIL-B, the U.S. '4arine
Corpz' point-to,-point data link, are provided. A TOMA channel provides interoperability
with JTIDS Phase I erminals.

The TACAN interrogator function includes the standard Receive (REC), Transmit/Receive
tT/R), and Air-to-Air (A/A) modes.

The 1FF tran~sponder function of the tert'inal is identical to that provided by the
AN/APX-72 1FF set. Included are the AIMS Mark XII transponder modes (1, 2, 3/A, C and 4).

A simplified block diagram of the Class 1 Terminal is shown in Figure 6. A photo of
the Class 1 ADM is shown in Figure 7.

ADM COMMAND TERMINAL

DISPLAY

R/T ___________

CONTROL EXTERNAL

RCV2.__

PA .6- 1 SPLINK-4A
LINK- I

TP TACAN

CONTROLRELATIVE

LEGEND:

PA - Powe'r Anplifier___

SP - Signal. ?7jcessor 1Y8I ]1Y8X3

TP - Terminai Processor
L.Pc - Lin~ear Predictive 2.4 KBPS

Coded Voice 16 KBPS DIG. VOICE VOICE/DATA

JES - JTIDS Environment
Simulator PKY - Voice Interface

KG - Voice Interface

rigure 6. JTIDS Phase 11 rTDMA Command and Control Terminal,
Block Diagram

Figure 7. Class j ~ Photo

Class 2 Tactiical EFightE: _Terrainal Description (3)

The JTIIDS 11 factical Tf rminal (Clasr 2) AP runctiosrpeeta-,ii~lo hs
availrble on the Class 1 terminal as li66d in Tabj s bepr-e..qsent C~' t ~ ijiO Mth
scehario analyses performed by the U.S. Atincd- 1-briakh 'ahyJ t~I 4ýl join, t Picii47e.
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Although not specifically limited to a single aircraft type, the U.S. Navy's F-14A was
used aa the candidate for defining representative operational requirements. The Tactical
Terminal is also applicable to other platforms such as the F-4, F-15, F-16, F-18, and A-7.

The major advantage of the DTDMA architecture is that with reduced data rate require-
ments, the number of receiver channels can be reduced while still maintaining full anti-
jamming protection. Thus, the Tactical Terminal needs only two receiver channels for
JTIDS whereas the higher data rate Command Terminal has four receivers. Since eachreceiver channel includes not only an IF amplifier but also a frequency synthesizer, a

spread spectrum pulse compressor/detector, and real-time digital controlling circuitry,
the elimination of receivers without loss of anti-jamming protection is a significant cost
and size savings. DTDMA further permits one to configure a 5ingle receiver terminal at
lower data rates, while again maintaining full anti-jam protection. This single receiver
approach is feasible for cost-effective austere platform requirements.

The simplified block diagram (Figure 8) shows that the Tactical Terminal has two
time-shared receivers for 3TIDS and TACAN and a dedicated IFF receiver, all serviced by
a conw n RF front end. The transmitter's solid-state exciter and power amplifier outputs
JTIDS, TACAN and IFF pulses each of which is appropriately shaped by the amplitude modula-
tor. The output pulses are interleaved in real-time with a peak power of 200/800 watts
for JTIDS and 800 watts for TACAN and IFF.

Figure 9 shows a photo of the ADM Class 2 Tactical Terminal.

_ OFF IF IS UREPLoY

SI l I _NSi"toU PNLS

PT0RMDERMAN TACN FLGET

AMPINS INMENTATION

£ Figure 8. JTIOS II Tactical Terminal (Simplified Block Diagram)

Figure 9. ADM Class 2 Tacti.cal Terminal

JTIDS Environment Simulator (JES). The PTIDS Environment Simulator provides real-time! dynamic simulation of the expected 300 KBPS JTIDS multi-net environment. In addition,
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performance evaluation of up to three terminals under test is possible. The JES is
basically a two part system. The first, the "simulator," consists of four independent
RF transmitting sections. Two of these are for DTDMA use, the third- is a-TDMA output,
and the fourth a random filler pulse output. In this manner a synthesized but full
dynamic multi-netted JTIDS RF environment can be generated. The second major portion of
the JES consists of the "evaluator." This section is essentially software driven and
provides reference data for transmission by the JES for all DTDMA and TDMA functions. Via
digital interfaces back from the terminals under test, full performance evaluation can
be performed. Figure 10 is a simplified block diagram of the JES. Table 2 lists the
functional capabilities of the JES and Figure 11 shows a photo of the unit.

JTIDS ENVIRONMENT SIMULATOR JTIDS TACTICAL TERMINAL

MODIFIED COMMAND TERMINAL RF SIGNALS CNI

SIGNAL PROCESSOR ...... ... TRANSCEIVER

AND RF UNIT

MODIFIED COMMAND TERMINAL CNI

TERMINAL PROCESSOR
PROCESSOR

NAV-
VORT

DIGITAL
z- DATA BUS

PP 1134 PORT

TRAJECTORY GEN INTERFACE
INS MATH MODEL
RANGE ROUTINE UNIT

EVALUATION ALGORITHM

EORE Li K1
CHART PRINTER STORAGE

Figure 10, JTIDS Environmapt Simulator, Block Diagram

TABLE 2. JTIDS ENVIRQNmENT SIMULATOR FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITIES

S simulates RF Environment of 300 KBPS

J JTIDS I (TDMA) 60 KBPS
JTTDS II (rTMA) 120 KBPS
i40m Fillet Pulses 120 KBPS

0 Operates Simultaneously with Three JTIDS Terminals

4 lMtmllates 12 independent Vets

* JTIDS I - Net Entry - Active

0 JTID3 It -- Ne. Entry - Active

- Link 4A
- Link 11
- Digital Voice k16 KBPS)
- Coded Data Channel (2.4 KBPS)

*Random Pulse Generation Up to 120 W9L

0 P*eformance Analysis in Real Time JTIDS I, JTIDS I1, Link 4A, Link Ii,
Voice aid Coded Data Channeis

9 Dynamic Motion Profiles for 191 Users

# Digital Voice Simulation

SRelative Navigation Simulation
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Figure 11. JTIDS Environment Simulator

PART II. RELATIVE NAVIGATION OVERVIEW AND TEST RESULTS

SThe tilowing sections will describe the implementation of the basic Relative Navi-
gation function in the ADM terminals. The dynamic JES simulation capabilities in the RE
NAV area will also be treated.

Relative Navigation. The purpose of the Relative Navigation (REL NAV) function
mechanized in the JTYDS terminals is to tie the operations of a tactical community of
users to a common relative navigation grid while optimally blending the fast response and
short term accuracy of self-contained dead reckoning navigation equipment with JTIDS
derived position and status reports from multiple users.

REL NAV System Description. Basic to the operation of the system is a stable rela-
tive navigation grid which provides compatible inter-operation for differing terminal types
found in a highly inter-active tactical system. The location of the grid origin is deftihd
by one moving user or two stationary users assigned to the role of Navigation Controller.
"All users, other than the Navigation Controller, continuously update their estimates of
position and velocity in the relative grid as well as the location of the grid origin
based on the time-of-arrival of JTIDS messages called Position and Status Report
(P-Messages) received from other users.

Figure 12 illustrates the relationship between the relative and geodetic navigation
vectors mechanized in the REL NAV algorithm. The vector navigation equation employed byall users is given by: X + Y = Z.

Figure 13 illustrates the navigation grid 'which is defined as a tangent plane normal
to the reference elipsoid at the grid origin. The grid U, V, W coordinates are defined
as U-grid east, V-grid north and W-grid altitude. The V-grid north axis is related to
true north by a counterclockwise rotation, /, about the W-grid axis.

The REL NAV algorithm is implemented in software contaived ,n the units Terminal
"Processor. The software is provided with received P-messagu: data and the measured TOA
of th-se messages from the Signal Processor (see Figure 6). The three primary software
modules used to provide the REL NAV function are:

(1) Kalman Filter
,2) Source Selection
(3) Dead Reckoner Data Processing
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GI ORGI USER POSITION

: ~GRID ORIGIN

ALTITUDE

If

F -- REFERENCE ELIPSOID

X = Grid Origin Position Vector

Y = Relative Grid Position Vector of User

Z = Geodetic Position Vector of User

Figure 12. REL NAV Grid Definition

V-GRID NORTH TRUE NORTH

p U-GJID EAST

Figure 13. Tangent Plane Coordinates

Figure 1• illustrates a functional block diagram for REL NAV in a terminal equipped
with an Inertial Navigation System (INS).

TERMINAL PROCESSOR REL NAV SOFTWARE FUNCTIONS

I
SELECTION 0 MESSAGE I &

SCREENEd SCRED I NG

IN

ATTIT~bb

bAON KAMN-OA 99SO
SYSTEM PIRPOCSSU fjI

POSTIO, 1k4Q#ri AN4D ATTITUDE

POSTINCORECTZ1~66

L _ ;6-
Fig~ire 14. JTIDS REL NAV Functional Blcclc Diagram
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Initially, the terminal REL NAV software employs the INS position and ,elocity
data to perform dead reckoning navigation in the geodetic coordinate system. As P-messages
containing the relative grid and geodetic coordinates of members of the community a..e
recei-.ed, this data is screened using a "Source Selection Criteria." This software module
is provided with an initial set of screening criteria from the Kalman filter module.
Successfully screened P-message data and measured TOA's are then provided to the Kalman
filter where this data is optimally mixed with INS data to provide estimates of:

(1) Grid and Geodetic Position
S(2) Grid and Geodetic Velocity

(3) INS Position, Velocity and Altitude Corrections

(4) Clock Phase and Frequency Corrections

(5) Revised Source Selection Screening Criteria

Essentially, the Kalman filter employs the P-message TOA as a range measurement which
is compared with a computed value obtained from own position and position data contained
in the received P-message. The difference between the measured range (TOA) and computed
range is prccessed by the Kalman filter in order to provide estimates of the elements in
the filter state vector. The Ka•.,.an filter covariance matrix elements are used to continu-
ously revise the Source Selection screening criteria and to calculate estimated own position
and time quality figures of merit which are transmitted to other users together with
estimated position data it each unit's own Position and Status Report (P-Message).

In order to utilize a measured TOA as an indication of range between a transmitting

and receiving terminal, all users must be in time synchronization to participate in the
navigation community. This fact becomes obvious when it is noted that a meanured TOA
(pseudo-range measurement) contains the range data needed plus the clock offset between
the two units. In the system organization, one unit is designated the Net Time Peference.
This unit arbitrarily establishes the one clock used as the community standard. Other
units designated as Geographic Position Reference. provide absolute position inputs to
the community and are either surveyed ground sites or possessors of independent high
accuracy geodetic navigation systems.

The Time and Position References form the foundation of the absolute navigation
grid which is extended beyond radio line-of-sight of these relatively few units Dy
propagation of the position information available from them through navigating elements
by means of the Relative Navigation function of the data link. This is carried out within
a hierarchical organization for data interchange, based on th': quality of time and position
information available from each unit.

The establishment of such a hierarchy is intended to prevent circulation and amplifi-
cation of errors and prevent system instability which has been found to occur in completely
equalitarian user communitLes. The rank of each unit in the time and position hierarchies
is indicated in the P-message by four quality fields. Each unit uses, discards, and
weighs range measurements to other units based on the relative ranks of source and user.
The algorithms for tnis choi;e and the algorithms used to determine the transmitted quality
levels define the system organization, and are specifieJ in the Source Selection function.
Briefly, the organization is as follows. The Time Reference has the highest time quality.
Position References have the highest geodetic position quality. In a purely Relative
Navigation mode the Navigation Controller is selected as the arbitrary relative position
reference for the remainder of the system. This unit arbitrarily establishes the relative
grid origin and north orientation.

Within the hierarchy, the Navigation Controller has the highest relative position
quality and highest azimuth quality.

Below the Time Reference and Navigation Controller there are two clas!es of user,
Primary and Secondary. The designations relate to the use of active roundtrip timing
(RTT) v3rsus passive synchronization and the associated source selection logics. Within
the two classes, source selection and qualities are based on estimated accuracy without
reference to the class of operation.

Control of source-user relationships is based on the estimated accuracy of synchro-
nism and position derived within the filter algorithms of each unit and reflected in the
position and status reports (P-messages) by four data fields denoted: Tire Quality (Qt),
Geodetic Position Quality (Qpg), Relative Position Quality (Qpr) and Relative Azimuth
Quality (Qar)- These fields indicate the iatest estimate of the accuracy Df the setting
of the local clock (accuracy of time of transmission) and accuracy of the positions
reported in that P-message.

One unit, designated the Net Time Reference, transmits a Qt of 15, and does not
adjust its terminal clock. Position reference units are defined as units of accurately
known qeodetic position derived external to the relative navigation system. Position
References transmit Q a = 15. The Navigation Controller defines the origii. and
orientation of the reystive rectilinear planner (U,V) giid. A Navigation Controller
transmits Qpr = 15 and Qar = 7 and does not perform adjustments to relative grid
position on the basis of TOA observations. However, a Navigation Controller may adjust
his gecietic positiop and velocity )n the basis of observations of messages from units
of supecior Opg including, but not limited to, Position References. Table 3 lists
the various quality figures of merit used in the RE!. NAV system together with the values
for each integer.
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TABLE 3. TIME, POSITION, AND AZIMUTH QUALITIES
AND EQUIVALENT STANDARD DEVIATIONS

GEODETIC GRID I

QUALITY POSITION POSITION TIME AZIMUTH

LEVEL Qpj pr t ar

a'p9 ' 'pr ct ar(ft) (ft) (nanosec) (mils)

15 <50 Nay. Cont. Time Ref.
14 771 <71
13 <100 <!600 <600

3 <4200 7200 74200<1
12 <9040 •1041 •04Q <3

16 Z282 7282 7282

9 <400 7400 7400 68 7565 7565 7565

7 7800 7800 7800 <16 <1130 J 130 <1130 72
5 <1600 71600 71600 74
4 Z2260 72260 72260 78
3 Z4520 74520 74 52 0 <16

2 79040 794 9040 73 2
I <T8080 <18080 <718(,8o -64
0 '7180O80 518080 518080 X

Initial net entry is an operation which is separate from the Relative Navigation
Function which must precede instigation of any of the fine synchronization routines.
Choice of Active or Passive shall be determined by assignment of the unit as Time
Reference, Position Reference, Navigation Controller, Primary, Secondary or radio
silent. RTT designates a Round Trip Timing process wherein the synchronizing unit
transmits an RTT interrogation message addressed to another unit.

The interrogated unit responds with a message contain'ng sufficient information to
allow the synchronizing unit to properly compute the local click offset. A continuing
series of such RTT events are used to maintain clock offset and drift rate (frequency
error) and estimated aocuracy of synchronism. RTT synchronization is used by Position
References, Primary Users, and Navigation Controllers.

Secondary users compute clock offset and drift from passive observations of a set
of P-messages/TOA values from geographically separated sources. Passive synchronization
requires no prior knowledge of own-unit relative grid or absolute geographic position
other than an approximate initial estimate required to start recursive filter operations.

REL NAV Simulator. The performance of the REL NAV algorithm is a complex function
of vehicle dynamics, RF signal environment and the quality and relative geometry of the
available sources of P-messages. Several methods of testing the algorithm were considered
and at an early phase of the program it was decided to use the computer controlled JTIDS
Environment Simulator (JES) to provide real-time dynamic JTIDS RF and INS signals to
stimulate the terminal as well as perform real-time performance analysis. Use of the
JES facilitated integration and test of the REL NAV software and hardware consisting of
the JTIDS receiver and Kalman navigation filter under a wide variety of signal environ-
ments, source geometrics and dynamic mission profiles.

lure 15 illustrates a typical JTIDS terminal connected to the JES. The simulator
"is divided into two major hardware blocks: a modified JTIDS Terminal and a PDP 11/34
Digital Computer. The PDP-11/34 is programmed to provide the following functions:

* Trajectory Generation

* Inertial Navigation System (INS) Math Model

0 Range Routine

* Real Time Performance Evaluation

* Post Simul.tion Evaluation

The modified JTIDS terminal contained in the JES performs RF signal management,
accepts range data from the PDP-11/34 and transmits JTIDS position reports and Round
Trip Timing Replies (RTTR's) to the Terminal under test.

The major units of the Terminal under test illustrated in Figure 15 are the Transmitter/
Receiver Unit, Signal Processor Unit and Terminal Processor Unit. The Terminal Procesor
contains three REL NAV Software modules. The Navigation Port Interference Processor (NPIP)
accepts inertial position, velocity, altitude and time marks from the simulated INS and
preprocesses this data for the Kalman Filter. In addition, the NPIP module provides JTIDS
Terminal Kalman Filter estimated position, velocity and attitude corrections to the JES
PDP-11/34 Real Time Performance Evaluation Module. The Source Selection and Message
Processing (SSMP) module screens all received valid position reports and selects the
optimum reports for processitig by the Kalman Filter.
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Figure 15. JES Dynamics Simulator and Terminal Under Test,

li Functional Block Diagram•

The controlling function of the simulator is a trajectory generator. A completeS~simulation flight profile for the Terminal under test is defined with a set of initial
conditions and segment data. The true trajectory generator is initialized with latitude,

: longituie, altitude, ':elocity, heading and flight path angle. Each segment of a mission
: is defined by its duration in multiples of computation intervals and the constai't rate

of change of aircraft velocity, heading and flight path during the segment. The
Trajectory Generator updates the true vehicle state vector by numerically integrating

a set of differential equations. The INS Math Model is provided with a set of true
• accelerations sensed by a perfectly aligned INS and computes a portion of the derivatives

of a direction cosine matrix which is used to transform the true accelerations into a
coordinate system for the simulated misaligned INS. In addition, the Trajectory Generator
transforms the true geographic coordinates of the Terminal under test into Relative Grid

S~Coordinates and provides these to the Range Routine. The mathematical equations programmed
S~for the Trajectory Generator, INS Math Model, Range Routine and Evaluation software modulesare given in Reference (4).
•" -'The JES provides both a real time test evaluation capability via the PDP-ll/34 CRT

•• Display and a more detailed post test evaluation analysis of data stored during the simula-

•-•tion. The real time evaluation display presents true (Trajectory Generator) and Terminal
S~Under Test level position and velocity as well as the differences (errors) between the
S• latter.

_• In addition, key output variables of the JES Trajectory Generator, INS Math Model
Sand Range Routine as well as the estimated INS corrections of the Tetzminal under test
•=:•are stored on the PDP-ll/34 Disc for post simulation data analysis.

•i• REL NAV Simulation Results. Figure 16 illustrates a typical test trajectory and source

Si. geometry that exhibits time varying geometrical dilution of precision (GDOP). The initial
•4 segment of the simulated mission consists of take-off and climb to 10,000 feet and cruise
•, to the east at 800 feet per second. This is followed by a sequence of ninety degree,S~three (3) q turns which result in the rcctangular pattern shown in Figure 16.

•J Figures 17 and 18 show the relationship between grid and geodet•c level position
:• . navigation errors (rss) respectively fo• each segment of the trajectory and the e):pected

I• rss level position errors obtained from the Kalman filter covariance matrix. These

are the grid a.nd geographic position quality figures of merit (Qpr and Qpq)
respectively, which are inserted into the units own P-messages. The solid limes in
Figures 16 and 17 are Qpr and Qp while the dashed lines are the actual level position
errors (rss). Two factors should be noted when examining Figures 16 and 17. The predicted
position quality figures of merit exhibit discrete jus'ps. This is due to the fact that

S4 the discrete quality integers represent a range of values as listed in Table 3. Note that
• •- the actual rss system performance (dashed line) almost always lies belcw the predicted
• • performance (solid line). In addition, note that the system predicted, prformance is moreaccurate in the north-east (unper right hand corner) of the box pattern due to the better

ii•GDOP where the difference in bearing of the twc' sources is ninety degrees. In the south-

west (lower left ha1~d corner) of the box pattern, the difference in bearing of the two
sources is about forty degrees.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Extensive testing of the Command and Tactical Terminals were performed utilizing the
JES to simulate highly dynamic and diverse R' environments. System performance limits were
obtained with barrage and optimum jamming for active and passive net entry aa well as for
each communication function individually and various mixes of com/nav functicns. Multi-
net, multifunction tests were performed utilizing TDMA, DTDMA and TACAN waveforms

* simultaneously. In general, all key terminal parameters were demonstrated successfully.
The systems and JES are currently located at the Naval Ocean Systems Ce..ter, San Diego,
undergoing additional com/nav testing and integration with Naval shipboard and airborne
Tactical Data System Comirand and Control computers.

Communication and Navigation System function design, integration, dynamic laboratory
verification and transition to field test tasks were aided by uring the dynamic real time
simulation and evaluation capabilities of the JES. The computer-controlled JES furnished
an effective method of bridging the gap and provided a smooth transition between system

-' integration and field test phase of the program.
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SUMMARY

This paper represents a comprehensive survey of the fundamental theory, principal
desiga considerations. and expected operational performance capabilities of relative
navigation as developed by Singer Kearfott Division utilizing the JTIDS data link.
Beginning with a description of the basic methodol~gy of dual-grid (relative and geographic)
hybrid navigation, the design of the relative navigation estimation algorithm is presented,
with special emphasis on modeling considerations within the Relative Navigation Kalman
Filter and the Observation Screening Algorithm. These considerations include requirements
for global navigation, communities composed of mixed types of dead-reckoning units, and
efficient usage of available data provided by the JTIDS data link.

Specific requirements for integration of the basic sof.ware design in a rooust con-
figuration are discussed, and expected performance levels within various community
structures are presented. Most importantly, the application of this capability to
operational problems in targetting and weapon delivery are discussed at length. Particular
emphasis is placed on discussion of the generic effects of relative navigation errors on
both targetting and weapon delivery.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The essence of jTIDS relative navigation is the establishment of tiie synchronization
and relative position, velocity, and dead reckoning sensor platform azimuthal correlation
among the members of a mission or multi-member community. In this respect, no community
member represents an independent entity, but rather is an integral part of a network of
users linked together by a precise, high-capacity jam resi.stant digital RF data link. This
data link implements an architecture which embodies various foims of Time Div.sion Multiple
Access (TDMA) techniques all requiring time syivýhronizatiz-n for the basic communications
function. This is required since communication channels are separated through time division
where individual transmissicns by each single member of the community are received by all
other members (multiple access) without the need for specific addressing. Thus individual

V •member receivers, having access to all community data link information, can screen for that
data critical to its particular mission.

The only JTIDS terminal data link performance charactetistic which must be specifically
controlled for relative navigation is the accuracy of time synchronization and message
TOA detection. With accurate net time synchronization and TOA detection coupled with
position and status messages normally transmitted by individual members to support command
and control functions, the relative navigation function is implemented with negligible
added recurring cost to the basic JTIDS terminal cost. Since relative navigation is
primarily a terminal software function, implementation only reouires added terminal.
processor memory and an input/output interface with the vehicle on-board navigation sub-
system. From a relative navi.gation point of view the nervork of aTIDS data link sub-
scribers may be considered as one hybrid navigation system havirq distributeO sensors.
The relative grid provides a unique measurement base in which the precise exchange of
each member's sensor data occurs. This same network allows for the distribution of
geographic position data te.g. GPS) and the mutual augmentation of different types of
velocity or acceleration navigatiGon sensors.

1.1 Technical Overview

As background to the material co,,ered in this paper, a brier review of fundamental
aspects of JTIDS relative naviaation is presented. Followicl thLs discussion software
algorithm structure and design sensitivities will be presente. toqecher with subsequent
operational perfoxmance and application considerations.
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1.1.1 Relative Navigation Operation

Relative navigation operation mechanizes hybrid relative navigation simultaneously
in relative grid and geographic grid coordinates for each JTIDS community member. This
is achi,.ved using grid hierarchy source selection provedures programmed in each terminal
processor which test for minimum auceptable qualities and geometric preferences associated
w•ith potential sources to be used for updates. The relative grid is defined to have the
following properties:

o The grid is a tangent plane grid with a sea level origin at the designatedSreference point. it *.s tangent to the surfaco of the earth at its origin.

o The coordinate Frame is an Orthogonal frame with axes (U, V, W) and nominal
orientation u-rast, V-14orth, W-Up.

o The grid azimuth angle,(S, defines the angle between the grid V-axis and true
north at the Srid origin k o' 0o. (Figure 1)

Quality screening and geometry screening are done separately for both grid and
geographic sources. Adherence to those procedures provides relative grid lock of all
JTIDS community members in position, velccity, attitude and timing using JTIDS range
and position report data. Also the presence of accurate geodetic sources will sinultan-
eously result in high accuracy geodetic position, velecity and attitude. Achieving
relative grid lick creates a correlation of user dead-reckoning equipment to the grid
which maintains accuracy between range updates from other membcGs. This is particularly
important when considering the situation of a qroup of users becoming radio silent or
when antenna shadowing is present during critical portions of a mission. Correlation
of each user's dead-reckoning system to the relative grid permits accurate navigation
during such periods of time. In the absence of accurate geographic updates, the com-
munity will also achieve relative grid lock and benefit from accurate relative knowledge.

Source selection procedures provide the community with an ordered way of performing
both grid and geodetic updates. Geodetic updates are interwoven with grid updates in
such a way as to maintain accurate performance in both geographic and relati.%'e frames.
Sources for geodetic updates may be taken from fixed ground stations or mobile users
that have good knowledge of geodetic positions.

Operation with or without fixed stations is provided by these procedures. Thus,
relative performance (grid lock) car be achieved in a community of strictly mobile
members. However, if fixed stations are available they can be incorporated into the
community as a navigation controller and/or as geographic references, or participate
as a user performing both geodetic and grid updates on other community members.

Selection procedures are such that community size may vary from two to an unlimited
number of community members. To achieve mutual ranging and position reporting between
community members, dual grid navigation reporting is accomplished in the position and
status messages. Both relative grid coordinates and geodetic coordinates are fo-natted
within position and status messages. Contained in a single message is the required
data for either a geographic update or relative grid update. Therefore, the s•,)rce
selection procedures can consider each received position and status source se.ection
procedure as the sole decision maker with regards to the quality and type of update
a given user will perform.

Once having entered the grid community, each member transmits his estimated position
and quality for others to observe. The qualities represent the system's -,tatistical
estimates of its own navigation errors and are assigned based predominantly on the
JTIDS navigation filter's covariance matrix. They are used by other members in theiz
observation selection logic in an effort to utilize the most aczurate data. A separate
quality is transmitted for gepgraphic navigation accuracy and relative grid navigation
accuracy. Each user terminal continually checks the validity of the filter coveriance

- terms used to generate these qualities and associated observations as discussed in 2.2.3.
If an invalid condition is detected the reported qualitieq are conservatively modified
to reflect this condition.

In addition to the TDMA system derived iange observations w;th a pr dicted range based
on source and user-relative grid position data (TOA grid vpdate), .1e filter is designed
to process three other observation types. Each of these other three is related to the
use of geographic navigation. They are:

o Geodetic Fixes - Used when the actual current latitude and longitude of thle
vehicle is available from some on-board sensor.

o Offset Geodetic - Used when the position of any arbitrary point (i.e., reported
user location) in the relative grid is known also in geographic coordinates.
User relative grid data is used with the reported source relative grid position
to translate the sour-e reference geodetic po&ition to determine user aircraft
geodetic position.

o TOA Geodetic - Used when the reported geographic position of a TDMA equipped
- L member is accurately known. This update is analogous to the TOA grid update

with geodetic positions used in place of the relative grid positions from the
source position and status messages.
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1.1.2 Community Filter Organization and Navigation Kalman Filter Architecture

The achievement of a stable relative community based upon mutual data inttrchange
demands the establishment of a specific observation protoc=l. This observation protocol
is utilized to generate a hierarchal relative navigation structure, which when used in
conjunction with the other observation selection logic, serves to stabilize and orderI tnavigation performance. In this structure there are three classes of participating
community members:

o Navigation Controller

o Primary User

o Secondary User
A particular member's designation is seen by others only through his re,'rted quality.

Since he is a community grid reference, the navigation controller is constrained
to not perform any relative grid observations. His reported grid position quality is
fixed at the maximum attainable value. Primary users are allowed to observe the naviga-
tion controller and orhe: Primdry or Secondary users providAd that the member to be
observed is of equal or higher relative position quality. Primary users will always use
active TDMA system time synchronization -.nd their reported relative position quality is
constrained to be less than that of a nay controller. Active time synchronization is
performed independent of the relative navigation function khrough the use of special
round trip timing messagvs. S,ýcoi%-1ary users are constrained to observe only members with
a higher quality than theic own. Their maximum reported quality is constrained to be
less than the maximum allowable reported quality of a Primary user. A Secondary user
can utilize eitier active or passive TDMA system synchronization. Passive synchronization
is perforred by the relative navigation filter through simultaneous estimation of both
relative position and clock bia; err-rs based upon JTIDS message time of arrival (TOA)
data. 4hile operatinq in the passive synchronization mode, position messages car still
Le transmitted for others to observe. The reported qualities will be consistent with
the level of synchronization achieved. Thus it is possible for a Secondary User, in
either active or passive synchroni2ation, to be observed by even a Primary user, provided
the appropriate relative quality levels and other selection criteria are satisfied.

Relative naviqation protocol joes not significantly affect the geographic observation•.uglc, where geodet-.c sources of --.1eater than own quality are continuously screened for
by all members including the nxv controller. The offset geýographic observation is the
most affected since it relies on relative grid navigation quality.

The design of the softwar., is centered abouL the Relative Navigation Kalman Filter
(RNKF), a quasilinear Kalnan ?iiter, whose estimation process must satisfy the following
criteria to fulfill the dual grie na'igation and the controller - dominated relative grid
hierarchy:

a) Correlation of zrror- in ioletive position, velocity, and platform azimuth
between the navigation cenhroller and all other members must be achieved to
ensure good relative navigation. Ma-igation controller errors in position,
velocity, atd azimuth are refrred to as cormon grid errors.

b) Estimation of errors in gecgraphi! 0cý-itfons, velocities and platform azimuth
for all members including the navigalion controller must be capable of being
achieved to improve geographic accuracy and to linit reLacive grid drift in
the geographic frame. Contrary to relative grid accuracy, geodetic accuracy
is dependent upon accurate geodetic sources particloating within the JTIDS
commur.ity.

The design approach to the RNKF represents a suboptinal approximLtion to the modelling
of siqnificant grid dynamics. One approach, albeit an unworkable one, would be for each
user to model pertinent error states of all other users. The suboptimal form of the
relative navigation state vector which has proven most flexible in achieving the above
two objectives has been the following, which has applicability to both communit, ss :on-
taining members with common dead-reckoning equipment suit types and communities contM.in-
ing members with mixed dead-reckoning eq-iipment suit types.

User State Vector Elements

X to
Model Own Errors

X J Controller-Derived State Vector Elements

Xc to Model Common Grid Errors.

The size and contents of X and X to satisfy particular configurations of user
and nay controller will be discussed A later sections of this paper.
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! l..a Geneol0gy

The current state of the art of relative navigation technology is the tummulative
result of more than ten years of continuous development which has resulted in:

o Successful demonstration of relative grid navigation through integration of
TDMA data links with inertial navigation systems using aircraft and ground
stations (1972).

o Successful integration of at-sea navigation and highly accrat-) relative naviga-
tion, resulting in accurate control of a community of multiple aircraft and a
helicopter carrier without need of ground stations (1973).

I
o Tests of the tactical utility of relative navigation using Kearfott equipment inASW and target handoff tests (197,-1974).

o Demonstration of relative navigation using nixed i.nertial and non-inertial (Doppler)
navigation communities (1975) with the consequent expansion of sensor models in
the state vector.

o Development and flight testing of secure AJ, LPI, JTIDS AN/URO-28 communications
terminal suitable for installation on fighter aircraft (1976-1980) employing
relative navigation.

2.0 SOFT•IARE ALGORITHM STRUCTURE AND DESIGN

As a point of reference in the discussion of design features of the Relative Naviga-
tion algorithm design philosophy, it should be noted that the following requirements
must be met:

a) Full global navigation coverage.

b) Lual grid state estimaticn (i.e. rtlative and geuoletic navigation) to allow the
separation and estimation of both grid and geodetic state elements (position,
velocity, alignment) in a robust s3:hemE, suitable for operational ,ise.

c) Application to a broad :ange of dead-zeckoning types and mechanizations
operating within commun9ties containirg either common or mixed reckoning
types.

d) Establishment and maintenance of the grid community hierarchical structure
described earlier.

e) Maximum utilization of the information transfer capabilities of the hWgh
capacity JTIDS data links in which relative navigation is 'abedded.

f) Ability to provide in-flight alignment -f the attituie referr'nce associated
w.th the dead reckoning navigation subsystem for quick reaction aircraft
initialization and take-off.

An important implicatioi, of these reqtuirements is that, uniike prior applications
of externally aided navigation, relative navigation represents a di'stributed estimation
"process, whereby each member takes maximum advantaoe of the estimatos provided by the
others to maintain a consistent solution ,n both grid and geodetic frames. This is
achievable by zareful calibration of both own and community error su-urces, a stable
observation protocol, and full utilization of the data transfer capabilities ot the
JTIDS data link.

For purposes of this discussiin, the Relative Navigation software algorithm will
be constrained tj include the Zollowing three computational functions.:

1) Relative Navigation Yalman Filter (RNKF) in which the optimal stoc)'astic
estimation process resides, for both usec and commaon grid states.

2) Observation source selection processing, which has the responsikility of
cbosing, from the set of all incoming JTIDS position and ,;tltus messages
frrn the cimmunity these which are to be used as input to the RNKF.

3) Nlavigation port input/output processing, which provides the interfdce between
the RNKF and the subscriber dad-reckoning device.

These functions, of course, are imbedded within the larger domain of terminal
software. A schemat4.c c¢ the relationship of the above functions including general
data flew requirements is showi in Figure 2.



2.1 Relative Navigation Kalman Filter- (iNKF) Mod__4ling Considerations

As the core of the relative navigation processing function, the RNKF design
presents fundamental question* as to the choice of states required for modelling.
In keeping with the concept of recogiizing potential drift characteristics associated
with common grid errors, the state vector format of the RNKF will ccnsist of a parti-
tioned vector, divided into own (user) states, modelling the significant error contribu-
tois of the subscriber, and controller sta-:us, representing the significant grid
dynamics of th. navigation controller (i.e. common grid errors).

Becaluse each dead reckoner type has different error contributors, the user state
vector for each of the generic types considered must reflect the particular on-board
D/R type. The software impact to provide the capability has been found to be small.
Illustrated in Table I is a list of tne significant error contributors for each of
the generic dead reckoner types. Those elements checked represent errors which are
modelled in the user own state vector.

Selection of controller states, in a similar manner, must reflect the controleor
dead reckoning t~pe. Mo'elling of selected controller states by the user allows the
user to separate its own error signatures from those of the controller in a xuined D/R
community. In this way own ý)sar velocity and alignment states, which represent absolute
geodetic rather than relative quanitities can still be calibrated while maintaining grid
lock. This fe.ture is particularly important in an environment of both grid and geographic
observation updates.

The foregoing discussions have outlined the general RNKF design philosophy. More
specific solutions to the desigi: requirements of the RNKF will now be outlined. Consider
first the selection of states. The dual grid navigAtion requirekv.ent mandates the in-
clu:ios. of both relative grid position, or functions thereof, and ceodetic position
statos. Veiocity states are also required. The choice of absolvte or relative velocities
is a matter of computational convenience, since they are derivable from each other by
a linear transformation involvingf3 , the grid azimuth angle, and qrAd drift velocity
which are also modelled as a states. The requiremert for passive navigation requires
the inclusion of states for clock bias and its time derivative. B.ro altimeter error
similarly requires a dedicated state.

The requirement for a comnon mechanization for varying dead reckoning sensor
platform azimuth control applications requires a brief digression. The mechanization
of any given stable sensor reference system will involve a transformation of accelera-
tion or velocity from the platform frame of reference (PF) to the geodetic frame,
an earth centexed rotating (ECR) frame. An intermediate reference frame (RF) is
defined, with origii. at the vehicle and with angular velocity of its z (vertical.)
axis equal to a fanction of vehicle position, velocity, and specific platform mechani-
zation. If [t] represents the direction cosine matrix between ECR and RF, the following
relationships between the elements of fC] may be shown tn applyt

C3 3
Geodetic Latitude (,) = tan- 1 (C,_ cos A -C 2 3 sine A

Geodetic Longitude(#) = tar- C3 2
31

where eA is the offset angle of the RP from geodetic north given byz

GA = tan-1  - 23
A. C13

The general time solution of the EC] matrix requires the knowledge of five te=.s
of the CC] matrix. By using quaternions to perform the direction cosine update five
"integrations can be eliminated. The following equivalence exists between the elements
of the quaternion tensor and tbi direction cosine elements (Q"l' 02 Q3F (4)" -

c - 2 2 2 2

C,0( 1 Q D2 0 +

C1 2 2(Q 1 Q3  - 04)

C 2

21 = 2(QIQ2 - Q3Q4 )

C 2  2 + 2 Q 2 +0 2

C23  Al(0Q + Q1Q4)

C3 1 = 2(QIQ3 + Q2 Q4 )
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C3 2  = 2(Q 2 Q3 - Q104)

2 2 2
C33  -Q - Q2 +0 3 +Q04

where the following identity holds:

Q 2+Q02+ Q2 . 1

I Apparently, only four quaternion elements must be time propagated to achieve full
knowledge of the direction cosine matric [C . By taking advantage of the above identity,

[ however, it turns out that only three unique equations are required to fully represent
the dynamics of geodetic latitude, longitude, and the azimuth angle of RF to ECR. Dif-
ferences between 3pecific mechanizations are accomodated in the time derivatives of these
terms.

For an inertial d^ad reckoner, user states must include two more terms to specify
the transformation between platform frame and an RF. These are represented as the
verticality errors of the platform. This concludes the discussion of user states vector

choice.

For the common grid (controller) states, a knowled~je of the controller is requ4 r=i.
For inertial controllers, it is known *,at error signa.o'res will exhibit a sinuF-1dal
Schuler characteristic. Thus, controe'"- Aynamics of inertial nay controllers are
represented by a truncated Schuler mod.- , consisting of two pselido tilt states, and
two velocity error states. For non-inLrtial controllers, controller azimuth drift is
a critical consideration, and controller velocity errors are modelled only as first.
order Markovian processes.

The final choice of state vector configuration, as a result of these considerationst
is shown in Figure 3. It will be rioted that a generalized 17-state filter will represent
the model for a wide class of dead reckoning types, provided a small subset of states
are varied to reflect the appropriate type (as i.adicated by the differences between the
three columns of Figare 3.) The four contro:ler state elements are varied depending oncontroller navigation subsystem type. Four of the thirteen user states are varied
dependitig upon user navigation subsystem type.

2.2 Relative Navigation Filter Intialization and Timing

The proper operation of the RNKF estimation process requires the correct modelling
of system, dynamics and the accurate representation of system errors, as embodied in
the filter covariance matrix. These requirements apply both for initialization of filter
paramete s (states and covariances) and for on-line response to changing system conditions.
The basic soucce for own state covariance and state initialization is the navigation port
with the on-board dead reckoning device. For controller states, appropriate data can
be obtained either as initialization inputs or more flexibly from the data link position
and states messages. In order to minimize loading requirements on the nay port ard the
data link,tuning data is usually represented by quality levels. A su'mary of reprcsenta-
tive nay port and data link parameters used for initialization is shown in Taole II.

2.2.1 Controller State Modificationi Algorithm

It has been found from simulation, that in the case of poor quality inertial con-
trollers doing geodetic updates, a large transiprt which propagates through the community
can result. The claracteristic of the transient is that a sudden change in controller
grid drift results from a sudden calibration of controller geodetic velocity. Because
the user maintains an estimate of inertial control'ir grid velocity error and tilt, any
significant unmodelled change in those states will Ause a transient which could be
destructive (cause filter divergence) to the community. An algorithm has been developed
which arrests this transient by adjusting both user's controller states and the corres-
pending on-diagonal elements of the covariance matrix. This adjustment can be made
based upon reported controller qualitites, one for velocity and one for tilt.

When controller geodetic velocity and tilt is improved a, a result of doing geographic
updates, typical filter nerformance reflects this improvement in its covariance matrix.

- .Based upcn the appropriate filter covariances the controller zomputes a quality for both
grid velocity and tilt states. When a user recognizes an increase in reported controller
qualitie.3, the user responds by making the appropr~iate adjustments. When a decrease in
quality Level is observed no action is taken because the underlining assumption is that
an update has not occurred and this reported ao+--rioration is normal error growth of the
controller's inertial navigator. In the case of a reported improvement in quality, the
user reduces its estimate of controller velocity error and/or tilt in proportion to the
percent change in reported quality between two successive values. The fact that the user
is modelling contr.ller error stdtes, and not the state itself, makes this algorithm a
valid procedure.

2.2.2 Design for Externall? Aided Dead Reckoners

The system modelling procedure described earlier is based on the unstated assumption
that the estimation of system errors resides exclusively within the RNKF. If the on-
board subscriber navigation possesses a reset or update capability derived externally to
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JTIDS, this fact must be integrated within the relative navigation estimation algorithm.
Position reset is characteriatic of an exteri,al position fix derived from flyover, GPS
or some other geo.etic position sensor. Position and velocity reqet combines a position
reset wi±h a modification to D/R computed velocity. A total D/R s~ate estimation reset
is a case where t'here is an external estimation algorithm which mod'els tnd estimates
position errors, velocity errors, and dead-reckoner state errors such as platform tilts.
An example of this latter reset type is that of a full Kalman fiiter mechanization.

Terminal relative navigation alooiL~nm options in dealing with these resets may be
addressed in terms oF the nav interface dala transfer. A Class I interface is one where
no informacion concerning updates is passed to the RNKF. Conversely, a Class III inter-
face is one where all magnitudes, signs, and times of estimated Lesets are made available.
The former case suffers from performance limitations in that thresholds exist for position
and velocity resets, beyond which filter performance degrades seriously. The Class III
interface passes all relevant information, at the cort of greater complex'ty, with the
RNKF altered in a deterministic manner to account for the magnitude changes in states
due to external resets. The preferro4 solution, denoted by Class II, consists of a
single bit passed by the subscriber to the RNKF specifying the time of reset. A weighted
least squares algorithm, operating on reported dead reckoning velocity inputs, can be
used to estimate the magnitude of the velocity chanqe, and will modify RNKF covariances
and velocity state values to stabilize filter performance. This provides a simple inter-
face approach that can generally be applied to interface with all types of hybrid naviga-
tion subsystem mechaaizations.

2.2.3 0perational Aspects of RNKF for Robust Performance

An operationally useful navigation algorithm requires certain self-adjusting features
tc account for improper observation data, an automatic reset capobility in cases of long
periods of validity failed observations, and accomodation to certain limitations of the
quasilinear filter mechanization.

A reasonableness test for both grid and geographic observations is provided, based
uoon comparing observation residual magnitudes with expected errors based upon covar:ance
magnitudes. Failed observations are not passed to the filter for processing. When a
"specified number of updates has failed, the filter will make the reasonable assumptionI that the solution has been lost, and will command a reacquisition of the relative grid,
involving a reset of certain states and covariances based upon the on-board navigation
subsystem indicated geodetic position and velocity.

Extended gzid range observation proceszing along one axis (one-range update) may
result in very large ratios between the covariance value along the cross range axis to
along range covariance value. When this occurs the filter linearity assumptions become
st.-aned due to continued processing of observations nonlinearly related tc pusition
state elements. This could, if unchecked, cause problems in erroneous estimation of
filter position corrections along the cross range axis. Special algorithms are 4lkus
provided to sense this condition and desensitize cross ranqe corrections.

Tne result of these modifications to a standard Kalman Filter mechanization r.sults
in a flexible self-adj~nting and stable algorithm suitable for operational us?.

2.3 Observation Source Selection Processing

The determination of the optimum observation set tor relative navigation processing
is o..e of the critical factor.: in determining navigation performance. The screening and
select'ion of a limited subset of possible observations from a large number of possible
candidates is a particularly difficult analytical task for two primary reasons:

o Any practical screening algorithm must be designed to operate in real time on
the basis of a limited information set from each potzential candidate.

o The observation policy of each individual member is coupled through the mutual
ranging procedure; hence, an observation policy which is optimal for any indi-idual
is not necessarily optimal for the community at large. Tnat is co say that the
community stability problem is intimately tied to the observation processing logic.

The -bservation source salection algorithn takes into accounc the subscribers own
quality factors (as eabudied in the state covariance matrix), and source reported grid,
geographic, azimuth correlation and tvne quality levels provided in incoming position and
status messages. Also considered is the role of thL subscriber in the grid hierarchy and,
in cases of TOA grid or TOA geodetic observations, the geometric rplationship tetweea
the user and potential subscriler.

o
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2.4 Navigation Port Interface Processing

As the principal conduit for dita exchange between the RNKF and the on-board dead-
reckoning device, the navigation port processing must be critically examined-to assure
compatibility with all possible types and mechanizations of such devices. In general,
the on-board dead reckoner will provide the RNKF with position and velocity data,
initialization data, and time/status data, d.:pending on its type. The RNKF will provide
hybrid state estimates and/or corrections, quality (covariance) data, as well as timing
information for tagging of data transfer.j3. OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE VARIATIONS WITH COMMUNITY STRUCTURE

JTiDS relative navigation provides each subscriber with the ability to optimize navi-
gation performance simultaneously in both the geodetic grid and the relative grid for
any given community structure and user dead reckoning equipment suit. Most if not all
other radio aided navigation systems (i.e. LOPAN, OMEGA, GPS) control the effects of
geometry and update source quality on navigation performance through the placement of
high accuracy surveyed reference transmitters, placed in ideal geometry locations (or
orbits). This is done to guarantee near optimum geometry and source quality to all users
in the operational area of interest. These transmitters and user receivers are designed
for dedicated support to only the navigation functiin. JTIDS transceivers are integrated
within user avionics systems and are primarily designed to support anti-jam high capacity
digital communications. One of the advantages of the time synchronized TDMA architecture
is in providing wide distribution non-nodel communicetion links. An additional advantage
is to provide highly accurate user to user range (or TOA) with each message transmission
and reception. Precise position location and identification (PPLI) messages periodically
transmitted by each user within a command and control net allow source positions time
correlated with measured TDMA range data to be available to support each users relative
navigation processing fuction. However, these transmitting sources are not just dedicated
to supporting the relative navigation function, but have a variety of mission objectives
within the operational task force or command and control community. Although individual
units can be stationed to provide optimized geometry within an optimized commun~ity structure
th 4 s is not a requirement for the relative navigation processing function.

The relative navigation processing performed by each user seeks to optimize pe:rformance
at each instant in time for any given community structure (geometry and source 4u-1lity)
and reports both geodetic ard relative grid qualities to identify its estimation 1-..racy
at each instant in time. Thus each users relative and ceodetic navigation perfornan.ce
will always be equal to or better than its on-board navigation system depending on the
community structure within which it is operating. In good geometry high source quality
situations extremely high accuracy is attained and is primarily limited by the hichly
accurate TDMA ranging accuracy. The processinq is designed so that even a two member
community with one nay controller and a single user with good iiiative bearing motion
can achieve two dimensional position accuracy only six times thai accuracy attained in a
good geometry multiple source situation. The key to this processing technique is the
integration of the JTIDS range data and position messages with the on-board dead reckoning
nay system as discussed in secticn 2.

An important part of establishing an operational JTIDS community is to configure
the community in such a way so that the desired navigation performance is achieved
while still satisfying all platform mission requirements. Table III summarizes qualita-
tively the expected relative grid and geodetic grid performance (position velocity,
heading) for different types of JTIDS community configurations.

Relative grid performance in a community containing unsurveyed ground stations and
performance in an all mobile community without accurate geodetic references shows accurate
relative grid calibration which is only a function of geometry. The effect of ground
stations hus the advantage o0 eliminating grid drift. Grid drift for all mobile communities
without geodetic references can be characterized as a translational and rotational drift
error of the community with time in relating relative grid positions to true geodetic
positions of each community member. At each instant in time the user to user relative

V- position errors are small and bouihded. However, the relative position errirs between
each user and an earth fixed point will tend to grow primarily with the geodetic drift
characteristics of the navigation controller dead reckoning navigation subsystom. In
an all mobile community with accurate geodetic references, accurate relative grid cali-
bration is achieved and relative grid states converge to corresponding geodetic states
to the accuracy of the geodetic references. When geodetic updates are introduced at
some later time as opposed to being present during an entire scenario, accurate calib'ra-
tion of both relative and geodetic coordinates is achieved and relative grid coordinates
approach geodetic grid coordinates through a fixed transformation offset. This offset is
a function of the grid drift present during the time prior to entry of geodetic references.

Geodetic gri4 performance in a community containing unsurveyed ground stations and
no geodetic references will e.hibit improvement depending upon the most accurate member.
In the case of inertial users, the gyrocompass mechanism permits further calibration of
thu inertial user eead reckoner and therefore leads to improved geodetic performance.
In the case of an all mobile community without geodetic references, geodetic improvement
is dependent on the most accurate member. This error is unboudned in that the community
will tend to drift geodetically with the most accurate member. For the other two configura-
tions defined in the table, accurate geodetic grid performance is achieved because of the
presence of accurate geodetic references.

C-.-.- - -- -
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4. OPERATIONAL APPLICATIONS TO TARGETTING AND WEAPON DELIVERY

The level of improvement that JTIDS relative navigation can have on operational
aspects such as targetting and weapon delivery depend upon relative navigation parameters
such as grid translation and rotatimnal drift, relative grid position accuracy, velocity
accuracy, and azimuthal correlation. Azimuthal correlation and its relationship to grid
rotational drift will be discussed first before discussing operational effects of relativeSnavigation performance.

There are two characteristics which identify usor dead reckoning platform azimuthal
correlation. They are:

o Azimuth correlation between all user platforms and the nay controller platform.

o Azimuth correlation between all user platforms and the apparent rotational
driftin, relative grid.

The first characteristic is assured in the case of two or more f'.xed nay controllers or
two or more position references. Furthermore, with either fixed nay controllers or
position references, grid rotational drift does not exist. This first characteristic
can also exist for all mobile member communities but with some degree of grid rotational
drift present. In this situation the degree of user azimuthal correlation to the coi.-
troller is dependent upon controller velocity magnitude and community geometry changes.
If controller velocity magnitude is relatively slow, as is the case for a ship controller,
then community geometry changes become the predominant affects and the second azimuthal
correlation characteristic is seen. Grid rotation and azimuthal correlation are a
function of community nay controller speed and community geometry change dynamics.

Illustrated in Figure 4 (Case 1) is a mobile member community with a fast moving
controller which exhibits some degree of grid rotation. Because this controller travels
a significant distance over a relatively short period of time, the distance traveled
presents a reference line in time and space against which user platforms can align in
azimuth their respective platforms (i.e., estimate relative grid azimuthc4). It is this
mechanism which allows users to achieve azimuthal correlation to the nay controller

S(C = 0) and each other. When azimuthal correlation is achieved relative to the con-
troller, the user has determined its heading reference rel itive to the orientation of• . A
the controller defined grid (o) to within an accuracy offE . This is illustrated in
tae figure by each users platform axes (x, yi ) being aligned with the controller platform
axes (u , v ) When the user accomplishei this alignment, estimated grid velocity
directign ig well known as shown in Figure 4. In this case navigation extrapolations
in between updates are performed in the controller defined grid.

Figure 5 illustrates a similar situation (Case 2) but with a slow moving nay
controller. Unlike the fast moving controller, the slow moving controller does not
present a significant reference "line" against which users can align their platforms.
In the absence of significant controller motion, lines in space which exist between
other community members provide a reference against which users can align their platforms
in azimuth. In this case the reference lines in space as seen by a user are effectively
those perceived by the reported grid positions of other members. Since the reported
positions are those of the rotated grid, a user achieves azimuthal alignment relative to
the rotated grid. This is achieved in such a way that the error in estimating a user's
own azimuthal alignment relative t- the controller defined grid is in error by an amount
equal to and opposite in sign to the grid rotation angle, 1. FPr this case, the estimated
velocity vector which i3 maintained in the u , v , computational frame is rotated fromthe true velocity vector by an amount . Th~ref re, user navigation extrapolation in
between updates is truely done in a rotated frame.

Targetting error which results from a Case 1 situation is illustrated in Figure 6.
In 1his scenario, user 1 performs a range (e) and bearing (M) targetting operation and
hands-off to user 2 grid target coordinates. As is illustrated in Figure 6, user 1
locates the target, Tl, with a displacement error equal to its own grid position error
(i.e , the difference between estimated and true grid positions). In respunse, user
2 computes a bearing angle to target, for weapon initialization purposes, based on its
own estimated grid position and reported target coordinates. Wheui user 2 actually
points with this computed bearing angle from its true position, the look direction is
parallel t2 the computed bearing direction. This leads to a user 2 estimated target
position, T2, which is displaced from user l's estimated target position by an amount
equal to its own grid position error. Observing Figure 6 shows thLt the resultant
targetting/weapon initialization error is the vector difference in user 1 and user 2
grid position errors. Therefore, the interesting result is that for Case 1 type grid
rotation, targetting/weapon delivery errors are not proportional to grid rotation angle

through tariet range but a function of cooperating user grid position errors.

Case 2 grid rotation provides a situation such that there are no targetting/weapon
delivery errors. In this case, user 1 locates a target using range and bearing measure-
ments. Assuming no instrument errors, the range measurement is equal to the true
target range and the bearing angle is that measured relative to the platform axes (xy,).
Since the platform axep are misaligned with respect to the computational axes (u ,vci 1
by an unknown amountEt , the computation of target coordinates in the computatignai
"frame effectively rotates estimated target position through an angle ei or -6 about user
1 estimated grid position. As was done in Case 1, user 2 computes a range and jearing
angle to target based c,. its own estimated grid position and reported target position.
This computation is done in the computational frame As can be seen by studying Figure 7,
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li the user 2 computed target range is equal to the actual range. When user 2 actually
points to the target it does so relative to its platform axes (x 2 , Y2) which are
misaligned from the computational frame by the same unknown amount as user 1;- that is

- . In performing this operation a rotation back to the true target position is
accomplished. Therefore when user azimuthal correlations are to the rotated grid,
targetting/weapon delivery errors are reduced to zero. In this case, however, if the
controller were to enter into targetting operations, it would not be correlated in grid
azimath to other members thus introducing pointing errors that are proportional toI
through target range. This situation could be alleviated if the nay controller were to
make independent measurements on the community in order to estimate grid rotation angle.
This aspect is not further explored here but is mentioned as a possible approach to ad-
dressing this situation.

As was discussed for Case 1 azimuth correlation when grid rotation exists, rho-
theta targetting with weapon initialization and firing provides an impact evor which is
independent of target range when user azimuth is not correlated to grid rotation. This
impact error is a function only of cooperating user grid position errors; that is estimated
minu- true grid position differences for both targetting and delivery aircraft. Because
this error is fixed in both magnitude and direction (for a given set of conditions),
the effective target pointinq error will decrease as target range increases. In addition,
effective pointing error will vary from zero to maximum value dependina upon target
direction relative to direction of impact error. Therefore, the effect of grid rotation,
in this case, is not one of a true pointing error. These properties are illustrated in
Figure 8.

Illustrated in Fivure 8 are parametrical contours which are drawn relat 4ve t•..
user 1/user 2 baseline. In this figure, the baseline is shown vertical. User 2,
which is the delivery aircraft, appears at the tangent point of the zontours. user 1
may lie either above or below user 2 at a normalized distance of one. The para.eter
for these tangential contours is pointing error (nT) normalized to grid rotation angle
(M). Radial direction outward from user 2 is Larget range (RT) normalized to baseline
distance (Rl2). Therefore, moving outvard along a radial shows that effective pointing
error decreases with increased target range. The direction perpendicular to thc baseline
represents the direction of maximum along track target range error and zero pointing
error. Therefore, as angle to target (OT) changes from zero to 90 degrees pointing
error varies from zero to maximum.

When using a radar (range, bearing) for targetting operations, pointing error of
the radar is a significant error contributor to the targetting process. Using the above
properties can lead to the determination of a point at which the radar begins to contribute
more error to the targetting process than grid rotation angle. During operational scenarios
actual grid rotation angle will not be known, in general. However, knowledge of the basic
sensitvities can help define the regions in which grid rotation has lesser impact on
pointing error an-jlr Figure 3 shows that this region is forward of the user 1/user 2
baseline. Therex.re, radar azimuth errors will be the major (in this context) contributor
to cross track taraetting errors for targets forward of the baseline. As target direction
begins to approach the general direction :f the baseline, grid rotation and radar azimuth
errors will both contribute but with different characteristics as a function of t&rget
range. The target pointing error due to grid rotation effects is constant and independent
of target range where as the target error due to radar azimuth errors is directly propor-
tional to target range. Concentric circles whose centers lie at user 2 location and
whose radii equal maximum range values are given also. These ranges represent the values
required to achieve an effective pointing error under maximum cross track error conditions.
In the evaluation of targetting performance if direction is not considered, then only
targets appearing beyond the maximum range would be considered as satisfying a desired
pointing error requirement. The region that lies outside the contour of constant pointing
error ratio and inside the circle that is tangent to that contour represents the added
area gained for accurate targetting when direction is considered.

Operational impacts of relative navigation are summarized in Table IV. This table
illustrates in a qualitative way .he impacts that the six listed relative navigation
parameters have on operational functions such as targetting, weapon initialization and
firing, and weapon guidance. Both multisensor and sinqle sensor type tarqetting is
considered. Multisensor targettinq errors are considered fo7 both rho-rho and theta-
theta type targetting. Targettijig/weapon delivery performance for both types of targetting
combined witn weapon guidance or weapon initialization and firing delivery techniques are
addressed in this table. Single sensor targetting (rho-theta) and hand-off to a second
member for weapon initialization and firing or weapon guidance is also addre3sed. The
first four rel nav parameters of Table IV are now briefly revie.;ed. Grid translation

-: and rotational drift effect the five operational functions in similar ways. That is, this
4i parameter directly influences either target extrapolations or user rel grid navig Lion

accuracy during periods of weapon guidance or during times prior to release for non-
guided weapon. The effect of rel grid position accuracy is obvious in that any position
error in the grid (or rotated grid) will be directly translated into weapon impact error.
This effect Js the same for all operational functions. Rel grid velocity accuracy
effects extrapolation of target position during targetting operations and contributes to
position error build-up during periods of time between target locate and weapon impact
for both guided and un-guided weapons. This rel grid velocity error effects the five
operational functions in similar ways as illustrated in Table IV. Errors in azimuthal
correlation between members of a community will contribute to pointing errors which are
a function of target range. As illustrated in Table IV, this pointing error may not
exist depending on the type of targettii., and weapon guidaace. For instance if rho-rho

.•I.



targetting (item 1) is chosen in combination with JTIDS multisensor guidance (item V,
the azimuthal correlation errors will not effect weapon impact accuracy.

The impacts of user azimuthal correlation to grid rotational drift-on the-operational
I• I functions listed are summarized in the last column of T~ble IV. Item four of the

table summarizes case 1 discussed above which explained that the lack of user platform
azimuthal correlation to the apparently rotated grid would yield a bound targetting
error which is a function of user uncorrelated grid rotation error and the baseline
between the two cooperating users. Item four of this table extends this result to

¶• include weapon delivery as well as targetting aspects. In this case, however, the combined
result of both targetting and weapon initialization and firing yields an impact error
which is equal to the targetting error. Case two discussed the situation of having
complete correlation to the rotated grid and its impact on targetting. In this situation

I- no targetting error exists. If rhc-rho guidance is used in this case, the weapon will
be successfully guided to target without any impact error. Beginning with item one,
the impact of azimuthal correlation to griC rotation on performance of multisensor
targetting combined with weapon initialization and firing or weapon guidance is summarized.For rho-rho targetting, this rel nay parameter has no effect in that target location is
strictly a function of range measurements and user estimated positions. When this target-
ting is combined with weapon initialization and firing (item 2), impact error is propor-
tionaal (less than 1:1) to target range when users are not correlated to grid rotation
(Case 1). As we already explained if users are completely correlated to the rotated
grid (Case 2), there is a zero impact error. When rho-rho targetting is combined with
JTIDS guidance (item 3), azimuthal correlation to grid rotation does not effect impact
error in that both targetting and guidance are functions of range measurements and user
estimated positions only.

For item five, impact accuracy is proportional (less than 1:1) to target range.
recalling item 4 situation, targetting (rho-theta) error was a bounded error independent
of target range. When JTIDS weapon guidance is used with rho-theta targetting as is
the case in item 5, users will guide a weapon to a point that is related to the estimated
tar-et position by a rotation through 1. If Case 2(-..e., azimuthal correlation to grid
rotation) situation existsAhere, then weapon guidance will Suide the weapon to estimated
target coordinates (i.e., T1 of Figure 7) which causes the true weapon impact point to
agree with the true target location. However, if a Case 1 situation exists (i.e., no
azimuthal correlation), the weapon will be guided to target coordinates, TI, of Figure 6.
This will cause an impact error which is equal to the difference in Case 1 and Case 2
user 1 estimated target positions. Therefore, this mechanism causes an impact error
which is less than the anount that would occur had the weapon been guided to true target
position, T. In general, the notes indicating a less than 1:1 proportionality to targetrange address this mechanisia.

Table IV also addresses the impact of azimuthal correlation to grid rotation on
theta-theta type targetting. Entries in the table indicate similar type performance
as described above, but on an item per item basis results differ from rho-rho targetting
results.

One of the most important characteristics of JTIDS is its ability to provide users
with accurately correlated time synchronization in parallel with relative position
correlation. This feature is particularly applicable to the implementation of a -13riety
of multi-platform target sensor correlation techniques.

5. CONCLUSIONS

JXIDS relative navigation provides a powerful integration of TDMA data link performance
features with user navigation subsystem equipment on a multi-user community wide basis.
An efficient and flexible relati.ve navigation software ilgorithm structure and design
allows broad application to all generic classes of navigation subsystem equipment likely
to be found on any candidate host platform in which JTIDS terminals would be integrated.
With proner ccntrol of the JTIDS community structure order of magnitude improvements
can be realized in community navigation performance which in turn offer significant
improvements in overall command and control, targetting and weapon delivery. In particular,
performance effects were discussed and summarized for a variety of targetting, we.pon
initialization, and guidance techniques. It is observed that if targetting method and
weapon delivery met.nd are chosen appropriately then the effect of error producing rel
nay parameters can be minimized or eliminated. In addition cooperative targetting and

Sweapon delivery carried oit by two or more units operating with JTIDS relative navication
should always impzove the performance obtained. The level of improvement depends upon

-' the community structure. With good geometry dramatic levels of navigation performance
improvement can be attained in the range of one or two orders of magnitude. This tends
to force overall targetting and weapon delivery performance to be paced by errors other
than relative navigation accuracy such as targetting radars or weapon guidance sensors.
The performance characteristics discussed in this paper are based upon over ten years
of relative navigation development. This included extensive simulation analysis and
ntuerous flight test programs which have clearly demonstrated both the technical feasibility
and operational utility of relative navigation utilizing time synchronized TDMA data links.
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FIGURE 1. RELATIVE GR;D AND GEODETIC GRID NAVIGATION
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TABLE I, DOMINANT ERROR CONTRIBUTORS AND OTHER CANDMDATE STATE ELEMWNTS

INERTIAL DOPPLER RADAR

STILT 4 SCALE FACTOR

4 HEADING ,/TRACKER BIAS

GYRO BIASES AND SCALE FACTORS V WATER MOTION

ACCELEROMETER BIAS & SCALE FACTORS SHORT TERM NOISE

MASS UNBALANCE BORESIGHT

DEFLECTIONS OF THE VERTICAL

AIR DATA COMPUTER (ADC) ATTITUDE HEADING REFERENCE SYSTEM (AMRS)

4 SCAL- FACTOR V HEADING

BIAS V AZIMUTH DRIFT

V WIND MOTION TILT ERRORS AND TRANSIENTS

ANGLE OF ATTACK

SHORT TERM NOISE

EM LOG TOMA (PASSIVE MODE)

/ SCALE FACTOR 4 CLOCK BIAS

BIAS V FREQUENCY DRIFT

4 WATER MOTION THERMAL TRANSIENTI•DE-SLIP ANGLE SHORT TERM NOISE

BORESIGHT

'I

F IGURE 3. RELATIVE NAVIGATION FILTER STATE VECTOR CONFIGURATIONS

INERTIAL (PURE AND
STATE DOPPLER DAMPED) DOPPLER . AHRS ADC.AHRS/EMLOG-GYRO COMPASS
ELEMENT HYBRID INERTIAL HYBRID DAHRS HYBRID ADC OR EMLOG*

I QUATERNION 1011 QUATERNION OUATERNION
2 AO•1REPRESENTATION AOD REPREUiENTAT.ON •2RRENTIOFR

D3 A 3 FOR GEO POSITION AQ3 I FOR GEO POSITION A03 GEO POSITION & AZIMUTH
-& AZIMUTH & AZIMUTH

4 ex " N Dz AZIMUTH DRIFT Dz AZIMUTH DRIFT} 0 y EK DOPPLER SCALE EK ADC SCALE FACTOR
FACTOR

6 P, GRID U POSITION P, GRID U POSITION P, GRID U POSITION
7 P, GRID V POSITION P, GRIDVPOSITION Pv GRID V POSITION

a 0 GRID AZIMUTH ANGLE 0 GRID AZIMUTH 0 GRID AZIMUTH ANGLE
ANGLE

9 Eh ALTITUDE ERROR Eh ALTITUDE ERROR Eh ALTITUDE ERROR

10 V, XCEOVEL. PLATFORM V.N.E WATER MOTION V
11 V Y GEO VEL. 3 COORDINATES V OR DOP VEL BIAS V N. Z WIND OR WATER MOTION

12 Bc CLOCK BIAS B¢ CLOCK BIAS Be CLOCK BIAS

13 'c CLOCK IREO. ERROR I, CLOCK FRED. ERROR CLOCK FRED. ERROR

CONTROLLER STATES

STATE ELEMENT INERTIAL ' ONTROLLER NON-INERTIALCONIROLLER FIXED STA. GROUND CONTROLLER

I 6uc CONIROLLER DO, CONTROLLER AZ DRIFT NONE

2 bvc U, V PSEUDO TILTS

-3 EV,' CONTROLLER EV .CONTROLLER
-+ I -U. V V"LOCITY ERROR U V VELOCITY ERROR

[4 EV.J EVVJ
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TABLE QI UALITY FIELDS AND DATA USED FOR INITIALIZATION OF THE FILTER MODEL

INITIALIZED OWN STATE OR COVARIANCE
NAV PORT/FFP MIODEL

Op (POSITION QUALITY) LAT. LON COy.

OV (VELOCITY QUALITY) NORTH VEL. EAST VEL, TILTS COV.

GHDG (HEADING QUALITY) GEODETIC HEADING COy.
%Dz (DRIFT QUALITY) AZIMUTH DRIFT COV.

NAy SUeSYSTEM TYPE USER STATE MODEL OPTION

VELOCITY, POSITION GEO POSITION AND VELOCITY STATES

tWANDER ANGLE OUATEP.NION STATES

DAMPING GAINS DAMPING GAINS

INITIALIZED CONTROLLER STATE OR
PPLI - MESSAGE DATA COVARIANICEMIODEL

SOP (SOURCE GEODETIC QUALITY) GEO POSITIONI COV.

'0 PR ISOURCE GRID QUALITY) GRID POSITION COV.

SOAR (SOURCE AZIMUTH QUALITY) GRID AZIMUTH COy.

GRID TYPE CONTROLLER STATE MODEL OPTION

GVC (CONT. VELOCITV QUAL.) GRID VELOCITY DRI FT COy.

06C (CON4T. VERTICALITY DUAL) GRID VERTICALITY COy.

%TC (CaNT.OIRIFT QUAL.) GRID AZIMUTH DRIFT CDV.

06C (CONT. AZIM. DUAL.) GRID AZIMUTH COV.

J6, . A.PU PV,I h ,0 GRID ORIGIN

IT
70111.3IO ATM . 21,00 1 3100.- 0010. 11001131 vA 310000101C101?

.17101l ZLAC? to11 000371 .'"G

011311177 ____"___

To0.11073 MORS717 3011T13 11111.11110 or00? 10UNT C7001?131o 013101 73100070LSPA

UN~~mCOW ACURT CALIBRATION -.-0 *0 annx V1
0

INT311111?10 VII m

ALL 170 3173CUKVI 
b~Nt. O O ACIT NSI O ~?ACR~ 01134141?11 o,3oy1

001. IT NOIHO UrAURtCLIATO 300031??I 000030??T 3070LM 0000110?? ON1613 I*'o". b0017 11.1100l0011? m11 om1
17331 C0001??W?? 01.50?3 WITH GRID 3010 31??T M130T3 ACCRAT MET01.133070.MUT131TXAIW
000030?? ACCURACY 03?0107 031117 7 13?

0011 TACUAT01710jw'= RD 1- l 3A1100 1 -0 -- I CA100O *IT

7010"CI 71000 L~ 07011 211w or117? 7-11 rm0 v1001 vO 00010 31? t 1T 71000 CALIB0RA1.T07N
71310SI IT31003 " 03 OF 01D3 000110010 "ai
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FIGURE 4, USER PLATFORM AZIMUTHAL CORRELATION
FOR FAST MOVING NAV CONTROLLER

Ix2, Ix

NAV C..V \\

1 X2
CO~iR2LLE - - -

Y2 -- V2

/USER 12

CASE I - AZ.IMUTHAL CORRELATION TO NAy
CONTROLLER DEFINED GRlO IN PRESENCF..
OF NlON-ZERO CANMA ANGLE.

VC. V1 , V2 - TRUE GRID VELOCITIES OF EACH RESPECTIVE
COMMUNITY MEMER.

SAA
VC, '/2• V1 - ESTIMATED GRID VELOCITIES OF EACH RESPECTIVE

COMMUNITY MEMBER.

(c(•Ec * 0 INDICATING CORRELATION OF dJSER•S PLATFORM
REF. TO NAV CONTROLLER PLATFORM REF.

S• APPARENT ROTATION O.F COMMUNITY TRIAD EASED
UPON ESTIMATED C*JID POSITIONS RELATIVE TO
HAV CONTROLLER.

8VG1 - eV1 TRUE HEADING OF USER 1 VELOCIIY VECTOR

IN PLATFORM COORDINATES.

FA'JRE 5. USER PLATFORM AZIMUTHAL CORRELATION

FOR SLOW MC'!ING OR STATIONARY NAV CONTROLLER

t=COTOLE DEIE GRIDOLE IN•... PR\ SENC.

OWO-EOCMA USERE2

Vc-" V1 "2 ' TREGI EOIISO AHRSETv1

A A

• VC.S 12'V - ESTIMUHLOREAINTRTATED GRID VEOIISO ACHGLESPETIV

VC SIALLOR C 0

S• • •# "•.Z•, - INDICATING CORRELATION OF USER'S PLATFORM•

REF.V TO NA OTOLR LTOMRP

SEF. UPON ROAESTIMATD C,11)U PORRELTIONS RLTIV TO

SCONTROLLER CNTROL•R .

TRUE TRUEHEADING OF USER I VELOC1T VECTOR

CAE5 SER 2 LAFOR AZIMUTHAL CORRELATIONTORAEDGIANLGAA

FO SLO INDCATING CORRELATIONAR OF UCEOSPLTFOLLR

CONIROLLERSE PLTO2RF

VVGG T IL

-PLATFORM COORON•TE$.

USER I
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FIGURE 6, RADAR (P/o )TARGETTING-BY USER 1 WITH HAND-OFF TO USER 2H FORWEAPON-INITIALIZATION AND FIRING (CASE-I)

1 T2
;2

I / tx \ TAGE

CONTROLLE T RADAR RANGE, RT,

RAA BEAING 07 "

CASE1- COMMUNITY AXIMUTHALCORRELATION

EdC, c-j 0

OTI TRUE TARGET RADAR AZIMUTH MEASURED RELATIVE TO

AT 'I kuL = X uDA1l RANGE FROM USER 1

A
T, USER 1 ESTIMATED TARGET CRID POSITION

COMPUTED USER 2 TAFXET AZIMUTH RELATIVE TO
T2 SER 2 PLATFORM REFERENCE

T2 USE.A 2 DETERMINED TARGET POSITION AS REFERENCED
TO TRUE USER 2 PLATFORM REFEREMICE

rIGURE 7. RADAR ( Pje ) TARGETTING BY USER 1 WITH HAND-OFF TO USER 2
FOn WEAPON INITIALIZATION AND FIRING (CASE 2)

- --I

XA2 A

)••CONTROLLE = \ ,RAARRNG.

"•" RADAR BEARING, T

-. • .•.SER 1

S• CASE 2 - COUMUNITV AXIMUTHAL CORRELATION

:•- ) ST1- TRUE TARGET RADAAItM UTHO OSERI SERD RELATIVE TO TRUE

S~A ST - USER I ESTIMATED TARGET GRID POSITION
h1

• _-= OT2- COMPUTFED USER 2 TARGET AZIMUTH RELATIVE TO USER 2-
2 PLATFORM REFERENCE

AT - USER 2 DETErMINED TARGET POSITION AS RAF'RENCED TO

T E T E
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FIGURE 8. GEOMETRY SENSITIVITIES FOR- P /GRADAR TARGETTING-
A~; A FUNCTION OF UNCORRELATED GRID DRIFT

' ZERO TARGET RANGE ERROR
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ERROR
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RESUME

Aprbs on bref historique du SINTAC, an indique Ie principe de base de navigation.
On d6crit 1e materiel mis en oeuvre et on donne une anallyse d~taillde des
sources d'erreurs does h 1'6quipemen1. et tout spdcialernent celles dues h
11horloge et 4 is pdriode de resynchronisatian. On examine aussi des erreirs
dues aux multitrajeta.
La localisation dana 1e SINTAC est f~aite par des mesur'es discontinues, 1a
navigation continue est obtenue par un algorithms traitant les knesures de

U ~distance du SINTAC d'one part et des donndes de l'cir et do cstp du m~obile
d'autre part. L'alyarithme utilis6 eat celui do filtrage de KAL. AN*N.
Les r~sultats de simuintian son', canformes aux prdviaions :lee.- erreurs
vraiea restent danýý les limites de 10 h 20m pour des p6riades do mesures de
l'ordre de Ia seconde, pdriode courante dans on trafic de densitd moyenne.
On a cherchd ici deb r~sultats avec on systbme hybride mini-sal toujoors
disponible & bard d'un aviar,. 11 eslt 6vident qu'en cas d'utilisaticn de
systbme inertiel ces r~sultats ne peuvent qu'Otre sop~rieurs et sortolit
Ilautonomie do systbine aogment~e.

1. INTRODUCTION

Le programme SINTAC eat dens is phase do dnveloppement explorataire SINTAC 2, interop6rable avec
JTIDS, qui coiaprend 3 phases

La premibre phase d'dtude slachbve actueliement. Sea abjectifs consistajent principalement b modifier
Ie format d'dmission pour assurer Ilinteropdrabilit6 SINTAC/JTIDS et b r~aliaer one maquette dmetteur/
rkcepteur. Cette maquette canstitue Ie banc d'essai qui permet de vdrifier lea performances actia diffdren-
tea conditions de brouillage et de multitrajets. Le second intdrdt de cette nasquette eat l'es'iai du lagicimi
associfs h diffdrentea fanctions. (figure 1)

La seconde phase pr~vait is rdalisation de plusieurs maquettes de terminaux SINTAC permettant des
exp~rimentations en vol. Ii sera sinai vdrifi6

n - les performances opdrstiannelles do matdriel et du logiciei dana lea fonctions communication,
navigation relative, identification.

- 1'inL-op~rabilitd JTIDS/SJNTAC.

Simultandment, qoelques d~velappements technologiques sont faits aur les points importants mis en
Evidence durant Is phase 1.

- ~..-.La troisibme phase se paorsuivra h partir de 1983 par l'industrialioation do produit qoi devrait
aboutir h des livraisons de matdriel e~rie en 1987. 11 eat prdvu de ddvelopper diverses classes de termi-
naux faisant dens Is meeure do possible appel b des modules commons, le logiciel et !s pr~sentation dtsnt
adapt~a so besoin spdcifiqoe.

Ce programme eat susceotible de sobir des modifications en fonction do d~veloppement do concept
SINTAC 3 actuellement en examen.

2. GENERALITES

Dana le SINTAC Is navigation eat basde sur lea distances entra lea diff~rents terminaux d'une cC4Wso-
nautE d'utilisateurs. Ce proc~dd prdsente quelques caractdristiques importantes quant & Is pr~cision do
local isation.

-ces distances ne sont pas mesdrdea directement. Chaque utilisateur lea d~duit de is mesure do temps
d'arriv~e (TOA) d'on 6vbnement ioentifiable, dmis par on autre terminal dont !a position est connue.

- es distances ne sont pas mesur~es d'une manibre continue. La mesure eat faite avec one p6riodicitd
trbs variable pouvant atteindre 10 b 12 secondes. Entre deox mesures, Il'tilisateur travaille par estima-
tion so mayen d'un mlgorithme plus ou mains compliqu6 qoi d~pend de Is vitespe de dgplacement do porteur,
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et des %yens dlestin~e diaponibles.

- as r~ferences Ltilisdes pour Ia localisation peuvent Atre fixes ou mobilas (nas dea Is navigation
relatite). Lldvbnemant idjentifiable peut done Atre entach6 de deux impr~clsions ;soit le m3ment dea ldm-ia-
sion, soit !a position. de i'6metteur ou lea deux aimultan~ment.

-erifin, l'environnemtent physique r;eet pas iddaJ., At cowei dena tous lea syatbmes radio-dlectriques,
lea r6fiezteurs natureis ou artificiela donnent naissance ?i des muititrajets porteurs d'un aiqrnsl dlerreur.

i'axpos6 ls anL. M diviu~s en deux gzoupes

ceux affectant Is prdcieion sur Ia mesure du tamps T1arri'ide. Ile sont plus -,p~cialem'ent relida aux
performances du matdriel et ils coniprennent Ileffet de l'environ-nement.

*ceux 14's 2ux m~thodes aises en oeuvre pour utiliser cette information. Ile comprannant Ilinfluence
du logiciel d~u terminal utilisataur at .'c. prneddures de geation de Is carmmunautd des utilisateurs.

3. LA ME!3URF DUi TEMPS

L'imprdcis-4on sur Ia assure dui tempa est le r~sultat de deux facteurs

-Ia formnat du signal dans lespace :c'est linformatioii fournie par le terminal 6rnetteur at qui pout
Atre aitdr~e ors cia Ia propagation sous lleffet des trajets multiples.

-le matdricl mis en ieuvre pour d~tecter le temps d'arriv~e du signal pr~c~dent, et le mode de fonc-
tionnement dea ca mat~riel.

3.1. Le format du signal

Pour la nawigation an utilise deux hiessaqes SINTAC particuliers

-le massage "P" ou mess;-ge de position dmis syatftitiqufment par lea participants, et la messag'i
"RTT" qui ast un 6changu d'inter-ogation/reponse encre~ daux participants.

Dans les deux cam, ia prd.ambulu donna lieu & tine premi~re mesure soammira du tamps d'arriv~e. Cette
masura eat affin~e h .i'aida des iv.npulsions de sync.%!or~ismatinn qui Ia suiveA, at qui t'ournisaent le TOA.
Dune le matdriel exp~rimentai de la phase 1 Ilen-t~te et la texte du message ne servF-it pas L. ls maiure du
T¶JA. Letin utilisation ant indiracta en c3 sens que las deux sous-messaqes contiannent das informations
utiles au traitemeart ult~rieur du TDA

i osition dea I'4metteur at indices de qualitd des horloges at de is navigation dana le cam ties

- ia~enstant d'arriv~e du message d'interzogation ý,ans Ia cas dea is rdponse RH.-

Thus lea constituents du ireqssga SINTAC (Pr~smbtdc, Sy;nchio, En-t~te, Taxte) sont compoe6e d'une aerie
d'impuisi.;u-. 'lnt las caract~rist~ques intdrassardaas er, ce qui :uncerne Is d~terminat~on cia TCA sont leur
nombre et laur forme

Le prda'nbule comporte 16 ou 32 itwpulsions dn'ises sur 8 fr&quarices differantes. La syn~zhronisotioii
coaprand 4 cu 8 impulsions 6mises sur 4 ou Bs fr~quences diffdrentec.

La fait qua cam impulsions sojent dmisas av'ac saut de 'r~quence a pail d'influance sur Ia pr~cision
intrinsbqrie cia is mseure du TOA. Par contra cette particulazit6 eat intdressante dana !a rdsistanceamu
multitrajet.

Chaque impulsion d'una dur~e normale ase 6,4 pLs art 6taide an spectra par une modulation MSK A 5 MHz.
Le cod(! utilisd pour is s~quance d16taiement est sans ix Fluence sur is precision. Pour Is partie du message
qui nous intdresae il dipand uniquemant du tirage d~una boita chiffre. Cat al6s est connu des participa~its
9iii neuvant procdder b une corrdlation antre Is saquanca 6misa et Is sdquence attandue. La rdsultat cia
retta corr~latior sera une impulsion fine d'environ 300 na h 3 diB, encadr~e dea ioba3 secondairma. Catta
force d~termine en grande partie !a prdcision possible cur le TOA

Ella permet d'obtanir una prdcision mansibleirant dqale mu dixi~me du lobe soit environ 3D ns. Catte
valaur correapond aux performances recherchdes.

3.2. Matdrnal mis an oeuvre

Le scbeina fonctionnal du terminal eat donnA figure 2. 11 comprand una chaina &-mission/rdsception dont
lam opdrations sont command~es par une logique cia s~quencement ot dont leas donn~eds ont trait~es par un
-alculataur.

- Emettaur
1L coinprc~d un modulateur auivi dtune chainescia transposition dea frdquanca at d'un amplificataur cia

puissance

Le moduloteur effectue 1R codagc C.C.S.K. des symboles h tranamettre, Ia cryptage doa is suite binaire
obtenue & i'aida d'un alda fourni par is boite iehiffra, at in modulation MSK ediine porteuse.

Tcus ces circuits sont b large bande at las ddrives du temps dea transit sont consid~rdaa comma n~gli-
geabiles dans Ia suite deciact exposA.

-Circuits cia rdcaotion
Ils cornp:er~nent lea r~cepteurs r~cessaires b 1Pacquisition du pri~ambule at h is d~modulstion du texta

du measage.

Ccc r~cepteuro sont selectifs an fr~quence rt cette s~lectivitA participe b llimpr~cision sur la
mestire du tampa.



- )ynthftiseur de tfr6guence
Ii Il regoit de Ia logique de sdquencement lea fr~quences de cheque symbols at g~nbre lea oscillateurs

locaux n~cesaaires aux transpositions.
11 n~intervient ppe coimne source d'Grreur dans Ia mesure de distance.

-Horioqe

Elle eat pilotde par un oscillateur de bonne satbilitd et fournit tine heure absolue locale qui~eait
etre r~ajust~e p6riodiquement, par aynchroniaation avec lea partic'ipants SINTAC ; il sera vu plus loin que
c'est la principale caube d'erreur.

-Circuit de synehronisation at de demodulation

Ce dispositif effectue les op~rations suivantos

i econnaissance 6,j pr~ambule du message b recev);r par correlation des signaux provenant des r~cep-
tours accordies sur lea ?'r~quences doi ?resmbule. Cette reconnfissance permet do connaitre 1 heure
relative avec une prdciaicn de 100 nas environ.
a millioration do la connaiaaance de 1'neu-.e relative grfice -u circuit de syn,.hronisation fine et
lecture du MOA.
e xtractiua. d'information, dtetiction et correction d'erzeurs.

Cr circuit joue un r~le important dans Is mesure de distanct..
SUguencement et traitement de I' information
Le dispoaitif' de traitement des messages, regoit le message a coder en provenance dui calcuisteter, ou

le mnessage codiS en provenance du r~cepteur.
Ii ?~ffectue les op~raticns de routine
bodege, decodage, entrelacement, btockago, etc...
La boite chiffre genbre des lois pseudo-al~atoires n~cessaires h Is selection des frdquences, eas

codes, et en g~n6ral de tous lea sl~as utilisds 1aale format de Is transmission.
La logique de sdquencement o~rganise le deroulement des t~ches mu niveau de la recurrence. Elle regoit.

du calculateur une serie d'ordres definiasant lq fonction du terminal at rommande is miss en action de tour.
lus sous-ensombles pr~cedents.

Tous cam dispositifa sont mans relation avec Is precision sur Ia distanco.
- . caiculateur

Le calculateur effectue lea t~ches suivantes

a) Ut'stion des 6changes avec lea organes exterienra
a) Geation des proce1dures des fonctiona

- dntree dana le reseau
- synchronisation
- localisation
- identificat±,on
- cammunication

c) Conti',. de fonctionn'oment du termineil.
Le calcuinteur effectue donc Laos lea traitoments sur l'information "distance brute" que lui fournit

le circuit de demodiusmtion. A ce ti-tro ii intervient directement dans Is pr6cision de is localisation.

3.3. Mdthride de detection utilisde

L'dquipemont determine dans tous lea cas l'arrivee de I'de"Lripmant (TIA) par rapport so debut de is
r~currence.

La d~tection do preeinbula du messaga eat faite en utilisant un circuit cc.nprenant des corrdlateurs
programmables et des Iilynes & retard. La soimne des aignaux correlds permet de detecter one presence do
presabula annonciatrice d'un messasge oni ini~tialisant le proceasus de synchronisation fine.,

Le r~cepteur SINTAC utilise des co'rrlateurs rurn~riques et 11dcI'sntillonnatge se fait au rythme de,
20C na. Durant Is detection do preambule, 1'horloge d'6chart-illonnage a une phase quelconque par rappoi-t
bi celle du terminal 6metteur. (figure 3)

Par rapport su signal fourni par une correlat~ion anal ogique le signal num~ris6 prdsente uries granule-
riteS au peas de 200 ns, introduisent one incertitude Iidcntique sur i'instant de detectiont du presambule avec
on dispositif b seuil.

Le r~le du dispositif de synchronisation fine est de caler is phase d'horioge d'dcIhsntfll1-nnmge so
centre du signal. en sortie des cor~.afe'rs. Densa le mat6riel phase 1 -:n utilise quatre impulsions~ dpi~ns Io
sous-message synchro. A cheque impulsion, l'erreuir de phase eat dvalude dans un corrdlateur b deux vois~i
h l'aide d'un peocdd4 b avance/retard utilisant del x horioges dephas~es de ±t T/2 :lorsque Ie cnlaqe en
phase eat correct l'amplitiide des echantillons h + T/2 et b - T/2 eat identique. Si leas arnplitucde; sont

- - indgales icur rapport porinet de ddtcrminer 10 signso t Ilimportence de Is correction de phase At effeetuer.

Le synoptique du dispositif de sy.;chronisatjor fine eat donne figure 4i.
La corrdlateur 6 deux noies eat echantilionnd au ryttime d'une horloge 5 MHz dont la phase eat modifia-

ble par le prepositionnement du diviseur 0. Le piepositionneine'r eat fourni par Is contenu d'un acctueula-
tour reprdsentawIais correction de phase. Cette correction eat fonction de l'Ccart constat6 lore du dernier
Ochentilionnage, entre l'axe du signal correl.d ot Is ptv'se de 3'horioqe. Le coc:6lateur donne lea amplitu-
des des 6chentillons 6 t T/2 at is laoique do correction determine Is variation do phase h appliquer en
fonction do ces amplitudes et do lalelgorithme de correctior. choisi.
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Le d~but de la r~currence initialise le comnpteur C qui eat attaque par une horioge rapids (80 MHO)
et qui definit le temps AcouiE avec. une granulEritd de 12,5 ns.[1 ~~Le comnpteur eat urrgt4 pari-1'acquisition- du- pr6ambuie et iP~iqus- i'he'ir.v d'arrivde dans is- r6currence
avec une incertitude d'enviror. 200 na.

F ' Simultan~inent, l'arrivde du prdambuie reset h zdro Ilaccumk isteur, le diviseur D, et Is logique de
a~quoricemeflt.

Anrrs echantillonnage de chaque impulsion de synchronisat~ion, Ie contenu de i'sccumiulateur iat modi-
fid. 4*pba ce groups d'impulsions, le casntenu N du comrpteur et le cwntenu AN de I'accumulateur repre6sen-
tent Ia valeur corrig6e de 1'heure d'arriv~e du mespage. 11 set er.visagd pour 1es maq.uettes de le phase 2
d emliorer ca dispositif pour lui donner ia quaiit6 de poursuite de is synchronisation sur lea impulsicnE

3.,t. Prdcision de la assure sur i'hsure cd'arrivde

La pr~cision sur l'heure d'arrivde eat influences par lea fecteurs suivants qui sont symbolises sur
Is figure 5.

lei dispositi f do filtrage qui introduit un temps de retard d~pendant des conditions d' environriement.
-Is chaine d'amplification qui dispose d'un limiteur dont le temps do transit d~pend du nivesu du

signal.

Le di~.positif dE d~tectiqn du preambule est composE de iignes h retard et d~un d~tecteur de asuil. Le
retard dtant introduit de manibre numdrique as stabilitd h long tense no depend que do calle do i'horlogv.

Le d~tecteur de seijil introduit une quantification et un bruit d~pendant du rapdort Signal/Bruit,
donc du r.ivenu du signal. Nous verrons toutefois quo Las erreurs introduitos bora de ia d~tection sent
r~duites par Is synchrunisation fins.

-le dispositif de synchrcnisatior, a une prdcision qui d~pend, du nombre d'impuisions do synchronisa-
tion disponibl,:, do l'algorit.ime uxtiliaE pajr is traitement, de l'imp:6cision sur i'heure do d~but do
r~currence, de Is adrive du signal d'horloge. Ii introduit dgalement une quantification du fait de Is num6-
risation du processus, et un bruit qui ddpend, conne pour l'acqu13ition, cdu niveau du signal.

3.4.1. Effet du filtraas

11 eat d'autant plus sensible quo ce& filtres aont A bands etroito. Coci focalise I'attention sun lea
filtres en frequence inter~n~diaire At sur le filtre viddo frdquence.

Le filtrage an frdquence intenin~diaire 'ittilise un filtre do Bessel de bands ocssanto 3 M4Hz qui intro-
itduit urn temsp de retard do 150 ns environ.

Oine variation do Ia bands peassants do 5 % sous i'infiuence do ddrives h long terms (climatique,I vieillissement), introduit donc une variation du temps do transit do t P ns environ.
Le centrage du filtra par rapport h as frequence nominais a un effet n~gligeabie sur Ic derive du

tewps do transit.

Aprbs detEction le signal video ost filtre par un passe baa h 5 MHz introduisant un retard do i'ordre
de 60 ns.

Une variation do is frequenco do coupuro do 5 %~ introduit do m~me une derive do i'ordro de 3 na.

L'effet qlobal du filtrngo eat ainsi reprdsentd par une dAzive possible do i1ordro do :L iP ns. II
faut tolitefois mentionner l'influence du filtre do rejection I.F.F. qui introduir2 sur les frequences
procnes un offet additionnel, res~ant faible b cause du saut do frequence.

3.4.2. Effet de ls limitation

La 7iguro 6 prdsonte le r~sultat dos meaures fai~tes sur l'smplificatour limiteur de Is maquette
SINTAC. La ddrive do phase est do l'.ordre do 20c ce qui correspond ti w.e variation du temps de transit
inf~rieure h is nanosoconde.

3.4.3. Effet de ý& lime, A retard
---------------------------

La auune du pieambule oat do 416 tis. Le retard entre Is prernibro ot ie dernibre impulsion est intrce-
duit a': m~oyon d'un registre h de~s..age pilotd par l'horlogo du terminal. IM~ie evec une stabilite ainimale
do 10a la derive sur le retard introduit rests n~gligeable.

Par ailleurs, tout le dispositif numerique dtant aynchrone ii n'y a pas cumul des ddrives des temps
de propagation dana los circuits logiques eMplayes.

3.4.4. influence du ddtocteur do seuil

Le tempa d'arri%,4e "biut" du preambule (avant correction par is synchronisation fine) eat influencef
par le rapport signal b bruit prdsent au moment do is num6risation do i'information. On congoit qua pnur
le bon focntionnement de I'interpolation ulterioure faite par ie Iiicpositif do synchronisation, ii Lat
necessaire qua le bruit reste faible dovant Ia quiantificqtion do 200 ns. Autrement ii sersit porsible
d'avoir une errour d'up pas sur le temps d'arriv~e.

En linite do portele i r~cepteur travaillo avec E/N0 do 12 d8.

_J Pour un asuil place b mi-amplitude, le jitter sun l'instsnt do passage d'une impulsion individielle
atteindra 40 ns & !a en supposant un temps do mont~e inztantane do 200 ns.

Le bruit aur lea 16 ou 32 iapulsiotis do pr~nobule etant decorrele, ie jitter sur Is TOA do pr~ambL~o
eat r~duit dans un rapport do 4 h 6, ce qui permet do roaplir Is condition ci-dessus.
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3.4.5. 2!s2 2e1itif ae synchronisation

-Influence du bruit et de l'algorithme

Ce bruit praviont, du bilan de liaison, qui d~termine le E!JN0 aet de Is quantificatici1 mdoptta pour
Is correlation nurn6r-quo.

Dana le mstdriol exp6riaentsi phase 1, Is quantifi. stion ea' 'site or, utilisant 3 bits ce gui corres-
pond & un jitter du m~mo ordro do grandeur que colui entrAýý_re par le E/N en limito de portde.

0

L'slgc~rithme utilia6 conaisto b appliquor une correction partiolie aprbs chaque impuls.on trait6e.

La t'igure 7 montro l'dvolution de l'orrour mosur6o suec le dispc3itif actuel en fonction du rang do
l'impuision revue

an voit quo pour un ddcslsgo syst6matiquo de 100 na, les quatro impuisions de synchronisation isissont
u-ne erreur significative. On remsrque dgslosent quo is quantification eat Ie ph~nombne aussi important que

2 * ie bruit thormique et quo i'onsombie donne une orreur d'onviron 20 rns h ic . En pratique, loraque l'erreur
initiale sur i'acquisition eat fiuctuante, l'sigorithme rdduit is diauarbion a environ ± 20 na aprbs la
quatribme impulsion, ce qui correspond h 'ine vaieur d'environ 10 ne h l

L'ensombie do ces orrours eat r6st'rn6 fi-juro 8.

- 'influence de Ilhorioge

L'horiogo cat constitueo d'rn osctistoeur qui pilate une chaino do comptago du temps.

A partir d'un instant do rffdronco, le coraptago du temps 6coui6 eat ontachd d'uno errour qui ddpond
de Ilincertitudo sur le cosportoerent b long tormo de i'oscilistour :Parambtre qui ir~ciut gendrsiement
In tokdranco sur ia frdquonco nominalo, Ileffet du vacillissemont, et Il'ffet do Il'evironnement thormique.

A titre d'oxompie, dana ie cas c'un osciliateur donn6 h i0f7 pour une odriode de piusieurs mois, ce
qui eat une performance honnete pour wi matdriel embarqu6, on saspergoit que J'erreur commiso sur Is
mosuro du temps eat do 100 na par seconde 6couide depuis i'insatnt do rdffronco.

Cotte erreur peut Otre r6duite grAce h trois poasibilit~s

- augmenter In prdcision do i'osciliateur.

- remottre ia chaine de cosptaso du tomps &s i'heure plus frdquemment.

- 6':siuor at tenir compte de is ddrive Ni court terse de Jiosciliateur.

i V Le premier proced6 no fait que reporter is difficuic6 sur le composant mu prix d'uno augmentation
du volume et du coOt et des instruments do contrble.

La combinsison des doux sutros procddses ot bosucoup pius efficaco compto tonu des posaibilitds du
matdriol mis on oeuvre autour do 1'osci'latour. (figure 9)

Is remiso & i'heuro do is chairio de comptago du temps so fait loraque lea informations en provenance
do participants mioux synchror.'sds permottent de calculer i'orreur do synchronisation. Coci oat realise-
bie 5 l'aido dlun dchango RTT ou b d6faut on utilisant piusioura messages P on provenance do participants
connaissant lour position avoc une pr6ciaion coalpatible avec leur erreur do synchronisation.

Dana un dchsnge RTT, le participant mesure i'heure d'srrivde du message et renvoia cotto indication
darns an reponse dmiae A une houre connue. Z'interrogateur dispose sinai d'un jeu d'dqustions dont Is
r~solution fournit lo ddcaisce hoisiro.

Lea dehanges RTT dtant on grdr'4rs iimitds A one p6riudicit6 d'uno centaino do seconde, is remise b
l'heuro oat I elie seule insuffiaanto. Ii eat ndcesbairp do tonir compto do is vitesse do d6rivo b court
trrme do l'osciilstour.

Qe caicul do derive pout 8tro fait aprbs doux 6changos RTT et mis b jour h chaque echange auccesaif.
*La cot~ection, donnant is vitosso do ddrivo oat utilisasbie jusqu'au prochain echango. Ii est sinsi possi-

Noe d'sssdliorer Is connaissanco do i'houro d'on & deox ordros do grandeur auivsnt is compioxitd do i'migo-
* rithmo utilise.

Les pzicisions sinai obtonuos aur Is distance sont rdsumdea dana Is tableau figure 10.

On voit quo l'horiogo est le facteur preponderant et qoc as qualit.6 sera fix6o par )s pr6ciaion
X_ desiree sur lo TOA ot lee contraintos poasibios do silence radio.

Ii faut notor quo Is frdqoonco do i'osciiiateur pilotant Ilhoringo introduit uio granuisrito sur is
* . mosure du temps. Utilisant on comptago b 80 MHz ceLto granularit6esot ndgligosble.

3.5. Effot deq muititra~jets

Dana uno liaisoo h freqoonco fixe et ccwpte tenu
- da is dur~o du message,
- do ie vitesse do d6plscement du r4copteur,
lea phases des multitrajota affectant chacune dps impulsions d'un lmessage mont corrdl6os Co qui eat

un phenomben gOnant. Par contro, lo saut do frdquenco d~corrblo cos ph~sos co qui eat favorable puisqu'il
permot une moyenno des erreura instmntsn~ea introduitta par le multitza jot.

Le moltitrajot West g~r-.a t quo dana Is mosure oti ii n'eat pas possible de faire uno discrimination
entro le trajot direct et i'onde r~fidchie.

Le Leaps eat Jo moyen le plus commode do fmi.e cotto distinction, Io trajot direct arrivant toujours
on premier.

Cottle discrimination resto possible tant quo les doux pies do eorr6lction roatont s6parda par so
mains 300 na. Dana cos conditions Jo soul effet du trajot parasite oat uno dimint-tion d'asplitude do signal
principal' qui n'affecet pans lo toemps d'arrivdo mosur4.



Loraque Ia dif'f~rence de trnjet r~duit Is a~paration b coins de 300 no il nWest plus possible de
distinguer lea deux pica de corrdlation. Le centre de gravit6 dui signal composite est diff~rent du signal
direct, duoij erreur.

En premibre approximation pour un trajet r~fldchi de retard At et de niveau p , le d~placement,
est de Ia forme

1 +P
L'erreur corfmise inst repr~aent~e sur la figure 11 en fonction du niveau du siqnal r~fldchi. On

remarque que pour un niveau de - 10 d3 qui repr~sente une valeur courante, l'erreur our le T0A est de 50 na.

4. INFLUENCE DES ALGORITHtMES DE NMJIGATION

Les temps d'arriv~e des message-. qui soot extraita des circuits de synchronisation fournisaent des
distances inatantandes er'tre terminaux gui se d~placent.

La localisation d'un terminal dana un repbre 3sbolu ou relatif ndcessite le traitement de ces diatan-
* cca en tenant compte

- dea positions des 6metteura
- des tempa dcoulds depuis la rdeeption des measag~s
- dea ir.certitudea air les mot-'elientp des terminaux.

La locelisation sera d'autant plu.. prdcise ai toutes lea informations fourniea par d'autrea moyena
de navigation sont pris en c,:mpte. L'dquipement dea porteurs eat variable irfaia il exists toujours des
moyens de navigation minimaux qu'il s'agit dlexploiter au mieux, de fagon b accroitre lea performances de
la localiaation au moinride coOt.

L'algorithme de traitement que nous utilisona tient compte, en plua des donnees SINTAC

- des donn~es de Vair et du cap pour lea avions
- dea distances parcourues et du cap pour lea v~hicules et navires.
Lea rdaultats que nous pr~aentona concernent le programmne pour avions.

4.1. Principe de la localisation h l'aide du filt',.ge

Ce principe eat illustr6 sur Ia figu~e 12a qui pour Ia aimplicitid de l'expias6, porte aur 19 naviga-
tion dana un. plan.

Le terminal connait initialement aa position avec une incertitude donnde. 11 se d~place et a~i) ne

disposait que des moyena auU'nomes de navigation, son incertitude de position irait croissants.
Par contre, chaque information ext~rieure de diatance fournie par l'6quipement SINTAC lui permet de

diminuer 12ircertitude sur am position dana le rel~vement de l'6metteir.

La disposition des participants 6tant quelconqu3 lea relbvements aucceasifa soot diff~rents le I
polyg~ne di incertitude am r6duit peu b peu jusqi'b se trouver limit6 par Ia prdcision du plus pr~cis des
moymna de localisation disponibles.

L'initialisation du processus n~cessite l'insortion de is po-ition du terminal, cm qui mat gdndrale-
ment possible au depart d'une mission. Si ce nWest pas le cas, la m~thode classiqum de locblisation qui
eat employ6e conaiste b estimer le mouvement Ju porteur, pour reporter dana le temps la position des bali-
sea rencontr~es successivement.

Une prernibre localisation eat obtenum par intersection des indications de la troisibme balise avec
celles obtenues noar report de position des deux premibrea.

4.2. Les donn~es dui traitecent

Lea moymna diaponibles comprennent ceux apportda par la communaut6 SINTAC et lea donn~cs de 1'3~ir.

La communaut6 SiNTAC fournit deux types d'information

-les messages P, #nt lea messages RTT.

Lea messages P soot des messages de position 6mis par chaque participant sur la base d'un message
chaque seconde pour lea avions, ou d'un message toutes lea deux secondes pour lea stations au aol. Chaque
terminal choisit al4btoirement une recurrence sur les vingt alloio~cs chequfa seconde pour ]'65mission de
tels messages. Dana une recurrence donn~e un terminal & 1'6coute recevreainsinaI lemissic'n de son plus
proche voisin.

Le message P fournit, en plus de Is ireaure de distance, Ia position~ de 1'6metteur, et is pr~cision
esticme aur Ia position et la sy'nchronisation. Ces deux indications I~ermettent au terminal r~cepteur de
prendre ou non en compte l'information distance, compte tenu de' sea propres incertitudes.

Le message RTT eat un 6change avec un participanit mieux localis6 que le demandeur. 11 eat d~clench6
par l'slgorithme do localisation qui en juge la n~ces~it*M, ave- tout'ifoia une cadence plus lente qum
100 secondes. L'4change picocure l'u'rreur de synchronisation entre iea deux participants.

Lea autres donndea primes en compte soot le cap et lea donn~ea de l'sir qui comprennent

- l'altitudp barom~trique
- le ddrapag-.
- 1a vitease air
*la vitease verticale.

Pour lea besoina de la simulation, chacune de cea informations a dtc; moddlis~e pour apparattre avec
la cadence, Ia valeur nominsir., et les erreurs approprides.
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L'environnement terrestre doit Otre 6galement mod~lis6. La forme terrestre eat repr~sentde par une
ellipsolde et l'influence du vent est prise en compte b l'aide d'un modble comportart d"~ rafales.

La localisation peut se faire

- soit en absolu dons le repbre des coordoi~r'ds terrestres.
- soit en relatif par rapport h un terminal d~sign6 comme i~fdrence locale printcipake

Dans cp cas la grille de coordonnde est centrde sur ce terminal et son orientaticon eat faite grace b
un autre terminal d~sign6 cosine r~fdrence secondaire puiaque nous av'nis cho -*-i de ne pas consi direr lea
posaibilit~a de is centrale inertielle.

4.3. Le traitement de l'information

L'algorithme utilis4 eat celui du filtrage de Kalmann.

L'dtat du systbme eat reprdsentd par un vect..-ur ý onz(; dimienaiotis (',ii aont

- la position absolue longitude, latitude, altitud'e.
- la position relative coordonndes relatives MNerd cec Eat.
- 1Verreur d'alignenient Nord de la grille relative.
- la vitesse de d~placement :vitesses Nord, Eat et verticale.
- l'erreur de synchronisation erreur de calage et vitesse de JArive.
- la perturbation due au vent vitesse Nord et vitesse Est.

Lea observations permettant de raffiner Il'tat du systbine .iont constitu~r'- par lea 8 meaures suivantes.

-le T.O.A. qui peut Atre explcitd, soit, dons I-~ repbrt; absolu, soit dxns le 'Capbre relatif.
- laltitude
Inl cap et Ie d~rapage

-lea vitesses :vitesse propre at vprticaleI - l'erreur de synchronis~oticn
Isl derive de Ia synchronisation.

b4.4 R~sultats obtenus

lus sont prdsentds sur lea figures 13, 14 et 15. La figure 13 montre l'.!volution de l'erreur de syn-
chroniaation, Ia figure '4 sontre 1'6volution de lerreur de position et ]a figure 15 l'erreur de la
vitease.

La situation opdrationnelle prise er compte comprend 3 stations au sol et 3 stations en vol circulai-I ~re ; le terminal dont las parambtres sont exsmint6b se d~place en ligne droite b vitesse constante.
On remarque qu'apxbs deux Achanges RTT, Ie synchronisme de l'heure est acquis avec une pr~cision

correcte.

Le premier messagei P Wa pas d'influence cur la courbe d'erreur de position puisque le pjrarnbtre re-
pr~se-A6 est le demi qrpnc axe de l'ellipse de position :au premier m~essage P le cerole d'incertitude se
transforme en ellipse. 11 faut attendre le second pour observer une diminution de llerreur.

On ressrquera dgalemint sur la figure 14 que certains messages P ant peu d'influence. 11 s'agit de
messages dont l'origine eat Grthogonale au grand axe de l'ellipse. Sur Ia m~inte figure, ls d6-rivp de l'er-
reur eat fonction de l'incertitude aur In viLesse ; cosine on le constate en comparant avec Ia "qure 15.

4.5. Problbrnes poses par I'algorithme

Le logiciel utilis6 est prograrmm4 en 32 bits simple precision, compto tenu des mnovaos oui seront mis
* ~ea oeuvre dons le matdriel d~finitif. Ceci fournit 7 chiffrss significatifs ce qui eat f'tible vu la dynami-

,pie des grandeurs h traitaýr :rayon de le terre compar6 h Ia pr~cision de In 1. -a er on.

Lea 6quations ont donc t6 critec sous une forme compatible avec cettc pi.dcisic-n pour dviter de
masquee l'inforrnation utile par In bruit du Lalcul.

Cý-rtaines difficblt~s de traitement apparaissent loraque la prt~cisio. d'une nLuuu-llc iniformsation est
net tement aup~rieure h celle contenue dans l'i6tat du filtre. Pour lee 6vihei, lorbque cette situation
existe, la precision de l'information eat aupment~e par paliers. Cette m~thode double ou t-iple le volume
des calculs, mf.is cette situation n'existe q;u'aprbs une initialisation ou une reprise de contact.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Les r~sultats obtenus par Is simulation s-..t ccriformes nux pr~visions. Ils confirrn.'nt

-d'une part, que l'am6lioration des perfornances eat 1-3e b llarndlioration de la aynchrtu.'sation
*qui donne le talon b l'erreur de synchronisation et donc ?i 1erreur de position.

- t d'autre part, que l'utilisation du proc~d6 dlestlme inst fondamental pour Ia precision de locali-
- . - sation dana le uystbme. Lea donndes w~inimblea 6tant lea donn~es de l'air et 1' cap. Le systbme inertial ne

peut qu'am6liorer lea r~sultats et tout spdcialer-ent augmenter l'autonornie du aystbme.
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VALEUKS EN nsET Aia FIXES FLUCTUANTFS

EFFET OU FILTRAGE 10

EFFET OU LIMITEUR NEGLIGEABLE

EFFET DE LACQUISITION MASQUE

EFFET DE LA SYNCIIRO

BRUIT 20

ALGORITHME 10

TOTAL HORS HORLOGE 10 24

Fig.8 Recapitulatif des erreurs (hois horloge)

OSCILLATEUR C01VPTEIJR TEMPS VERS MESURE

MISE f

LHEURE RTT

ERREUR TEMAPS

Jis
RECALAGE SUR HEURE VRAIE

(ECI4ANGE RTT)

10

100 200 TEMPS
Sec.

4~ ERREUR AVEC OSCILLATEUR NON CORRIGE 110-7)

--- ERREUR AVEC CORRECTION DE DERIVE DOSCILLATEUR

Fig.9 Compensation de la derive d'oscillateur
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TALON DE PRECISION (ECHANGE RTT)

T.O.A. INTERROGATION ( V/10 + 24 ) _6ns

T O.A. REPONSE (10 + 24 ) 34ns

TOTAL 45fns

INFLUENCE HORLOGE (PERIODE DE 100 SEC)

PILOTE A 10-8 10-7

DERIVE COMPENSEE A 1% IOns lOOns

DERIVE COMPENSEE A 10% lOOns lOOOns

Fig. 10 Precision globale sur TOA
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SWIMARY

After a short review of the SINTAC program, the information processing when the
terminal is used in 'he navigation mode is described :
The receiver of the SINTAC terminal provides a aerie of distance information.
It is shown that the major hardware errors are re~sted with the terminal master
oscillator and the interval between synchronization.
The navigation processor includes a KALMANN filter which smooLhes these data
and reduces them using the craft bearing and *he air data.
Using the hardware limitation and the KALMANN algorithm, the results of the
simulation program arn given. The navigation errors are in accordance with the
forecast. They are within 20 meters when the distance measurements occur with
an average of 1 second. Such period being representative of the medium traffic.1 The goal was to show the performance achie able with the minimal system always
available aboard on aircraft. When INS is added, these results could only be
better and the requirement for active synchronization deczeased.

1. INTRODUCTION

The SINTAC progrsm is currently in the exploratory phast* of 3J1DS - interoperable SINTAC-2 which consist
of 3 phases :

The first study phpse is currently at its final stage. Its purpose was essentially to modify the
traismission format tc obtain SiNTAC/JTIDS interoperabilitv and to develop a brass-board of the transceiver.
This bra.,s-board is ",e test bench tiscd to verify performances under various jamaing and multipath conditions.
"The seconn purpose of the brass-board was to test the softvire associated to various functions (figure 1).

The second phase provides for the development of several vdvanced development models of SINUAC
teninal to be used for flight experiments. This will provide: for the verification of :

- operational performances of the software and hardwr.re in the communication, relative navigation and
identification Functions,

- SINTAC/)fiD3 interoperability.

.- '-^..rrently. a few technological developme-its are carried out on the major points which were evidenced
during Ia e I

The third phase will begin in 39137 and cover indusLrial manufacture of the product, leading to series
equipment deliveries in 1987. It is currently planned to develop sev~ral terminal classes using, whenever
pissible, common modules, the software and physical aspects being adapted to each specific requirnmant.

This program could te modified according to the SINTAC-3 concept development currently itnder review.

2. GEPeRAL

In the SINTAC system, navic-tion is based on the measurement of distances between the various terminals
of a group nf users. This process has s.',eral major features as regards locali~ation accuracy
ie- the dintaros are not measured G rectly. Each user determines the distances from the measurement of the

L Ime of ai. ival (TOA) of an identifiable evert generateo o> another terminal whose position is known.

- distance measurement is not iontinuous. Measurements are performedwith a variable periodicity, up to
A: 10/12 seconds.

- between 2 measurer-ents, the user works on nn estimate basis with a more or less complex algorithm
according to the carrie: velocity and to the available estimation facilities.

- references seed fo- localizctAon purposes can be fixed or mobile (e.g. relative navigation). The
identifiable event c-i .:a-ry -wo typtus of insccuracies : transmission time, transmitter position or both.

finally, the physicbl enviroe'ent " not ideal and, like in any other radio-electric system, natural
or mrn-made reflectors generate Iie,!•patIh esulting in error signals.



Thus there are many facLors influencing localization accuracy. To simplify the following dis~ussion,
these factors have been divided in two groups

- factors influencing the accuracy of the time arrival of the measurement. These are more particularly
related to the equipment performances and include the effects of the environment.

- factors related to the methods applied to use the information. These include the effect of the user
terminal software and of the management procedure of the cormunity of users.

]• .• T1ME. MEASUREMENT

T%-e time measurement inaccuracies are the result of two factors i
3..-F'qnal format in space :i.e. the information supplied by the transmitting terminal which may be altered5 d•uring pr,-)agstion by the effect of multipaths.

the equipment used to detect the T.O.A. of the previous signal and the operatio mode of this equipment.

3{ .1. Signal format

Two specific SINTAC messages are used for navigation purposes
- the "P" or position message transmitted systematically by tne participants and the "RTTT" message which

is a question/answer exchange between two participants.

in both cases, the preamble is usci for a first (coarse) measurement of the T.O.A. This measured value
is further refined by the subseauent synchronization pulses which 3urply the T.O.A. In the experimental equip-
ment of phase 1, the message header and text are not used to measure the T.O.A. These are used indirectly as
the two suc-messageb contain information useful for the subsequent processing nf rne T.O.A. :

. transmitter position and qua)ity indexes of the clocks and if navi-jatioui in the case of "P" messages.
* time of arrivaW of the interrogation message in the case of the "RTT" answer

All the comrponents of the SINTAC message (preamble, synehro.iization, header, text) consist of a series
of pulses whose significant characteristics - as regards the determination of the T.O.A. - are their number
"and shone.

The p:eamble consists of 16 or 32 pulses transmitted ever 8 different frequencies. Synchronizatior
consists of 4 or 8 pulses transmitted over 4 or 8 different frequencies.

The fact that these pulses are generated with frequency hops is of little influence on the intrinsic
accuracy of the T.O.A. measurement. On the other hand, this charncteristic is of importance au regards
resistance to multipaths.

Each p Ise of a normal duration of 6,4 as has its spectru' spread by a 5 MHz HSK modulation. The code
us•id for tha spreading sequence does not affect accuracy. for the section of the message we tre concerned
with, the code depends only of the result generated by an encryption box.

This random code is known by the participants 4iu may perform a correlation between the transmitted
sequence and the expected sequence. The result of this correlation is a thin pulse (approx. 300 ns at 3 dB),
with secondary lobes on either side. This shape determines largely the potential accuracy of the T.O.A.

its provides for an accuracy which i3 approximately equal to one tenth of the lohe, i.e. 30 n sec.
This number corresponds to the expected results.

3.2. Equipment used

Figure 2 is the functional diagram of the terminal. The system consists of a transmit/receive chain whoseoperations are driven by a sequencing logic and whose data are processed by a conputer.

- Transmitter

The transmitter consists of a modulator followed by a frequency transposition chain and a power amplifier.
The modulator performs the C.C.S.K. encoding of the symboln to be transmitted, the encryption of the

binary series obtained with a random sequence provided oy the encryption ,ox, snd the MSK modulaeion of a
carrier.

All the above are wide-band circuits and transit time drifts are considered as non significant in the
following part of this docunment.

- Reception circuits

The reception sub-system consistR of the receivers required to detect the preamble and to demcdulte
the message text.

The tcceivers are selective and their selectivity causes part of the inaccuracy of the time measurement.

- Frequency synthesizer

The timing logic gives to the frequery synthesizer the frequhencies of each symbol and generates the
local oscillator3 required to perform frequency transpositions.

The synthesizer causes no error in the distance measurement process.

- Clock

The clork is driven by a high stability oscillator ; the clock supplies an absulute local time which
must be periodically readjusted by a synchronization process with the SINTAC participants ; later, we wil
show that this is the major cause of errors.
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- Synchrorization and de.odulation circuit

This device performs the following :
* deection of the preamble of the message to be received by a correlation of the nignals from the

receivers tuned to the prearble frequencies. This detection-process provides the relative time wit' an accuracy
of Loughty 100 ns.

improvement of the knowledge of th; relative tine by the fine synchronization and T.O.A. read uircuits.
f. information extraction, error detection and correction.

Thi" circuit is significant in the measurement of distances.
Sequencing and data prceessing.

The message processing system receives the message to be coded from the computer or the coded message
from the receiver

The unit performs rnutine operations
- encoding, decoding, interleaving, storage,etc..,
The encryption box generates the pseudo-raniom sequences required to select frequencies, codes and,

generally, all the rindom factors uqed in the transmission form-t.

The sequencing Ionic receives frrn tlc computer a series of orders defining the terminal function and
controls the activation of all the irevious oub-assemblies.

All the above devices have no iniluence on distance accuracy.

- Computer system

The compu.ee system perfocms the following tasks
a) - management of exchanges with external devices
b) - management of function procedures

* entry to network,
* synchronization,
* localization,
* identification,
. communications ...

c) -terminal operation checking.

Thus, 'he computer performs all processing actions on the "coarse distance" information from the demodula-
tion circuit. Thus, the computer has a direct influence on the localization accuracy.

3.1, Detection method used

In every c~e, the equipment determinep the event arrivwi (T..A.) with respect to the beginning of the
time-slot.

hassage preamble Ct•ection is performed by a circuit including programmable ccrrelators and delay lines.
The sum of the corre±. 9-ed signals provides for the detection of the presence of a preamble indicating

a message, and the initializa.Aon of the fine synchronization process.
"The SINTAC receiver uses digi'al correlatort; and sampling is done at the rate of 200 ns. During preamble

detection, the sampling clock phase is undetermined with respect to the transmitting terminal phase (figure 3).

Compared with respect to the signal supplied by an analogic correlation, the digitized signal has a 200 ns
quantrn introducing the same uncertainty over the preamble detection time provided of the thresholo device.

The function of the fine synchronization device -s to set the sampling clock phase over the center of the
correlator output signal. In the phase i equipment, there are four pulses in the synchronization sub-message.
For each pL!je, the phase error is evaluated by a two channel zorrelator, by means of an 'dvance:lag process
with b T/2 phase difference :when the phase setting is correct, the amplitude of swnpui at + T/2 and - T/2
are identical. If the amplitudes are not equal, their ratio is used to determine the sign and magnitude of
the phase correction to be performed.

Figure 4 shows the synoptic diagram of the fine synchronization device.

f The two channel correlator is sampled at the frequency of a 5 MHz clock whose phase can be varied by the
presetting of tne D divider. The presetting is supplied by the content of an accumulator representing the phase
coirection. This correlation is a function of the difference read during the lact sampling operation between
the correlatec _iignal and the clock phase. The correlator supplies the amplitudes of the samples at t T/2 and
the correction logic determines the phase variation to be applied as a function of these amplitudes and of
the correction algorithm selected.

The begining of the time-slot initializes the counter C which is driven by a fast clock (80 MHz) and
which defines the time passed with a 12,5 ns quantum.

The counter is stopped by the acquisition of the preamble and indicates the time of arrival in the time-
slot with an uncertainly of about 200 na.

Simultaneously, the arrival of the preamble resets the accumulator, the divisor (D) and the timing logic.

After the sampling of eoch synchronization pulse, the accumulator content is changed.

After th. pulse train, the content (N) of the counter and the content (&N) of the accumulator represent
the corrected value of the message T.O.A. For the phase 2 advanced Todels, an improvement is considered to
allow this device to track synchronization on the header pulse.

3.4. Accuracy of the T.O.A. measurement

Accuracy of T.O.A. is influer.ced by the following factors illustrated on figure 5 t
- filtering unit : causing a time - delay accorling to environment conditions.
- amplification chain : the transit time of the associated limiter depend on the signal level.
The preamble detertion device consists of delay lines and of a thereshold detector.
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The lag being incerted- numerically, its-long term stability depends only- on the clock stability.
- ! The threshcld detector introduces a quantization and a noise depending on the S/N ratio, i.e. on the

signal level. We will see that errors introduces during detection are lowered by the fine synchronization.

- The accuracy of- the synchronizotion device depends on the following : number of synchronization pulses
available, processing algorithm used, inaccurary on the time of beginning of the T.O.A., clock signal drift.
This unit also introduces a quantization resulting from the digitization of the process and a noise which,
as in the case of acquisition, depends on the signal level.

3.4.1. Effect of filterin

This effect increases when the bandwidth of the filter decreases.
Consequently, the attention is drawn on intermediate frequency filters and on the video frequency filter.

The I.F. filtering consists of a 3 MHz Bessel type bandpass filter introducing a time delay of about
15i ns.

Thus, a 5% variation of the banao,aoh -aused by long term drifts (environment, aging) restilts in about
± u ns variation of the transit time.

The centering of the filter with :espect to its nominal frequency ie not significant on the transit time
drift.I drfAfter being detected, the video signal is filtered by a 5 MHz low-pass filter causing a 60 ns delay.

A 5% variation of the cut-off frequency also introduces a 3 ns drift.

The overall effect of filtering is thus represented by a possible drift of t 10 ns. However, we must
mention the effect of the IFF rejection filter which will add an additional effect (remaining low due to the
frequency hop) on the adjacent frequencies.

3.4.2. Effect of limitation

Figure 6 illustrates the results of the measurements carried out on the limiter amplifier of thb SINTAC
brass-board. The phase drift is about 200, which corresponds to P variation of the transit time smaller than
a nanosecond.

3.4.3. Effect of the delay line

The duration of the preamble is 416 uts. The delay between the first and last pulses results from a shift
register driven by the terminal clock.

Even with a minimum stability of 10-6, the drift on the added lag remains negliqible.

In addition, the numerical device being synchrnnous, there is no accumulation of propagation time drifts
in the logical circuits used.
3.4.4. EFfect of the threshold detector

The "coarse" time of the arrival of the preamble (before the correction by the fine synchronization) is
influenced by the S/N ratio value at the time of information digitization. Thus, for the proper operation of
the subsequent interpolation performed by the synchronization unit, the noise must remain small with respect to
che 200 ns quantization. Otherwise, we could have on step/increment error on the time of arrival.

At its range limit, the receiver operates with .. 12 dB E/No ratio.

For a threshold at mid-amplitude, the jitter of the pessage time of an individual pulse will reach 40 ns
at Ic , assuming a 200 ns instantaneous rise time.

The noise if the 16 or 32 preamble pulses being decorrelated, the jitter on the T.O.A. preamble is decrea-
sed in a 4 to 6 ratio, thus meeting the above requirement.

3.4•.5. 2Snchronization unit

- Effect of noise and aloqorithm

-he noise results from the trans.ission features which determine the E/N ratio, and of the quantization
for the diqitol correlation.

In th' phýase 1 experimental equipment, quantization is done with 3 bits and corresponds to a jitter with
a magnitude similar to the one caused by E/N at the limit of the range.

0
The algorithms used applies a partial correction after each processed pulse.

Figure 7 illustrates the evolution of the error measured with the curient device with respect to the
S_ rank of the pulse received.

The figure shows that for a systematic offset of 100 ns, the four synchronization pulses leave a signifi-
-cant error. Note also that quantization is ccmparable to thermal noise and that together these cause an
error of about 20 ns at I a. In practice, when the initial acquisition error fluctuates, the algorithm lowers
the dispersion to about ± 20 ns apprax'mately after the 4th pulse, i.e. corresponding to a value of about
10 ns at 1 a. These errors are summarizes on figure B.

- Effect of the clock

The clock consists of an oscillator driving a ch3in of cascaded counters. The elapued time counted compri-
sea an error which depends on the uncertainly on the long term behaviour of the oscillator ; this parameter
usually includes the tolerance of the nominal frequency, the effect of aging and the impact of the thermal
-nvironment.

For example, in the case of an oscillator with a 10- accuracy for a period of several months, i.e. a
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good performance for on board equipment, v'e see that the error affecting the-meas',reinent of time is ICO na
for each second elapsed since the time reference. There are three possibilities to der-ease this error

- increase the accuracy of the oscillator,
- reset more frequently the time counting chain,
- cvaluate and account the short term drift of the oscillator.

!he first action only switches the problem to the component at the price of an increase of volume and
cost and also to the verification instruments.

The combinaison of the two othur possibilities ir much more efficient when accouniting for the capabili-
ties of the equipment used with the oscillator (see figure 9).

L Resetting of the time ccunting chain is performed when the i.iformation from the beat syr.hronized poati--
cipants provide for the computation. of the synchronization erior.

This can be carried out by an RTT exchange or with several P messages from the participants, knowing their
position with an accuracy compatible 4ith their synchronization error.

Durinc an RTT exchange, the participant measures the message time of arrival and retransmits this indica-
tion in its reply transmitted at a known time. Thus, the interrogatoe has a set of equations whose solution
gives the time offset.

The RTT exchange, being generally limited to a periodicity of 100 secs, time resetting 'It Alf is inisuf-
ficient. The velocity of the oscillator short term drift must be taken into account.

This drift calculation can be effected after 2 RTT exchanges and opdaLed at each successive exchange. The
coirection giviwg the drift velocity can be used until the following exchange. It is thus possible to improve
the knowledge of the time by one or two orders of magnitude, according to the complexity of the algorithm used.

The resulting diotance accuracy is summerized on the table of fig,qre 10.

Thus, it appears that the clnck is must significant factor and that its quality will be determined by the
accuracy required for the T.O.A. and by the possible constraints of radio silence.

It must be noted that the frequency of the oscillator driving the clock causes a quantization on the
measurement of time. With an 80 MHz counting, the above factor becomes negligible.

3.5. Effect of muLtipaths

In a fixed frequency link and taking into account
- message duration,
- receiver motion velocity

the phases of the multipaths affecting each of the puls3s of a message are correlated and this results in an
interference. On the contrary hand, the frequency hop decorrelates these phases and that is favorable as it
provides for Ln average of the instantaneous errors caused by the multipath.

TI-, multipath interferes when it becomes imposasble to discriminate between the direcL path and the

reflected wave.

Time is the best factor to use to perform this discrimination, the direct path signal being always ahead
of t:ie reflected signal.

This discrimination remains possible as long as the two correlation peaks are separated by 300 ns at
- least. Under chess phase circumstances, the only effect of the interfering path is a decrease of the pimary

signal amplitude, with no effect cn the measured T.O.A.

When the path difference reduces the separation to less than 300 ns, the two correlation peaks can no
longar be discrimated. The center of gravity of the composite signal being different frwm the direct signal
center of gravity, an error condition occurs.

As a first approximation for a reflected path with a At delay and a p level, the displacement is of the
following form

E At x P
1+~

The resulting error is shown un figure 11 as a function of the level of the reflected signal. It must
be noted that for a -10 dB level representing a usual value, the error on the TOA is 50 na.

4. INFLUENCE OF NAVIGATION ALGORITHMS

The arrival times of messages extracted from the synchronization circjits supply instantaneous distances
oetween moving terminals.

The localization of a terminal is an absolute or relative reference requires distance processing taking
into accouht

- transmitter positions,
- time elapsed since message reception,
- uncertainty an terminal movements.

The accuracy of localization will increase if all the information supplied by the other navigation
facilities are taken into consideration - Carrier equipment is variable but there are always minimum navigation
facilities which must be used in the best possible way, in order to improve localization performance characte-
ristics at the lowest possible cost.

In addition to SINTAC i,,formation, the processing algorithm used te"es into account
- air data aircraft course,
- distances travelled and course for vehicles and ships.

The results shown concern the aircraft program.
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4.1. Principle of localization with filtering

This principle is illustrated on figure 12 Vor the sake of simplicity, navigation is only considered on
a single plane.

The terminal is initially aware of its position with a given uncertainty. As it moves, the terminal would
suffer from an increasing position uncertainty if it could only use autonomous navigation facilities.

On the other hand, each external distance information supplied by the SINTAC equipment results in a lesser
uncertainty as regards ite position in the transmitter indication.

The participants being in any position, the differnt successive indications and the uncertainty polygon' i3 progressively reduced until it Le limited by the accuracy of the mort accurate localization facility

available.

The process initialization requirvE, the intrL.uction of the terminal position ; tnis is generally possible
at tho start of the mission. Otherwize, the conventional localization method used consists in estimating the
carrier motion in order to report the position of beacons successively detected.

A first localization is obtained by -ntersecting the incications of the third beacon with those obtained
by the position report of the two first beacons.

4.2. Data for processing

The data available comprize those fro:. the SINTAC conmunity and the air data.

The SINTAC community provides two types of data t
- P messages and RTT messages.

The P messages are position messages transmitted by each participant at ýne rate of one message per second
for the aircraft or one message every two seconds for the ground stations. Each terminal selects radomly one
time-slot among the twenty allocated each second to transmit these messages.

In a given time-slot, a listening terminal will receive the transmission of the closest terminal.

In addition to distance measurement, c P message provides the transmitter position and estimated accura-
cy of the position and synchronization.

The two indications allow the receiving terminal to take into account (or not take into account) the
distance information, considering its own uncertainties.

The RTT message 3n an exchange with a participant whose location is better than the requestor's. The
RTT exchange is triggered by the localization algorithm according to requirements and at a rate lower than
100 seconds. the exchange provides the synchronization error between the two participants.

The other data roa sidered are the course and the air data including
- barometric altitude,
- drift,
- diir velocity,
- vertical velocity.

For modelization purposes, each of the above has been simulated to appear with the appropriate rate,
nominal value and errors.

The ground environment must also be modelized. the shape of the earth is shorn as an ellipsoid 2nd wind
effects are taken into account by a model with wind bursts.

Localization can be effected :I
- absolutely, in the earth coordinates referen•tial,
- relatively, with respect to a terminal designated as primary local reference.

In this case, the coordonate grid is centered on the terminal and its orientation efected with another
terminal designed as secondary reference because wp have decided that the inertia device would be considered.

4.3. Data processing

The algoritho used is the KALMANN filtering algorithm. System status is represented by an 11 - dimension
vectoin as follows z

- absolute position : longitude, latitude, altitude
- relative position ; relative coordinates, East and North,
- north alignement error of the relative grid,
- displacement velocity : vertical, north and east velocit.es,
* synchronization error : setting error and drift velocity,
- wind effect : north velocity and east velocity

Observations providing for the fine adjustement of system status are the 8 following measurements
- the T.S.A. which can be used either in the absolute or in the relative ref3rence systew

altitude,
- course and drift,

-velocities :own and vertical,
- synchronization error,
- synchronization drift.

4.4. Results

The results are illustrated on figures 13, V., and 15. Figure 13 illustrates the evolution of the synchro-
nization er:or, figure 14 shows the evolution of the position eror crd the evolution of the velocity error is
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shown on fioure 15.

Thie operational environment of this case consists of 3 ground stations and 3 stations in circular
1flight ; the terminal whose parameters are considered moves alcng strenght line, at constant velocity.

It must be noticed that after two RTT exchanges,time synchronism is obtained with an adequate accuracy.

The first P message has no influence on the position error curve as the parameter shown is the half
large axis ot the position ellipsis : with the first P message, the uncertainty circle becomes ma ellipsis.t A decrease of the error only occurs with the second P message.

It will also bg noted (see figure 14 ) that some P messages have very little influence. Those messages
are from an origin .hich is orthogonal with respect to the large axis of the ellipsis ; it can also be seen,
when comparing figure 14 with figure 15, that the drift of the position error is a function of the speed
uncertainty.

4.3. Algorithm related problems

The associated software is programmed in 32 bits simple precision, taking into account the facilities
which will be used on the final equipment. This result- in 7 significant digits, which is low considering theIynamic features of the values to be processed : eartt. radius compared with localization accuracy.

Thus, the equations have been written in a format compatible with this precision, to avoid masking the
useful information by the computation noise.

Some processing problems arise when the accuracy of a new information iý- significaiitly better that the
one contained in the filter status. To avoid those problems whenever this situation exists, the accuracy of
the information is increasec ay steps. This process results in a two-to-three-fold increase in the voldme of
coimputations but this only occurs after an initialization procedure or after recovering contact.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained with the simulatio- process are in accordance with the forecast. The results confirm:
- on one hand, that the improveme-t of performances is linked to zhe synchroniLation which provides the

1: _synchronization bias error and, thus, to the position error.

On the other hand, the use of the dead reckoning process is basic for the accuracy of localization in the
system. The minimum data are the course and the air data. The inertia system can only improve the results
and particularly to increase the autonomy of tl, system.

AA
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Fig. 12 Navigation algorithm
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MNAVSTAR GPS PROCRAPMME RflVIEW

Wing Commander Hugh Coriat (RAF)
Headquarters Space Division (AFSC)

PO Box 92960, Worldway Postal Center
Los Angeles, California 90009

4 USA

SUMMARY

This paper traces the origins of the Navstar Global Positioning System. It reviews
briefly the activities and results of the first formaL phase of the programme which set
out *:o validate the GPS concept. It discusses the current activities which are focused
on the full scale engineering development of the system. Finally, it looks ahead to the
last phase of the programme: the system's operational deployment.

INTRODUCTION

Since the early 1960s, both the US Air Force and the US Navy ?ursued an extensive
technology programme independently, to demonstrate the feasibility of developing a defence
navigation satellite system capable of meeting the needs of a broad spectrum of users.
The concept of a universal positioning and navigation system resulted from these combined
technical efforts, which - in 1973 - led to the birth of a new programme designated the
Navstar Global Positioning System (GPS).

Under the authority of the Department of Defence (DOD), the executive agency for the
programme was vested in the US Air Force., It was given a charter to develop a system
which would provide all authorised users anywhere on or near the surface of the earth,
continuous and precise three-dimensional position, velocity and time. The GPS Joint Pro-
gramme Office (JPO) at the US Air Porce Systems Command's Space Division - in Los Angeles,
California - was given this task.

Following very encouraging early test results, nine NATO nations signed a Memorandum
of Understanding with the United States in 1978, to assist in the developmentof GPS. The JPO
is, therefore, unusually joint in its nature, since it involves participation by the US
Air Force, the US Navy, the US Army, the US Marine Corps, the Defense flapping Agency, NATO
and the US Department of Transportation which represents the interests of the Coast Guard
and the civil navigator. The inclusion of a NATO Team so early in the technical develop-
ment of a major prvject, represents a new and unique venture by the United States,

GPS CONCEPT

The GPS satellite constellation will be deployed so as to provide worldwide coverage
that ensures any suitably equipped user access to at least four satellites at anyt.me
(Figure 1). Navstar satellites transmit navigation signals at two L-band carri6rfrequen-
cies of 1575.42 MHz (LI) and 1227.6 MHz (L2). Ll is modulated by a Clear/Acquisitioa
signal and a Precision signal, whereas L2 is modulated by a Clear/Acquisition signal or a
Prenision signal. In addition, these signals also contain satellite health data, con-
"•tellation almanac, satellite ephemeris and clock corrections. (,omparison of the delay
between the two frequencies allows for the compensation of ionospheric propagation errors.
Eventually, it is planned to deploy satellites which will have clear acquisition &nd pre-
cise signals on both frequencies.

USEP SEGMENT

USER EO RECEIVES SIGNALS t

FROM SATELLITES

COMPUTES POSITION VELOCITY & TIME

USE 4 SATELLITES FOR 3.0

COMMON GRID FOR ALL USERS

FIGURE I
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A Control Segment tracks satellites as they come into view, to enable it to predict
satellite orbital positions, to provide satellite performance evaluation, and to calcu-
late and update the navigation data being transmitted by the satellites. It performs
this by completing three basic tasks (Figure 2). The satellite tracking is achieved by
the mnitor stations. A number of these passive unmanned facilities will be spread geo-
graphically around the world. The satellite ephemerides are then determined, and their
future orbits and clock corrections predicted by the Master Control Station using the
information provided by the monitor stations. Finally, the generated information used
to predict the satellite's orbit is transmitted to the satellites by upload stations.

CONTROL SEGMENT

0 FIGU CREAEW 2UL

By using navigation signals from four selected satellites, a user's receiver can
measure four independent pseudo-ranges and pseudo-range rates to the satellites. The
user's receiver processor is then able to convert these measurements to three-dimensional
position, velocity and time (Figure 3). Positions are calculated in the 1972 World Geo-

detic System (WGS 72), giving latitude, longitude and height relative to a fixed, earth
centered uniform sphere or geoid. These coordinates car be converted by the receiver
processor to any other coordinate system such as European Datum or Ordnance Survey ofGreat Britain. GPS-derived position and velocity info-mation can be integrated directly

into any weapon system or navigation computer.

GPS SYbTEM CONCEPT

"- t SAtELLITES PROVIDE
/ R SIGNAL.

GROUINDSEGMENT PROVIDES
* ** /SATELLITE EPHEMERIS"AND CLOCK SYNCH

•. ~/
S/ *<o PRECIS o NvIGATIO

# • • -• / CONTINUOUS GLOBAL

COVERAGE

- WORLDWIDE CO•MON GRIC

. PASSIVE All WEATHER
USER EOUIPMENT COMPUTES OPERATION
POSITION VELOCITY& TIME

*HIGH JAM RESISTANCE

• SELECTIVE AVAILABILITY

FIGURE 3

GPS CONCEPT VALIDATION (PHASE I)

The Phase I Navstar GPS constellation consisted of four satellites, optimized for
coverage over the Yuma Proving Grounds in Arizona and San Clemente Island in California
for approximately three hours each day. Satellites were launched from Vandenberg Air
Force Base in California, by an Atlas booster equipped with an upper stage vehicle.
The stage vehicles provided the propulsive force to boost the space vehicles tc transfer
orbit altitudes after Atlas burn-out.
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The Phase I Control Segment consisted of a Master Control Stati~on and an upload
station, both located at Vandenberg Air Force Base, and four monitor stations located
in Alaska, Hawaii, Guam and Vandenberg. The Air Force Satellite Control Facility at
Sunnyvale, California supported all satellite operations requiring telemetry, tracking,
and command (TT&C). The Naval Surface Weapons Center at Dahlgren, Virginia provided
ephemeris analysis and predictions, when required.

To validate the GPS concept, four types of user equipments were developed. These
included a high accuracy, high dynamic, four channel set; a high accuracy, medium dynam-
ic, sequential set; a medium accuracy, low cost set; and a manpack (Figure 4). During
Phase I, a total of 44 user equi~ments were developed by three manufecturers. In addi-
tion to being evaluated on a man s back, user sets were also assessr.d in a wide variety
of host vehicles which included C-141 transport aircraft, P-3 maritime aircraft, UH13-
helicopter, F-4 fighter aircraft, amphibious landing craft, fast Ifrigate, truck, jeep,
van and armored personnel carrier.

FIGURE 4

Approximately four years and $365M after the first Defense Syste~as Acquisition
Review Council (DSARC) authorised the implementatii:n of Phase I of the programme, the
GPS concept was validated beyond doubt. Some 650 missions were completed in a variety
of host vehicles using GPS ground transmitters - the inverted range - deployed at Yuma
Proving Grounds, and orbiting GPS satellites when these became available. Twenty-~three
major test objectives were pursued to validate the GPS concept and design, to demon-
strate its military value and to define system cost (Figure 5). Comprehensive details
of Phase I results are the subject of a separate~ paper (31st AGARD Symposium, Paper
Number 31, Navstar GPS Field Test Results). Consequently, only a brief outline is
given here for the sake of completenessý

GPS MAJOR TEST OBJECTIVES GPS MAJOR TEST OBJECTIVES (CONT'D)
CONICEPT VALIDATION4

USABL SINLLVELS DEM~ONSTRATE WULIARYVALUE
COMMON GRID(GROUND SEA AIR,

SOFOSMON VEIOCV"ANOTIME

TIME SyCHRONOUS(SATELLITES CONTROL. UfSEI PROPELLAWOO0 AYIOtI

A~CCURACY DEGRADATION SIJE TO ALTITUCE. VELOCITY ANS DYAMICS MANPACK PENFORAANCE

DESIONVALIDAMN
JAMMING

SIGALTRUCTURE ANDMODULATION LAkOIWO APPROACI

ACOUI$I1A"LVCOIRSIT$O RNDtEZVOUS

COMPENSATION FOP ATMOSPHERIC PROPAGATION DELAY NA; OF ANRt.

INUITIPAT11 STATIC OMITIOIN

USFMIOTJIPMNtK ANIMIIOR!SIIAIICE R$FUm `GT
PREC IS" WEAPONI,(VELYE

SIGNALAVAII.AW fVOUNAUTHONOIOLISEA INITIAL tSTIMATESOF R AIELITYRMR1 AWAISAAITY

SYSTEM VIA MIEIU SIRCT 'I AIIYTICALT

PRECSE SI EILME PHEMRIS EFINESYISTEM COST
PIIEISE IA' ILIT TIEIEMI DESIGNI 10COST GOALS

INITIAL OFEE-CYCLE'COST ESTIMAT ES

FICURE 5-1 FIGURE 5-2
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Navigation results obtained with high accu~acy receivers suggested that the eventual
performance of the next generation of user equipments and operational systems might have
"the potential to exceed expectations (Figure 6). An overall error of less than 10 meters
(33 feet) (three-dimensional 50%) and 20 meters (66 feet) (907.) was obtained using all types
of GPS sets on a wide variety of host vehi.les. System error sources such as satellite
ephen.eris, satellite clock, multipath, receiver noise, and atmospheric delays were eval-I uated and found to be within budgetary allocations (Figure 7).

NAVSTAR GPS NAVIGATION PERFORMANCES~ERROR BUDGET ALLOCATION
(3-0 POSITION ERROR)
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POSITION ERROR ft FIGURE 6 POITION EPOOR(M FIGURE 7

A number of operational system applications were demonstrated both within the objec-
tive environment of the Proving Grounds at Yuma, and in more subjective mission scenarics
off range. Precision level and toss bom!ing by the F-4 using a high dynamic GPS set
fully integrated with an inertial system, gave dramatic improvements in accuracy over
conventional methods. Rendez-vous results between the C-141 and the F-4, the helicopter
and the manpack, and between the P-3 and a landing craft, each 3teered by Navstar, dis-
played clearly its potential for enhancing any inter-Service or international operation.
Low level navigation accuracies demonstrated during UH-I helicopter flights and F-4 bomb-
ing approaches hinted at the system's potentisl to significantly improve a low flying
aircraft's ability to acquire targets. or even to release weapons blind. Potential EPS
applizations are almost boundless; and only a few were briefly demonstrated during *.:.3e
I. These included long cross-country flights, harbour navigation in unprogratmed thick
fog, photo-mapping, and static gecdetic surveying.

Although a comprehensive assessment of the t•-reat and vulnerability of GPS is beyond
the scope of this paper, it is nonetheless a vital part of any concept validation, and
the JPO addressed this area fully during Phase I. A few general comments can be made
here to highlight techniques which might be available to secure system immunity from
enemy countermeasures. In general, space vehicle designs will aim to increase satellite
immunity, and to reduce the attacker effectiveness. Techniques available to achieve this
might include nuclear and laser hardening of components; the selection of high orbits and
carefully chosen orbital spacings to reduce kill probabilities; the selection of a resi-
lient constellation to secure graceful system degradation; and a well-planned replenish-
ment strategy to minimise the effect of losses. The dominant factor in this evaluation,
however, is likely to be cost - as much for the attacker as the defender - for it will
govern what each is able to do.

The Control Segment will probably be subjected to more familiar threats such as
direct attack, sabotage and jamming.- Hardening, redundancy of systems and encrypted
spread spectrum telemetry and command links will provide valuable counters. However,
probably the most effective countermeasure within this segment is likely to be the
reduction of the frequency of satellite uploads, so that the system's capability is
not heavily dependent on the survivability of the Control Segment. Figure 8 shows that
the predicted accuracies of satellite operational clocks and ephemeride predictions
should secure a graceful system degradation, such that 60 meters total system accuracy
will be available some seven days after last upload.
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User Segment immunity can be secured through affordable electromagnetic pulse
shielding, limited nuclear hardening, and spread spectrum techniques, I-ut especially
through the use of Lsaptive antennas and Inertial Measurement Unit aiding. There can
be little doubt that CPS - along with any other navigation aid available - will either
be exploited or hindered by the enemy. If it is exploited, we can limit its value to
an enemy by the use of techniques which provide full system accuracy only to authorised
users. If it is hindered, we can rtnimise the impact of mixing GPS with self-contained
navigation aids. This, tied to the use of some or all of the counters described above,
will still pro,,ride rny user with significant improvement in capability, whatever the
theatre.

Following the completion of Phase I, the JPO presented its findings to DSARC
II. It recommended the development of a 24 satellite constellation deployed in three
10,900 nautical mile (20,200 Km) high circular orbits, 1200 apart and inclined at 550
to the equator, with each satellite having a 12-hour period. The system was to provide
an accuracy of 10 meters (33 feet)(SEP). The user equipment was to be developed com-
petitively by two contractors, and two grotmd control stations were to be developed to
secure system redundancy. I

Based on the irrefutable evidence gathered during Phase I, and on an evaluation of
the GPS potential in light of other defenc.e priorities, the DSARC approved the programme
transition from Concept Validation to Full Scale Engineering Development, With this
approval, however, the Secretary of Defense issued a challenge to reduce projected
overall system costs to make it more affordable, It was recognised that the estimated
cost for developmenu: acquisition and operation of the system constituted a majornational
commitment. It was also recognised, hoiever, that a significant part of this investment
could be offset by judicious phase-out or reduced use by the DOD of other less capable
systems and equipments. Furthermore, it was recognised that the improved capabilities
that Navstar could provide to nearly every facet of military applications, would far
exceed the basic system cost in terms of increased military effectiveness. It was with-
in this framework that the Full Scale Engineering Development of GPS began.

GPS FULL SCALE ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT - PHASE II

clearFollowing a series of evaluations by the DOD, the Services, and the JPO, it became

clear that a completely restructured GPS programme would have to be developed to meet the
.* majority of the user's requirements, and remain within available funds. This restructured

programme has now been defined, and is currently being implemented.

Within the Space Segment of the GPS system, significant economies were achieved by
reducing the constellatilon from 24 space vehicles to 18. Studies had indicated that an
18 satellite constellation would still provide a very significant military capability,
although as a result of poor satellite geometry, some deterioration of three-dimensional
navigation accuracy would occur in certain predictable and limited geographic areas.
This limitation creates so-called 'holes' or 'outages' in navigation accuracy performance.
In mid-Northern latitudes, users will be affected over predictable short periods of time.
For user whose altitude is known, and therefore where a three-satellite solution is
achievalle, these 'holes' will not be seen at all. Following extensive studies to eval-
uate all iv silable options, an 18 satellite constellation with three space vehicles in
each of six planes separated in longitude by 600 was relected. The satellite's inclina-
tion of 550 co the equator, and its 12-hour periods were retained (Figure 9).
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The Navstar GPS 6 Plane 18 Satellite Configuration
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iIGURE 9

During Phase II, the GPS Control Segment at Vandeube'g and the four monitor stations
"will be maintained to support Lser Segment Development Test and Evaluation, and Initial
Operational Test and Evaluation. In parallel, the JPO is negotiating a three-part con-
tract to continue operation and maintenance of the Phase I Control Segment; to upgrade
the Phase I system; and to develop and implement the entire Phase II/lll system. The
JPO is evaluating a number of sites for the world-wide deployment of operational monitor
stations.

User equipment developments were not affected by the programme restructure. Two
contractors are currently in competition for the award of the GPS user equipment pro-
duction contracte. A total of 54 user equipment sets are being developed by each con-
tractor for thorough evaluation during Phase II. Approximately one year after the start
of the system's full scale engineering development, the user equipment's System Design
Reviews have been held. These covered a broad range of activities including set designs,
schedules, control and display unit operations, system integration, navigation software,
test planning and logistics. They will be followed by Preliminary Design Reviews in the
summer and autumn of this year, and by Critical Design Reviews during the second half of
1981.

In order to enhance design-to-life cycle-cost, maximum commonality will be sought
between user equipment for all host vehicles, and between GPS system elements. Basic
system elements are lik-ely to include two types of antennas, a Fixed Reception Pattern
Antenna and a Controlled Reception Pattern Antenna; an antenna electronics control unit;
one of three types of receiver processors according to the dynamics of the host vehicle;
one of two control and display units; a flexible modular interface unit; and a power con-
verter. A possible family of GPS user equipments resulting from Phase II designs is

* shown at Figures 10-11. These equipments will be designed to operate in some 30 different
types of US host vehicles, and will be tested during Full Scale Development in eight
vehicles.

GPS COMMON FAMILY DESIGN CONCEPT
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User equipment designs will incorporate a 'selective availability' feature which
will deny the full system accuracy to non-authorised users, and will at the sar.e time
prevent spoofing. Access to the ful?. system capability will require a 'key' which will
be input either through the system's control and display unit, or through the data loader.

When av.ilable in early 1982, these equipments will be subjected to thorough and
demanding tests. Development Test and Evaluation wi.Ll last about one year and will in-
clude qualification/acceptance tests, combined environmental tests, and field tests.
Initial Operational Test and Evaluation will follow. It will be performed over a period
of nine months in a variety of host vehicles including M60 tank, UH60 helicopter, A6
attack aircraft, F16A fighter aircraft, P3C maritime aircraft, B52D bomber aircraft,
CV64 aircraft carrier, and SSN submarine (Figure 12). Tests will be performed in an
operational environment by operational users, and will include an evalvttion of main-
tenance concepts. The Initial Operational Test and Evaluation programnte is in itself
a very ambitious venture, since it has to meet the differing, and often conflicting,I; needs of a very wide variety of users. A Joint Service Test Planning Group is respon-
sible for the implementation of this phase of the programme. Test sites are in theprocess of being selected, and will probably include locations in the Southwest Conti-
nental US, and in Europe.

i

FIGURE 12
NATO INVOLVEMENT IN GPS

The future potential of Navstar CPS was clearly recognised by the majority of NATO
natiuns. With this potential in mind, nine of the NATO nations signed a Memorandum of
Understanding with the United States on 28 April 1978, agreeing to form a 'NATO' multi-
national team to work within the US Navstar Joint Programme Office and assist in the
development of GPS. This team arrived on site towards the end of 1978. The aims of the
Memorandum are to allow the JPO to take account of NATO operational, technical and
logistic requirements and problems in the development cf the system, and of user equip-
ment in particular, and to allow the NATO Team at Space Division to gather information
for an assessment of the Navstar system from a NATO point of view, while contributing
their own skills and expertise to the project. Although NATO nations have not yet
committed themselves to the acquisition of Navstar CPS, they are following programme
evolution closely to define their future requirements. NATO Team activities are centered
on providing GPS information which will help the identification of these future national
requirements. Furthermore, much effort is being devoted to evaluate the teasibility of
developing a GPS user equipment standard amongst NATO nations, in order to further the
goals of interoperability and standardisation. These efforts, so early in the develop-
ment phase of the programme, are unique and offer real possibilities.

NAVSTAR AVAILABILITY

The availability of Navstar CPS to the civilian community is a subject which commands
a great deal of attention amougst potential users. The problem is complex and hinges pri-
marily - but not exclusively - on a conflict of interest between the need for some form of
denial ar degraded capability in order to preclude the full potential of Navstar being
used against the United States or its allies, and the full exploitation of system's ce'pa-
bilities, In its deliberations, the DOD has attempted to achieve an equitable balance
between national security and system utility. In establishing the level to which the
system accuracy should be degraded, the DOD studied the national security implications of
such a global capability. It worked closely with the Department of Transpor.ation, the
Federal Aviation Administration, the US Coast Guard, NASA, and other agencies of the
Federal Government. It concluded that Navstar should be made available for civil use at
"an accuracy level that was consistent with national requirements. As a result, it decided
that 'n accuracy of approximately 200 meters (656 feet)(SEP) would not seriously jeopar-
dise rnational security in mid-1980s.
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Several techniques, to implement this capability in the eperational system, have
been developed but not yet fully tested or evaluated. The operational procedures needed
to provide adequate control and security of these techniques in all levels of conflict
are currently being analyscd. The DOD did recognise that the outcome of their policies
might impact the future civil use of GPS. For thlis reason, it wished to en3ure that all
interested parties were kept informed -f progress. A 'IS Federal Radio Navigation Plan
currently being formulated by the DOD and DOT Jointly, is seen as a key stone of the
policy.

GPS OPERATIONAL DEPLOYMENT (PHASE III)

SFollowing a uccessful DSARC III, planned for the fall of 1983, the full production
Sa~d operational deployment of the GPS will begin. The operational GPS constellation will
be deployed in the Space Shuttle instead of the Atlas system. Insertion of the space
vehicles from Space Shuttle altitudes into final orbits 4-11 be achieved by Paylond Assist
Modules (Figure 13). The number of GPS satellites 4hich will be launched on a single

mission by the Shuttle will depend on its cargo configuration. Figure 14 shows a shared
configuration in which two GPS space vehicles are carried. Satellite lifetime is expected
to be seven and a half years with a six-year mean mission duration. The constellation
will be deployed so as to give a two-dimensional navigation capability by end of 198',
and a three-dimensional navigation capability of 16 meters (52 feet)(SEP) by end of 1987.

GPS LAUNCh SYSTEM PHASE III
NAVSTAR SPACECRAFT IN PAM.D CRADLE /ý-------

FIGURE 13 FIGURE it

The existing Control Centre at Vandenberg will become the Initial Operations Control
Centre capable of handling up to 18 space vehicles. This will eventually by superseded
by the Navstar Operations Centre at a location which has not yet been 4efined. Monitor
stations will be deployed so as to provide full tracking of the GPS constellation.

The Phase III user equipment contraztor will be selected from competing Phase II
contractors. A source selection will determine who is selected, and will be based on
an asscssment of Initial Operational Test and Evaluation results, technical performance,
life cycle cost, commitment to support cost control, production and management capa-
bilities, and manufacturer's previous experience.

A fcllow-on Phase III contractor - needed to-secure a second supply source - will
be selected from US or NATO contending manufacturers. The criteria for selection has
not yet been defined; but having been selected, the follow-on manufacturer will be
qualified by the winner of the Phase II competition, and will eventually produce user
equipments to the winner's design. The timing of all activities described in this paper
is shown at Figure 15.

In the seven short years of its existence, GPS has commanded serious attention as
much from its proponents as its opponents. Forceful arguments have been voiced by both,
often objectively, but occasionally with less tangible logic. What is clear, however,
is that the technology needed to implement the validated GPS concept is available. What
is not so clear is how much of this technology is affordable. Navstar has brought many
new challenges which have been met successfully, even though a few years ago these might
have appeared somewhat formidable. More challenges need to be faced in the years ahead
to exploit the system's full potential; a potential which reaches far beyond the mere
POSITIONING capability, which its title suggests.
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worthy challenge; it deserves continued and serios attention from its ever-widening

circle of potential users.
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ABBREVIATIONS DSED 1N TEXT

DOD Department of Defense

DOT Deparrument of Transportation

DSRC Defense Syjtems Acquisition Revie' Ceuncit

CGPS Global Positionilng System

JPO Joint Programme Office

MHz megahertz (one million hertz)

MOU Memorandum of Understanding

NASA National Aeronautic and Space Administration

NSWC Naval Surface Weapons Center

PAiA-D Payload Assist Module - D

SD Space Division

SEP Spherical Errar Probable

SV Space Vehicle

WGS World Geodetic System
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NAVSTAR FIELD TEST RESULTS

BY
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SUMMARY

Since the early 1960s, the U.S. Navy and U.S. Air Force have pursued actively th- concept of navigation using
radio signals transmitted by space vehicles whose positions in space are accurately known. The impetus for such a
space-based navigation system was the k.oad spectrum of military users for whom precise, global navigation is
required. Navstar Globai Positioni.g System (GPS) is under development by the United States Department of Defense
(DOD) and will provide a world wide three-dimensional accuracy of 10-20 meter- when operational in the late 1980s.
The system har just completed the Concept Validation P,,ase of the deveiopme=nt cycle and approval has been given to
enter the Full Scale Development (FSD) Phase of the program during which pi -production user equipment will be
developed and tested. This p3per describes the most significant user equipment tests conducted during the Concept
Validation Phase. These tests demonstrated that a 10-20 meter accuracy is achievable and a very precise navigation
capability has a wide range of military app.ications.

INTRODUCTION

Since the early 1960s the United States has pursued actively the concept of navigation using radio signals
transmitted by space vwaicles whose positions in space are accurately known. The impetus for a space-based
"navigation system is the broad spectrum of military and civiliar benefits realizable from highly precise world-wide
navigation and positioning. Transit was the first such system tc become operational and is still widely used for

*, maritime navigation and for surveying purposes; however, it does not meet the Services' requirements in the out years.

'he Sciv.ces' requirement for a continuously available, three-dimensional capability resulted in the Navy's

TIMATION program and the Air Force's 621B effort. Thes parellel development programs for a space-based

navigation system attracted the attention of the Deputy S:cretary of Defense who, in April 1973, issued a
mremorandum designati-g the Air Force as the executive Service for a joint development effort which would feature
the best aspects of the TIMATION and 621B programs. In addition, a system would be developed to minot the unique
navigation and positioning requirements of all Department of Defense Agencies. Thus the Navstar Global Positioning
System was born with the stated objective of providing a very precise position/navigation system in three dimensions,
plus time, that will also be used for weapon delivery. In addition, a secondary objective is to stop the proliferation of

* navigation equipment since Navstar is envisioned as replaci-g miny existing types of iavigation aids such as Transit,
Omega, VOR and TACAN.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The Navstar GPS P. ,e I program has three distinct segments a, follows:

Space Segment-

Navstar GPS is a spa-e-based navigation syst -m that is capable of providing highly accurate, three-dimens-onal
position and time :nformation to suitably equipped users anywhere on or near the Earth. In its final Phase III
operational configuration, Navstar will deploy six planes of satellites ITa circular k0,200 kilometer orbits. Each plane
will contain three space vehicles for a total of eighteen satellites on-orbit. "he Phase I & II constellation consists of
only five satellites in orbits designed to optimize coverage over the user equipment tesi locations in the southwestern
United States.

The Navstar satellites transmit a composite signal at two L-band frequencies. One is for acquisition and coarse
nani-gation and one is for precise navigation. In addition to the navigation message, the signal contains satellite
ephemeris inr. rmation, atmospheric propagation correction data and satellite clock bias information. The dual
frequency transmissions permit determination of the signal delay resulting from passage through the iono-phere.

Control Segment-

Four ground-based Monitor Stations located in Alaska, Guam, Hawaii and Vandenberg Air Force Base in California
passively track the satellites as they come into view. The Master Control Station, also at Vandenberg AFB, collects
the ranging data from the Monitor Stations and generates the navigation message. This information, plus clock bias,
is uploaded to each satellite on a daily basis.

User Equipment Segment-

The Navstar User Set consists of a receiver and navigation processor wnich require signals from at least four
satellites to solve for the user's three-dimensional coordinates and system time (see Figure 1). The position solution is

"- computed in World Geodetic Survey-72 coordinates and can be converted to any convenient reference system or units
such as loca! datum latitude/longitude and military grid reference system. In high dyn.tmic vehicles such as fighter
aircraft, the GPS User Set ,nay be supplemented by an Inertial Measurement Unit (I~1U) to mnintain navigation
accuracy during high acceleration maneuvers. Such a combination is referred to as an Aided User Set.

The entire Phase I system is depicted in Figure 2 and the characteristics of the operational s5stem are listed in
Figure 3.
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THE FIELD TEST PROGRAM FOR NAVSYAR USER EQUIPMENT

Following approval for the Navstar GPS program in December 1973, the system entered the Concept Validation
Phase (Phase I) of development. Advanced Devezopment Model user sets were developed during this phase to meet the
requirements of high and medium dynamic users plus a manpack small enough to be carried by a foot soldier. The
fundamental difference between the sets is the number of receiver channels. For high dynamic users, a four or five
channel set is required which simultaneously receives navigatian information from four satellites and provides real-
time positioning of the vehicle. Medium dynamic user sets utilize a single channel to sequence between four satellites,
updating the positi)n solution approximately once every eight seconds. The manpack also uses a single channel
sequencing receiver. In addition, a low cost, single channel/single frequency receiver was Jeveloped as a TACAN
replacement. Testing of the sets developed by three contractors began at the U.S. Arriy Yuma Proving Ground (YPG)

r:: in the southwestern United States on 15 March 1977 and is continuing at a lower level of activity.

because Navstar testing commenced prior to the launch of any space vehicles (six are now in orbit), a ground
system called the Inverted Range (IR) was installed at YPG to simulate signals from four Navstar satellites. The
system consists of four Ground Transmitters (GTs), each simulating a Navstar satellite, and the Inverted Range
Control Center (IRCC) which monitors the GTs and maintains time synchronization among them. The IRCC can also
control a combination of GTs and satellites during what is termed as hybrid testing. In addition, three ground-based
laser trackers, which comprise the Precision Automated Tracking System (PATS), wF-re installed to accurately
determine the trajectory of the test vehir.le for L•omparison with the GPS navigation solution. The lasers track optical
reflectors mounted on the tcst velicles to an acciracy of less than 1.0 meter positior error and 0.1 meters per seccnd
velocity erro.. Figure 4 shows the concept of the Inverted Rarge. As satellites bec3.me available, they were used in
conjunction with the GTs. Finally, accuracy by satellite only was tested when four satellites were in orbit.

Phase I testing was conducted with user equipment representing a wide dynamic range. These vehicles are shown
in Figure 5 and the nIkmber of test missions completed are shown in Figure 6. The 651 test missions represent one of
the most extensive Concept Validation exercises ever completed by the United States DOD. In preparation for
approval to proceeo from Concept Validation into FSD, test data were colhected to satisfy the twenty-two Major Field
Test Objectives listed in Figure 7. This paper will present samples of data from the more significant user equipment
test objectives completed in Concept Validation of the system.
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Navstar aircraft user equipment incorporates the capability to enter three-dimensional waypoints into computer
memory so that steering information (range, bearing, time to go) can be computed from one waypoint to the next.
This information is used to drive a pilot Is steering display which •an display horizontal and vertical deviation from the
intended flight path between subsequent three-dimensional waypoints. If key landing approach positions are entered as
Navstar waypoints, the pilot is provided with a self-contained landing approach aid that is independent of ground
equipment or controllers. Test missions of this concept were flown by the F-4. Figure 12 shows the actual approach
path of the aircraft as compdred with the existing Instrument Landing System (ILS) beamwidth. Similar tests were
conducted with the C-141 aircraft and the UH-I helicopter. Figure 13 illustrates the point at which each approach
terminated as compared with the imaginary ILS window at the decision height. These approaches were florin using one
satellite and three GTs. Tests conducted using satellites only showed a greater deviation in the Z axis but still
acceptable as an approach aid where higher than precision minimums are acceptable.
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The need to provide a higher degree of accuracy for precision approaches than that available by Navstar QO0-20smeter) led to the concept of qifferential navigation. Figure 1c illustrates thi concept. A Navstar receiver is locater
on a surveyed point where X, Y i Z systei n errors can be identified. These errors are dfta linked to aircraft operating"in the same geographical area and therefore, subject to the same errors. The X, Y & Z errors devtained from the
reference receiver are subtracted from the aircraft receiver solution thereby improving the positions ccuracy of the

uaircraft. Results of the differential navigation tests for b January 1980 are shown in Figure 15. As noted on the charto
regardless of geographical Navstar system error, the corrected solution was less than three meters in the X, Y & Z
caxes. Figure 16 shows act ral UH-I helicopter landing approach results using differential navigaion where fifty per-
cent of the landings terminated in a box six meters by ten meters square.

" :'••*•NAVSTAR DIFFERENTIAL NAVIGATION DIFIRIINI!Al NAV RESULTlS
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The Navstar G-ps user equipment operator is .sb!; to input a moinwapntitthsyem Tiss

accomplished by identifying a starting position (latitu~de/longitude), time, direction and velocity to the system.

Subsequently, any user can get bearing and distance information to the moving waypoint merely by inserting the four

parameters into his own set. This moving waypoint feature can be employed to effect a rendezvous between GPS

equipped vehicles. For this test, the C-141 and F-4 air'~raft were used; however, the same capability exists for any

combination of GPS equipped vehicles.

Figure 17 shows the flight profile for the F-41G-141 rendezvous test. Both aircraft were attempting a rendezvous

on a moving waypoint using only information provided on the pilot's steering display. The C-1lal, arriving at tile moving

waypoint ahead of the F-.4, flew a position right on the three-dimensional waypoint. The F-4 then flew a blind

rendezvous on the moving waypoint (C-141) using a thousand feet of vertical separation for safety reasons . Figure! 18

shows the results of these tests which demonstrated that the F-4 could fly a blind rendezvous and terminate within the

wingspan of the C-141.
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STATIC POsITION;NG

The purpose of this test was to determine the static dccuracy of Navstar GPS for surveying purposes without the

use of post processing. This test, therefore, represents the reai-time survey accuracy of the system for tactical

purposes. A high dynamic receiver was installe-d in an instrumented test van for this test. Shown in Figure 19 is a

scatter diagram of the position accuracy of the system during tests conducted during January, February and March of

1979. Figure 20 is a breakdown of the diata showing the number of days testing was conducted, i.e., RMS errors in the

X, Y & Z axes and the probable spherical error .

REAL-TIME STATIC POSITIONING
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CROSS COUNTRY

The P-3 aircraft, equipped with t,.edium dynamic and low cost user equipment sets. was selected for the cross
country navigation evaluation. An overwater route from Hawaii to the San Francisco area was used to compare
Navstar accuracies with other on-board navigation systems. Figure 21 shows the flight profile for this test. The west
to east flight profile was used to take maximum advantage of the test satellite constellation visibility. About half the
flight was conducted using a three satellite solution. Accurate navigation using three satellites is possible by entering
the users altitude which, in effect, replaces one of the satellites in the solution computation. Navstar results
compared favorably with the un-board Omega, inertial and TAC 'N navigation systems. When crossing the Air Defense
Identification Zone (ADIZ) off the west coast of the United States, air traffit control radars could not detect any error
between the GPS equipped P-3 and the ADIZ fix that was being used as a waypoint.

SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS

Shipboard accuracy tests began in December 1978 aboard a tJ.S. Navy Landing Craft Utility (LCU) on an
instrumented test range off San Clemente Island, California. These trails were conducted with both the i,-gh and
medium dynamic user equipment sets during a period when only three satellites were available. Tile input of sea level
altitude eliminated the need for the fourth satellite. For this test, the "truth" reference was a Motorola miniranger
system installed at four surveyed positions on the island (see Figure 22). This system was evaluate.i against the laser
trackers at YPG and was determined to be accurate to within a meter.

LCU NAVIGATION ACCURACY

P3 NAVSTAR OVER-WATER FLIGHT TES' PROFILE

1-CHAiN.L V AND Z SETS 12 MARCH 1979 3/4 SATELLITES

00ITSANN CL.INSh '
FRCAISLAND TOROLA

MUINANGER
'. LOCATION

PIlE 22

Figure 23 is the plot of the high and medium dynamic set performance for 13 December 1978 while navigating with
three satelltes. As shown, both sets were navigating to an accuracy of about ten rr rs during periods of good
satellite geometry. After about eighty minutes, the satellite Geometeric Dilution Of .. sion (GDOP) increased as
the satellites clustered at high elevation angles. This was predictable for the three satelh:e test constellation and will
not occur with the eighteen satellite operational constellation. When the GDOP irmproved, the sets again navigated to
about a ten meter accuracy. Figure 24 is a photo of the Control Display Unit of the high dynamic set (left) and the
medium dynamic set (right) during the navigation trails. Both sets were operating independently at the time. Note the
agreement between the two solutions.

LCU 1618 NAVIGATION _____

ACCURACY RESULTS
13 OECEMBER 1SM 3 SATELLITES

20 a 8 I l'Jm E 1 NI

R 21

Harbor navigation aboard the fast frigat., USS Fannhng (FF 1076), was accomplished by entering the positions of
the channel buoys in the San Diego Harbor as Navstar waypoints. Voice commands from the Navstar operator to the
bridge provided the ship's navigator with CPS steering information from one waypoint to the next. In addition, the
navigator maintained a plot of visual fixes iaccurate to about 20 meters) for purposes of comparison with the Navstar
Solution. Figure 25 shows the Navstar waypoints utilized and the mean difference between the GPS solution and the
navigator's plot for the testing conducted on 12 January 1979. The hash-marked area was transited under low visibility
conditions due to heavy fog, during which time Navstar was used almost exculsively for navigation.
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During the latter part of January 1978, the USS Fanning embarked on a ten-day, round-trip cruise between San
Diego and Acapulco, Mexico with the Navstar equipment ano test team aboard. Ai:hough no reference trajectory for
the ship's precise track was available, it was demoastrated that Navstar could provide continuous, real-time,
navigation information during extended cruises. In addition, the cruise marked the first time that four-scttellitc.
navigation was accomplished in a part of the world other than an area in the southwestern United States. Figure 26 is
a portion of the ship's navigation chart marked with Navstar (triangles) and visual (circles) f xes, showing its track out
of the Bay at Bahia De Acapulco, Mexico.

DEPARTURE OF USS FANNING FROM ACAPULCO 86hHARBOn NAV AWOARD FAST FRIGATE
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PARADROPS

Although not required for Concept Validation, paradrop tests were conducted using the C-141 al-craft. The
calculated release point for the drop, based upon altitude, wind and parachute characteristics, was entered as a
Navstar waypoint. A cockpit steering display provided azimuth correclons as well as a release point indication to the

El pilot. Crewman aboard the C-141 executed a manual release sf the parachutes upon conmmand. Results of these trails
are shown *n Figure 27.

OPERATIONAL APPLICATION

.•• The end use for the Navstar GP5 system, from a U.S. DOD viewpoint, is to improve the effectiveness of the U.S
and allied military forces. Cost benefit studies s' ow that accurate positioning and navigation enhanced significantlySalmos~~~~~th el nd, usea fo ar t isos he Nasaggsstm romgatUS.DO vproveint , irsu to wimpoe thne effeaplctivensesulsiiag oc utpir ti eodtesoeo hspprt ics indtipoeia Sapiciofs thoevU.SI almost all land, sea and air mistions. The aggregate improvement for such a wide range of applications results in a
large force multiplier. It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss in detail potential GPS applications, however,
Figure 28 illustrates some of the mission areas where mi!itary effectiveness is improved dramatically. Civilian
applications are equally impressive.

CONCLUSIONS

A great deal of Navstar testing has not been included in this paper because it was the intent of the author to
restrict the scope to recent significant user equipment accomplishments for which data are readily presentable. The
tt sting accomplished to date has met or exceeded almost every expectation or goal of the program. In the main, this
impressive test record is attributable to the determin•er professional effort by the government, military, civilian and
contractor rersonnel involved in the Navstar Concept Validation. The results presented represent, in distilled form,
the contractor and government personnel, who bu:lieve in the vast potential of Navstar GPS and who are working to
cveate a revolutionary improvement in navigatioa capability for military and civilian users worldwide.

PARADROP POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

* 4OEC',.91 FEB'500
*C,141 AIRCRAFT
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ESTIMATION OF STRAPPOWN SENSOR PARAMETERS FOR

IKERTIAL SYSTEM ERROR-COMPENSATION

by

Dr.D.K.Joos
U.K.Krogmann

Bodenseewerk Geratetechnik GmbH
Postfach 1120
D-7770 Uberlingen, Germany

SUMMARY

The performance of an inertial navigation system (INS) is largely affectid by a number
of important error-sources, where most of which are related to the instruments used.
This particulary applies to strapdown-systems.

The paper describes laboratory test procedures to determnine static and dynamic parameters
of the gyro and accelerometer measurement mcdel.

It is shown, that a proper rate-test and a multiposition test with respect to earth-rate
and gravity-vector are well suited to ascertain static parameters with sufficient accu-
racy. Optimal parameter values are retrieved from measured test-data applying regression
analysis techniques. It is shown, how uncertainties in parameter estimates can be de-
termined from actual measurement residues.

The verification of major dynamic performance parameters of interest (i.e. anisoinertia
torque, angular acceleration term) by appropriate test procedures utilizing a 3-axes test-
table is shown.

Applicability and feasibility of the proposed test-procedures is demonstrated utilizing
the Modular Strapdown System (MSS).

Test-configuration and sequence as well as processing of test-data including collection
and reduction are described. Significant MSS error-parameters are extracted and evaluated
applying iterative linear regression techniques. The corresponding software-structure is
described.

The results obtained confirm the usefullness of the developed test-procedures and soft-
ware for calibrating a strapdown-system with sufficient accuracy. Mcreover it can be
stated that the software-package exceeds its pure calibration function. It proved to of-
fer a considerable potential to analyse a strapdown -system as well as the test-equipment.

1. Introduction

The objective of INS-Testing is usually devoted to demonstrate basic system navigation
accuracy.

The performance of an inertial navigation system is largely affected by a number of impor-
tant error sourceswhere most of which are related to the instruments used. This parti-
cularly applies to strapdown-systems.
Recent advances in sensor technology have provided instruments capable of determining angu-
lar rates and acceleration with high accuracy over a broad spectrum of dynamic conditions.

_9 To fully utilize this potential requires accounting for several instruments- and system
effects, which otherwise would cause considerable navigational errors. To accomplish this,
precise laboratory measurement and identification of important parameters are necessary.
Such sensor performance information represents the basis for the calibration of error-com-

"-4 pensation algorithm included in the Strapdown-Inertial-System •;oftware.

S• 2. Strapdown Sensor-Error-Models

Utilization of the inherent capabilities of todays inertial instruments requires accoun-
ting for several sensor- and system-effectb, which otherwise would cause considzrabie na-
vigatijn.il errors.

The extcrit of the parameter compensation becomes evident co-sidering the sensor-error-mo-
dels. ThV procedures described in the following are used for the calibration of a system
contanlieg two-axes dynamically tuned gyros with electrical caging as sensors for the
angular rate.

In Figure 1 the sensor arrangement of the s-xapdown inertial measuring unit (IMU) with
respect to vehicle-axes is shown. Furthermore the measurement equations for the two sensi-
tive axes of the Z-gyro (1) are represented in tabulated form. Beside the desired rate
term these equations contain a number of perturbing signal components. Some are determined
by the ixipcrfectlon of the sensors and their mounting (e.g. bias, mass-unbalance, misalign-
ment eR'c.)and others are due to physical reasons -anisoinertia, angular acceleration, etc.).
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Fig.1: Error-Model of a dry tuned 2-axes Strapdown-Gyro

In order to extract the useful information :x, ;,y, 'z from the measureable torquer signals
My/H and Mx/H a compensation of static and dynamic error components in the measuring
equations is necessary as shown in Figures 2 and 3 for gyro 1.
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Fig.3: Compensation of Dynamic Errors

For compensating the unwanted terms the parameters of the error-model and the exact iner-
tial rates as well as the acceleration components of the sensor block must be known.

The parameters of the error-model are determined by appropriate tests as described in
the following. Due to the fact that -ome parameters are temperature-dependent, these tests
have to be performed at various sensor temperatures.

The exact inertial angular rates and accelerations will only be available after compen-
sation. For this reason only the uncompensated sensor signals can be used for the error
compensation.

For the compensation of the dynamic components (Figure 3) the pickoff angles of the gyros
and the rotor speed are also measured.

Regarding single-axis pendulous accelerometers considered here the corresponding linearized
error-model for the x-accelerometer as well as the corresponding compensation block-diagram
is shown in Figure 4. Fortunately full compensation of all error terms is not necessary in
any application. Depending on the individual requirements means for proper compensation
have to be implemented after careful analysis.
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Fig.4: Compensation of Accelerometer-Errors
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3. Determination of Gyro-Parameters

3.1 Test-Objective

The objective of laboratory tests to be performed is twofold:
- deteimination of static parameters

- verification of dynamic parameters
With respect to the first item two different types of tests have to be distinguished:

- rate-test to determine those parameters excited by externel rates
- multi-position static test to determine all remaining parameters excited by external

accelert'tion.
To accomplish this, a three-axis test-table is considered here as the main test-equip-
ment.

3.2 Parameters for the Compensation of Static Errors

3.2.1 Rate-Test

The objective of the rate test is to determine

scale-factor

and
misalignment-errors.

Performing this task requires commencing through the follow.ng sequence of steps:
- adjust test-table sequentially in 3 positions, where in each position one of the three

IMU main-axes is a] igned to the local vertical
- rotate test-table CW and CCW about the vertical a:is of the table with constant rate

by 3600
- in each position integrete measured torquinq-signals over a full period for Cw- and

CCW-rotations

- compute the differences of integrated signals for CW and CCW rotations.
These differences are proportional to scale-factor and misalignment errors.

As shown in Figure 5 the sensor block is arranged in test-position 1 on a test-table
with zespect to earth-rate and gravity-vector.

Following the sequential steps the resulting differences of the integrated signals for CW
and CCW-rotations are shown in Figure 5 for test position 1.

From Figure 5 it also becomes ultimaltely evident, that in this testposition 1 the mis-
a]ignments oexy and •yx become observable by an introduced table rate ,3.

, Ieo, o,, of -Te , I C•,,tio, of ,ioig,,e -AnglesGrnd IMU Orientation of Z-Gyro(1) Ii f thit Z-Gyro

North V.

-r 
y V2 

z z oZ

X 

z-

r 0

"*~OV Y C- --) T"3n'~)ooqDriving Terms M1asured Inorflormain

oF cos'p%(i uInTp3(t a1 Jx-C1.D_ ROM ~ .~b

sI---3(.) .ixsl. JxI4(i.DSFy) ' ,yX 3-( Qs).T4by.T]

-• yF[0 0 IL 0

Fig. S: Rate - Test - Position 1

W" 0 'ej
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Figure 6 shows the three test positions required- for the determination- of the° static
parameters of the Z-gyro (1) according to the rate test procedure specified herein. In
addition the determining equations for the scale-factor and alignment errors are listed.

Further positions and rotations about other axes of the test table provide redundant
measuring information for the unknown parameters (see Figure 7 ). These then can be de-
termined optimally in a least square sense applying linear regression techniques as
described for the following multi-position test.

In order to determine possible non-linearities of the scale factor the tests must be
performed at various rotation rates of the test-table.

Positlrn 2 Posiion I31

N hNorth North

2 'P2

'P3 'P3

I -Orientatlon:
1 301 2'0)tP3 (0)60 '9,a0.12 , O 1I ltP0) *0 'T10T2-eT3)=0

tO3't Q3  03.iQ?3
D0ifference of the Sum of Icreoento. S nets

aJx,1 2.-I1.DSF-y)A.yx .3 . 4 x,2,2'*OSFy)-Q3 •T Ag,3-(1SP .O~yz.Q,.T

"-O,.(1)DSFX)AX . ,T j AJy,2"2" 14DSFx).O-xz2Q3"T A. y,32.(40DSFX ). Q3. T

I Oeterminolon of StOlk Error-Potometers,]

Ct.O¶,1).A-x2 oXyaa £ltf*DSCt A2 a1b
0 yxl2- ____7TflISy 4TCf,,OSF5 JX)

(I- DSFx)s WAy, -ayi1 vx J3' j X .~y I lyI= AN.,
4& ,34t 0 DSFy .4 A,3 Jx,2 411t1l.DSFI,) __ AJY,3

Fig.6: Static-Error-Parameters from a 3-Positio.a Rate-Test

3.2.2 Multi-Position Static Test

The objective of the multi-position test is to determine the following gyro parameters
excited by external acceleration:

wass-unbalance

quadrature term

anisoelasticity.

Furthermore the bias drift is determined simultaneously.

To accomplish this, the following test procedure is appropriate:
- perform multi-positio., test by orienting the IMU in a number of predetermined positions

with respect to earth-rotation and gravity-vector

- measure gyro torquer-signals over a predetermined period cf time
- perform linear regression analysis to determine the best estimate for the error-para-

meter vector in a least squares sense.

Again only gyro 1 is considered in the following:
For the multi-position-test it is assumed that the scale-factor and misalignment-errors
have been determined through the rate-test.

Figure 7 shows the individual orientations of the sensor block for the full 24-position-
test. The three main positions are identified by the fact that each sensor block axis is
oriented once in the north, east and vertical direction.
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k Each main position includes 8 test positions. They result from the stepwise ti-lting- of
[I the sensor-block by respectively 450 about the axces of the test table as shown in Figure

7. Different components of the earth-rotation and the gravity-vector are thus always
acting along the sensor-block axes (Odxpytz resp. ax,y,z) thus exciting corresponding
error-terms in the measurement equations.

If "n" positions are generally considered, the measurement model according to equation
(4.12) will result, for instance, for the Y-axis of gyro 1(see also Figure 1).

MX 1 ol yl _Xl GY0 OO ý1100 V...1. I .1kq(2)SF~ - W.(21 W;12) -(ax(2) -01  a e(2) Q~2) cly!11dz()I ; 4V2

4" (41 -4, -qn o*n aynYi' N]
I Iý ...- %.- '_ ~3.1)

TOMt Positions Position TIsst Position

A~A

~e detrmine asmmetows

Ifx s nin-dimensional vetrViesncesrcha u torid mlna-idpn

Thes oloing t appist the vniiulmasriance ofrte optitically esIndatendv enxti thes isnivda

VAC3=Z[ATA3v (3.2)

An uptnbase estimate x fo th caaneber cvector from the rensides of tinme measrror vqaruescan

;.(ATA(3.5)

mea nurmbert ofv posiion vaianeasue2ets

rM nl nube ofRNkno1nTparameters
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For a subset of 8 positions that are specially marked in Figure 7 the quantitative re-
gression-model is indicated in Figure 8.
The acceleration- and rate-values of the test position 4 can for instance be readily
explained by means of the gyro orientation shown in Figure 8. In this respect the test
position 4 is derived from the main position 1 by the rutation tl= 1350.

The observability of the paraweter vector of equation (3.1) by means of the selected
8 positions is ensured because the determinate derived from four arbitrary rows of the
A-matrix (Figure 8) is not equal to zero. There exist therefore four linear independent
row-vectors of A.

If the measurement matrix A according to Figure 8 is now used in equation (3.4) the vari-
ance of tha optimally estimated value ^ for the parameter vector x is shown in Figure 9
together with that for the full 24-position-test.

Supposing that the torquer signals of the gyros _n the individual positions are measured
with an accuracy of 0.01C/h (i.e. measurement noise 54= (0.010/h)2 ) the accuracies of the
estimated parameters result as shown in Figure 9.

With the exception of the anisoe:asticity coefficient the measurement noise is reduced
by the 8-position test.

in itit Position of the IMU-ATTITUDE FM_ Intol Posdller of 1th IMU -ATTITUDE[,5 Three Axis Test Toble Three Axis Test Tob•t
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--,• f 0 - .1 0 0 0 I

T ~ ~ jT 1 12- .

-I 0by
1 0 -l0 0
o 1 o 1
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Fig.8: Regression-Model for Multi-Posiuion-Test
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8-Position -Test
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Fig.1O: Verification of Anisoineitia and Angular-Acceleratifl Term
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3.3 Dynamic Parameters

3.3.1 General Remarks
AS shown in Figure 3, the following dynamic effects have to be taken into consideration:

- angula- acceleraticn term

- anisoinertia term

- motor coupling

For simultaneous harmonic motions about the spin axis and about one of the input axes
there further occurs the socalled pick-off-rectification effect which is taken into
account for the compensation according to Figure 3 by measuring the pick-off angles.
Due to the large bandwidth of the gyro caging loops, for aircraft applications the pick-
off angles are small and therefore rectification-effects are often negligible. For this
reason a compensation is often .,)t reqcuired. As can be seen from Figure 6 no particular
parameter is involxed in the compensation of pick-off angle effects.

The parameters of the three above mentioned comporents are determined by tW, design of
the gyro. They can be measured with'a slide-gauge, so to speak and are not subject to
considerable changes from gyro to gyro. For this reason it is therefore not appropriate
to speak of sensor error parameters bere. The gyro manufacturer can indicate these para-
meters aicurately. A dynamic test 13 rerely performed for verifying the manufacturing data.

g The motor coupling term should not be further considered here as its verification requi-
res special measurements An the frequency domain to discern it from the frequency-inde-
pendent anisoinertia-term. This goes beyond the scope of this paper.

For the two other compunents various procedures are contemplated in the following where
the application of which is babed on the available 1-est equipment.

3.3.2 Anisoinertia-Term

Again only gyro 1 (z-gyro) is considered in the following.
The general measurement equitions show that this term can be excited by simultaneous angu-t lar rates w and wX respectively w. and wy.

For verifying (C-A)/H the sensor block is oriented as shown in Figure 1o and rotated about
the vertical axis of the test table ( ) with a step angular rate for a duration of T
seconds. The thus generated angular ratas w and wy respectively wZ and uX excite contribu-
tions in the torquer signals Mx/H and My,'H ienerated by (C-A)/H.

If these torquer signals are compensated for the known static error portions and integrated
the signals Ix and I y shown in Figure 1o will result.

Let ur assume that these integrated values are available as pulse sequences at the output
of voltage/frequency converters with a pulse weight of 1 arcsec.
For T = 2o sec, = 1o°/sec the number of generated pulses for typical values (C-A)/H is
readily measurable so that (C.-A)/H can be verified as shown in Figure 1o.

If + 1 pulse is assumed as uncertainty, tne accuracy for the determination of (C-A)/H is in
the order of 2%.

The parameter A/H determining the angular acceleration tErm is also excited during this test.
The reason is the angular acceleration phase necessary to obtaxn the constant table rate.
"Its measuring accuracy 13 approximately 4% for the assumed test conditions. Another test
method is described in paragraph 3.3.3.

Two further procedures for the verification of (C-A)/H are presented in Figure 11 using
sinusoidal or uniform angular rates.

In this respect it is always assumed that the measured torquer signals are compensated for
the other error-model portions which are asaumed to be known.
For sinusoidal excitation about the Y and Z-axis (spin-axis of the z-gyro (1) of the sensor
block)the torquer signal Mx/H contains besides the nominal term the portions proportional
to (C-A)/H shown in Fig. 11.

The latter ca.i be considered as errorew in the measurement ofW .
The portions are independent of the freagency of the excitation sYgnals as long as it is
smaller than the Landwidth of the caging loops. For typical value of (C-A)/H = 10- sec the
rect.fied portion causes a drift of Z- = o.o20 /h per 10 /sec amplitude of the angular
zate input. Y

The mutor coupling is also excited hy 4o if the frequency of the test signals is not
smaller than 1 - 2 Hz.

Figure 11 shows an alternative possibility for the verification of (C-AJ&. The sensor block
is tilted on the test table about the X-axis through 450 so that for f 3-rotations about the
vertical axis of the test table angular rates wy and w of the sensor block will occur.
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For constant positive and negative rates ?2 f + Q the x-torquer signal is recorded. The
sum of both torquer signals contains as useful information the portion (C-AYH. This leads
with the numerical values shown in Figure 11 to an amount of 60 /h for the sum of the tor-
quer signals. This value can be readily measured with a suitable test equipment.

ga Sinusoikd Moilon W Contont Rate

Driving Rotations: IOrivlng Rotaton•:
Wy. -o Sint I North p t
Uwz. Qa sin ,?I

I Y X East

I I '
|hMsurl znt-o o

II ;-M'SzWYW WY M 46arthRolt
fi9 DSFiy H H I .xI-I W1 (Negoect)IioC-AQ2 L• co( I g• 2 To S

l-A-fOS2) Pseudo Drift SH Woodedo

H 2 <= Rectifled Drift

B I -A. 1O0see; 9 0
-ý -0 sc o I0tsac -3

I~IU~o~b I ugna-Pate-S6u/

Fig.11: Verification of Anisoinertia-Term

3.3.3 Angular-Acceleration Term

As shown in paragraph 4.3.2, du~ring the tests indicated in Figure lo information is also
"obtained abou" the parameter A/H which determines the angular-acceleration term.•+++.ln order to excite this term in the x-torquer signal of the z-gyro an angular acceleration

!Z is necessary. In this basis Figure 12 shows two further test-possibilities.Sx
In Figure 12 this term is excited by a sinusoidal rate about the x-axis.

The compensated torquing signal Mx/H contains a part a o y according to A/H'Zo.0 1-coss(.rl-t)
Together with the nominal sinusoidal ratet)x measured oy the torqliing-signal My/H this
gives rise to a pseudo-coning motion. This in turn causes a rectified drift about the
third axis (heading-drift,) which might bt observed directly or from resultant v- Icity
errors in the full inertial navigation system.

An alternative more direct method is shown in Figure 12. A step-rate-input about the
x-axis -roduces an observable averaged y-axis rate output Z-zy, which is 70 /h for a step-
rate-input of 100/seL, averaged over .i time interval of 5 sec. Again this apparent y-axis
drift could be observeu directly or reduced from resulting velocity errors.
Here the velocity error is causee by the averaged error rate E71y, entering the schuler-loop
as an impulse-pertubation.
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Fig.12: Verification of Angular-Acceleration-Term

4. Determination of t e Accelerometer Parameters

The parameters of the acceleromecers can also be determined b_ a multi-position test as
described in paragraph 3.2.2 for the gyro.

For this purpose a linearization of the measurement equation (see Figure 4) is however
required. The linearization provides the following error-model for the x-acceleromecer:

lix Ox"x x Kx"x2(4.1)
U. oxýDKx~axcxz.Oy-Exy.avzKE~xoa.x (4.1

- Figure 13 shows the linear regression model for a 6-position test. For this test those
6 positions of the 24 general positions are selected in which each surface of the sen.-
sor block is pointing once on downward direction. These positions are specially marked
in Figure 13. Looking at the measurerient matrix shown, it contains at least five linearly
independent row-vectors so that the parameter vector is observable.

It results from the variancescomputed according to (3.4) and chown in Figure 14 for the
elements of the parameter vector that the measurement noise 62 is already reduced •erfor~iing
the 6-position-test. The variances are computed suppC3i1g a measurement-noise of 6 =(Io g)'.
As in the 24-position test more redundant information is available, the parameters can of
ccorse be determined more accurately, namely by the factor VITM = 2.

The variances of the 24-position test apply similary to all three accelerometers.
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5. Application of Test-Methods to Calibrate the Mod,',lar-Strapdown-System (NSS)

5.1 Introductory Remarks

So far test-procedures have been described and treated in general. The following paragraphs
are dealing with the application of these procedures for a particular system. First of all
this system is briefly described.

With respect to potentJal applications in guidance and control of aircrafts, an experimen-
tal strapdown navigation system has been developed and bailt within the scope of the German

I Future Aircraft Technology Research Program (ZTL).

The following requirements have been established

- evaiuation of the attitude angles and angular velocities in aigital form

- autonomous alignment

- flexibility with respect to matching different accuracy categories by modular

structure

- medium accuracy navigation performance of the experimental system

- possibility to update the system by external navaids.

For calibration purposes the MSS has been submitted to various position- and ratetests at
IABG test faciliti6s in Munich. it is the objective of the following paragraphs to demon-
strate the applicability and feasibility of the proposed test-procedures to cvaluate the
basic system parameters of a strapdown system.

5.2 Description of the MSS

5.2.1 Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)

The Figure 15 shows th3 inertial measurement unit (IMU), consisting of two parts: the
electronic box, containing the caging loops, power amplifier V/F converters etc., and the
inertial sensor unit with two dynamiuilly tuned two degrees of freedom Teledyne gyro SDG5
and three Systron Donner accelerometers SD 4833A-1PX. Figure 16 gives a closer view of the
sensor unit.

_: Fig.15. Inertial Measure.ment Unit of the Strap~own System
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Iii

Fig.16: Sensor Unit

5.2.2 Error Model of the MSS

The error model for a single gyro resp. accelerometer has been discussed in the previous
chapters. From these equations the whole error model of the MSS has been deduced and is
presented in Figure 17, as far as the static error parameters are concerned.

G-ro 1 a wA O W - miWi og - Q *;# Gg

!!Hm17 Gy # ~H~

Gyro 2 
m *

J-=. .[,o•,,)] w-. u, o. ý, 41,• i h;.,, ill

A ~.ccel. 1 i•.{lO•,d1Jo____.• .... -jy t__ a1_.K0 aM:e.•iI~Acen. 2

Fig.iui Slensor Error Model of the Mod~tar, Strdpdown syrtefli
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5.2.3 Accuracy Reqtirements upon tle Tests

Priir t,, the tests it is necessary to specify how accurate the error parameters have to-be
dete!rwined to meet the demands put on the system perfoi-mances. A common figure of merit
for inertial navigation systems is the navigation accuracy expressed in nautical miles
per hour.

From system analysis it is well known how single error sources propagate through the system.
For -the medium accuracy of the MSS it was stated that the uncompensated part of each sig-
nificant error source should not exceed the limit of 1 nm/h.
From this statement some dozens requirements upon the accuracy of determining the error
parameters by static tests have been deduced.

The most important results are summarized in Table 1 and 2. The values shown refer zo an
aircraft with an assumed velocity of 4oo kn.

ERRfORi i4O'ATIOli ACCURi~ry UI Tfl S

BIAS B, By 3io-4 G

SCALEFACTOR DSF1.104
i 31 6O-4 G /G2

SMISALIG!MENT4
LEVEL IY 1.10-4

1.10"4RAD

1Yx
l ~ ~~~~~AZIMU•Th X , •1- A

Table 1: Accuracy Requirements upon Accelerometer Parameters

ERROR OATZON ACCURC_ ;_NITS NMOTE

BIAS B IBy 0,016 "/H M

"B B 0,05a :, y o,• O/H ALIGN MODE

-BOO8 °/H NAV MODE

SCALEFACTOR DSFK 3,9-104 CIPCULI.R
____ALG____ FLIGHT

LEVEL RAD =RCULAR

FLIGHIT
AZ' flUTh Z

10-3 RAD NOT CAITXCAL

GH' j M 0, o 
0

HiU ACCL.FLIGHT
GYRO 2 I -,

T.RO 2 A eaCCEL.FLIGteT

L Table 2: Accura'Iy Requirements upon Gyro Parameters
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5.3 Test Coitfiguration

Tbi philosophy of calibrating a strakdogrn system by tests consists basically in submitting
the system to accurately known accelerations and angular velocities, observing the system
output quantities, comparing them with the well defined input quantities and explaining
the differences by the influence of various system error sources.

In Fig. 18 a schematic view of the testconfiguration Jb Shown how it has been built up at
IAdG Munich. The IMU of the Strapdown System is fixed tý' the inner gimbal of the three
axis test table. The test table is driven by the Interdata 8/32 Computer and is capable
to orientate the IMU deliberately with respect to earth gravitional and rotational vector.
Furthercn it is possible to rotate the IMU with very accurate constant angular velocity.

Fiom the IMTj leads a daza link to the MSS navigation computer MIDI. By DMA the preprocessed
data are transmitted to the Interdata 8/32 Computer and are recorded then toget/Ler with the
relevant data from the 3 axis test table on magnetic tapes.

The main processing of the test data runs off line on a IBM 370 Computer at Bodenseewerk
in tberlingen.

In the sequel the essential features of the tests are described in more detail.

5.3.1 Three Axis Test Table

The three axis test table type 53 W from Contraves-Goerz Corporation ib described in /3/.

-1_

I 10000
Interdato IBM

L8/32 370 -

Fig.18: Testconfiguration
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Data Transmission and Recording

The gyroscopes and the accelerometers torquer currents are measuued by the voltage drop-
ping at scale resistors. The voltages in turn are converted in the IMU by Voltages-.o-
Fx 3quenc5 -Converter into puls trains. In the navigation computer the pulses are accumula-
ted and read out at constant time intervals. While navigating, the computer updates every
Zo msec the quaternions, a.d every loo msec an updating of the navigation occurs. In tAle
test configuration, shown in Fig. 19, the accummulated increments are transmictei every
2oo ms via DMA to the Interdata computer. The navigation computer drives also an eight
channel analogue recorder, which serves as a quick look instrument as it allows to observe
continuously sensor signals and various navigation quantities.

Besides the pure sensor signals all relevant data are transmitted and recorded together
with the reference data from the test table on magnetic tapes. In Table 3 the content of
a data telegram is listed.

As a plausibility check the Interdata computer looks at the navigat.ion position coordinates
and interrupts the trial if the drift exceeds a given value.

The test records are finally sent to the Bodenseewerk at iberlingen where the processing of
the test data with the IBM 370 computer startq.

SENSOR SIGNALS
3 ANGULAR INCREMENTS

3 VELOCITY INCREMENTS
2 GYRO TEMPERATURES
4 GYRO PICK OFPFS

NAtVIGATION COMPUTER DATA

4 QUATERNION ELEMENTS

3 ATTITUDE ANGLES
3 VELOCITIES
2 2OSITION COC.RDINATES

1 ALT ITUDE

FLIGHT SIMULATOR DATAI
3 ATTrTUOE ANGLES
1 ANGULAR RATE

Table 3: Content of • data telegram

- £

' Gyro Acceierometei

Fig.19: Read out and Record of Test Data
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5.4 Test Procedures

5.4.1 24-Position-Stati!--Test

The 24-position-test is used for determining the parameteis cf the aiceleration dependent
error terms of a gyro (cf. 3.2.2)

- mass unbalance

- quadrature term

- anisoelasticity

-bias

The same procedure is used to calibrate the accelerometer parameters (cf. 4)

"- )ias

- scale factor

- misalignment of the sensitive axes

- acceleration square term

The 24-position-test is characterized by positioning the IMU in 24 different orientation
relative to the gravitation vector. The test starts with the first main position shown
it, Fig. 7.

For 1o minutes the sensor signals are read out, transmitted to the Interdata computer
which fn its turn completes the MSS data by the sampling the attitude angles of the three
axis test table and adding them to the MSS data. All data were temporary recorded on a
disc.
After ten minutes the orientation of the MSS is automatically changed by 45 degree until
all eight positions belonging to a main position are completed. The trial is finished by
writing che disc data on a magnetic tape.

5.4.2 Rate Test

The rate test is used to determine the parameters of the angular velocity error terms of
tha gyro

- scale factor

- misalignment of the sensttive a.is.

The rate test is chara-Lerized 1-y rotating the IMU about its three axis with accurately
known angular velocities.

Similarly to the 24-position-test, the main orientations are defined in FJ ure 7. In
each main orientation the IMU is rotated clockwise and counterclockwise wit •
angular velocities 0, 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 10 Deg/h about the vertical axis of the three a-id
test table.
The measurement time is 36 sec in all cases. Start and stop of the rotation is howevet
outside the measuring intervals in order to avoid dyramic effects.

Data read out and recording is identical to the 24 pcsition test.

5.5 Determination vf the Error Parameters

5.5.1 Processing of the Test Data

The continuous recording of the whole set of test ddta as shown in Table 3 with a sampling
period of 2oo msec generates a great amount of data, only a minor part of which is needed
for the calibrat',n piocess. The major part is not yet used, but is reserved for a deeper
analysis of the overall system performance of the LiSS later on.

A data reduction process is carried out with the air, to get the measurement vectors for
the following linear regression processes. A sur-ey of handling the test data is presented
in Fig. 20. The main steps of data processing "
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- retrieving the information frcm the tapes
- change into physical units

- plausibility checking of the data
- data reduction by accumulating the sensors increments
- determining the basic statistics of the data

- generating the measurement vectors
- selection of one of the preprogrammed error models
- performance of the linear regression
- determining the confidence intervals

- printing of the results

In the sequel these steps are described in more detail.

Tape

I~traction of s--nsor sm:

Chcige into
physical units

Plaus~ibility qlekig_

Mlecn and

Disk
[ L.•tOf -measurem-ents i

Key numberdde

P'iq.20: Processing of the test bat•

5.5.2 Data Reduction

494t. ttle begins with a header which donEolng the marginqJ information about the test suchas date, Eatnti, in~itial ccnditions, applied an ular verocity etc. Thi3 infor1a!on is

The daq teleggans aro then read -UL, Vp169 by piece. Each time the sensor in--rements and
•pe attitude of the tSt-table are extraAtid, hbfl •ie~j~ ihrmafib•i qre omitted.
'• sensor outputs from, eEch teiegram are compared winh ,b .fing Va es deriveo theo-
retic-aIN ffoin the a-t-titudio resp. angular velbc~y of ti~ Meeo wligtd t able. Whdit n
preselecfed tolerance (e.g. lo percenit) is surmbunted, the 6fitent -o the d~ia tele9rMih is
s.ppsed to be not plausible and is therefore oihitt. This plausibli±_v checking is pris-
ci°•ly thought as an aid kor preserving the results frb•°m • 14' _ data tr t, Sis~on.
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Within one trial all sensor imcrements are accummulated, the mean value, the mean square
value, and the standard deviation of the mean value are derived.

The mean values of each trial of ten minutes are arranged in an array which serves as a
measurement vector for the follow,ng linear regression process. In this way the data of
the ?4-position-test are reduced to 6 vectors (three gyros and three accelerometer axis)
with 24 elements, the data of the rate test are reduced to 3 vectors with 27 elements.
For further processing these vectors are stored on a disc memory.

5.5.3 Evaluation of the Error Parameters

5.5.3.1 Linear Regression

For estimation of the error parameters the linear regression method (least square adjust-
ment) is applied, as described in paragraph 3.2.2.

For application of linear regression to the rate- and 24-positions-test, the error model
from Figure 17 has to be adapted to equation (3.2).
This is done by

- linearizing the error model equation and neglecting higher order
terms (cf. chap. 5.5.3.2)

- intrt lucting the values of the gravity acceleration af and
angular velocity i from test conditions into the equation

- integrating the error model equations over the measurement time.

As an example, the resulting set of measurement equatibns for the gyro x-axis is shown in
(5.11.

X AxiS Gyro Error Model.

S-.:[1.osF~w1 [w 0x. WY - O%-.Xy ,2 -t mlT) ax - q ay * In . ax.1 alt] (5.1)

IxAxig Gyro Measurement Model for Linear Regression .z=Axv (5.2)

Z- lxi lyl lzl "Jxl Jyh Jyxlzl T1 DSFX scale factor

. CExz misal.gnment
- ayz misalignment (5.3)
"". .... .. in, mass unbalance

• 1q quadrature term
. . .n anisoelastlcity

Zn Ixn lyn -Izn "Jxn Jyn Jxnzn Tn bx bias

Abbreviations

ST,(5.4)

T, 0 0 0

Zi f My/H- (- x) dt (5.5)

Jx=] 'axdt, Jy= f aydt, Jx1121 ayaz dt (5.6)
0 0 0

Singularities

Care must be taken on singularities of the inversing process of the(ATA) matrix.

Singularity occurs when a column of the A matrix is zero o- numerically near zero. Then
the corresponding error parameter is not observable, the linear regression fails. In this
case the nonobsexvable error parameters have to be om-tted and thn regression has to be
done with the reduced error model (cf. chapter 5.5.3.3).



5.5.3.2 Iterative Linea- Regression

The application of the linear regression in a straightforward way, will not yield the
result wanted, as the accuracy of the parameters determined will be very different.

To obtain optimal results, the covariance matrix (A TA) has been analysed in detail in
paragraph 3.2.2. The result foe the gyro x-axis is presented schematically in Fig. 21
In the rate test as well as in the 24-position test only certain parameters caA be deter-
mined with sufficient accuracy. The other parameteis are either not observable or only
observable in a linear combination with some others, or they are observable with only
insufficient accuracy. Similar results apply for the accelerometer x-axis shown in Fig. 22.

An optimal tse of all information is attained when the effects of those parameters which
are nut only scarcely observable are corrected by preprocessing the measurement vector z.
The vector of the known parameters then is reduced by these parameters.

This procedure can be done iteratively. The principle is shown in Fig. 23. The single
steps are as follows:

1. Determining of DSF, • , by the rate test data

2. Correcting the 24-position-test data by DSF, v-., eeffects from step I

3. Determining of m, q, n, b, with preprocessed data from step 2.
4. Correcting of the rate test data by m, q, n, b effects from step 3

5. Repeating the procedure at step 1 with data 'rom step 4

Test Mole posiliort Parameter of the "yt Error Model

Rte

rest

,es t rMobto weitio h ~emtet os f fen t McC oel

O~x .F <a'M a.

Positto

20 5 DtSPl Cth (I ml qr 11 Test 'x, "I'

)nter, onhit wilts sufftlcent accuracy

Deteowerobt. with suthelent accuray 'ot ols~ l

~IIIW Detenesble with usloWotilM accuracy

"I Observablet oily as lther combie.lonr

Fig.21: Observability of the Fig.22. Observability of the

Gyro x-Axis Parameters Accelerometer x-Axis
Parameters

-4/
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Preprocessing of the Test-Data

The knowledge of known effects or parameters allows the correction of the raw gyro test
data, denoted for this purpose as vector W', in the following manner (see Fig. 27):

In first step the raw data W' are corrected by multiplying them with the best known scale
factor SCF.
In the aecond step the eftect of the other known error parameters, arranged in the partial
correction vector xc

(5.7)

are calculated by the expression A xc and subtracted from scaled data W' SCF. The star
in xc and A denotes the omitting of the elements corresponding to the-scale factor error
DSF as this parameter has to be treated separately.

The resulting vector

z(n) = W' . SCF(n-1) -A xc (n-i) (5.8)

is now the basis measurement vector for subsequent linear regression. The result of the
regression has then to be interpreted as iterative improvement of the scale factor SCF(n-1)
and the correction-vector xc(n-1).

Tempe.:ature Compensation

The preprocessing procedure serves also to correct the test data for temperature effects.

As can be seen from the gyro manufacturer's data sheet, scale factor, mass unbalance and
bias show a linear temperature dependance. By known temperature coefficients these effects
can be accounted for. For this purpose the gyro temperature is continuously measured and
recorded with each data telegram and accounted for in the preprocessing procedure.

I:I

•~ot fro Rot* or 2 ptuo ,t ro Testoot

Cot C- ow. o e 1.S4 . SFl-A 4Io. ]I

Lou SQZ 0 n t  n ,°, ,j .I In._oioi. j

Regressio C., CW Cot ~ o C GmTstDt

•.NFig.23: Optimal Use of all. Test Fig.24: Preprocessing of the
Data by Iterative Linear Test Data

OF Regression
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SI Solution for Nonlinearities

The linear measurement model (5.2) was deduced from the error model (5.1) by neglecting
the nonlinear higher order error terms such as

DSFx . (-may + qax - naxaz + bx)

The gyro performance data show that under certain conditions this expression may correspond
to a drift in the order of O,1 0/h, so that the neglection assumption will not hold and a
pure linear regression will give false results.

The iterative application of the linear regression discussed above yield a solution of this
problem, as in a second iteration runn for which the linearity assumption is surely valid,
the false p1-rameters are corrected automatically.

Scale ractor for the Real Time Error Compensation

Ii the linearized error model (5.2) the scale factor error DSF can only be determined as
coefficient to the input angular velocity of the three axis table.
For the real time error compensation procedure in the navigation computer, the scale fac-
tor has however to be applied to the angular velocity measured by the strapdown gyros.
This problem is also solved by the iterative linear regression. As is showr4 in Fig. 24, by
the preprocessing procedurB the scale factor is indeed applied to tha gyro output and not
to the input angular velocity of the three test table.

Variation of the Error Models

The linear regression software system contains the option to use several different error
models. By selection of a key number the complete error model from Fig. 17 can be substitu-
ted by an reduced or by an extended error model.

The use of error models in which single error parameters are omitted is necessary when test
data are processed for which one or several parameters are not observable.

I*: For tne3e cases the calibration software allows to compensate fully the effects of the can-
celed error parameter in the frame of the preprocessing procedure.

But also for judging the importance of the single error parameters it is very useful to be
able tc omit or to add single error terms in the error model.

Confidence Test

A very helpful means for judging whether an error parameter is significantly different from
zero or not is a statistical confidence test.

A test of the hypothesis that the estimated value of the error parameter in the regression
error model is significantly different from zero can be checked by comparing Lhe value of
the parameter xi to its standard deviation 6'xi' derived from (3.5).

Under the assumption that the measurement noise is normally distributed the random variable

ti = xi/Gxi (5.9)

obeys a Student t-dtstribution.

Therefore lo0.(1-q)% confidence limits for xi can be defined by

xi ± ti(n-m, 1-q/2). (5.10)

n-m = degree of freedom

n = number of measurements

m = number of parameter determined
(1-q/2)= percentage point of the t-distribution.

For the 24 position test and for the rate test the value ti is found to be approximately
2 for 95% confidence limits and 23 degrees of freedom.
The parameter values from the linear regression ere now said to be significant different

from zero, if

xi > 1 (5.11)

2 *
xi
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Not significant values defined by
xi

2•Gi (5.12)
xi

don't play any important role provided, that the confidence limits are smaller than stated
in the accuracy requirements.
This situation is illustrated in Figure 25.

Parameter is significantly different from 0:

Sl1(t)
Student Distribution
q=005 I N-M=22

o X

tioxi tlaxi

Parameter is nct significantly different from C:

aI *t)

Student Distrioulion
q. i ,N-M=22

tioxi tOxi

"Software Test

Xn order to test the complete software that was written in FORTRAN IV and further to test
wether the subroutines for the matrix inversion are sufficient accurate a set of sensor
er-.or parameters were arbitrary defined. With the Lelp of the error model, fictitious
sensor signals were generated and fed to the computer program.

The values of the sensor parameters which were evaluated by the calibration software were
in accordance with the original values in the order of 5-10-'.

24_

7_. -o_
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List of Symbols:

0ýjlj •ij misalignment of ith-sensor axis about jth-axis

!I m mass-unbalance coefficient

q quadrature coefficient

n anisoelasticity coefficient

C-A- anisoinertia coefficientH

C rotor polar moment of inertia

A rotor transverse moment of inertia

H angular momentum

ai acceleration along ith sensorblock-axis

W i angular-rate about ith sensorblock-axis

bi gyro bias about ith sensorblock-axis

DSFi scalefactor error of ith sensorblock-axis

DKi i-accelerometer scalefactor-error
iquadratic error-coefficient of i-accelerometer

-KCi cubic error-coefficient of i-accelerometer

KRi cross-coupling coefficient of i-accelerometer

Bi bias of i-accelerometer

- motor phase angle

Mi torque about ith gyro axis

U i output-voltage of i-accelerometer

T temperature

-ti t-distributed testvariable



EVALUATION D'UN SYSTEME DE NAVIGATION
HYDRIDE A GYROLASERS "SEXTAN"

D.Regnault, Service E-ssais/Equipements. Centre d'Essais en Vo.1 BP N,.2,
9 1220 r~retigny sur Orge, France

J.Leclerc, Crouzet SA, 25 rue Jules 7edrines, 26027 Valence, France
3. de Salaberry, SFENA, Adrodrcme de Villacoublay, 78140 Vefizy Villacoublay,

Fra'ice
J.P.Prad ux, SV2 Crouzet-SFENA, 204 Rand Point du Pont de Stvres,

925 i6 Boulogne. France

I-PRESENTATION DiE WEXPOSE

Depuis 1972, avec le soutien de la DRET, SFENA 6tudie et d~veloppe le gyrom~tre laser
en liaison avec la Socidtd QUAXNTEL pour l'aspect Recherche.

Tr~s t~t: des marques d'lintdrdt des Services Officiels de tutelle de la Dfldgation
Gdndralte de l'Armement sont apparues. Prolongeant l'action de la DRET, le STEN puis le
STTE et les Etats-Majors des trois armes ont soutenu l'action industrielle.

De ce fa' "t, courant 1978, les rdalisations expdrimentales de gyromitres laser ant per-
mis d'obtenir des performances compatibles des premiL~res applications envisagdes.
SFENA avait, en outre, une grande expdrienc'e des acc6ldromatres de precision et -dispo-
sait d'un mod~le, gui associ6 au gyrolaser lui permettait de r~aliser des Centrales
d'Attitudes et de Vitesse..

D'autre part, A cette 6poque, CROUZET possbadait la connaissance des syst~mes de navi-
gation pour hdlicopt~res et avions, les techniques d'hybridation permettant d'optimi-
ser les performances d'un syst~me hybride Inertic-Doppler ainsi qu'un capteur magn~ti-
que statique pouvant servir A la d6termination du cap initial.

Toutes les conditions 6taient donc rdunies en 1978 pour que CROUZFT et SFENA confient,L A leur filiale commune SV2, la direction d'un programmi. de r~alisation et d'expdrimen-
tation d'un systfte de navi~gation hybride :Inertie Sans Plate-forme - Doppler. Adapt:6
aux h~licopt~res arm~s de la prochaine g~n~ration, ce syst~me appel4 SEXTAN a dt6 d6-
velopp6 avec le soutien du STEN et du STTE.

L'expos6 gui va suivre a pour but de pr6senter les m~thodes et moyens mis en oeuvre au
cours des essais en laboratoire et pendant les essais en vol pour valider et verifier
les performances du syst~Me.
Les rfsultats de l'Avaluation seront dgalement donn~s.

II-PRESENTATION DU PROGRAMM~E SEXTAN

Le programme SEXTAN gui vise l'dquipement des hdlicopL~res arm~s de nouvelle gdn~ration
volant A tr~s basse altitude en vol tactique, permet d'offrir des syst~mes ayant des
performances trft 6levdes A des cofts compatibles avec l'§conomie g~n~rale des proiLtS
europdezs-.

Pour r4~pondre A cos contraintes, SV2, CROUZET, SPENA ant rdalis6 un systfme utilisant
une centrale a gyrolas'er de performance nodeste et par consdquent 6conomnique, associ6e

- . A un radar Doppler.
Dans ce syst~me hybride les performances A court terme seront inpos~es' par la centrale
inertielle at celles A long terne par le radar Doppler.

Le schema fonctionnel d'un tel syst~me permet de pr~ciser las composants fondamentaux
da SEXTAN ;Planche 1

-Une centrale de navigation hybride comportant
. trois gyrolasers
. trois acc~l~rom~tres
. un calculateur assurant las fonctions

-plate-f orme virtuelle (c'est-A-direeff,!ctuar.t le caicul des atti-
tules et des vitesses en axes porteur A ',artir des n.esurcs gyromf-
triques et acc~ldron~triques)

-hybridation Inertie-Doppler et Inertie-Baro
-navigation

- Un radar Doppler.

- Un ensemble de capteurs de pression assurant la stabilit6 du sy3t~me dams le plan
vertical.

-Un magr6tom~tre statique, triaxial permattant dlobtenir, entre autres, un alignement
rapide du syst~me en cap.

- Un poste de com'nande et de visualisation.

- Des 6quipements pfriph~riquea teis quo

l'indirateur de navigation,
l'indicateur cartographique,
l'indicateur de vol stationnai.re.
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.Planche 2
Le plan de ddveloppement des syst~mes SEXTAN se ddroule suivant trois-phases-z

- une phase expkrimentalzý qui correspond A SEXTAN 1,I'- :ne n~hase prototype qui correspond A SEXTAN II, pour laquelle les dquipements
dýýeloppft seront disponibles pour les essais en vol au debut de 1982,

- une phase s~rie d~hutant en 1983.

j~~ ; III- PRESh!4TATION DU SYSTEME EXPERIMMNAL 3FXTAN I
Le dt-tail du plan de d~veloppement de SEXTAN I apparait sur cecte planche. On peut

Adistinguev les 6tapes suivantes :Planche 3
-specifications, d~finition et mod~lisation de l'ambiance et des capteurs de fin
1977 3 mi 1978,
r~alisation des 6quippments et mise en place des moyens d'essais en laboratoire
de mi 1978 a mi 1979,

-integration et recette d'ao~t 1979 A novembre 1ý79,
-essais en vol de d~cembre 1979 a juin 1980.

.Planche 4:
Les principaux objectifs de SEXTAN I 6taient de verifier eni vol le comportement des
gyrolasers et da mettre au point t'-us les algarithnes du syst~me de navigation hy-
bride inertie & composants lies - Doplpler, sans Dour autant, d~velopper dbs ce
stade les materiels prototypes sp~cifiques.

Clest pourquoi le systems3 expdzimental a 6t conqu en rechtirchant tine grande sou-
plesse de mise au point et en utilisdrnt au maximum des 6quipements existant dans
nos soci~t~s.

Les capteurs inertielr ont 6td regroup~s dans un bo~tier appel6 Onlt6 de Mesure
Inertielle (UMI).I; La fonction calcul a 6t6 rdpartie dans deux 6quipementst
-Un calculatuur univer.ael UMP 7800 SFENA qui par sa puissance de calicul, sa sou--
plesse de programmation et ses outils logiciels se p'r~te bien a ce genre d'exp6-
rimentation.

- Un calculateur da navigation Nadir CROUZET - cet 6quipement qui a St retenu
pour ]as h~licopt~res de !'Aviation Ldg4,re de l'Armde de Terre Frangaise (ALAT)

a 6t simplement adapt6 A cel-le experimentation.I IV -ORGANISATION DES ESSAIS EN LABOPATOIRE
Les 6tudas et les essais du syst~me SEXTAN ant fttý- men~s de faqon A r~duire au maxi-
mum le telaps de vol n~cessaire A la mise au voiiit du systfme de faqon A pr~vii~gier
les vols d'&,aluation.

La planuhe 5 pr~sente la mdthodoloqie des es".i pendent les diverses phases
du ddve2.oppement.I Sur cette figure, on distingue les trois gran.5es 6apes de la vie du projet

-'- Les 6tudes thdoriques gui, aprt~s llftabli:ýssement d'un logiciel de reference,
parmettent de d~finir le logiciel gui sera embarlu6.

- La vdrification de ce logiciel au sol.

-Les essais en vol.

Dftaillons chacune de ces 6tapes
*Planche 6
)Le 1.ogiciel de reference 6tabli au cours de la premibre phase d'6tude c*;t P.outil
informatique de base pour les simulations et la mise au point du syst~me. 11 est
destine A 3imuler le logiciel gui sera embarqud et dont il sera l'image. 11 est
donc rfalis6 pour simuler sur un calculateur scientifique puissant les possibili-
tds du calculateur emsbarqu6 et tient donc compte de sa vitesse d'ex~cution, des
cadrages dle mots, des erreurs de troneature etc...
Il a ftt& mis au point en tenant compte

-des algorithmes resultant des 6tudes th~oriques gui ont suivi 1'4tablissement
des specifications du syst~rne,

-des trajectoires synth~t~ques 6tablies A partir d'enregistrements de paramatre
de vol effectu&s sur h61icoptZ~re#

-des mod~les d'erreurs de tons les capteurs du systf1ne.

Apras cette mise au point, le logiciel enibarqu6 est A son tour cr~o at valid6
en laboratoire avec le maximum d'fil~ments reels du systbme et en mcntant 1 Unite
de Mesure Inertielle cur un simulateur deux axes (Table GOER0) :planche 7

Dar~s une p-emni~re p~hase, 1'UMI est calibrge par des rnouvements et des positionne-
ments axe par axe. A l issue de cette phase, les paramatras d'erreurs des capteurb
(biais, facteurs dldchelle, calages des tritdres de mesure) soiit calculfs et les
termes de compensation correspondant~c sont introduits dans le logiciel.
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Dans one secoi~de phase, ani fait ex~cuter A la table ,-s mouvements simizlant len divers
ty'pes de vol et les r~sultats sorit compards &- ceux obtenus dans-les- simulotiors prdcfi-
dentes.

Les sorties des capteurs enregistrdes au cours de ces derniares simulations peuvent
Atre r~u'-ilis~es pour un traitement en centre de calcul af in de faciliter l'analyse
des divergences dve~taielles entre les deux types de simulation,

' V -ESSAIS EN VOL

Les essais en vol du systdme SEXTRN 1 avaient pour but de qualifier sor hdlicoptf~re

- la technclogie du gyroni~tre laser,

- leconct~eptduyrapde Ie.m", opl dans le cadre du choix du syst~me de navigation

Ces essais se sont derouA~s au Centre d'Essais en Vol de Brdtigny (CEV), de d~cembre
1979 A join !980 et ont comport6 60 heures de vol pour 46 vo~s. Deux phaz,ý ont 6t6
r~alis~es:

- une premi~re phase de mise au point cc'nstructeur,
de 42 heures do vol (34 vols)

- une deuxiome phase d'6djaluation officielle
de 18 haures de vol (12 vols)

L~a responsabilit6 do la phase rni~ie au point incotnbe A l'industriel. Le CEV apporto son
soutler. A l'indu-triel par ses moyens d'essais -a~ronef

moyens de inesure

et son exp~rience des essais en vol. oesd ratmn

La responsabilit& des vols dlessais et du progranwe d'essais sont du ressort dui CEV.
*Les programmes des lvol.-, son,- pr~parts en collaboration avec l'industriel. La phase
* .d'dvaluation officiella est enti~rement du rassort do EV

V-1 Moyens

.?lanch-e 8

Le syst&.,e SEXTAN a dt installCs sur ln SA 330 "PUMA" -al, 1024. Cot h~licoptibre do la
* ~claisse 4 A 6 toni~es qol nlest pas totaleanent repr~sentatif de ce quo~ sera 1'HAC et ceci

- ~ en particulier pour ce qui concerna les vitesses d'6volution, pr6sente l'avantage de
faciliter ilemport d'installations d'essais complexes. Il est 061A ii4pour des
essais de syst~mes de navigation.

Les diff~rents 616ments de SEXTAN ont dt6 Jmplant~s conuna le rnontro la plancha 9,

* ~- .ýe calculateor UMP 7800 et 1'UMI, sous le plancher de la partle cargo,F;- le radar Doppler sous ]'h~licoptore est ca!6 A 0* par rapport A la r'~f~rence horizon-
tale,

- le calculateor Nadir et l'indicateur d- navigation, en partie centralo Ie la planche
de nord,

- ls dux ndiaters e vl satinnaresurles parties droite at gauche de la
- - plar'che de bord, on dcivant chaque pilote,

- installation d'ess~is et dp mesure.
.Planche 10:
Cotta photo raprdsente la planche de bord sot laquelle on peut distinguer

- le Nadir en banquette
- l'IDN
- et les deox IVS (l'on reli6 au Doppler, Ilautre a SEXTMJ)
Planche 11

Cotta photo montre la partie cargo avoc a gauche au premier plan l'installation do
mesore, au centre et en bas %a sooto corntenant IPUMP at lIUMI.
Au fond A gauche, le pupitre exp~rimentateur at au fond au centre la plarnohe de bord.
.Planche 12:
Cette vue de la soute nous permet de distinguer l'bMI et l'UMP 7800.
Las incyons embargu~s poor les essais de SEXTAN permettent
- de contr~ler le fonctionnenLnt en vol du syst~me,
- d'obtenir una trajectoire de r~fffence,
- de rtNatiser Il'cquisition des paramatres n~cessaires aux simulations faites au sol

et ao caicul des performances.
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F La pJlanche 13 prorsente le synoptique complet de Il'Jnstallation embarqude sur le
L Y'UMA.

*la centrale "strapdown.' ccrnpos~e de l'UMI at de I'UrIP 7330,
les autres 6quipements faisant partie du syst~me SEXTAN, c'est4-Idire
pr.incipalement le Nadir recevant les informatibas en provenance d'un
Dopple.: DECCA 80, d'un botiUer cppteurs de pression et de temperature,
d'uzn magn~tom~tre. Le Nadir fouri-it d'autre part A l'IDN et l'IVS les
Infcrimati'ons de navigation et de pillotaqe,[ I .l'insta~lation de mesuce.

la trajectoire de ?rdfdrence eat obtenue a pa6_tir d'une centrale inertielie a plate-
forme Litton 51 associge A une camera de verticale. Un calculateur universel assure
l'..cquisition d~une liaison DMA (Direct Marory Access) avec 1'UMP 7800 du systfte

* SEXTAN.

Les parambtres acquis sont

- d'uný. part le's paraznbtrt~s capteurs et senseurs (gyrom~tres, aaccldrom~tres,
Doppler, capteurs de presslon, magndtom~txe)

- d'autre part les param~tres "syst~me" tels que attitudes, cap, position, vitesse.

Ce calculateur assure dgalement la gestion d'une liaison numdrique s~rie a d~estination
d'un ua.aISLLeuJilbg y 1 jur les traitexnents au s01.
Les contr~les en vol sont faits A 'aide
-de la face avant du Nadir,
-d'une visuaiisation nuindrique,
d'un enregistreur papier.

V-2 Essais de mise au point

Les essals de mise au point ont comport6 quatre phases :Planche 14

-La premi~re a concernd l'intdgratior. du systiame sur llh~licopt~re, la mise au point
des chzines d'e.cquisition de donnde", les essals sol et 1'obtention d'un fonctionne-
ment correct en vol. Cette phase dura deux mcis et comporta trois vols.

-La deuxi~me phase Otait consacrde A la v4drificcition du fonctionnement et des perfor-
mances de la plate-forne virtuelle ainsi qu'A la mise au point de l'autocompensation
du magnfton~tre.
Cette phase dura deux mois et comporta quinze vols.

- La troisifme phase qui permit la vdrificatic.n et l'optimisation de I2hybridation
inertie-Doppler comporta einq vols 6chelonnds sur un mois.

- Au cours de la quatridme et derni~re phase avant lea vols de recette, le fonctionne-
ment de la boucle baro-inertielle fut vdrifi6 pair Ilutilisation d'une station de
traiectographie sol A laser appelde jTRADA. Cette phase qui ccmporta 5galement des

vols de synthd~se et de prdrecette dura un mois at comporta onze vols.

Au cours de ces vols. la bande magndtique enregistrde A bcrd est traitde par le CEV
pou~r obtenir one bande magndtique compatible avec le centre de calcol de l'industriel.

-f Penuant la p~riude de mise au point, le traitement des informations contenues sur la
bande fournie par le CEV est schdmatis6 sur la planche 15.
Partons de l'ordre dlessais en vol. En fonction de l'avancement des essais, un profil
de vol est deter-mine afin d'amdliorer la perception des imperfertioixs du systi~me.
Par exempie, un virage A plat comportant N tours permet de mettre en evidence l'erreur
rdsiduelle sur le facteu: d'6chelle du gyro de cap.
La dernidre vecrion du logiciel embarqu6 est incorpor~e dans les dquipements et le
vol execute.
Lenregistrement effectu6 permet de reg~ndrer en centre de calcul la trajectoire reel-
lement soivie par l'hdlicopt~re. 11 est alc-s possible A Ilindustriel soit de verifier
le compcrtement des capteurs en comparant les informations fournies par ceux-c Zui
caractdristiques de la trajectoire, soit de verifier le comportement du systame par
comparaiscn des informations donn~es par SEXTAN A celles de la centrale de reference.
Des simulations avec des logiciels modifies sont 6galexnent possible avant d'essayqr
ceux-ci an vol.

Lp's modifications apport~es au systome au cours de !a mise au point Ont dt6 Tireures.
Seul le 1Vagiciel a 6t§ concern6 car ces modifications W'ont port6 que sur des valeurs
de constantes connie

Ics constantes de temps des boucles d'hybridation
ou lea coefftcients caracf-Arisant les gyrom~tres.

V-3 Essais d16va3.iation

Apr~s la phase de mise au point, s'est d~roul~e la phase d'Ivaluation officielle qui a
'comport6 18 heures de vol En 12 vols an cours du niois de juin 1980 planche 16.
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Ces vols se sont r~partis eni
- 4 vols de navigation tactique caract~risds par de nombreuses 6volutio-ns en vitesase

et en attitude A tr~s faible hauteur,

- 8 vols de navigation "type convoyaqe".

L'6valuation a comportif ggalemoint une regulation ue cap afin de determiner 1 'erreur
de cap initial du systame en fonction du cap d'alignenient.

*Planche 17
L'exploitation de ces essais d'Sv~luation a 6tO r~alisde par le ce~itre de calcal du
C.E.V.
Les donnees brutes provenant de '1enregistrement sur h41icoptare subissent un pvdd5-
poujilemant destirI6 a les irandre assimilables par le centre de calcul dquip6 d'un

IBM 3031.11 Ce pr~ddpouillement consiste
-en un transcodage pout les enregistrements inagn~tiques
-en un ddpouillement parmet-tant d'oextraire les donn~es de rec-alage dei photographies.

A partir des param~tres position et vitesse de la centrale Litton 51 enregistr~s A
bard, d'un mod~le d'erreur en vitesse de la centrale A inertie at de photos de verti-
cale de points g~odtsicrue3 survolds, une r~f~rence de navigation est 6iaborde. Cel~le-
ci permet de connattre, tout instant du vol. la position A quelques dizaines de M~trez
pr~s et la vitesse A 0,3 kt pras.

La comparalson entre la trajactoira de rdfdrence at la trajactoire fournie par le
syst~me SEXTAI4 permet le calcul des performances du systbme. Les rdsultats sont 6dit6s
sou5 Earina de graphiques, de listing et de statistiques.

V-4 R~sultats

Du point de vue qualitatif le comportement du qyrolaser sur h~licoptdre a 6t6 excel-
lent.

Planc'ie 18
Il 'est possible de le r~sumer ainsi

60 heures de vol en 46 voJls
170 heures da fonctionnement

Pas de panne
Pas de fonctionnemertt marginal.

Plancha 09

Les performances abtenuas au cours de l'dvaluation sont regroupe sur cette planche
en comparaison avec les objectifs visds.

La durde d'alignament mesur~e a 6t6 inf~rieure a una minute et ceci sur plus d'une
cantaine d'alignaeinnts rdalisds dans des conditions tr~s varidas y com1pris avec des
vents travers de 25 kt et des rafales de 35 kt.

COMMENTAIRES DES RESULTATS

VI -CONCLUSION

La parfaite r~ussite des essais en vol SEXTAN I mantre que les diff~rents concepts
mis en oeuvza dans cette expdrim-sntation

- le gyroml~tre laser,
-.es techniques inertielles A compoans lies,
-les systfmes hybrides de navigation

sont actuallement bien maitrisfs par SV2 CROUZET-SFENA.
En particulier le fonctior'ncr~ent du gyrom~tre laser sur hdlic.,_ zire est excellent.

UDores -t d6jA las r~sultato obtenus avec le systilme exp~rime'ital sont compatibles
avec lei~ objectifs fix~s pour le programme RAC.
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Fig. 14 Essais de mise au point
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8 VOLS DE NAVIGATION "TYPE CONVOYAGE" 1 MOBS

(Juin 80)

. 1 REGULATION DE CAP.

Fig.16 Essais d'evaluation
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9 60 HEURES DE VOL. EN 46 VOLS

* 170 HEURES DE FONCTIONNEMENT

o PAS DE PANNE

* PAS DE FONCTIONNEMENT MARGINAL

Fig. 18 Comportement di.gyrolaser slir hIivioptere
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FLIGHT TEST RESULTS
OF AN

ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT MODEL
RING LASER GYRO NAVIGATOR (RLGN)

Kenton L. Bachman
Communication Navigation Technology Directorate

Naval Air Development Center
Warminster, rA 18974 USA

SUMMARY

A flight test program has been conducted by the Naval Air Development Center to
demonstrate the performance capability and reliability 7otential of an Advanced Develop-
ment Model (ADM) Ring Laser Gyro Na-igator (RLGN). The resultant performance of the
RLGN in an A-7E and P-3C aircratt is described. Flight test-results have demonstrated
that the RLGN successfully met all position, velocity, and Aaction time requirements.

*i- During a year and a half of nearly continucous Navy laboratory and flight tests there
have been no failures, maintenance actions vr calibiations requi-ed or performed on the
RLGN system.

I. INTRODUCTION

The emergence of the aing Laser Gyroscope (RLC) as an ideal rate sensor for strap-
down inertial navigation system applications has stimulated widespread interest within
the navigation/guidance user community. The laser gyro present5 a technological oppor-
cunity to overcome cost, reliability, and performance deficienci.es encountered with
current operational airborne inertial systems used for navigation, weapon delivery, and
flight control. The postulated advantages of a laser strapdown inertial system encour-

•. aged the establishment of an advanced development progran under Naval Air Systems Com-
mand &ýonsorship in 1976 for the design, fabrication, test and evaluation of a Ring
Laser Gyro Navigator (RLGIv).

This paper addresses briefly the requirements leading to the formulation of an ad-
vanced development program for the RLGN., It describes in some detail the functional
description of the RLGN including key hardwaM ard software design features. Principal
emphasis is given to a discussion of the fli77t test program in an A-7E and P-3C air-
craft, and the resultant navigation and reliability perfurmance. Effects of high lati-
tude on system alignment and navigation will be discussed. Finally, a brief look at
"the proposed follow-on Full Scale Development (FSD) of a second generation Carrier Air-
craft Inertial Navigation System (CAINS-II) applicable to all Navy carrier aircraft will
be given.

II. RLGII REQUIREMENTS

Current operational inertial navigaticn *nd guidance systems for tactical aircraft
and missiles have, zo a significant degree, deficiencies in reliability, life cycle
costs, and reaction time. Thesa problems are compounded by the pressures to develop aid
procure numerous inertial system types and configurations tailored for specific applica-
tions across the Department of Defense (DoD) user spectrum. This expensive prolifera-
tion and the principal equipment shortcomings are due in part to limitations of the
electromechanical technolcgy now employed in gimbaled inertial reference units. An ex-
ception to this general situation is the Navy developed Carrier Aircraft Inertial
Navigation System (CAINS). This gimbaled system using conventional sensors is deployed
on several Navy aircraft, notdbly the F-14, -2C, S-3A, and A-6E, and some later F-4
aircraft models. However, the stringent environmental performance requirements placed
on this system have adversely affected system reliability resulting in a high cost of
ownership.

C Present and future aircraft inertial navigation system requirements indicate a need
for durable, reliable, ari low cost-of-cwnership inertial systems capable of operating
for extended periods without calibration or maintenance. Strapdown inertial navigation
systems employing the RLG are now showing that th-y can meet these requirements.

Strapdown systems provide all the information and outputs normally provided by a
gimbaled inertial system, and in addition provide body rate information for aircraft
flight control systems. This information is presently supplied by separate angular rate
sensors that are not part of the navigation system. In the strapdown configuration, the
angular rate and linear acceleration sensors ore "strapped" to the airframe and sense

A the total dynamic input from the airframe mction.

The RLG, with an inherent digital outpu¢c and essentially unlimited input capability,
provides an ideal solution for the strapdov., gyro'dynamic range problem. Present accel-
erometers are for the most part directly 8-anlicable to the strapdown configuration. Be-
cause the accelerometers are not physically s4ýbilized by a gimbal system, their outputs
must undergo a computer coordinate transformation frc.. vehicle coordinates to geodetic
coordinates. Thus, a portion of the gimbalel inertial navigation system complexity
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(gimbals, resolvers, synchros, and associated electronic circuits) is shifted to the more
I ; reliable, lower-cost computer. With the introduction of high-speed, low-cost inertial

processing units and semiconductor memories, any cost penalties associated with the
strapdown computation requirement have beet, virtually eliminated.

III. ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LASER GYRO PROGRAM

In a series of directives dating from 1974 the Office of the Secretary of Defense/
Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (OSD/USDR&E) provided guidance
to the Service Secretaries for the establishment and operation of an Advanced Technology
Demonstration Laser Gyro Program. This program evolved from highly successful Navy ex-
ploratory development efforts in laser gyro cechnology and prototype system development
dating back to the late 1960's. The Navy was named executive agent for this effort and
a program office was established within the Naval Air Systems Command in 1976. The
general objective of the program was to demonstrate the military utility of laser gyros
for aircraft navigation, and missile guidance applications. Specific program objectives
were to (1) validate the cost, reliability and suitability of RLG's f-r aircraft navi-
gation and missile guidance systems and (2) to make recommendations on these facters to
the Department of Defense (DoD) prior to a committment into Full Scale or Engineeriag
Development. Pursuant with these program objectives, an Advanced Development Model (ADM)
RLGN was develced to assess the reliability, maintainability, and performance factors
in a full military environment.

The Naval Air Development Center (NAVAIRDEVCEN) was assigned lead laboratory re-
sponsibility for the development, test and evaluation of this system, A contract was
let with Honeywell Inc. in 1976 for the design and fabrication oi the system to speci-
fications drawn up by NAVAIRDEVCEN. The equipment underwent acceptance tests in
January 1979 and was delivered to the Navy in February of 1979.

Performance goals for the RLGN advanced development sys.em were selected to be
compatible with the requirements of production inertial navigation equipment in mili-
tary applications. A summary of the major goals is presented in Table 1. Reliability/
maintainability goals established to achieve life-cycle cost goals include t MTBF of
25U0 hours for the INU, sensor replaceability without system level recalibration and no
regularly scheduled system calibration requirement.

TABLE 1

RLGN ADM PERFORMANCE GOALS

Reliability 2500 hours MTBF (INU)
Position Accuracy 1 nmi/hr [1.85 Km/HR] CPE rate
Velocity Accuracy 3 ft/s, [0.91 M/S] 1. per axis
Attitude Accuracy 2.5 arc min (RMS)
Heading Accuracy 3.0 arc min (RMS) and 0.02 deg/hr ]o
Acceleration Capability 10 G's each axis
Ra:e Capability 400 deg/s each axis
Reaction Time (-54' to +71'C) less than 10 minutes
Calibration Inertial >1 year
Test Provisions BITE, incl sensors

IV, RLGN SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The ADM RLGN consists of an Inertial Navigation Unit (INU), Control Display Uoit
(CDU), Mode Select Unit (MSU) and bat.ery. The RLGN INU is packaged in a 3/4 ATR ?ong
case and was designed to withstand the typical military environmental ranges for tem-
perature, altitude, vibration and shock as well as typical mission flight profiles. The
RLGN Contrcl Display and Mode Select units are commercially available equipment. The
INU provides position, velocity and attitude information to the CDU. The INU consists of
three orthogonal body-mounted laser gyros and three accelerometers, a digital
eomputer, I/0 electronics, sensor electronics and a power supply. Figure 1 shows a block
diagram of the ADM INU and external interfacee,.

The RLGN utilizes three Honeywell GG 1342 laser gyros to senbe incremental angular
displacement about the attitude and heading axes. The GO 1342 utilizes the integral
block discharge tube configuration and body dither for lock-in compensation. The geome-
try of the gyro body is a 50 degrees isosceles triangle with a 34.5 cm path length. The
laser gyro is designed for operation with a 0.63 micron (visible red) wavelength and has
a pulse quantization of 2 seconds of arc. The salient performance characteristics of the

_5 RLGN laser gyros are summarized in Table 2.

The RLGN utilizes three Systron Donner Model 4841 accelerometers. The 4841 is a
low-cost, inertial-grade, electrically servoed accelerometer designed for strapdown ap-
plications in aircraft and missiles. The main performance characteristics of the RLGN
accelerometers are sbown in Table 3.

The output from the laser gyros are roll/pitch/yaw angular increments. The gyro
electronics control the gyro operation and provide gyro performance independent of tem-
perature and dynamic conditions. The accelerometer electronics convert the accelerometer
analog output into digital pulses. The gyro and accelerometer misalignment numbers,
scale lactors, biases and thermal compensation coefficients are stored in a special
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RLGN LASER GCURO SLIENT CHARACTERISTICS

SParameter X Yis

Gyro Scale Factor Linearity (P)3.1 I 1.r.1i
SGyro Random Waik (deg/,'hr) 0.00 .0013 005

TABLE 3

cRLN ACCELEROMEIER SALIENT CHARACTERISTICS
I _ Wx __c

Parameter IX As S

SBias Stability (IG) AL3 16 17

[ Scale Factor Linearity (Z) .02 0.0014 0.0009

Programmable Read Only Memory (PROM). Th... p•.cazi1ters are transferred into system memo-
ry during alignment. Built In Test (BIT) capabilities are incorporated in the RLGN to
detect failures in the gyros, accelerometers, power supply and processor. Continuous BIT
is operational during all power-on modes and additional BIT can be initiated during stand-
by modes of operation.

All inputs and outputs to the digital computer are transmitted over a parallel I/O
bus. The sensor electronics provide counting sa.d data transfer control functions toS~transfer sensor outp.,ts to the computer memory. The. air data sensor provides barometric

•' • altitude in either digital or analog form to stabilize the INU's vertical loop. The CDU
• ~displays position and velocity -:omponer.,-s from the computer and allows the operator to

- insert display mode select commands and initiclization data. The L7SU provides the means
•:•_fnr selecting system operating rAodes (on, off, standby, align •nd navigate). The I/O
:•':.• •electronics contain provisions for formatting data for a digital tape recorder and for
:• interfacing with other airclaft system for experimental purposes. Under normal test
•>•conditions, the INU would operate from the internal semiconduxctor" LP1•O/ROM) memory. An
-•external core memory interface, usec' for test and checkout oul:, allows for software/
• •:•,memory checkout and modifications but is not required for norwal flight operations. An

• additional feature of the RLGN is the provision of a MIL-STD-i553A digital multtplex bus
#-=:°•interface. The mux bus is capable of controlling the RiLCN modes of operation and int=r-
•°• rogating the data bus. Provisions are available to control the RLGN from eiti'er the mux

bus or t-e CDU.

S~The inherent digital character of the RLG has made possible extensive use of Built-
in-Test (BIT) for performance monitoring, failure detection and malfanction isolation.

:o • Each laser gyro, for "-xample, outputs seven "health" signals that can provide an mndi-
• • cation of performance degradation before a failure occurs. In the RJ.GN, BIT signals are

• also brought. nit for the accelerometers, power supplies, central processor, timing and
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control, and interface functions. From a maintainability point of view, recalibration
is minimized through use of systematic error compensation performed in the processor.
Each laser gyro has its own PROM (Programmable Read Only Memory) containing known error
coefficients that are read into computer memory at system turn-on. Thus, gyros may be
replaced readily without the need to perform system recalibration, obviating the need
for sophisticated test equipment in the field.
V. RLGN TEST PROGRAM

The RLGN was delivered to NAVAIRDEVCEN in February 1979 after successfully completing
acceptance testing at the contractor's plant. The acceptance testing included temperature
tests at -65°F, 0°F, 100°F, and 135 0 F (-54 0 C, -18°C, 38°C and 57°C); random vibretion 2
tests in the frequency spectrum of 15 to 2,000 Hz and at test levels of 0.01 and 0.4 g /Hz
along each axis; voltage and frequency variation tests; Scorsby tests; altitude tests; and
Electro Magnetic Interference (EMI) tests. The cummulative CEP rate of the RLGN for these
tests (excluding navigation errors during actual vibration) was 0.67 nautical miles/hour
(1.24 km/hr); the rms velocity errors were 1.85 feet per second (0.56 m/s) in the north
channel and 1.45 (0.44 m/s) feet per second in the east channel.

A progrcm plan was originally formulated to progressively test and evaluate the RLGN
through a series of baseline tests in the laboratory and a mobile van, followed by flight
tests in a P-3C aircraft to obtain accurate position and velocity performance, and finally
by flight tests in a high performance aircraft. However, the potential user community's
immediate concern centered on the operability of a strapdown laser gyro navigation system
in a high performance fighter/attack environment. To satisfy this need, NAVAIRDEVCEN
initiated A-7E test program plans in January 1979.

VI. A-7E FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM

The objective of the A-7E flight test program was to demonstrate the performance
capability of the RLGN in a dynamic flight environment, simulating close air support and
surface attack profiles. In particular the aims of the flight tests were to show:

a. Performance accuracy of the RLGN in a high dynamic flight environment
b. Reliability potential
c. Performance stability without recalibration
d. Reaction time

ALIGNMENT TESTS

Prior to commencing actual flight tests a series of alignment tests were conducted
to determine the optimal alignment time and to ascertain whether there was any difference
between alignment direction, and power source; i.e., ground power cart vs. aircraft engine
power. The results indicatel that 5.5 minutes was the preferred alignment time. (Two and
one-half and one minute alignments were also performed during the flight tests because of
the desire for fast reaction performance data.) The results also showed that generally
the alignments were as good if not better with the engine running. Therefore, it was con-
cluded that the A-7E flight tests would be conducted using engine power for system align-
ment. Finaily, the tests showed thKt one gyro (X-gyro) appeared to have a slightly better
gyrocompassing ability than the other (Y-gyro). this tended to indicate that the X-gyro
was of somewhat better quality than the Y-gyro.

FLIGHT TEST DESCRIPTION

A total of 47 flights x.ere conducted of approxinitely one and a half hours duration.
The approach taken was to progressively explore more of the flight envelope as the test-
ing progressed. Once the total flight envelope was estahlished, an ensemble of identical
flight profiles was conducted to demonstrate actual RLGN eystern performance. Figure 2
illustrates a typical flight profile.

•o_ •DESCENT

;• "•LOITER

WEAPON RELEASE
INBOUND CRUISE•-::•-• •'• MANEUVER

OUTBOUND CRUISE

TAKEOFF AND CLIMB REFUELING AIR-TO-AIR DEFENSIVE
COMBAT MANEUVER I

F INBOUND CLIMBi•- •CRUISECLM

S~DESCENT

FIGURE 2. TYPICAL FLIGHT TEST PROFILE.
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The aircraft was operated within standard NATOPS limits at various attitudes and
altitudes. Maneuvers required ranged from- the- relatively benign- to the high- G pro-
files encountered in air to air combat engagements and weapons delivery applications.
The former included: Circular, Racetrack, and Figure-8's all flown at standard rates-of
turn or less. The latter maneuvers included Jinking, Immelman, Split "S", Wingover and
High "G" Pull-Up and Roll profiles. The aircraft flew at test altitudes ranging from
200 feet (61 meters) for the low level visual checkpoints to 25,000 feet (7,750 meters)
during the high dynamic maneuvers. Speeds ranged from 200 knots (103 m/see) Indicated
Air Speed (IAS) to 0.98 Indicated Mach Number (IMN) during high speed dives. A maxi-
mum of 6 G's was pulled during the 5400 wind-up maneuver.

For each of the 47 flights, quantitative data on system performance was obtained
by comparing the RLGN position output with known geographic coordinates of previously
selected ground checkpoints. Reference checkpoint data was obtained by direct over-
flight of previously selected TACAN stations for the outbound and inbound legs. Check-
point data in the maneuver area was obtained by direct low level (61 meters) overflight
of the Cape May NJ Coast Guard helicopter landing pad. Terminal velocity and positionwas also recorded after the aircraft was parked on the NAVAIRDEVCEN landing apron.

FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

The results of the flight tests are summarized in Table 4 as a function of align-
ment time. The main criterion used in evaluating system performance was the Circular
Probable Error as a function of time in navigate mode (CPE per hour). The CPE rate is
defined as the median of an ensemble of radial position error rates. Thus for the data
shown, there is a 50% probability that the radial position error divided by the elapsed
time in the navigate mode shall be less than or equal to the CPE rate shown. The CPE
rate is the standard figure of merit used to evaluate the Navy's Carrier Aircraft
Inertial Navigation System (CAINS) equipment. The CPE rate was computed for each flight
using the RLGN position error derived from ground checkpoints, TACAN checkpoints and low
level visual checkpoints in the operating area. Typically each flight included 4-7
visual fly-over checkpoints at Cape May, NJ, 3 ground checkpoints (including closeout)
and 3 TACAN checkpoints outbound and 3 inbound.

For the A-7 tests, the RLGN was not instrumented to adequately determine velocity
performance due to the nature and objective of the program. Nevertheless, a gross
estimate of system velocity accuracy was obtained from examining the RLGN closeout
velocity readings when the aircraft came to a stop and the velocity reference was zero.
Table 4 also includes the RMS closeout velocity error for the 5.5 and 2.5 minute alignment
times. (There was no closeout data recorded for the 1 minute alignments.)

TABLE 4
SUMMARY OF RLGN A-7E FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

Alignment No. of CPE Rate Close Out RMS
Time (Min) Flights (nmi/hr) [Knihrl Velocity Error

___(fps) !m/s]

5.5 21 0.74 [3.37] VN 5.3 [1.6i
VE 4.1 [1.3]"2.5 20 1.30 [2.41] VN 5.8 [1.81
VE 4.0 [1.2]

t 1.0 6 1.64 (3.03] ---

While individual error plots are not shown in this paper, an inspection of error
propagation during each flight revealed no discernable change in system performance as
a result of the maneuvers flown. These observations tend to demonstrate that, on the
basis of using position accuracy as the performance criterion, the RLGN is insensitive
to the type of airbcrne maneuvers that were performed during the A-7E flight tests.

It was also noticed from an inspection of individual error plots that latitude
errors were usually larger, often considerably no, than the corresponding longitude
errors. This may be due to the initial heading error after alignment causing a cross
coupling of earth rate into the north-south (latitude and north velocity) channel.
This heading misalignment consists of a gyro drift rate random bias and wide band
(white) noise. In the case of gimbaled system the bias portion of the initial heading
error, which during the gyrocompass alignment becomes strongly correlated with the
east gyro bias, remains correlated during the entire flight. This correlation causes
a partial cancellation between the east gyro drift and heading error. In a strapdown
system, however, depending on the aircraft attitude during the flight this correlation

nmay either disappear or actually change sign and become detrimental.

A-7E FLIGHT TEST CONCLUSIONS

All the objectives of the A-7 flight test program weie successfully demonstrated.
Position accuracy and reaction time were within the specified performance goals and
there were no system failures, maintenance actions or calibrations required. Nearly all
the flights were conducted following alignment under aircraft engine power. This is
considered a positive factor from an operational readiness aspect. Further, on the
basis of examination of the data, error propagation was apparently not affected by the
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high dynamic fighter/attack environment nor by the immediacy of transitioning into high
dynamics right after takeoff. The performance of the RLGN-with- reducedsreaction- time-
(viz 3.0 min and 1.5 min) makes it a viable candidate for navigation system applica-
tions where reaction time is at a premium.

VII. P-3C FLIGHT TEST PROGRAMl

The objective of- the P-3C flight test program-was to determine RLGN velocity and
position performance from a series of flight profiles designed to thoroughly exercise
all channels of the system. Recalling that- the A-7E aircraft was not instrumented to
record velocity information during flight, the P-3C aircraft, on the other hand,
utilized specifically designed test instrumentation to record RLGN data and time syn-
chronize it with the P-3C reference inertial system and the ground radar tracking
station. Thus it was possible to extract through post flight eata reduction and analy-
sis, a very accurate time description of RLGN velocity and position errors. m

The reference P-3C inertial system used in these tests was the ANIASN-84. Ground
tracking of the aircraft was provided by a modified Nike-Hercules radar system with a
specified accuracy of 0.2 mil red. in azimuth and elevation and 10 yards (9.14 meters)
in slant range. The flight tests were conducted over the Chesapeake Test Range of the
Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, Maryland. At select times during the flight
test series, the aircraft was flown over the Cine-Theodolite course to verify the ac-
curacy of the reference radar data.

TEST EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

A simplified block diagram of the aircraft test instrumentation and interface is
presented in Fikure 3. Its operation may be briefly described as follows: The Telem-
etry Receiver receives an IRIG-B reference time signal from the Range Radar Station
and synchronizes the real time clock of the Time Code Generator. The Time Code Genera-
tor then provides timing signals to the RLGN Tape Recorder Interface Unit. This unit
formats and controls the output of the RLGN data and provides a synchronized time re-
cording on the data Tape Recorder. (Up to 68 data items from the RLGN can be recorded
on the Tape Recorder.)

P -3C
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•~~~ 
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AFIGURE 3. RLGN INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM.

•°. In addition the Tape Recorder Interface Unit supplies a synchronizing signal to
S~the real time clock of the aircraft Central Data Processor. This assures time synchro-
i•2 nitation of the RIGN and A&I/ASN-84 data with the range radar data.
••i The aircraft Central Data Processor receives and processes data from the AN/ASN-84

inertial system and formats the selected data variabiec for recording on the Magnetic
Tape Transport (M'TT) unit. The Baro-Altimeter provides altitude information to sta-

~ i.,,bilize the vertical loop of the RLGN.

• • As part of the equipment installation, a radar transponder was installe•i on the
•-' aircraft to provide dn accurate position reference for tracking by the radar station.
q•<The transponder was located in very close proximity t~o the RI.GN and ANI/ASN-84 inertial
• systemsj which were located in line and adjacent to each other.

SFLIGHT TEST DESCRIPTION
The P-3C flight program consisted of flight scenarios ranging from the relatively

benign to the mote complex as encountered in typical Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW)
mission profiles. There were three basic flight scenarios: Extended Figure Eights,S• Clover Leafs, an•i Ladder Patterns. The last two are primarily ASW mission nrofiles

i• • that have both a practical and analytical significance; analytical in the sense that
they exercise almo'3t continuously both horizontal channels of the RLCN thereby pro-

•-_• viding a good test of the system me hanization. The extended Figure 8 pattern include&

L-



a straight and level leg of approximately 40 miles [74.0 Km.] in the North-South direc-
tion and 30-miles (55.5 Km.] in the East-West direction. This leg permitted accelera-
tion or deceleration of the aircraft as specified in the test plare.

Alignment times used were the same as used previously in thq A-7E flight tests,
i.e. 2½ and 5½ minutes. Most of the system alignments were performed using the air-
craft Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) with the engine turned off. There were a few flights
in which the system was aligned under engine power because of failures with the APU.

A total cf 38 data flights were scheduled providing a mixture of alignment direc-
tions, alignment times, and flight profiles. T pical flight time urder range radar
coverage was two hours. Immediately prior to the data flight, both the RLGN and the
AN/ASN-84 were ground aligned. The AN/ASN-84 a]ignment time was 20 minutes thereby
providing a well aligned reference system. Alignment of the RLGN was initiated during
the final 2½ or 5k minutes. Both systems were then switched to the navigate mode
together and the aircraft was ready for take-off.

DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS METHODS

The data reduction and analysis techniques used in the A-7E flight tests were
relatively straightforiard since only RLGN position and close out velocity data were
recorded. By contrast, the techniques used in the P-3C flights were more complex be-
cause of the -4ealth of information gathered from the different reference sources, i.e.,
RLGN, AN/ASN-84, radar, and cine-theodolite, and the desire to establish accurate time
histories of system error propagation during flight.

Principal emphasis in the data reduction scheme was placed on an accurate deter-
mination of velocity error. Statistical means were used to separate the velocity error
from true RIGN velocity.

Reference 1 describes a Forward-Backward Kalman Smoother computer program that was
developed to generate accurate reference velocity information against which the RLGN
velocity was compared. For these tests radar-aided AN/ASN-84 position information was
selected as the reference. Basically, this reference was formed by differencing the
AN/ASN-84 and radar position information and then filtering and smoothing the differ-
ence to form an estimate of AN/ASN-84 velocity error. This estimate was then subtracted
from the raw AN/ASN-84 velocity information to provide a velocity reference for the RLGN.
"This reference velocity was in turn subtracted from RLGN velocity to provide an estim-
ate of RLGN velocity arror. A block diagram of this scheme is given in Figure 4.

P+ B+ PI + -- P+ P f BIDRIASN/84 +=.• ..... ,

+8 u- VI FILTERING
L • SMOOTHING

+ - 8VVI

RG + -- V+ BV +

RLGN

FIGURE 4. VELOCITY REFERENCE FOR ADM RLGN.

The same program can be used to estimate position, misalignment, and heading errors
but these were not used at this time. Rather, position calculations were made by dif-
ferencing the RLCN and radar derived position.

FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

The P-3C flight tests were stili in progress at the time this paper was written.
Hence the test results reported herein provide the first, albeit abbreviated indication
of RLGN velocity performance using this technique. Additional test results will be pro-
vided in the oral version of this paper.

There have been a total of 32 test flights to date. All of these flights used the
extended Figure 8 profile; the Clover Leaf and Ladder patterns were scheduled later. The
following table summarizes the results obtained to date.

Figure 5 illustrates the cumulative position =:ror over all the flights. Note that
the majority of the flights are less than (INM/HR [1.85 KM0/HR]) CPE rate.

Of the 32 flights to datc, 10 have been reduced for velocity error. The 10 flights
stlected represent a cross section of alignment direction, tine, and flight direccion
thus providing a good composite velocity error description. Figure 6 illustrates the
combined north and east velocity distribution for these flights. Note that the velocity

L( _
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TABLE 5

SUMMARY OF RLGN/P-3C FLIGHT TEST P.ESULTS

Total Flight Time 179 HR
Average Navigate Time 2.3 HR
Total Number of Flights 32
Numboer of System Failures 0
Number of Maintenance Actions 0
Number of System Calibrations 0
Total CPE Rate 0.84 NM/HR (1.55 KM/HR]
RMS North Velocity Error 2.62 FT/SEC [0.80 M/SEC] (10 Flets)
RMS East Velocity Error 2.26 FT/SEC (0.69 M/SEC] (10 FIts)
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FIGURE 5. RLON POSITION ACCURACY.
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FIGURE 6. COMBINED NORTH AND EAST VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION.

o • errors for approximately 902 of the flights wer'e less than 4 ft/sec [1.22 m/sec]. Th•e
average horizontal velocity error per channel was 2.45 ft/sec [0.75 m/sec]. This is

well below the specified velocity error of 3 ft/sec [0.91 m/sec] RES.



VIII. HIGH LATITUDE IESTS

The flight test schedule was interrupted in early 3uly 1980 to conduct a series of
high latituae flight tests on the system. The ojbective of these tests was to determine
the alignment time and resultant position accuracy at a Location where the effective
earth rate sensed during alignment was significantly reduced. Keflavik, Iceland at a
latitude of 64° north was selected as the most suitable location.

The g-ound alignment tests consisted of performing a series of alig7,ents with the
aircraft pointed at each cardinal heading. The system was repeatedly aligned for 15
minutes (at 15 minutes the alignment filter gains reduce to zero) while recording both
horizontal sensed earth rate components. From these values true heading was computed
and plotted as a function of alignment time. The criteria used for selecting the
aligned time was the time when the RMS azimuth error reached and stayed within three (3)
arc min. From these tests a 7.5 minute reaction time was selected. It is noted that an
alignment time of 5.5 minutes was selected using the same criteria for the tests con-
ducted at the Naval Air Development Center where the latitude is 400 North. In-flightS~position data only was recorded as there was no radar range tracking facilities avail-

able. On-top position indications were obtained from TACAN stations and non-directional
radar beacons. Flight test altitudes varied from 200 feet [61 meters] for the on-top
position fixes to 5000 feet [1500 ml during the airways portion. The resulting position
accuracies achieved during these tests are shown in F.3lure 7. The total CPE rate was
0.73 NM/HR (1.35 Km/HR] for the five (5) flights.

RLGN HIGH LATITUDE FLIGHT TESTS

KEFLAVIK, ICELAND

ALIGN DIRECTION FLIGHT DIRECTION FLIGHT TIME (HRS) CPE RATE (NM/HR)

NORTH EAST-WEST 2.5 0.50

NORTH EAST-WEST 2.8 0.76
EAST EAST-WEST 2.9 0.76

NORTH NORTH 3.8 0.53
EAST ROUND ROBIN 4.0 0.93

TOTAL CPE RATE (50TH PERCENTILE) = 0.73 NM/HR

NOTE: 7.5 MIN ALIGNMENT TIME USED IN ALL FLIGHTS

FIGURE 7. RLGN HIGH LATITUDE FLIGHT TESTS.

IX. CAINS II

The successful test p-ogram on the Advanced Develotment Model (ADM) RLGN has now
prompted the Naval Air S)stems Command to initiate procurement planning for the Full
Scale Development (FSD) cf the next generation Carrier Aircraft Inertial Navigatiou
System (CAINS). The CAINS II FED yrogram is expected to be based upcn the provon RLG
strapdown design demonstrated in the RLGN test program. CAINS II is expected to be-
come standard equipment for all Navy carrier aircr-aft requiring self-contained inertial
navigation capabilities.

It is noted that the recent selection by the U.S. Marine Corps of a laser naviga-
tion system for the AV-8B Vertical/Short Take-Off and Landing (V/STOL) aircraft was
influenced by tne successful RLGN development program. The favorable impact of iLG
strapdown system technology has been further demonstrated in the commercial aviation
market with the contract award by Boeing Co. for laser inertial reference systamz or.
their new model 757 and 767 airplanes, and most recently by Airbus Industcies for the
A-310 airplane.

CONCLUSIONS

While flight tests in the P-3C aircraft were still 'n progress, it can be said that
up until this time, all the test objectives of th? !-TE snd P-3C flight test programs
have been successfully demonstrated. Position, velociti, and reaction time accuracies
were all within snecifiee performance goals. As important if not more so, there Lave
been no system failures, maintenance actions, or calibrations in 18 months of nearly
continuous Navy tests. The system has a total of 950 operating hours including 300 in
the A-7E and P-3C aircraft.

In view of the fact that this was an Advanced Development Program on prototype
equipment, the test results c'early represent significant nrogress in advancing RLG
strapdown technology for both military and commercial aviowics applications.
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JTIDS RELATIVE NAVIGATION
TEST AND EVALUATION

by
Lawrence Neuman and Patrick J. Finnegan

COMMUNICATION AND NAVIGATION TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE
NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER

Warminster, Pennsylvania 18974

Summary

JTIDS performs precision range measurement, position data interchange, and data processing functions
which form the basis of its relative navigation capability. JTIDS relative navigaLion establishes a
universal tactical grid, solves the grid lock prublem, improves or-board navigation systems' accuracy and
shares community navigation resources. An extensive test program has been conducted to measure the
performance of the advanced development model of JTIDS. This paper describes tLe test program, flight
scenerios, data an3lysis, and general results of this effort.

I. INTRODUCTION

Navigation is based on the ability to assign ccordinates in a definable grid system to platforms
or othe' objects of interest. JTIDS, the Joint Tactical Information Distribution System, has this
inherent capability oy virtue of its precision range measurements, position data interchange, and data
processing features. JTIDS is a tri-service program to develop an integrated communications, naviwation
and identification system.

The Class II ADM-Phase I JTIDS terminal was designed to provide secure communications among co-
operative tactical elements operating in a hostile electromagnetic environment. Its TDMA 4Time Division
Multiple A-cess) communications architecture supports not only inter-unit data exchange but also permits
measurement of time-of-arrival (TOA) b.tween cooperative members. When precision TOA measurements are
made available to on-board processors of inertial subsystem data, a synthesis is possible tn support
tactical navigation requirements. The rel nav function provides the synthesis in a software ensemble
of modules which were designed to provide geodetic and grid nav!gation iformation in terms of position,
velocity, and attitud'ý.

JTIDS also disseminates its navigation data to the entire tactical con-unity, thereby providing an
essential consistency of position location to each of its elements. This consistency, applies not only
to the pcsitions of each member out to all data derived in the comnunity from on-board sensors and fleet
tactical data interchange systems. This permits the acquisition nf precise fire control solutions based
on sensor data derived from multiple platforms and stations, i.e , data "fl-on".

JTIDS relative navigation is designed t, operate with a minimal dependency on sources of accurate
absolute geographic position. huwever, once Lhe participants in the relative iavigptlon community have
accurately established their relative position (i.e., their displacements from one another;, thay can
share their geogrv'phicnavigation resources and thus improve the absolute position accuracy of members
equipped with less precise geographic position references. In essence, the relative navigation grid can
be used to relay tne geographic position of 6be better equipped members.

II. JTIDS TEST PROGRAM AT NAVAIRDEVCEN

The JTIDS development program plan provided for an ev -.itionary development in two priasas. Phase I
was the development of the basic digital jam-resistant information distribution system with relative
navigation, TACAN and identification capabilities. Equipment developed in this phase was required to
be capable of operating withoit degrading TACAN or other existing CNT systems. Phase II is the extension
of the accomplishments of Phase 1. Equipment developed in Phase 11 is designed to have greater capacity

% and flexibility while maintairing compatibility with TACAN and interoperability with the Phase I eq:,Ip-
ments. In addition the Phase II equipment incorporates an IFF t-ansponder function consistent with the
ICNI conceot.

The Phase I test program conducted at N1AVAIRDEVCEN was part of the Navy's Test and E;aluation program
designed to provide the technical data base necessary to mcke recommendat'ons for the technology/system
to be integrated into Navy platforms. In addition, these bench and flight test results are being
provided to both developmental and operational test representatives of the various services in order to
support independent evaluations of system performance with respect to their specific requirements.

The JTIDS Teat ano Evaluatzon Program is based upon requirem~its, system characteristics, and issues
identified in JTIDS development program documents. These documents identify the system features whtch
are required to alleviate curt at information system deficiencies. T ic is, JTIDS must enhance operational
capabilities in the following areas: orderly transition, connectivi:y, range, relay capability,
survivability and reconstruction, system capacity, flexibility, low error probability, Jamming resistance,
information security, low probability of-signal intercept and exploitation, passive operation, relative
navigation, net entry, Identification capability, message format compatibility, electrcmagnetic compati-
bility, joint ana combined operational capability, multiple netting and unformatted digital data. These
enhanced capabilities will be provided to the user with a reaction time equal to, but preferably better
than pr-!aent data link systems.

Among the critical issues to be addressed in the test program was the following:

Does JTIDS enhance the correlatinn of multiple designated targets as a result of its employment?
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multiple designations of the same target will be evaluated.

In response to this issue, the Navy has conducted an extensive bench and flight test of the JTIDS
relative navigation function.

111. Bench Tests

The major objective during the bench or laboratory phase of testing was to verify that the equipment
operated according to the characteristics identified in the Phase I Class 2 Performance Specification and
to perform sensitivity analyses in areas of operation which correspcnded to technological issues or
design risks.

The AN/URQ-28 model JTIDS was designed to interface with the ASN 90/91 Inertial Navigation System.
The JTIDS terminal accepts inertial data via the navigation port and estimates errors in own ship position,
velocity and tilt based upon messages received from communication net participants. The terminal
determines these corrections as a result of comparisions of message time of arrival (TOA) or slant range
with the range indicated by position data in received messages. Range differences in the compared values
are attributed or assigned to various error sources (states).

These corrections to position, velocity and tilt values are then output vi. the Relative Navigation
Port.

Special software was loaded into the ASN 90/91 computer in order to provide the required inertial
data in a format compatible with the Relative navigation Port. The software utilized did not process
or correct inertial position information based up AN/URQ-28 terminal corrections.

The port consisted of an input anQ an output serial 50 KHz channel, Each channel consisted of a
differential data line, a pair of control ("ready") lines, a deadreckoner time mark discrete, and a common
pair of 50 KHz clock lines. Input and output words (20 bits each) are exchanged via the port until the
total 36 words (18 input, 18 output) are transferred during each navigational computation cycle.

The relative navigation function was first examined using static tests on the bench utilizing care-
fully attenuated signals transmitted among thos-. terminals situated in the laboratory. These tests
exercized the JTIDS relative navigation interfaces, the NADC designed data recording capability, and
basic relative navigation functions ane modes which provided the necessary level of confidence to proceed
on to flight test operations.

IV. FLIGHT TESTS

The primary objective of the flight test program was to evaluate terminal communication and navigation
performance in a dynamic environment. Specifically, performance characteristics such as navigation accuracy
which cannot be completely evaluated in a static configuration were examined with the aid of accurate
tracking radars.

Upon completion of initial bench test AN/URQ-28 terminals were installed in three cargo-type aircraft:
a C-121, a P-3A and an RH-53. Palletized JTIDS test installations consisted of the following equipments:

-Terminal Equipment Group -

AN/URQ-28 R/T unit
Mode Control Unit
Switchable Filter Asseubly
Interim Secure Data Unit

-Terminal Interface Equipment -

Display Unit Processor
CRT Display
Tactical computer set AN/ASN-91
!-,CAN D/S Converter terminal

-Ancillary Equipment -

Inertial Measurement Set AN/ASN-90
Air Data Computer

The JTIDS instailation configuration ic shown in Figure 1. Each aircraft was equipped with the
instrumentation shown. Ground stations did noz require an Inertial Measurement System.

The following equipment was used to collect data during the flight tests:

-Digxtal Incremental Tape Recorder (Kennedy 1708)
-Tape Recorder Interfaces (NADC design ai." lib-ýaticn)

_ • Time Code Generator

Aircraft utilized during flight tests were chosen based u;: the following requirements:

-Flight dynamics consistent with AN/ASN 90/91 Tnertiai System operational characteristics.

-Sufficient space for palletized installation of terminals and test equipment and in-flight
monitoring of equipment performance by engineering personnel.
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-Flight endurance it excess of four hours to provide efficient use of test ranges as well as
meet navigation accuracy test duration requirements.
Characteristics which enable evaluation of operation with a cross section of user types
(e.g. multipath, rotor blade interference, etc.).

V. DATA RECORDING AND PROCESSING
Data recorded for analysis incluued grid and geodetic navigation parameters as estimated by the

AN/URQ-28 in addition to the raw inertial navigation position data during all but 17 of 106 tests.

•- IThe folloming group of data processing programs were developed in ardat to analyzectti AN1URQ-2P
performance during flight tests:

TCOPY - creates a permanent Mile of data.

ODRCFIL . accesses file .reated by TCOPY and creates a file which is used by the REL/NAV
Dump Program. This program searches files for JTIDS control word blocks and IRIG-B tine tags eachI record, There are two versions of this program, to be used with the appropriate tape recorder interface
type (P-message vs. no P-Aessage).

NADCMP - .his program accesses data from the files created by ODRCFIL and writes to a file
PLOTIA. In addition, thij program prJtts out the Kalman cycle data of the AN/URQ-28 terminal. Data is

selected from one ¼ second cycle, one / second cycle, and every 16 second cycle.

SKXMILOTP - reads data contained in PLOTIA files, prints tables and generates ,rinter plots of
position anO navigation qualities, Miiter states and covariances.

DAPLOT - reads data contaiaec in VLOTIA files and plots Kalman cycle data. Qualities, states

and covariance are output to a 7-track tape which drives a 753 CAL COMP plotter.

P-MSG - this program accesses eitl'er permanent files or flight types directly and prints
contents of P-.nessages exchanged during test (both transmitted and received,.

In addition, a data reduction program wiN developed to assist in quantifying the accuracy of the

AN/URQ-28 rel nav function as well as its ability to navigate geodetically and in .he grid in terms of
position, velocity and attitude estimates.

The Rel Nay Data Reduction Program (RNDRP) ahoyn in Figure 2, utilized as a post-flight evaluation
program, was composed of multiple subprograms w-Lh Process time-tagged radar tracking information and
rel nay data to obtain quick-look results, filtered results, smoothed results, and co~munity analysis
(inter-unit) results. With the aid of this tool, it was possible to assess the grid and geodetic
position, velocity, and attitude estimates of the rel nay filter.

Data acquisition was accomplished with a Digital Incremental Tape Recorder. Inputs to the recorder
were provided by the digital tape recorder interfate unit which accumulates performance data from the
JTIDS display unit processor and reference data from tla time code genecator. The magnetic tape records
generated were processed on the ground by NAVAIRDE;CEN co'mputer facilities. The on-board digital clock
sistzm provided the exact time of each processing seqtence. These reference clocks, located at each test
site and in each aircraft, were smnchronized via the IRIC-B time code received ovei Uli' radio during all
flipshts. Dnr.ing flights on the NAVAIRTESTCEN - NASA (WALLOPS) tzacking range all test participants were
synchronized to range time.

VI. FLIGHT SCENARIOS

* A test flight normally consisted of an inertial ground alignment period followed by a 5 minut"
period of tape data recording while the aircraft remained stationary at a surveyed point near the end
of the runway. This period ol recording providud an estimate of the Inertial alignment quality. Upon
completion of the stationary inertiol position recording, the aircraft woulc take-off and enter tLe
tracking range vicinity. Upon acquisition of beacon tracking by the NATC and!or NASA-WALLOPS island

Sradars, an additional 5 minutes of ineetial position data were accumulated prior to initiation of the
specific AN/URQ-28 test to be conducted. Similarly, each test esoed wAth a 5 minute recording o0
inertial position data with the terminal in the "no update" navigation mode. These periods of no update
processing allowed the establishment of boundary conditions or reasonable inertial system performance
SasessItant at the start and finish of each AiUP,.Q-28 test. The final 5 minute period of no update
processing also indicated the rate at which position accuracy would deteriorate should no other JTI')S
terminal be available. Each test covercd a span of approximately 30 minutes with the result that eazh
flight tape represented bet,,en 40 and 45 minutes of flight time.

The !irst flight test of the AN/URQ-?8 occurred on 11 Oct 1978. These early tests involved three
JTIDS terminals, two of which were operated as ground stations. One ground station was located in the
JTIDS laboratory at NAVAIRDEVCEN. The other ground station was installed in a van and lecated at a
distance of approximately 12 .ailes from NAVAIRDEVCEN. This configuration of two ground stations separated
by 10 to 15 miles was utilized for flight tests designed to verify functional operation of terminal
capabilities and establish confidence in equipment performance. Two hundred test hours were accumulate0
between 11 April 1979 and 4 May 1979. 14 test flights were performed which resulted in acceptable system
performance based upon "mark-on-top" checks which demonstrated order of magnitude consistency between
system reported position and actual position. These system demonstrations provided sufficient indicaticna
that system pf'rformqnce warranted initiation of radar-tracked performance tests.

Testing at the VATC/NASA-WALLOPS ISLAND tracking range commenced on 26 June 1979 and continued until
28 September 1979. Exercises conducted during this period involved up to 3 aircraft and two ground
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stations. Figure 3 shows the trajectories flown, location of JTIDS ground stations and location of
tracking radasa.

During the three month period of testing, a total of 81 exercises were performed during a total of
31 range test days. TI-e average length of an exercisa was 4O minutes, including a five minute period of
boundary condition data collection at the beginning and end of each exercise.

A series of runv were designed to exercise the relative navigation algnvithms in various geometries,
:ommunity configurations and system modes. The following is a summary description of some of these runs.

Exercise A

With both ground stutions acting as navigation controller (NC), Point 'ookout being the net[ time refereice (NTR) and relative grid origin (RGO), P single aircraft is flown in trajectories 1, t, or
5 and receive& updates in Moke i (active). The runs are 45 minutee long with 5 minutes in No-Kalman-
Update mode, 35 minutes in Kalmen updpte (TOA's are procested to update gtid), and the lat 5 minutes in

1 No-Kalman-Upd~te mode again. The run begins with a sync reaet

These runs portray performance with good geometry conditions, good system time (aqtive
mode, round trip timing) and serves as a baseline performance run. It is indicative of a scenario wherein
permanent ground sites with surveyed positions are used to establish the grid for aircraft or other plat-I. Corms entering the community. With two ground stations there should be miniinn grid translation and rotation.

Exercise B

This is the same as (A), but the rut. begins with a sync ant a nay reset. The added nay
zeuet restores the Kalman filter Lovariances tc their initial (large) values which have the effect of
weighing the measurements more heavily.

As a result) the filter will update relative position, relative velocity, etc. in larger
steps. This is expected to shorten the convergence (grid acquisition) time, but depending on circumstances,
could produce an overshoot and subsequent oscillations in the filter's estimates i.e.,rhe difference
between (A) end (B) may be likened to underdamping and overdamping, respectively.

Exercise C

This is the same as (A), but passive. This is, therefore, the baseline passive run for
the tel nav series and should exhibit perfcrmarnce somewhat less effective than (A), becLuse system time
"will be aa added unknown to be estimated (i.e. no RTT).

Exercise D

With both ground stations acting as seccadary users initial relative position quality was
set to zero (QpR = 0). Two aircraft, flown In trajectory 1, 2, or 4, transmir actively to the passive
geound stations, one aircraft is NC and NTR and the other is a primary user. Point Lookout ground
station is the grid origin. The 5/35/5 ki-iman update timing is used as in (A).

This is the "flying baseline" wherein an aircraft squadron bringa the grid to a new user
(e.g. ship, ground site). The new user must attempt to locate itself in the grid he~d by the aircraft.
This should be rather difficult to do since the aircraft in this run must establish their own grid first
( see Exercici E). Of interest here would be the level of grid drift acquired by the two ground stations,
the iccuracy of their estimated positions, and the amount of grid rotation.

Exercise E

This is a modification to (D) in that the exe-clse is preceded by an Exercise (A). This
allows the flying baseline segment of the new run to begin with good qualities in the aircraft rather than
zero quality. It is likentd to the situation where aircraft leave their base having acquired the grid and
"carry" the grid to a new com•-u-•ty (ops area).

Thur, Exerzisc (E) is an intricate run wherein the ground stations start as NC's to allow
the aircraft to acquire che grid (each aircraft parforms as in Exercise(B)) and then switch to users after
reinitiaýization so that they iay attempt to pic: up the grid from the aircraft. Of interest here is
how effectively the aircraft maintain their qualities after the switch, the interaction of ground geo and
air rel updates, grid rotation. and positionirg accuracy.

Exercise F

This is a modification to Exerciej (B). Tun aircraft are act've users as in a simultaneous
run (B). After acquiring goad position qualities, *,,w Atrzraft departs the area o0 a constant heading
and continues until transmission ceases. After reLt ,,ticn the aircraft returns and retacquires the
grid. The ^xercise is, thus, a demonstration ýf perf-rmo,:e ,,henomena when leaving and when entering the
community.

Exercise C

This is a three aircraft flying grid run. One aircraft is acting as NC and NTR and the
- - other two are primary users. The two ground stations are primary users too. All terminals are active asd

start wit% zero relative position quality, but at surveyed sites.

Here the aircraft must estaNjlish the grid with the ground stations as in a battle group.
Relative position accuracy will be of interpec as iill the logic gox iarnig the interchange of multiple range

-- -- - - __________ _____



updates among participants, grid rotation, and the accretion of rel and ge6 qualities.

Exercise- H

This is the same as (G) except that one aircraft is SC and a separate aircraft is NTR.
?erformance here will be compare,, to (C).

Most of the above exercise,. were conducted, but time, weather, aircraft, and system
availabilities did not permit the completion of the total program.

VII. SUWO.RY OF TESI RESULTS

By count, the predominant Class II t,.rminal configuration tested ias an an actively synchronized user.
Most of these c,)'es included a single mobile member, the 0131, P3A, or RH53, flying in the vicinity of
two otbir J£IDS ground stations - one at Pt. Lookout and the other ac Crisfield, some 25 miles away,
across the Chesapeake Bay. The airborne unit under test was typically time synchronizing (via RTT) to
the net time reference (time base controller) defined usually at Pt. Lookout which was also located at
the grid origin. Both Pt. LooKOit and Crisfield were also usually navigation controllers and geodetic
position refaren-es.

The multi-aircraft test scenarios were designed to ascertain relative navigation performa.,ze between
multiple independently ravigating members. This environment is the rnost complicated to analyze due to the
asynchronism of rel nay data among members. It is also the most important of test scenarios due to
their resemblance to actual operational conditions; especially when out in an open-ocean with an absence
of stationary ground stations to "anchor" the grid.

Basically, the rel nay function has as its goal the development of a tactical reference frame that
is stable rotationally, translationally, and one in which relative osition, relative velocity, and relative
heading errors can be reduced to zero. The demonstrated system performance, which is classified, was
considered to be both satisfactory and effective.

71.
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VIII. GLOSSARY OF TERMS

ArTIVE (Mode) - hade in which the determination of own platform grid position using TOA measurements
is enhanced by the added feature of RTT.

GEODETIC POSITION REFFRENCE - Option, for those members of the community with high quality know-
ledge of own geodetic position, to identify this fact to thi community of users by setting its
transmitted geodetic quality (Qp) to the highest value alotr:ed.1 KAMAN UPDATE - TOA (tange) measurements are compared to the slant range computed between transmitting
nad receiving platforms based on their JTIDS-indicated positions. The relative navigation algorithm
is based on the classic Kalman filtering technique which computes we!3hting factors which, when
multiplied by the slant range difference, provides an update to indicated pocition and a calibration i
of internal error sources. a. I
NAVIGATION CONTROLLER (NC) - Each relative navigation conaunity selects one of its members as the

relative grid origin (RGO) and identifies this fact to the community b> setting its transmitted
relative position quality (QpR) to the highest value alotred.

NAVIGATION RESET - Operator option (or built-in software reasonablenecs test optior.) to set the Kalman
filter covariances to their initial (highest) level which results in relatively heavy aeighting
factors rpplied to the slant range difference.

NET TIME REFERENCE (NTR) - Each relative navigation community selects one of its members as the
master time reference and identifies this fact to the community by setting its transmitted time
quality (Qt) to the highest value alotted.

QUALITY - Each member of the community transmits a measure of its JTIDS rel nav relative position,
geodetic position, time, and azimuth qualities to be tsed by the recipient platform's Kalman
filter in weighting the slarr range difference3.

PASSIVE (Mode) - Mode in which RTT is not available so that clock error calibration relies solely
on multiple slant range difference measurements as processed by the Kalman filter.,

PR;MARY UqSR - A member of the community who is not a navigation controller and is operating in
the active mode.

ROUND TRIP TIMING (RTT) - Option of transmitting and then receiving back one's own signal as a means
of precisely determining clock errors and thereby refining TOA (slant range) measurements.
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VI INTEGRATED NAVIGATION SYSTEMS BASED ON MULTIPLE DME

by

Ulrich Brokof
Karlheinz Hurrass

Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt

fir Luft- und Raumfahit e. V.

Institut fOr Plugf~hrung

3300 Braunschweig, Germany

SUMMARY

In order to be able to cope with the growing air traffi1. at present and also in fu-
ture, it is necessary to increase the navigation accuracy of aircraft. One possible solu-
tion might be the use of several DME ground stations simultaneously, or subsequently.

This paper describes two integrated navigation systems. Both systems consist of a
self-contained dead-reckoning system which is constantly aided by distance measurements,
down to different DME ground stations. The first dead-reckoning system is based on the
true air speed as well as the heading of the aircraft. The second one is an inertial na-vigation system.

The integration of the dead-reckoning systems and the DME-system is carried out by
means of a Kalman filter. The DME interrogator is constantly svitched over to frequencies
of five different ground stations.

Both integrated systems were tested during test flights made by the jet aircraft
HFB 320. A tracking radar was used for determining reference trajectories in order to
check the self-diagnosis of the Kalman filter.i!;' A comparison between the two systems shows that extremely high navigation accuracies

can be obtained, too, by the dead-reckoning system which is less expensive.

1. INTRODUCTION

The standard short range navigation system used in air traffic today is VOR/DME. It
is very likely that this system will be still in use for some decades. At present almost
all aircraft are equipped with VOR receivers and DME interrogators.

The navigation accuracy is limited essentially by the azimuth error of the VOR. The
standard deviation of this error is nearly 2 degrees. A larger distance between an air-
craft and a ground station will lead to a considerable position error.

Owing to a constant increase of air traffic the number of airways is rising, too. In
order to prevent the collision risk becoming greater, it will b. necessary to increase
the navigation accuracy. It was already shown that a relatively simple integrated system
may improve the navigation accuracy of the VOR/DME system [8]. This was a dead-reckoning
system based on true air speed (TAS) and heading which was aided by DME measurements.

The multiple DME measurements were now also used to aid an inertial navigation system
(INS) which is more sophisticated thar. the TAS navigation system. Both systems are tested
by flight tests. The test results we,, checked by using a tracking radar. The reference
positions of the tracked flight path were compared with the flight path positions of the
two navigation systems.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MULTIPLE DME AIDED TAS AND INS NAVIGATION SYSTEM

The flight path of the simple TAS/heading and the more sophisticated INS system is
generated by dead-reckoning. Due to their specific system errors their flight paths will
deviate from the true flight path. Therefore, both systems are aided by DME measurements
to different ground stations. The DME data are measured by one DME interrogator which is
constantly switched over to frcquencies of different ground stations (multiple DME). The
integration of the two navigation systems with the DME measurements is done by means of a
Kalman filter.

The Kalman filter enables the estimation of DME biases which refer to the individual
stations and to t'e DME interrogator. The filter is designed for five different stations
which wit. be exciianged along the flight path by other stations.

Bec•ii-, of the combinations of TAS, heading and ground data (DME) it is also possiole
to estimatc the wind velocity components in the case of the simple TAS navigation system.
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3. ERROR MODELS

The position errors of the simple dead-reckoning system using TAS and heading are
caused by

,. uncertain determination of TAS,

2. uncertain heading and side slip angle, and
V i3. unknown wind conditions.

[ !Taking into account these error sources and additionally the biases oi the Dh. gr-und

stations, the following system equations are obtained:

fx 00 Vx Vy 1 0 oT 1 x [Vrx

0 0 Vy x 0 1 o f Vry

00 0 0 0o0 To k o
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T AO + 0r

i oT
0 0 0 0 0 0 0  Wx

W XIO O O 0 O oT Wy Wr

AJ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 =D 0

The state elements f and f are the position errors in eastern and northern direction.
For simplicity the model isyshown here in an x, y-coordinate system. The computer program
is actually worked out For geographic coordinates.

k represents the scale factor error of true air speed, AO the heading error and Wx
and Wy the wind velocity components in eastern aind northern direction. AD is a sub'rector
comprising the systematic errors (biases) of five DME ground stations.

The system matrix contains the velocity components Vx and Vy calculated from true air
speed and heading.

Random errors, such as turbulence, foi example, which are influencing Vx and Vy are
represented by Vrx and Vry. The heading error has been modelled as random walk. The power
density of Or has been chosen in such a way that a heading drift of Cla =) 2.7S 0 /h may
occur. It has been assumed that the wind velocity will change as random walk, too. TheS~power densities which were adopted for Wrx and Wry cause the wind velocity to change by

4 m/s during about 10 minutes.

These noise inpits have already been chosen for many test flights across North
"Germany. They have turned out to be realistic values.

When using the inertial navigation system as onboard sensor the state vector contains
the following elements:

AX , 64: the position errors in eastern or northern
direction respectively,

AV , AV: the velocity errors in eastern and northern
X y direction,

a, 8, y : the platform misalignment angles,

AD the subvector which comprises the systematic
errors of the five UME ground stations.

The inertial navigation system was of the type LN3. A block diagram of the error model is
given in Figure 1. This error model contains the SCHULER loops, earth rate-, velocity- and
acceleration couplings. The gyro drifts are modelled as random walk process.

Both navigation systems are aided by PME measurements. The measurement data which are
needed for the Kaiman filter are differences between the original DME observations and the
computed distances between the dead-ruckoning position of the aircraft tn the correspond-
ing DME ground station.

The covariance matrix of the measurement noise is one-dimensional:

R 2

DFVLR had obtained a large number of DME data from preceding test flights. The comparison
of these data with simultaneously measured and converted precise tracking radar data
allowed to dete-mine OD. In Figure 2 typical DME errors are plotted. In this case the
mean value is 0.02 nmi, the standard deviation is 0.06 nmi (- 100 m). In agreement with
this example, the biases of the other tests were always smaller than the a-values of the
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Figure 1: Block Diagram of the Error Model for the
Inertial Navigation System.
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Figure 2: Plot of DME Errors.

random errors. Tests made by other organisations proved that the standard deviation of the
systematic errors of different DME ground stations is approximately 150 m [5].

The numerical values which have been used in the error models are summarized in

"Table 1.

ONBOARD SENSOR SYSTEM NOISE POWER DENSITIES

Dead-reckoning with e random velocity errors 1 En2 s-11

"TAS, heading and wind e random heading errors 6.35-107E -1

(random walk input)

* random change of wind
velocity components 3.2 I02 [m 2 s 3 ]
(random walk input)

Inertial Navigation * random gyro drift
(random walk iniut) 0.846-10 Es I

0 accelerometer noise 0.2-104 [m 2 s 3 ]

2 -1
* velocity noise 0.05 [m s-1

Table 1: Numerical Values for the System Noise.
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4. OPERATION OF THE KALMAN FILTER

Before starting the estimation process of the Kalman filter initial values have to
be set for state elements, as well as for their covariances. These values for the co-
variances are listed in Table 2.

NAVIGATION SYSTEM AND STANDARD
STATE ELEMENT DEVIATIONMEASUREMENT SOURCES(

Dead-reckoning with position fxP fy 5000 En]TAS, heading and wind
scale factor k' =1-k 0.03

heading Ae 3 [deg]

wind velocity WX, W 40 [m s-WX y

Inertial Navigation position ix' fy 5 mSalignment angles a, a 0.01 [deg]

alignment angle y for 0.1 [deg]
azimuth

DME ground station distance bias D 150 (m]

Table 2: Initial Values when Starting the Kalman Filter
Estimation Process.

The initial values of the state elements are zero. Only theý initial values of the
DmE biases were set to ZOO m vhich refers to the onboard equipment.

During the alignment procedure of the INS-system the test aircraft was positioned
on a well surveyed point. Therefore, the initial position eiror for the INS system was
set to 5 m.

The linear relation between the measurements and the state elements of the Kalman
filter is represented by the measurement matrix M. For the simple dead-reckoning system
(TAS, heading) this mptrix is

'" -•~TAS = !RI-- R-• O, O,0 0, O, ' 010,, 0, O

1. 2. 3. 4. S.
position

The first two elements of the measurement matrix are the derivatives of the DME distance D
between the aircraft and the ground station which was just used in eastern (x) and
northern (y) direction. The figure 'I' on the right side of M takes into account the sy-
stematic error of the ground station. This coefficient is an approximation of

1/cosy - J/D - 0'

"It is only valid for small elevation angles y from the station to the aircraft.

The position of the coefficient '1' in the measurement matrix changes according tothe ground station, i. e. first position for first ground station, etc.. The filter isdesigned.for a maximum number of five ground stations.

Whenever an aircraft leaves the covering range of the ground station, a new one has
to be selected. The elements of the state vector and the covariance matrix corresponding
to the new station have to be initialized again. In the covariance matrix the non-diagonal
elements of the additional station have to be changed to zero.

The measurement matrix MINS for the INS Multi 9MB system is only slightly different
from the simple navigation system. It contains one zero element more according to the
state vector:

M6i D 6D 0'o0o0o0o: 1,00o, 0
VINS=OO , ,

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
position
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The cycle time of the Kalman filter is 2 seconds. The DME station in use is changed
every 2 seconds, too.

In the case of the simple dead-reckoning system the mechanization of the Kaiman fil-
te• is of the closLd loop type: the results are immediately used by the dead-reckoning
system. The advantage of this mechanization is that no great position errors will occur

due to a strong wind, for exanple. It is also important with :espect to the linearization
of the measurement equation, especially with respect to the first two elements of the
meaaurement matrix.

For the INS system an open loop filter is used. The updated position of the aircraft
is determined by adding the estimated position errors to the position determined by the
INS system. For calculating the first two elements of the measurement matrix as well as
for calculating the measurement values for the Kalman filter the updated INS positions
are used.

During time intervals when no DME observations are available all elements of the
measurement matrix are set to zero. In this case the navigation procedure contirnues by
using all elements in the state vector which were estimated by the Kalman filter.

When the position of the aircraft is near the ground station, position errors of the
aircraft have great influence on the first two elements of the measuremenf matrix because
of nonlinearity. If therefore the elevation angle between the ground station and the air-
craft is greater than 180 (1 : 3) the measurements to that station are omitted.

5. DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST AIRCRAFT

In order to test the navigation systems some test flights were made by the HFB 320
(Hansa Jet) test aircraft of DFVLR in Braunschweig. During these tests the flight path
of tle aircraft has been tracked by a tracking radar. The comparison of the radar posi-
tion with the positions of the navigation systems allows to check the accuracy which may
be achieved.

A digital computer (Honeywell) as well as a magnetic tape recorder were part of the
test equipment of the HFB 320. The computer was mainly used for collecting the flight
data and for storing them on magnetic tape. The most important data were the following:

Stime,
* true air speed (TAS),

* heading,
"* INS velocity components,

* VOR/DME frequency,

* DME raading.

All data were stored 10 times per second (data rate 5 s-1). The computer was also used
for automatically selecting the VOR/DME frequencies. Either a Collins 869 E-3 or King
KKDM 7000 was used as DME onboard equipment.

The calculations for dead-reckoning and the Kalman filter calculations were made
off-line because the necessary programs had been written for the central computer
SIEMENS 7.755 of DFVLR. The relation between CPU-time of the computer and flight time
was less than 1 : 28. This relation wa3 obtained for the simple dead-reckoning system in-
cluding all computations which are not necessary in the case of on-line computation. On-
line computation is planned for future tests. The programs will then be extended ip order
to test area navigation procedures.

6. FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

The flight path of a typical test flight is presented in Figure 3. This flight covers
a distance of about 700 km. The flight time was nearly 106 minutes. A total number of 10
different ground staticns was used during the flight.

The DME measurements to the different ground stations which were obtained during the
flight are summarized in Figure 4. It shows the DME distances as a function of flight
time. During take-of: only two or three stations could be received. The measurements if
5 different stations which are provided in the Kalman filter are available after 10 min-
utes. rhe exchange of one station by another aew one is indicated by arrows. During the
landing phase the altitude is decreased. Therefore, only less than 5 stations can be re-
ceived again,

The navigation accuracy which was achieved during the first part of the flight
(1000 s; is shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. In Figure 5 the covariances (2e-values) and
the position errors of the north-south components are plotted, while Figure 6 shows the
equivalent values for the east-west components. The continuous lVnes are estimated 2o-
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Figure 4: DME Measurements Achieved during the Test Flight.

"• values. They have been calculated from the covariance matrix of the Kalman filter algo-
rithm. The asterisks and dots represent the differences between the tracking radar posi-
tions and the positions which were determined by the integrated navigation systems.

Five minutes after take-off, when reaching an altitude of 1500 ft, the lME distances

S"' to 5 different DME stations could be measured. After this time the east and north compo-
•- • nents of the 2a-standard deviation had decreased from 5000 m to 200 m concerning the

'7 simapl e dead-reckcningsytm

•.• The estimation process for the INS sy'stem accuracy is different. Starting from posi-
;•:'•;tion errors of S m the standard deviations increase during the climbing phase to 200 m and
;• then dezrease to 100 m (2a). Figures 5 and 6 show the rapid improvement of the navigation
•- • accuracy every time when the signals of a new DME can be received especially during the
• climbing phase.

! Thu deviati ns of the flight path positions of both navigation systems from the real
flight path were identified by tracking radar measurements (DIRII•CA). Tile data sequence

S~of the radar corresponds to one observation in 10 seconds. The deviations from both navE-
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gation systems are normally well within the 2•-boundaries, except for the inertial naviga-

tion system. Here, during the climbing phase of the aircraft, the deviations exceed the

2•-boundaries. This effect is very probably due to an error in the INS equipment, which

was detected in a short time interval during cake-off of the aircraft.

"In Figure 7 the flight path is plotted in a small region near the Braunschweig air-

field. [he dots are the positions which were determined from the DME aided simple dead-

reckoning navigation system. The asterisks are the plotted positions of the tracking radar.
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Figure 7: Flight Path of the Simple Dead-Reckoning Navigation
System (TAS/Heading) Compared with Tracking Radar
During Take-Off and Approach.

The comparison of both flight trajectories gives an impression of the inzreasing naviga-
tion accuracy shortly after take-off and the navigation accuracy during the approach to
Braunschweig airport.

Although the altitude of the aircraft during approach and therefore the number of
receivable DME stations has decreased to less than 5, the accuracy of the sirple navgation
system is only slowly decreasing. This effect is due to the well determined wind velocity
components and the other state elements of the filter.

The estimation of the individual bias errors of the different DNP stations is very
importanr. It is necessary that the DMB onboard equipment is carefully calibrated, other-
wise the estimated systematic errors of the different DME stations will include a common

*distance bias which is due to the onboard equipment. Figure 8 shows the estimation process

400
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A C U L E T 'E S T IM A lE A D E S T IM A T IO N P R O C E S S

100
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j ME STA(;ON SYSTEMATIC OME ERROR AD

192000 4000 TIME (S] F6000

Figure 8: Escimation Process for the Systematic Distance
Error of ONE Station Hehlingen CHLZ).
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for the systematic error of the DME station Hehlingen. The estimation is starting with a
DME bias of 200 m. This value is caused by the onboard equipment. From experience the bias
of an individual DME station may deviate by 300 m (2a-value) fromt the initial value. Dur-
ing the flight now the systematic DME error will be determined morc and more precisely.
After 1600 s of flight time the station of Hehlingen is exchanged Dy nanther station. The
estimates of AD and a are stored because of a possible later use of -ne station. ThisI takes place after 4600 s when the aircraft returns to the Braunschweig region.

The estimation procedure for the systematic error corresponds to a weighting process[ of the systematic errors of different stations to get a unique and optimized solution for
the aircraft position. It is not the result of a calibration procedure by means of a pre-
cise reference.

The estimated biases of the DME ground stations are listed in Table 3. The biases of

NSTDME STATION BIAS
No DME STATION TAS - NAVIGATION "INS - NAVIGATION

AD OAD AD oAD
1 BRUENKENDORF (BKD) -123 14 -76 12
2 DORTMUND (DOM) 68 10 75 9

2 3 ELBE (LBE) 11 38 120 24
4 HEHLINGEN (HLZ) -66 10 -44 9
5 HELGOLAND (DHE) 58 12 50 11
6 LEINE (DLE) 55 6 41 6
7 WARBURG (WAR) 76 14 42 13
8 WESER (WSR) 14 8 16 7
9 EELDE (EEL) -170 10 -178 10

10 REKKEN (RKN) 28 14 11 13

Table 3: Systematic Errors of DME Stations Recuced by the Systematic
Component of 200 m Caused by the Onboard Equipment.

the stalions Eelde and Rekken are influenced by a datum difference between the geodetic
systems of Germany and Netherland which is approximately 50 m. The biases determined with
the TAS navigation system are more reliable because of INS system errors during some parts
of the test flight.

In previous tests DME measurements were simulated in such a way that the distanzes
from a krown flight path to different [ME stations were computed. Then a random normally
distributed error as well as an individual systematic error were added. The same lilter,
which was now used to determine the station biases from real measurements, estinvted the
Diases very closely to the simulated input values by using the simulated measureme-nts.
This gives an indication that the systematic errors which were obtained here, are close
to ieality.

7. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF BOTH INTEGRATED NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

The integration of the simple navigation system based on TAS and Leading as well as
the more sophisticated INS navigation system with multiple DME measurements in a way
which was shown in this paper has turned out some important advantages:

*The estimated and achieved position accuracy is better than 100 m (1a)
concerning the simple TAS system and better than SO m (1a) concerning
the INS.
This is a great improvement in comparison with the VOR/DME or with
TACAN, which are used for short 7ange navigation today.

_ The navigation is not interrupted if no DME signals are available.

* In case of the TAS navigation system the wind is continuously estimated
and thus available onboard the aihcraft. For the INS system the wind
may be calculated by :.sing TAS and velocity data from the INS.

* Both systems are suitable for precise area navigation.

Disadvantages for the integration procedure are

- the necessity of an additional computer and the required interface, and
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* the necessity of coordinate inputs of the geographic positions for the DME
ground stationis into the computer. This means more work load for th'. pilot,
if there is no dAvice for automatic elLtering of these data.

With regard to the necessary digital comouter the following has to be stated: during
the last few years, the computer development has made great progress, i. e. the computers
have become sma!ler, less ixpensive and more efficient. It is very probable that all air-
craft will be equipped Aith a compitter within the next few years. Then it will be possible
to make the calculations for the Kalman filter. This is also true for small general air-
craft which then may use the simple TAS navigation system. With b.uch a system they will be
"able to navigate nearly as precise as greater aircraft witrh their more expensive systems.
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SUMMARY

A versatile Kalman filter has teen developed for stand-alone navigatice in Canadian Marconi
Company (CMC) NAVS7AR/GPS receivers. The filter is designed for implementation in Class B (4-charnnel) and
Class D (2-channel) receivers, and optimally incorporates height information frr•m the aircraft bare-
altimeter. The gain and covariance update rates can be reduced without perfort,ance degradation when
certain conditions are satisfied. A U-D factorization similar to that of Bierman's design is used in a
single precision Fort.an form. Matrix sparseness and block triangularity are taken advantage of when
possible. Computation burden has been assessed on CMC receiver microprocessors and compared with more
conventional, algorithms.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This paper addresses real-time performance capabilities of . Navstar Global Positioning Systen
Receiver equipped with a Kalman navigation filter. The results presented are derived from detailed
siaulation. RSS position and velocity error performance is examined 'n I ;ght of required processing
power.

The Kalman Filter is implementable in Canadian Marconi Co-ipany Class B (4-channel) and Class D
(2-channel) receivers, and c&n process baro-altimeter data into the solution if the vehicle is properly
equipped. The filter provides a navigation solution for stand-alote or reversionary navigation and is
superior in performance and CPU loading compared to other positlco fixing algorithms.

Filter performance is verified by Monte Carlo simulation to leterrine dynamic sensitivity and
the effects of GDOP degradation and satellite outages. The benefits of baro-alti~meter aiding are
explored.

Under certaip conditions, It is found that gain calculation can be slowed or suspended for
periods of a few minutes without significant performance degradation. This allows the navigation computer
to perform background tas:ks more efficiently.

214. SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND DYNAMIC MODEL SIMULATORS

Dynamic filter analysis was performed using a detailed simulation of nominal and stochastic
system models. Canadian Marconi Company and the Canadian Department of National Defense have developed
the Navstar Generalized Receiver Simulator, or NGRS.

The NGRS is a library of Fortran programs which enables a detailed analysis of GPS concepts
and software. Twenty-four satellites are simulated dynamically, using nominal orbital ephemerides. The
receiver simulator is designed to have user-selectable options to increase flexibility. Several hundred
error coefficients and statistical values hae been identified and are programmed to enhance truth model
accuracy. The simulator attempts to make simulated measurements as close to reality as possible, so that
eventual flight testing will not result in costly surprises. The receiver can be programmed to be
sequential, simultaneous or single freqiency. Data rate, jamming and satellite switch-over are all
options which are user selectable.

The NGRS is divided into 3 ajoi:- entities:

1) GPS Constellation - 24 sa~ellites modeled in terms of ephemeral data.

2) GS Data Link - The atmosphere through which the siqnals penetrate.

3) GPS Receiver - A dual frequ(ncy receiver simulated to be capable of supplying broadcast
ephemeris and raw measurements.

Major error sources are presented accounting for random, correlated and bias characteristics.
lhe important information about each of thcse random variables is contained in Table 2-1. Measurement
statistics for the navigation filter are derived from this table.

With stand-alone navigatioi of the nature addressed here, incomplete (discrete) observations
and sub-optimal filter structure renqer many error sources only weaxly observable. Two error sources
which directly affect filter performance and can be easil) estimated are receiver oscillator drift and
bavo-altimecer bias.

Crystal oscillator stability is affected by such environmental factors as thermal qrartients,
vibration, G-force deformation and electrical variations. The Allan vorance for cryscal oscillators
indi,7ates that frequency drift has a characteristic similar to a random walk over short periods of time.

The detaile,! clock error model is presented in Appendix 1. The baro-altlmeter error model is
descriled in Appendix 2.

The measurement sequence for the 4-and 2-channel receivers is detailed in Figure 2-1. The
sequential receiver time muliplexes its channels through the four satellite constellatiun by
reacquisition. It has a slotr deta rate than the 4-channel receiver. During satellite switching, both
configurations make use of the baro-41timeter measurement at a higher rate.
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Nomi nal Correlation
Characteristic Paramater !o Magnitude Comments

Satellite Clock Drift Random Walk 0.2 n rer Hour
Prediction

Ephemeris Prediction Bias 2.7 m RSS

Other Uncorrelated 0.7 i

Ioospheric Residual F4rst f arkov 200 knm 3.0 m

Troposph,'ric Pesidual First Ma.1ov 100 k-m 2.0 n,

Ot:,er Uncorrelated 0.5 m

Multipatn " - , 1.0 m, Reducible

Oscillator Drift Ra'.dom WaEý 1,8 M Per Minute

!Pseudo Range Accuracy Uncorrelated 1.5 m

Pseudo Range Rate Uncorrelated 3.2 mi/sec
Accuracy

Receiver, Calibration Bias 1.0 M Red.icible

* Other LUncorrelated 0.5 m

Baro-Altimeter Bias First Markov 100 km 5.0 r.1 1003 m
Elevation

Table 2-1. ?Fomtnal Navstar Error 9jurces

-Jg
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The flight generator simulates an aircraft flying in . northward direction and undergoing 2, 5
and log manoeuvres periodically. As aircraft attitude is not processed with a stand-alone GPS receiver,
antenna offset becomes unimportant. A 3-dtmensional point mass is therefore described by a spliced third
order polynomial. Vehicle jerk is the driving term, constrained by the particular flight characteristiks
of a given airframe. Simulated flight duration is 500 seconds. The satellite constellation visible for
most of this time is shown in Figure 2-2.

3.0 DEVELOPMENT OF KALMAN FILTER

3.1 General Kalman Filter Structure

The Canadian Marconi Company (CMC) Navstar receivers provide discrete pseudo range and
range-rate measurements at fixed intervals. As a stand-alone navigation system, the dynamics of the
vehicle are not continously observable. Therefore, the system state equation is described by the
following linear stochastic equation

Xk = W(tk, tk-1) xk-1 + rk N (3-1)

and the measurements to be filtered are represented by the non-linear equation

.= (Ik) + vvk (3-2)

where the state x is an n-vector, the measurement y an m-vector, the state noise sequence w an
r-vector, the measurement noTse v an m-vector. r and 0 are, respectively n x r and n x n matrices.

w and v are assumed to be zero-mean Gaussian noise processes with covariances Q and R,
respectively-.

The best state estimate ' as given by the extended Kalman filter is:
A + =_.+•
aX ýk _ + (Y- - 20 (3-3)

where

ýk- = *(tk, tk-1) k (3-4)

Kk Pk Hk (hk Pk HkT ÷ ;k)- (3-5)

and Hk = Ih (Xk) 1  A 
(3-7)

Kk, Hk and Pk are the filter gain, measurement and covariance matrices respectively, and the

error - covariance equations are represented by

PL= 0(tk, tk-1) Pk-1 OT(tk tk-1) + rk Qk rkT (3-8)

and Pk+ = (I-Kk Hk) PC (3-9)

3.2 Dynamic System Model

One application of Navstar receivers under development at CMC is for high and medium dynamic
(2-log's) aircraft requiring reversionar' or self-contained stand-alone navigation.

It has been shown (1) that vwhicles capable of sustained accelerations (radial or linear) will
have smaller RMS position and velocity errors if these accelerations are estimated. Hence, the first nine
states of the Navstar receiver filter are 3 components each of position, velocity and acceleration. The
acceleration i; treated as a random walk with a power spectral density qj obtained from Monte Carlo
simulations to minimize filter transients for specific vehicle acceleration characteristics.

System errors which are unobservable over short periods of time include satellite ephemeris
and satellite clock drift prediction residuals, ionospheric and troposphcric residuals, and the receiver
biases. The ionospheric delay is minimized by performing a dual frequency phase measurement. The
tropospheric delay is minimized by an empirically determined model resident in the receiver computer.
Receiver biases are reduced by self-calibration circuitry. For a dynamic receiver, the above-mentioned
residuals cannot be effectively separated from the pseudo range and pseudo range rate measurements.
Estimation of these errors is not deemed practical in a real-time implementatio.-
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The receiver oscillator drift is significant and must he estimated. From sensitivity analyses
was found tnat the crystal oscillator drift characterist~c can beeffectively modelled by a- random Walk
frequency offset with power spectral density (PSD) qc-t.

SA baro-altimeter input provides enhanced performance with a stand-alone navigation systemduring times of a satellite switchover or when only 2 ov 3 satellites are available. The baro-altieter
model selected is height-adaptive and distance correlated (first ordder Markov). Results of performaice
analysis with and without the baro-altimeter are presented in Section 5.0.

The state vector x is therefore:

x

y Position in earth fixc cartesian coord. (m)

z

x= x
y Velocity (m/sect

=y Acceleration (m/sec2) (-0S• . (3-10)

cht Oscillator errors (m, m/sec)
c~t

B Baro-altimeter bias (m)

The state transition matrix 0 of Eq. (3-1) is given by (I is 3x3)

"I AtI 1/2At 2 1 0

0 I Ati 0

*(,tk-l) 0 0 1 0 (3-11)

I At 0
€(,t-)= 0 0 0 0 13-11

1 0 1 e(-At/TB)

* The discrete form of the power spectral density -rix is:

At5  qlI At4  ql! At3  q1I 1 0

At4  q~I It q1 1 41:2 qI11 0
o "F -r 13-12)

rr, Qk rk = At3  ql I At2  ql I q1 At I 0

At3 At 2

[ 7 q2  0

0 01 0 At2  q2 At q2  0

0 0 k0

where k ' qB (1-e (-2At/TB)) (3-13)

q= vehicle jerk power spectral density (m2 /secS)

q2 - clock drift power spectral density (m2/sec3 ) = qcAt



qB - barometric noise power spectral density (m/sec)

TB - correlation time constant of baro-altimeter

and At = discrece measurement interval

3.3 Measurement Modeli.

The Navstar measaiements consist of the pseudo ranges and p~cudo range-rates from four
satellites. In principal, a nolution for position in three dimensions only requires three pseudo range
measurements. However, it is difficult to obtain receiver oscillator synchronization due to the presence
of time delay between the receiver and satellites. For this purpose, four range measurements are
incorporated to determine the time delay between the user and the synchronized satellites. The receiver
pseudo-range measurement from the ith satellite is described by the equation:

Ri = ((xi - x) 2 + (Yi - y) 2 + (zi - z) 2 )1/ 2 + cAt + VRi (3-14)

where (x, y, z) are components of the user position, (xi. Yi, zi) are the components of the ith satellite

position, and VRi represents a zero-mean Gaussian noise process of the ith pseudo range measurement. The
term cAt represents receiver oscillator synchronization error.

The pseudo range-rate measurement to the ith satellite has the form

Ri - (xi - x) (xi - x) + (yi - Y) (Yi - Y) + (zi -z) (zi - z) + cat + VRRi

((xi - x) 2 + (yi -y) 2 
+ (zi - z) 2 ) 1/2 (3-15)

where VRRi is a zero-mean Gaussian noise process of the ith pseudo range-rate measurement.

Since Ri, Ri and h are nonlinear they can be implemented in the form of the extended Kalman
filter, where the m'e.'surement matrix HR is obtained by taking the partial derivatives of Eqs. (3-14) to
(3-16).

The generic barometric altimeter is modeled as (Appendix II):

h (x 2 + y 2 + z2 )1/ 2 + B - Rc - Ah + vB (3-16)

where

h baro-altimeter measurement

B = baro-altimeter bias

Rc = geocentric ellipsoid height

Ah = height of the user position above the ellipsoid

vB = measurement noise residual

S4.0 REAL-TIME IMPLEMENTATION OF KALMAN ESTIMATION ALGORITHMS

The conventional sequential discrete Kalman filter can be implemented with reasonable eas. Oy
most computer processors. Its algebraic simplicity and computational efficiency have cortributed
significantly to its wide spread application. However, it is well recognized that the Kal.1: filter c-
be numerically unstable due to the asymmetric of its covariance update equation.

= (I - Kk Hk Pk- (4-1)

Under certain conditions, the above subtraction operation can cause the covariance matrix Pk
to be asymetric, which then leads to numerical instability.

To alleviate this problem, several alternatives have been proposed in the literature. Some of
these methods are summarized as follows:

a) Stabilized Kalman Algorithm (2)

( , In order to ensure that Pk be non-negative definite, one popular approach is to rewrite
Eq. (4-1) in a quadratic formulation

Pk (I-KkH) Pk (IKkHk)T + Kk Rk KkT (4-2)
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However, Eq. (4-2) above requires almost three times as many arithmetic operations as that
given by Eq. (4-1).

b) Carleson Square Root Formulatiun (3)

In this formulation, the error covariance matrices are represented in terms of their upperSt-iangular square roots. Namely,

S iP k " S k " S k " T

and Pk+ S= Sk+T

where matrix Sk is unique and assures that t.e Pk generated will always be symmetrical and positive
semi-definite. This square root filter formulation provides twice the effective precision of the
conventional forms (4) but its disadvantage lies in that n square roots dre necessary for each sequential
measurement update.

c) Bierman U-D Factorization Algorithm

This method, of which Carleson's is a special case, factors the covariance matrix as
follows:

Pk- = Uk- Dk- Uk"T

Pk+ = Uk+ Dk+ Uk+T

where Uk and Ok are, respectively upper triangular and unity diagonal matrices. This formulation is
numerically and computationally superior. It has all the advantages of tne square root formulation
without the need of computing square roots.

In addition, the transition matrix, noise covariance matrix, and measurement matrix can be
further exploited to enhance computation efficiency and to minimize its storage requirements.

After one observation is processed, with single precision CPU times of all filters analysed
are tabulated below.

50 Psec 70 usec 70 usec 1 msec CPU Time
+, - x i 4- sec

1. Conventional Kalman 258 270 1 0 31870

2. Stabilized Kalman 714 666 1 0 82390

3. Carleson Square Root 336 426 24 12 60300

4. Bierman U-D 300 414 12 0 44820

4a. Optimized U-D 180 221 12 0 25310

Table 4-1

Comparison of the baseline algorithms (Nos. 1-4) seems to indicate that the conventional
Kalman is the most efficient. The question with it's use relates to numerical stability in a single
precision formulation. The U-D formulation runs second in efficiency, with roughly 40% degradation in
execution time. In single precision, it reflects comparable accuracy of the conventional Kalman equations
in double precision format. Positive definiteness is better guaranteed, however. By taking advantage of
the sparseness of H and unity diagonals in the U matrix, Bierman's algorithm has been made more efficient.
From the table, overall efficiency has been increased by 43% from Bierman's standard formulation. It is
also 20% more efficient than the conventional Kalman algorithm.

The U-0 formulation is suitable for adaptation to covariance propagation. Between
measurements, the covariance matrix propagates as

SPk" 4k Pk-" OkT + rkQkrkT

Since Pk-1+ = Uk.1+ Dk-l+ Uk.1+

Then Pk- = (hk Uk-1+) Dk-1+ (Ok Uk-1.+)T + rkQkrkT

-J
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T up k is upper triangular and, except with the (12, 12) component, the Jiagonal has unity value.

The upper triangular portion of Pk is computed taking advantage of matrix structure and the sparseness of
S, *k, Ok-1 and Qk. The product is factored into Uk and Ok in preparation for the da.a processing portion.

Bierman proposes a modified Gramm - Schmidt algorithm wiose forn does not lend itself easily to matrix
structure exploitation. For this reason the above algorithm has been selected.

Several formulations wEre made computatlonally efficient, accounting for sparseness of # and
Q, and the special structure of U and D, noting that only the upper triangular portion of Pk- need be
formed. The four methods are examined in Table 2. Three of the four methods must perform the
factorization of Pk into Uk and Dk. The modified weighted Gramm - Schmidt method propagates only U and
D.

CPU Time
+/- x + /- psec

1. go, 02 90 1 11 119640
2. o(UDUT)OT + Q 869 960 1 11 121720
3. (§U)D (OU)T + Q 741 841 24 11 108600

4. (OU)D (OU)T + Q (OPT)1 650 751 12 11 96910

Table 4-2

The fourth method is a modification of the third in that the product *U is done explicitely to
account for zero and unity multiplication. Storage is minimized because if multiplication is done by
backward recursion, U can be overwritten. Method three is 9% more efficient then the modified weighted
Gramm - Schmidt algorithm recommended by Bierman. The trick used in method four is 19% more efficient
than the MWGS. As well, storage is reduced because U is overwritten.

The consuming portion of the covariance propagation lies in the factorization of the fully
reconstructed upper triangle of Pk. The algorithm in the optimized form results in 286 subtractions, 352
multiplications and 11 divisions. Relative CPU time of 39710 for this portion means that 40% of the
computation is dedicated to the task of factorization if method four is used.

5.0 DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

To verify filter performance and optimize the sub-optimal model statistics (jerk power
spectral density) etc, NGRS was used with the flight dynamics generator mentioned in Section 2.0. Results
are presented here which enabled the examination of filter sensitivity to vehicle dynamics, geometry.
satellite outages, altimeter aiding and fixed gain implementation. Many simulations were performed using
Monte Carlo runs, however this was not an extensive Monte Carlo analysis. Only a few of the most
illustrative examples are included.

5.1 Vehicle Oynamic Sensitivity

FigLres 5-1 to 5-4 are typical sample traces that indicate simulated performance of a vehicle
subject to the flight scenario outlined in Figure 5-1. Several characteristics are obvious from these
traces.

The baro-altimeter contributions to filter transient error is only marginal for both classes
of receiver. This is largely a function of which direction the acceleration vector points.

Velocity and position transients for the sequential receiver are significantly higher than
those of the simultaneous receiver. Figure 5-5 illustrates that the stand-alone Class B receiver is much
better suited for high dynamic ranges. This figure is based on several Monte Carlo traces. The Class B
receiver demonstrates a smaller velocity transient than the Class D. Position error transient, however,
is largely insensitive over the entire dynamic range.

Figure 5-5 indicates that for negligible dynamics, the Class B and D receivers will exhibit
similar pe-formance.

5.2 Effects of GDOP and Outages

Geometric dilution of precision, or GDOP, is a useful figure for assessing the quality of the
4 satellite geometry.

Figures 5-1 to 5-4 indicate that position fixing with high GDOP results in larger RSS position
an velocity error, and overall noisier filter results with the 2-channel sequential receiver. The 4-
channel receiver demonstrates larger RSS position and velocity error with smo3ther filter results. The
large steady state position errors are due to the sub-optimal nature of the filter, which passes
uneslimated biases (i.e., ephemeris errors) through the filter. These manifest themselves as a position
error bias. GOOP can be used roughly as a multiplying factor to estimate how these biases further degrade
position error.
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Satellite signal jamming or delayed switchover will increase dynamic transients and cause long
term drift errors without baro-altimeter or other aids. This is the effect of two problems. Firstly, the
fourth satellite, if missing, will cause a geometrical weakness in the position fix. This will be
critical when vehicle dynamics are present. As an example, assume that the satellite closest to the
zenith is jammed or obscured. A vertical manoeuver will result in poor observability for the remaining
measurements. Hence large vertical position transients will occur. The second problem associated with
satellite outages has to do with oscillatnr drift. The more stable the oscillator, the better the
reduced-coverage performance will be. Figures 5-1 to 5-4 indicate that the sequential receiver drifts
significantly in position after about 1.5 minutes due to poor observability and oscillator drift (e.g.,
Figure 5-1a. 350-490 sec). The 4-channel receiver exhibits much better RSS position error characteristics
over this time period. This is because of the more abundant measurement information. Velocity error
degrades only marginally over 90 seconds for both receiver configurations.

Two satellite position fixing, although not illustrated here, is possible for short periods of
time with an augmented system, if vehicle altitude is known.

5.3 Altimeter Aiding

Altimeter aiding with a reduced satellite complement will significantly improve the accuracy
of a 2-channel sequential receiver. Sustained navigation capability with only 3 satellites is
possible, as the baro-altimeter bias is time correlated. The filter then reaches a somewhat degraded
steady state condition.

An altimeter cannot be janwred and will provide a much more extensive navigation capability
until the full 18 satellite constellation is deployed.

Altimeter aiding of a 4-channel simultaneous receiver does not prcvide short 'erm benefits,
but will serve to keep long term oscillator drift in check (<10 minutes). No significant position and
velocity performance improvement is visible in Figure 3-2.

5.4 Fixed Gain Performance

Provided that the filter plant and measurement statistics remain constant, the Kalman filter
steady state condition can be approximated by the discrete matrix Riccati equation (Pk+ = Pk-1+ = P*):

P* + (p*HT(Hp*HT + R)-1H - I) (Op*JT + rQrT) = 0

under normal conditions becomes a function of the geometry matrix H. The row elements of H represent the
satellite-to-user direction cosines, coordinated in the earth-fixed cartesian frame. H varies continously
with relative motion between the receiver and satellites, or discontinuously with satellite switchover.j - The gains used to process the innovations at steady state are

K* = P*HkTR-I

By taking advantage of the fact that Hk changes slowly over several minutes (for mach 2
flight, maximum direction cosine change is approximately 1°/minute) it has been found that the updating
rate of gain computation can be effectively slowed down without significant loss in precision. The
advantage is that computer loading can be significantly reduced under normal flight conditions.

Several schemes are possible to implement this technique. One method is to bypass totally the
filter covariance propagation and gain calculation for sustained pe-iods of time (say 5 minutes). A
compromise method would refresh gains at a 50% level by fully processing every other measurement. There
exists a practical reduction level which optimizes CPU loading without seriously degrading navigation
performance (6).

Figure 5-6 indicates fixed gain performance for a 2-channel sequential receiver provided with
baro-altimeter input. The interval of interest is from 200 to 440 seconds. The normal filter covariance
at 350 seconds begins to grow to a higher steady state level. The trace of the fixed gain technique uses
covariance and gains which are last updated at 220 seconds. Hence the covariance does not grow until the
propagation and gain update recommences at 430 seconds. Tho position traces use the same initial random
number seed. Note that with 4 satellite coverage, the traces are somewhat similar. However after 350
seconds, when the fixed gain coiariance begins to deviate rapidly from the normal gain covariance,
position error degrades somewhat.
sos It can be concluded that the fixed gain technique shown, while extreme in its implementation,

N-Y.• shows promise in reducing CPU loading under normal (4 satellite) operating conditions. The receiver could
7 ,easily mechanize the fixed gain scheme by monitoring satellite outages and reverting to full gain

computation under reduced sensor complement. This is especially attractive for 4-channel receivers
because of the number and frequency 3f available measurements.

6.0 CONCLUSION

This brief analysis shows that a 12 state sub-optimal Kalman filter can be implemented and
operated real-time in 2- and 4-channel CMC Navstar receivers. The algorithm is numerically stable in
single precision U-D form, and makes optimum use of storage area.

Dynamic performance has been verified by Monte Carlo simulation. Sensitivity analyses of
Class B and D receiver designs indicate similar RSS position and velocity error for low dynamic
applications (< Ig) and superior 4-channel performance for medium and high dynamic applications. The
baro-altimeter does not contribute significantly to dynamically induced transients.
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assaeDuring satellite swltchover, the baro-altimeter input results in significant accuracy benefits

as sustained 3 satellite navigation is possible. The flter produces a somewhat degraded steady stateScondition.
Sinally, by taking advantage of certain steady state properties of the Kalman equations, gain

putation can be performed at a reduced rate, freeing the navigation computer for background tasks.
Further developments Aill include adaptive filtering to assure filter statistics are

realistic. Fixed gain rules will be formulated and verified by simulation, so that navigation computation
may be optimized without significant performance degradation.
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APPENDIX 1 - RECEIVER CLOCK ERROR MODEL

To provide a realistic model of the GPS receiver crystal oscillator errors, a second ordet
stochastic model is used. The two error sources are: Frequency offset, modeled as a random walk with
Gaussin white noise driving term of pooer spectral density 0w; and crystal oscillator G sensitivity, adeterministic error proportional to the projection of the veyicle acceleration vector onto the crystalg-sensitive axis:

cat = cat' + (a . 1sa) Scr (1)

where

ct- frequency offset error (m/sec) - the loop VCO reference frequency

Scr - crystal acceleration sensitivity (m/sec)/(m/sec 2 ) = sec

' a - vehicle acceleration vector (m/sec 2 )

Isa - crystal oscillator direction cosine

cat' - frequency drift-induced frequency offset

The plant is modeled ds

x = Fx + Gw + Ha (2)

where xT (cat, cat') is the state
w -white noise driving term
a = a.sa - effective acceleratior,

and F=(O 1] G.{} Hc

The output of the system is

= Ax + Ba (3)

/
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whe,-e

= (Cat, cat) is the effective state

A=(iO1 B=IScrI

APPENDIX 2 - BAROMETRIC ALTIMETER MODEL

The generic barometric altimeter model to be described will be for a point-mass P. Consider
first the measurement of a height hg above sea level, provided isobaric surfazes are parallel to the
geoid. The observation is then:

hg Rc+h-h (1

where the approximation is due to the fact that neither Rr nor Rn are perpendicular to the geoid. R is
geocentric ellipsoid radius, Rn is geodetic prime verticaY radius of curvature. The geoidal undulation Ah
c3n be described by an ,utocorrelation function as being distance correlated. Therefore, 3 specific error
sýxjrces exist:

1. Difference between sea-level and the reference ellipsoid (undultion)

2. isoboric fluctuations

3. noise in measurement of height (encoding)

Including all sources, the height is modeled as

hg = _.I - Rc - Ah + B + VB (2)

I: where hg the measurement
S'Rc geocentric ellipsoid height

h height of P above the ellipsoid
B - exponentially correlated bias which reflects undulation and isoboric fluctuations
VB - measurement residual
h geoidal undulation (or initial sea level bias)

Now IJP! = (x2 + y2 + z2 % 1/2 (3)

B (-I/TB) 8 + wB (4)

where E (B(to) = 0 E (VB) = 0

2

E (B(to) 2 ) OBo E (VB2 ) OH2

E (WB) = 0 E (ah) = 0

E (wB(t) wB (t+T)) = B6() E (ah 2 ) =OAh 2

are the associated statistics.

The discrete version of (4) is necessary for simulation and estimation purposes

-(tk -tk-l)/ TB*(tk, tk.1) = t (5)

4S_ - The solution to (4) is

(tk - t.1)/TB

B (tk) = e B(tk.1) + IatO(tk, s) wB (s) ds (6)



The statistics of B(tk) are as follows:

E (B (tk))= 0
2At-rB 2 tk -2(tk-S)/TB

(B 'tk) 2) =e oo8  2 k +fe B ds (7)
tk-1

-2At/TB -2At/TB
e BOo2 + Ow2 (1-e

Obo 2  (10)2 (m)2

OW2 = 2.72 + (.0035h) 2 (m)2

Simulation is performed as follows:

hBk = (xk2 + yk2 +Zk2 )I/ 2 - Rck +Bk +VBk (8)

where hk = (xk2 + Yk2 + zk2 )Ii 2 
- Rck is true height above the ellipsoid

-At/TB -2At/rBBk = e Bk.I + aw (1 e )I/2 W, (9)

VBk = ch w2  (10)

and initially,

No = (OBo 2 + -Ah2 )1/1 w3 (11)

The correlation time is computed from the correlation distance

SB Xcorv (12)
Vhoriz

where Xcorr = 100,000 m is the correlation distance
Vhoriz = horizontal velocity

2, The random number generator computes independent zero mean and unit variance Gaussian numbers

r:
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SUMMARY

This paper investigates the use of the GPS navigation satellite system as a reference
for the in-air alignment of a strapdown inertial navigation system (INS). A Kalman filter
covariance simulation program is used tu determine the optimal alignment performance which
can be achieved with a hybrid INS/GPS configuration. The sensitivity of in-air alignment
to res-t interval and choice of observable is discussed. The impact of various flight
profiles upon the effectiveness of the alignment mechanism is evaluated. The alignment
sensitivities determined in the optimal study are then used to develop a suboptimal
alignment filter suitable for mechanization lit an airbornv computer. The trade-off
between filter size and alignment speed and accuracy is shown. Finally the recoimmended
filter is compared to the optimal filter over a range of alignment conditions in order
to demonstrate its effectiveness.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

AE east vehicle acceleration

g earth's gravitational acceleration

L latitude

i6PN north position error
Re earth's radius

VE east velocity
6north velocity error

na north accelerometer error

e a azimuth gyro error
e e east gyro error

PD angular velocity about the local ver.ical axis induced by motion across
the earth's surface ((VE tanL)/Re)

60 •E east tilt error

6ý azimuth error
Q' earth's rate of rotation

WN angular velocity about the north axis induced by rotation of theearth and by motion across the surface of the earth (SI cosL + Ve/Re)

BACKGROUND

Inertial navigation, being a form of dead reckoning, can only be as good as the
initialization which preceeds it. When this initialization, or alignment, must be per-
formed aboard a moving ship a source of reference velocity or position information is
required from which the inertial error signals can be calculated. At present only attack
aircraft carriers, equipped with a SINS (Ship Inertial Navigation System), possess a
reference accurate enough to permit rapid and accurate aircraft INS alignment. Deck time
required to align an INS to a nominal 2 km/hr CPE (circular probable error) rate naviga-
tional accuracy ranges from 7 to 10 minutes.

The SINS information is transferred to the aircraft INS via an RF (radio frequency)
data link. The data link information is not secure; and during conditions of radio
silence, it is replaced by umbilical cables which provide a direct electrical link to
the SINS. However, these cables are cumbersome to use; they require the aircraft to
remain stationary throughout INS alignment; and they are often in shoet supply aboard
ship.

In the absence of an accurate reference source, as would be the case in the event of
SINS failure or where the aircraft is to be launched from a non-carrier aviation ship or
where the INS is to be aligned in flight, present alignment techniques will not suffice.
The backup to SINS onboard a carrier and the primary navigation system aboard ships other
than carriers is a gyrocompass/EM (electro-magnetic) log. This system cannot align an
INS in a practical length of time. The accuracy of doppler radars, used as a velocity
reference for in-air alignment, is severely limited over water so that the alignment
required for 2 km/hr unaided inertial navigation cannot be achieved.
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The Naval Air Systems Command has tasked the Naval Air Development Center to develop
new INS alignment techniques which can overcome the problems described above. The objec-
tives of these new techniques include the decrease in reaction time of aircraft aboard
carriers for alert operations related to fleet air defense, the provision of a secure and
jam-proof RF aligrment technique, the development of an alternate alignment capability
which can supplement the SINS aboard aircraft carriers thereby ircreasing reliability,
and the development of an alignment technique to be used aboard ships, such as destroyers
and amphibious assault ships, which may be host to V/STOL (Vertical/Short Take-Off and
Landing) aircraft or INS-equipped helicopters.

A potential RF alignment reference presently under advanced development is GPS. It
is a navigation satellite system which will provide accurate position, velocity, and time
nearly continuously on a world-wide basis. In this application it would be used to
provide position and velocity reference information for the in-air alignment of an air-
craft INS. By enabling in-air alignment GPS would decrease the reacticn time for
carrier aircraft, provide a redundant alignment capability to SINS, provide the primary
alignment reference for aircraft aboard non-carrier ships without requiring the installa-
tion of expensive navigation equipment aboard the ship, and permit INS alignment restarts
in flight.

The evaluatica of GPS as an INS alignment reference will be approached in the follow-
ing manner. The first step will be to simulate an alignment filter utilizing GPS to align
an INS. The simulation study will be devised to assess the maximum alignment speed and
accuracy which can be obtained from an optimal INS/GPS combination. The sensitivity of
the alignment process to variations in tne aircraft trajectory will be examined to discern
what limitations might exist to the in-air alignment process. Since an operational
airborne computer cannot handle a complete mechanization of the error propagation of an
INS/GPS combination, the final phase of the simulation study will involve the design of a
suboptimal alignment filter which will approximate the optimal performance within the
constraints of computer memory loading and cycle time. The alignment filter thus defined
will be implemented in hardware, and a feasibility demonstration will be conducted in
which the simulated performance will be verified and the efficacy of the approach proved.
The results of the demonstration will then lead to recommendations as to how this align-
ment approach can be introduced into the fleet. This paper addresses the simulation study
leading up to the definition of the INS/GPS alignment filter.

DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATION

A Kalman filter covariance analysis program was used to simulate the optimal combina-
tion of an INS with the GPS. The GPS error model is shown in Table I. It was obtained
from the GPS Joint Program Office (JPO), and it represe:-iz the errors associated with a
folly operational satellite systen.* Measurements are taken simultaneously from four
satellites. Each satellite has associated with it a three dimensional position error and
a clock error consisting of a phase bias, frequency bias, And a phase random walk. Errors
associated with the GPS receiver onboard the aircraft include signal propagation errors
and a receiver clock error comprising phase bias and phase random walk errors and frequency
bias and frequency markov (exponentially correlated) errors. Measurement error noise ias
not included as part of the JPO model; however, refercnce (1) pointed out that some error
would exist due to quantization effects in the GPS receiver. Consequently measurement
noise is included in Table I as representative of a minimum level of error.

The RLGN (ring laser gyro navigator) was selected ds the strapdown INS to be aligned
because it is represen..ative of z maturing laser gyro technology. An advanced development
model RLGN, built by Honeywell, Inc., is presently being evaluated at the Naval Air
Development Center (reference (2)). The RLGN has been selected as the INS for the AV-8B
V/STOL aircraft, and a commercial version of the RLGN has been designated by Boeing for
the 757 and 767 series transport aircraft. The error model for the RLGN is shown in Table
II (obtained from Honeywell, Inc.). The gyro random walk is characteristic of laser gyros
and the small value for gyro scale factor errors is indicvtive of the fact that a strap-
down INS gyro is not isolated from aircraft dynamics. Vertical deflection is included as
Rn accelerometer error because unmodelled deflections of the local vertical will cause
Scomponents of gravity to erroneously ap'ear in the horizontal acceleration channels of the
INS.

Table III shows a set of standard test conditions under which the simulation study
was performed. The initial INS errors were those which would be present at the completion
of a caging/coarse alignment mode. The aircraft was assumed to be flying north at a
constant speed of 180 m/s. At the commencement of in-air alignment tne aircraft turned
counterclockwise at a standard rate of turn. Simultaneous measurements of range rate to
four GPS satellites were used for Kalman filter resets at a 1.8 sec interval. The air-
craft --as flying in the mid latitudes in order to average the effect of latitude upon

-• alignment efficiency, and the geometry of the satellites with respect to the aircraft was
set at the median value of all possible configurations world-wide as measured by GDOP
(Geometric Dilution Of Precision). In the analyses which follow each parameter was varied
separately, with the others held constant, in order to establish alignrent sensitivities.
If no mention is made of a particular parameter, it may be assumed that its value was that
shown in Table III.

*Note: Recent funding cuts to the GPS program have reduced the number of satellites
for a full capability systema. This change is not expected to affect the results
in this paper.
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Table IV shows the navigation requirements placed upon the RLGN by the Navy in
reference (3). In order to achieve these accuracies the alignment requirements shown in
the table must be met. These alignment error specifications were used as the criteria to
establish when an in-air alignment had been completed.

OPTIMAL INS/GPS IN-AIR ALIGNMENT

Alignment of the inertial measurement unit (IMJ) is accomplished in a strapdown
system through determination of the coordinate transformation between the IMU coordinates
(body coordinates) and geographic coordinates (local level coordinates). Inertial
position and velocity errors may be estimated almost immediately through direct comparison
with a reference source, but tilt and azimuth errors are usually estimated indirectly
through their effects on INS velocity and position errors. The speed and accuracy of tilt
and azimuth error estimation is determined partly by how long it takes the misalignment
errors to propagate into measurement error and partly by how easily the misalignment error
can be separated from sensor error. Figure 1 shows a simplified block diagram of error
propagation in one channel of an inertial navigation system. The solid line shows the
error propagation path for conventional gyrocompassing (nulling of earth rate sensed
around the east axis). Azimuth error is two integrators removed from velocity error and
three integrators removed from position error. Consequently the effect of azimuth error
takes longer than any other alignment parameter to be manifest as a velocity and position
error. It is usually the last alignment parameter to be estimated correctly, and so it
determines INS alignment time.

Another path (dashed line) does exist for the propagation of azimuth error into
velocity error. If azimuth is in error, acceleration and its integrals (velocity and
position) will not be properly resolved into geographic coordinates. The effect of this
pointing error can only be seen when the INS experiences acceleration. A comparison of
the two alignment mechanisms is shown in figure 2. In straight flight the velocity is
constant, and gyrocompassing is the mechanism by which azimuth error is estimated. When
the aircraft turns, its velocity vector changes direction and the resultant centripetal
acceleration (nearly lg) permits pointing error to be the dominant alignment mechanism.
The improvement in azimuth alignment afforded by pointing error is dramatic. There is a
15:1 improvement in alignment time and a 10:1 improvement in steady state alignment
accuracy. Alignment speed is increased because pointing error feeds directly into the
velocity integrator, thus making azimuth error more quickly observable. Alignment
accuracy is improved because p-inting erroi must be distinguished from accelerometer
error whereas gyrocompassing error must be distinguished from gyro error. The signal to
noise ratio of pointing error (vehicle acceleration multiplied by azimuth error versus
accelerometer error) is approximately an orde- of magnitude greater than the signal to
noise ratio of gyrocompassing (earth and traniport rates multipliea by azimuth error
versus east gyro error).1 Pointing error cannot affect velocity error any sooner thait the second iteration of
the error dynamics. The first iteration propagates the INS/GPS errors -n response to the
aircraft dynar.ics sampled at zero time (aircraft flying straight and level). The second
iteration pro.,agates them in response to aircraft dynamics sampled at some later time
wherein the direction of the aircraft velocity vector has changed thus making the effect
of pointing error observable at the velocity level. It is apparent that the rapidity with
which errors are propagated and error resets are performed could affect alignment perfor-
mance. The effect of two reset/iteration intervals were investigated. A 1.8 sec interval
was chosen as typical of existing alignment algorithms, and an 18 sec interval was chosen
to examine the potential for reduced timing burden on the navigation computer. These
intervals are combined in three different regimes in figure 3. The solid line shows
alignment response when errors are propagated through the Kalman filter at an 18 sec
interval and every propagation is followed by z reset. The dashed line regime retains a
reset interval of 18 sec but it samples aircraft dynamics and propagates errors ten times
more frequently. The dotted line shows resets as well as error propagation proceeding at
the higher rate. It can be seen that the accuracy of the first estimate of azimuth error
diminishes as either the length of time over which errors are propagated is reduced
(dashed line) or as the net change in aircraft dynamics between resets becomes smaller
(dotted line). Although the observability of pointing error is initially smaller at the
shorter reset/iteration intervals, the speed with which estimation begins and continues
more than compensates for this. The 1.8 sec reset/iteration interval provides the fastest
and smoothest overall response. For this reason it was used in the rest of the optimal
simulation study in order to obtain finer precision in the investigation of alignment
sensitivities.

Since INS misalignments affect velocity before they affect position, the choice of
combining INS information with GPS information at the velocity level (range rate observ-
able) or at the position level (range observable) could affect the performance of in-air
alignment. As figure 4 indicates, the range rate observable provides a significantly
faster alignment than does the range observable. This holds true for azimuth, tilt, and
velocity error estimations. However, the sensitivity of the range rate calculation to
INS position error is low, and the effect of this weak coupling is illustrated in figure
5. It shows that the estimation of INS position error proceeds much slower than the
estimation of the other inertial errors and that the steady state position accuracy does
not approach the accuracy inherent in the GPS range measurement. A method by which the
speed of estimation could be brought into consonance for all of the inertial errors would
be co process one range observation at the beginning o' alignment (time zero) and then
process range rate observations thereafter. The effect of this scheme is shown in figures
6 and 7. The one range observation reduces INS position error (figure 6) to an insignifi-
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cant level in terms of long term navigation. The subsequent range rate measurements
-1quickly estimate velocity error so that the position error actually is less affected by

velocity estimation than when range observations were processed exclusively. At the
level of azimuth misalignment (figure 7) there is virtually no difference in the alignment
response even though processing of range rate observations was delayed by one reset inter-
val. The response at the til-- and velocity levels is similar. Two other methods of
combining range and range rat.- observations were examined--simultaneous measurement of
range and range rate or alternating measurements of range ind range rate, but neither of
them provided significantly d Eferent alignment response. The scheme of one rarge obser-
vation followed by range rate observations eas selected for use in this study-

The observability of po:.ting error is dependent upon the strength of the accelera-
tion signal which drives it. In turns this acceleration is directly proportional to the
rate at which the aircraft ,•tns. Figure 8 shows the sensitivity of INS alignment to turn
rate. The times required tc align the INS to specified accuracy in tilt and in azimuth
are both plotted. The first item of note is that, in contrast to gyrocompassing, pointing
error has such a strong effect on velocity error that azimuth errog is no longer the last
alignment parameter to be est-imated. At a standard rate turn of 3 /sec, it takes seven
times longer to align in tilt :han it does to align in azimuth. As turn rate is increased
and the centripetal ac 8 elerat:,mn grows larger, the alignment time decreases. At turn
rates in excess of 4.5 /sec a..nuth alignment time is at the absolute minimum of two
iteration intervals (3.6 sec).

Undvr operational conditi(as an aircraft may not always turn at the beginning of in-
air alig'ment. Since the speeA of tilt error estimation (vertical alignment) determines
overall NS alignment time whe 4 the aircraft turns at time zero, the effect upon vertical
alignmer - of delaying the start of the turn will be examined. Figure 9 shows the response
of verti zal alignment to straic't flight and turns. Vertical alignment is delayed in
turns b( zause both tilt error L id pointing errcr feed directly into the velocity integra-
tor. TI s greater magnitude of 'he pointing error signal causes azimuth error to be
estimate I first at the expense f tilt error estimation. In Ftraight flight gyrocompassing
error dcts not directly affect elocity; therefore, tilt error is readily observable and
is estin'ited more rapidly. Six.te tilt error estimation is quicker in straight flight,
overall NS alignment time may le reduced by delaying the start of the t,-n. In figure
10 the t me of vertical alignme t and azimuth alignment is plotted as a function of time
before tirn for a range of turr. rates. It can be seen that vertical alignment time is
generally improved by delaying fhe turn. For turns delayed beyond 20 seconds the entire
vertical alignment is performed before the turn even begins, thus explaining the insen-
sitivity of vertical alignment to turn delays beyond that time. Azimuth alignment also
benefits somewhat from delayed -urns, but for a different reason. No azimuth error
estimatioi takes place during -'e short straight flight segments illustrated here because
gyrocompass error has had no t< e to propagate into velocb.y error. However when turns
are initiated after a period o straight flight in which tilt error has been reduced, the
observability of pointing error is enhanced over that which prevails for turns begun at
time zero. The effect is only ;een at the lower turn rates where the centripetal accel-
eration driving function for p-tnting error is low. At the higher turn rates, and at the
lower rates for turn delays be/ond 10 seconds, the ratio of pointing error to tilt error
is so high that no azimuth alunment iit)rovement is seen. Figure 11 shows the effect upon
INS alignnent of turn rate ant when it is initiated. Tilt error determines alignment time
for turn delays of up to 16 s4-onds. At 16 seconds a minima occurs where vertical align-
ment time and azimuth alignme: time are equal. Beyond 16 seconds azimuth alignment
determines INS align time. Tte sensitivity of alignment time to turn rate is most appar-
ent in the region where tilt 'rror dominates. As turns are increasingly delayed the
sensitivity to nigher turn ru.es diminishes, so that beyond 30 seconds delay the process
is inrsensitive to rates of 3°"'sec or greater. In this region azimuth alignment occurs in
the minimum 3.6 seconds afte: start of turn, and INS alignment time virtually becomes a

. fun-tion cf when the pilot tirns the aircraft.

Two cther parameters related to turn rate were examined for their effect on in-air

alignment. Tne direction of turns was found to be insignificant. Clockwise and counter-
iX clockwise turns were flown across the range of turn rates. Only occasionally did the

clockwise turn exhibit a faster alignment time, and then it was by less than two seconds.
"The sensitivity of alignment to aircraft heading was also evaluated. Alignments under the
standard test conditions were conducted for the cardinal and inter-cardinal headings. A
comparison of the alignment response at the best and worst headings is shown in figure 12.
Alignments at low turn rates appear to be more affected than alignments at high turn
rates, but in no case is the delay in alignment greater than 5.4 seconds. The initial
aircraft heading, therefore, has no appreciable effect on in-air alignment.

V_ •Besides turn rate, the other factor which determines centripetal acceleration is
Zý •aircraft velocity. Figure 13 shows the sensitivity of the INS alignment parameters to

variations in aircraft velocity. Vertical alignments are unaffected by velocity changes;
however, azimuth alignments are decidedly affected. The decrease in velocity, especially
at the lower turn rate limit, significantly reduces the strength of the centripetal
acceleration. As a result the coupling of azimuth error into velocity error via pointing
error is weakened, and azimuth alignments are delayed. Because azimuth alignment times
are increased at lower velocities but vertical a]ignment times remain unaffected, it
follows that azimuth alignment time will begin to determine INS alignment time at shorter
delays in the start of turning. This can be seen in figure 14 where a nominal aircraft
velocity of 180 m/s (representative of fixed wing aircraft) is compared to a velocity cf
46 m/s (representative of rotary wing aircraft). It can be seen that at lower speeds
and lower turn rates INS alignment time is significantly delayed. At the other extreme
the effect is mech less apparent. At the low speed azimuth dominance of alignment time
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begins between zero and 10 seconds delay in turns, the time increasing as turn rate
increases. Even when azimuth alignment does control, a relative improvement in INS align
time is observed for delays between 10 and 20 seconds. Pointing error is still relatively
more observable at ]ologer delay times because of the more rapid estimation of tilt error
afforded by straight flight. Beyond delays of 20 seconds, vertical alignment to specified
accuracy is completed; and azimuth error estimation alone determines INS alignment time.

Acceleration in straight flight may also be used to generate a pointing error signal.
Figure 15 zompares the effectiveness of linear acce eration to that of centripetal
acceleration. Under the standard conditions of a 3 /sec turn rate flown at 180 m/s a
centripetal acceleration of approximately lg is generated. The direction of the centrip-
etal acceleration is out the left wing of the airplane. As the aircraft turns, an accel-
eration sinusoidally varying between 0 and lg appears in the north and, east navigation
channels. The alignment time for this situation is shown as the dashed line of figure 15.
The solid line shows the alignment time for a range of linear accelerations between 0 and
1g. The variable nature of the acceleration caused by turning permits a better separation
of tilt error and azimuth error, and thus permits a faster alignment than does constant
linear acceleration in just one direction. The comparison was performed at differentheadings and with deceleration itistead of acceleration, and the results were the same.

Table V shows the effect of various other conditions upon in-air alignment--initial
conditions, aircraft location, and satellite geometry. All test conditions were held to
those of Table III except where noted. Table V shows first the in-air alignment time and
thpn the values of the various inertial errors at the end of alignment. Alignment time
vaiied by less than two seconds from the standard in all cases. In addition none of the
INS errors were significantly degraded at the time of completed alignment. It was
concluded that in-air alignment was insensitive to the conditions evaluated.

SUBOPTIMAL INS/GPS IN-AIR ALIGNMENT

The previous section has shown the maximum alignment performance which may be obtained
from a hybrid combination of GPS with the RLGN. This performance was achieved because
all of the errors affecting the hybrid system were correctly modelled within the Kalman
filter. It is impractical, however, to include the full error model in an operational
filter; therefore, a subset of the full error model must be selected which, by accounting
for the major error sources, still permits nearly optimal alignment performance. The
approach taken in this study was to lump all of the inertial sensor errors and the GPS
errors into equivalent biases and white noise (random walk). The filter was tuned
(optimized) for a standard rate of turn flown at cruise speeds of a jet aircraft. Table
VI shows various candidate suboptimal filters. The 15 state filter represents the initial
lumping of error states into gyro, accelerometer, and GPS biases and random walks. The
12 state filter deletes the equivalent gyro biases and lumps their effect into the gyro
random walk terms. The 9 state filter deletes accelerometer bias and creates a random
walk term which feeds into I.S velocity error. The random walk term can be expressed
in either aircraft coordinates (the coordinates of the sensor error) or in geographic
coordinates (the coordinates in which the effect of the error is felt). The 7 state
filter deletes the GPS error states and expresses &ll GPS errors as an equivalent measure-
ment noise.

The performance of these filter formulations is shown in figure 16. A 3.84 sec
reset/iteration interval was chosen for this evaluation because the GPS receiver allocated
for the subsequent feasibility demonstration operated at that cycle time. Range rate
measurements preceded by a single range observation were chosen because of the faster
alignment times which were achieved with this reset regime during the optimal study. The
rest of the test conditions were those of Table III, so that the filters were evaluated
under the conditions for which they had been optimized. In figure 16 it can be seen that
gyro bias errors have no effect upon INS alignment time because their deletion causes no
delay in alignment. This is because alignment proceeds so rapidly when pointing error
is the azimuth alignment mechanism, that gyro error does not have time to propagate into
velocity error where its effect could be observed. Since gyro bias error cannot be
observed and estimated even in the optimal case, its deletion will cause no deleterious
effects. The performance of the 9 state filters suggests that accelerometer errors do
have time to propagate into velocity error and can affect alignment. Expressing
accierometer error as an equivalent random walk does compromise INS alignment somewhat,
although the effect is seen only in that region in which tilt error estimation determines
overall alignment time. Faster tilt error estimation is achieved when accelerometer
random walk is expressed in aircraft coordinates because the true coupling of the sensor
error into geographic coordinates is accounted for in the suboptimal formulation. The 7
state filter was also examined, but alignment time exceeded three minutes and it was
concluded that GPS phase and frequency bias errors could no. be discarded in an operational
filter.

In view of the results shown in figure 16 the 9 state filter with accelerometer
random walk error expressed in body (aircraft) coordinates was selected for further
evaluation. It was felt that the degradation in system alignment for short delays in
turning was an acceptable price to pay for the deletion of three more error states. The
performance of this filter over a range of conditions for which it was not optimized is
show:n in figure 17. The solid lines define the performance envelope for optimal align-
ments. The limits represent the best and the worst alignment performance which can result
from arbitrary combinations of turn rate and aircraft velocity sampled over the range of
values used in the optimal study. The cross hatching shows the performance envelope of
the 9 state suboptimal filter over the same range of possible trajectories. Except for
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turns initiated withia 20 seconds of the start of alignment, the suboptimal filter per-
forms virtually as well as the optimal. This indicates that the suboptimal filter is not
sensitive to excursiona away from the specific values of speed and turn rate to which its
performance was tuned.

Although range rate is the preferred observable, there are times when it may not be
available and range will have to be t.sed instead. Figure 18 shows the degradation in
alignment time which might result. In the optimal case, where all of the INS/GPS error
sources are estimated, range alignments lag range rate alignments by approximately one
minute. The figure also shows that the suboptimal filter matches optimal performance
reýasonably well when processing range observables. In figure 19 the performance envelopes
for range rate and range observables as processed by the suboptimal filter are compared.
As in the optimal case range alignments on the average tend to lag range rate alignments
by one minute. Suboptimal range alignments also show a higher sensitivity to variations
in flight trajectory, as evidenced by the wider performance envelope. Figure 20 shows a
comparison of the effect of the range and range rate observables upon the angle through
which the aircraft must turn in order to accomplish in-air al~gnment. Tn the steady state
the required angle for range rate alignments varies between 6 and 360. These minimum
angles can be obtained by delaying the start of the turn for at least 30 seconds after
the commencement of in-air alignment. The previous figure showed that this approach
would also result in the shortest alignment time as well. In the case of range alignments
the angle of turn required to complete alignment is much greater. Although range rate
alignments should impose no constraints upon the pilct because the required turn angles
are likely to occur during normal maneuvers after take-off, range alignments quite likely
will require that specific maneuvers be fl wn by the pilot in order to accomplish in-air
alignment.

Linear acceleration provides another mechanism by which pointing error can be gener-
ated, but it affects the INS sensors differently than does centripetal acceleration. In
a coordinated turn the net acceleration (centripetal acceleration and gravity) is along
the normal axis of the aircraft. The suboptimal filter is tuned for turns, and this is
reflected in the value of z axis accelerometer random walk error which is over four times
larger than the x and y accelerometer random walks. The distribution of accelerometer
errors is different under linear acceleration. More error appears in the x and y axes
and less in the z axis. The effect of three valuei of linear acceleration upon an align-
ment filter tuned for turns is shown in figure 21. The filter's overly optimistic model
of level axis accelerometer error has resulted in an underdamped system response. Tilt
error initially decreases, then increases for a time before finally settling down tosteady state. The le.,el of tilt error at which this "hump" occurs determines whether the
INS remains aligned after the first drop in tilt err='r (0.2g), whether the INS loses its
initial alignment (0.4g), or whether alignment is not achieved at all within the first
five minutes (0.8g). Filure 22 shows the time during which the RLGN is aligned for a
range of linear accelerations from 0.05g to 1.0g. These resulcs were obtained using range
rate as the observable. Range alignments could not be accomplished in less than five
minutes for any value of linear acceleration within this range.

CONCLUSIONS

The previous analyses have demonstrated that GPS is an accurate RF navigation
reference which can be used to rapidly and accurately align a strapdown inertial naviga-
tion system in flight. A 9 state suboptimal alignment filter has been developed which
closely matches optimal alignment performance over a wide range of flight conditions.
The alignment filter has been shown to be insensitive to geographic positicn or satellite
geometry; therefore, it has world-wide applicability. The insensitivity of INS/GPS
alignments to initial conditions means that the technique can be used aboard carriers
where accurate coarse alignment is possible or it can be used aboard other types of ships
where the initialization might be less accurate. This study has shown that the primary
azimuth alignment mechanism is pointing error. This mechanism may be activated by either
aircraft turns or linear acceleration. The observability of pointing error is affected
by speed, turn rate, and linear acceleration. The magnitudes of these parameters
encountered during ordinary flight are sufficient to provide a rapid INS alignment;
consequently, in-air alignment does not constrain aircraft reaction time by requiring
specific flight maneuvers. It is concluded that the alignment filter described in this
paper, processing a single range observable followed by range rate observables at an'iterval of 2-4 sec, will enhasce the capability of Naval aviation to accurately navigate
cn a quick reaction basis. The thrust of this study has been directed toward rapid align-
ient and subsequent unaided inertial navigation, but there is little reason why GPS could
,ot be used to continually update the INS as long as it were available. Even better

=.naided inertial navigation can be obtained when alignments are extended beyond the minimum
times shown in this study.
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TABLE I

GPS ERROR MODEL

Error Source Standard Deviation Correlation
I S

Satellite Position Error

f X, Y, Z Bias 1.5m

Satellite Clock Error

Phase Bias 0.9 M
Frequency Bias 0.00015 m/s

Phase Random Walk 0.00290 m/Iiie

Propagation Error

Atmospheric Delay Markov 2.4 m 30 min

Multi-Path Markov 2.4 m 20 sec

Receiver Clock Error

Phase Bias 304.8 m

Frequency Bias 0.3 m/s
Frequency Markov 3.0 m/s 2 hr

Phase Random Walk 0.3 m/'sIec

Measurement Error toise

Range 1.5 m

Range Rate 0.015 m/S

TABLE II

RLGN ERROR MODEL

Error Source Standard Deviation Correlation

Gyro Error

Bias 0.157 mrad/hr

Random Walk 0.035 mrad/'/hr

Scale Factor 5.0 ppm

Input Axis Misalignment 0.024 mrad

Turn-on Transient 0.122 mrad/hr 15 min

Accelerometer Error
S• 0.568 mm/s2

Bias 0.568
Scale Factor 200.0 ppm
Input Axis Misalignment 0.024 mrad

4. Vertical Deflection 0.024 mrad 46 km
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TABLE III

STANDARD TEST CONDITIONS

Initial INS Errors (10) Sl.8 km

North, East Position Error 0.* m/s
North, East Velocity Error 0.52 mrad

North, East Tilt Error 0.03 rad
Azimuth Error

Flight Profilem/s

Velocity 
0 r/s

Heading 
0 2

Linear Acceleration 
3 /sec ccw

Turn Rate 
0 sec

Time Before Turn

Geometry 40°

Latitude
Satellite GDOP

Kalman Resets
Rese/Iteatio Intrval1.8 

sec
Reset/Iteration Interval One range, then range rate
Observable

TABLE IV

ALIGNMENT EVALUATION CRITERIA

Characteristics
S Navigtion Performance

Ný ~0.87 mrad RMS+

Heading Error 
0.35 mrad/hr la
0.73 mrad RMS

Roll and pitch Error 1.9 km/hr CPE rate

Position Error Rate 0.9 m/s RMS

x, Y, z Velocity Error 3-5 min

Reaction 
Time

•-" Alignment Performance (10)

N< 0.2 km

North, East position Error < 0.03 m/s

SNorth, East velocity Error 0.097 mrad
North, East Tilt Error 0.87 mrad

• Azimuth Error
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TABLF V

F MISCELLANEOUS INS ALIGNMENT SENSITIVITIES

Poor High Bad
Initial INS Errors (io) Standard Coarse Align Latitude GDOP

North, East Position Srror (km) 1.8 9.3 1.8 1.8
North, East Velocity Error (m/r) 0.3 10.3 0.3 0.3
North, East Tilt Error (mrad, 0.52 34.9 0.52 0.52
Azimuth Error (rad) 0.03 0.09 0.03 0.03

Geometry

Latitude (deg) 40 40 87 40
Satellite GDOP MEDIAN MEDIAN MEDIAN 90th

PCT

Parameter

In-Air Align Time (sec) 36.0 37.8 36.0 37.8

INS Errors At End of Alignment (lo)

North Position Error (km) 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002
East Position Error (km) 0.0J2 0.002 0.002 0.003
North Velocity Error (m/s) 3.008 0.008 0.008 3.008
East Velocity Error (m/s) 0.005 0.005 0.006 0.009
North Tilt Error (mrad) 0.096 0.090 0.096 0.091
East Tilt Error (mrad) 0.07G 0.067 0.076 0.068
Azimuth Error (mrad) 0.129 0.120 0.131 0.115

TABLE VI

CANDIDATE RLGN/GPS SUBOPTIMAL FILTERS

Characteristics Initial Conditions (la)

Error States 15 12 9 9 7

1,2. N, E Position Error (km) 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9

3,4. N, E Velocity Error (m/s) 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

5,6. N, E Tilt Error (mrad) 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52

7. Azimuth Error (rad) 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03

8. GPS Range Bias Error (m) 304.8 304.8 004.8 304.8 -

9. GPS Range Rate Bias Error (m/s) 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

2
10,11. X, Y Acc. Bias Error (mm/s2) 0.655 0.655 - -

2
12. Z Acc. Bias Error (mm/s2) 2.78 2.78 - -

13,14,

15. X, Y, Z Gyro Bias Error (mrad/hr) 0.157 - - -

X, Y Acc. Random Walk (m/s/Jihr) - - 0.15 0.15

Z Acc. Random Walk (m/s/Air) - - 0.67 - 0.67

N, E Acc. Random Walk (m/s/Jhir) - - - 0.25 -

X, Y, Z Gyro Random Walk (mrad/IAi) 0.035 0.035 0.035 C.035 0.035

GPS Range Random Walk (m/Jsei) 0.905 0.905 0.905 0.905 -

GPS Range Rate Random Walk (m/s/lsec)5.051 0.051 0.051 0.051

Kalman Resets

GPS Range Measurement Noise (m) 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9

GPS Range Rate Measurement Noise (m/s) 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015

Reset/Iteration Interval (sec) 3.84 3.84 3.84 3.84 3.84

Observable Range or Range Rate for all filters

S-
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.I ~ NEW NAVY PROGRAMS FOR DEVELOPMENT
OF INTEGRATED INERTIAL SENSORS

Charles R. Abrams
MHanager, Advanced Flight Control Systems

Robert J. Skoyles
Manager, Advanced Navigation Systems

U. S. Naval Air Development Center
Warminster, PA 18974 USAk

SUMMARY

This paper describes new concepts in sensor redundancy and subsystem integration
being developed by the U.S. Navy kor navigation/flight control functions and other using
subsystems under the sponsorship of the Naval Air Systems Command in Washington, DC.
The major emphasis is on a reduction in the number of required sensors, by the use of
skewed configurations and functional integration. Substantial improvements in reliabil-
ity and maintainability are anticipated from both the redaction in sensor complement and
the introduction of ring laser gyros. Survivability is enhanced by the dispersion of
redundant units.

Major issues discusse6 within this paper include the data management software for
skewed rate sensors and accelerometers that have been developed, validated in the labo-
ratory, and verified in flight tests. Status of planned system hardware, software, and
flipht testing for an Advanced Development Model (ADM) of an Integrated Inertial Sensor
Assembly (lISA) co supply inertial data for flight control, weapoh delivery and naviga-
tion are also presented.

INTRODUCTION

The evaluaLion of redundant flight control systems as typified by current fly-by-wire
systems has been the ipecus for new approaches to sensor redundancy. In addition, the
number of subsystems that require ifiertial data, both redundant and non-redundant, has
resulted in a proliferation of inertial sensors that tend to contribute significantly
to the weight and cost of the aircraft.

Recent advances in solid state rate sensors, strapdown and skewing algorithms, Redun-
dancy Data Management System (RDMS) conicepts, and high speed microprocessors have created
the potential for integration of tae sensors and software into a set of strapdown units

th te capability of providing redundant inertial data for navigation, flight control,
weapon-• •vry, and disapljy functione. The use of two strapdown Weapon Repiaceable As-
semblies (0Rs) inpocat~ng skewed ratO senors and accelerometets will have the capa-
bil'ty of providing the tto fail-operationil Pzfofmance requited by current and future
high ,erifotmance aircraft. The implementatiol uf 'a •egratid Inertial Spnsor Assembly
wil? act as a dtirrogate for the separate dedicated sens'6f6 -d in current aircraft, and
will greatly raduce the sensor complement and improve reliability.

APPLICATI0LS

T. The Advanced Skewed Seisory Electronic Triad (ASSET) Concept

In order to W17fy rodundancy and feliability requirements for flight co.itrol, mul-
ciple rate sansoig ith th0 sda xajiauh rgat cap ability have historically been oriented
with their input Jx6 c oia•ua W1in rb _ 01-.66r. Au alternate approach takes advantage
of ector Bangor configu~ation rLei 'A bifi that three single-axis rate sensots
could have thrir input axes reWs inl • Y o g, tion with respect to each other of to
the vehf!ce axes, t' completalyspeb4th a-nul•£ V.socity of the vehicle. The only
restriction is that the input axe$ do not lfe il the - p!ane. Pr~totyp• versions of
this advanced rate senscr system have beef- bnf &in s• kensors sfewed iiith re-
spadt fo each other so that it any .hrep fail, hoieQf ttt i AAN16fj input axes would oe
co-plamar. One suel ptbp6typ'e vk sion has been develope-d-, tiRga-i bid E16iin- su6cessfull'.
nthi Prototype sydtus kho~ s AtST 6iit fauniquje array o_ anu-~ a ite sensor.~
anid am assac 1t-d RDMIS.

The ASSET system provides a cost-effective alternative to the conventional redundant
sensor approach by utilizing Aix rate sensors to 'toidd two fi-operational capability,
wheieas the bonventional, in-line approach btili 4s twiN 00fijbis for a q,'ad-r~dundantt
systbm (e.g., ). All ASSET sensors are idbh !J,, (fhill Lthi OIFItn6 approach typi-
cally uses sensors 6f Wffrenrc range capabilities to measire roll, pitch, and yaw rates.
The ASSET sys:-em utilizes a dj Srsed sensor #rray and iH ýhirefore a survivable conf$iU-
ratic.n, whereas the Eni ni 4ns atpbach pgckages the fbut cbaxial sendors within one-
box.

A. Redundancy Data Manaeaant System

on A digital RDMS was developed ftl use with six rate sensdfM Arranged in a skewed
Cone Configira~i• as shown iii Figuce I. Th _ as primarily designed for use with a
Digital Fly-sy-itie (DsBW• system for advanceif fighter/attack ai~rraft. HoWeVer, the
software program ir itp entirey, or the cfincepts itwjndorated in the software, can also
be applied to other sensory system oi an aircraft. Spefically, the sy~j-em is deai-ged
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to provide a satisfactory estimate of the angular rates in the presence of sensor
failures, either single or multiple. 2A

1A

C NO.2

•NO.1

y
I1A 1A

B 

-21 
-213,-2

Is1C/ IS, IS THE HALF CONE ANGLE

-. 2A

i z

NOTE: If the sensor axes in Unit No. 2 are viewed in a negative direction,
the conic orientation is obvious.

Figure 1. Cone Configuration

1. Types of Failures

Temporary (Transient) Failures

A transient failure is defined as a sensor output that momentarily ex-

ceeds a value that could possibly be prod-aced by aircraft motion.

Permanent Failures

A permanent failure is defined as an anomaly of the sensor output not
expected under normal service -onditions. Permrnent failure anomalies include one or
more of the following characteristics:

a. Continuous sensor output bias, with no input, including hardover
failures.

b. Random short-term excursions (for several computational cycles).

c. Periodic long-term, large-amplitude errors.

d. Dynamic response errors.

e, Scale factor orrors.

f. Failures to zero.

2. Subroutines

The system is designed to provide satisfactory rite information with noise
superimposed on the sensors' outfut signals. In Lddition. ' RDMS is designed to in-
clude a Filter Routine (FR) that could be used to satisfat.orily diminish the effect of
a slowly changing sensor bias on the performance of a fighter/attack aircraft. The FR
can be bypassed if the RDMS is used with a set of seriucs whose bias does not very as a
function of environmental change, or time.

A sensor Self-Test Routine (STR) is also itcluded so that dynamic failures
can be detected during ground check-out of the sens -- system. Wen called, the STR com-
"pares the sensor outputs to predetermined limits 'v•h1h define a failed sensor.

An Executive Program controls the sequeree in which the major subroutines
are called as shown in the flow chart given in Figure 2. First the Executive Program is
initialized. It thpn calls and stores the latest outputs from each of the six sensors
for later use by the various subroutines. After this operation, the Executive Program
calls up the Self-Test Routine, the Filter Routine, the Transient Failure Removal Routine
(TFRR), the Sensor Voting Computational Routine (SVCR), and the Failure Isolation Compu-
tational Routine MFICR) as required. The following sections briefly describe the func-
tions of the system.

The FR, which uses the sensor outputs if STR is not called, is mechanized
to minimize the error caused b-i environmentally induced, or time dependent, bias change.
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Figure 2. Redundancy Data Management System
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low magnitude failures are not isolated and the system performance will ultimately degrade.
At best, adjusting the thresholds requires a compromise between these parameters.

Two features were incorporated into the RDMS to rectify these problems.
First, the TFRR was introduced to adequately deal with the momentary outages which have
historically caused nuisance disconnects. Second, within the SVCR and the FICR, two
paths were incorporated for detecting and isolating failures. One was primarily designed
to detect and isolate bias failures and the other was primarily designed to detect and
isolate scale factor failures and failures to zero. The characteristics of these two
paths are summarized in Teble 1. As presently adjusted, when the Estimated Sensor Output
(ESO) is greater than 5*/sec, the RDMS estimates the Scale Factor Error (SFE). Below 5*/
sec, bias errors are estimated. This 5*/sec crossover was selected to both minimize
errors in the estimate of scale factor and in the estimate of bias. dhen rates were mere
or less than the crossover respectively.

Table 1. Two Paths of Failure Detection Within FICR

FAILURE 'BIAS' PATH 'SCALE FACTOR' PATH
DETECTION For ESO<5 0 /SEC For ESO>5*/SEC

Form Cross-Chat .el Compar- Cross-Voter Compar-
ison Monitoring ison Monitoring

Type 1. Sensor Output Bir.s 1. Scale Factor

2. Periodic Long-Term 2. Dynamic Response
Large-Amplitude Errors

3. Hardover Failures 3. Hardover Failures

4. Failures to Zero 4. Failures to Zero

4. Comparison MonitorinR

For the coaxial sensor configuration, as used in the F-18, the tocal number
of sensors needed for n fail-operational capability with comparison monitoring is 3(n + 2).
Specifically, the tmo fail-operational requirement imposed on DFBW rate senscr systems re-
quires the installation of twelve rate sencors.

SFo skewed sen',or systems, the total '-cmber of sensors required for n fail-
operational capability, with comparison monitoring, is (n + 4). Speciftcally, a two
fail-operational requirement requires the iustallation of only six ratf. sensors for the
generation of pitch, roll, and yaw inform.cion. Table 2 gummaries tht -.equirements for
both coasial and skewed systems.

Table ?. Sensor Requirements for Coaxial and Sk.wed
Systemi (Com'?arrion Monitoring)

NO. OF TOLERABLE O
TOTAL NUMBER OF FAILURES TOTAL NUMBER OF]

OPERATIONAL COAXIAL SENSORS SKEWED SENSORS
REQUIREVNT REQUIRED COAXIAL SYZWED REQUIRED

I Fail-OP 9 1 per axis any 1 5

2 Fail-OP 12 2 per axis any 2 6

3 Fail-O1 15 3 per axis any 3 7

4NOTE- Assume Coverage = 1.0

Comparison mojnitoring can be performed prior tc flight as well as during in-
flight perio's without disturbing the operr.cion of the control system. During pre-flight
checkout, certain failure %,odes such as scale factor failures and failuresp-to-zerc qre not
detectable using the comparison te-hnique. However, for in-flight phases of operation, it
is the most efficient of the two generic monitoring schemes (i.e. comparison mor.itoring
and in-line monitoring). There are v-rious techniques for comparison Tronicorirg vizt

a. Cross-Channel Cornparison Monitoring

Wit'h cross-channel comparison monitoring, all of zhc sEnzor outputs are
weighted similarly in the dete':tion process. For example, the monit.ring Vaw could be
implemeinted so that the outpvc signal of each sensor is compared tc the average of the
outputs of other sensors. Tf the absolute value of the difference is &ceater than a fixed
threshold, the sensor is cmnsidered failed. In cases where more thau one difference ex-
ceeds the threshold, the railure detection law could also include re,.crictions whereby
only the sensor associated with the largest difference could fail.
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b. Cross-Voter Comparison Monitoring

Using the same sensor information as the cross-channel monitor, the
cross-voter comparison monitoring technique compares the output of the sensors- to a
selected 'best' output, which in many schemes is the median. It then uses that informa-
tion to detect failures. The cross-voter law must 'decide' which is the best signal
BEFORE the detection process is complete. For this reason, it is move prone to error
than cross-channel comparison.

c. Output Comparison Monitoring

m t gAnother comparison monitoring scheme is estimated output compaTison
Smonitoring. It uses an estimite or 'model' of the sensor outout, derived from other
sensed information .nd/or control co-uands appiied to approximation's of the aircraft
equations of motion. This estimate of sensor output is used as an 'extra' input in the
development of uross-channel comparison monitoring techniques and cross-voting tech-
niques. It can reduce the number of sensors needed to satisfy particular fail-opera-
tional requirements.

5. In-Line Monitoring

In-Line Monitoring can be active ur passive for sensory systems as well as
for other electronic and electromechanical equipment. Usually, this monitoring tecbfnique
requires that additional equipment be idded to the svstem to perform this function. If
pezformed perfectly, that is, the probability of detecing a failure is 100%, only 3(n + 1)
in-line sensors are necessary for n fail-operational capability. For skewed sensor sys-
tems, (n + 3) sensors are needed for an n fail-operational capability; thia is shown in
Table 3. Because the monitnrirg technique does not rely on operation of the other re-
dundant sensors, it is independent of past failure history of the other sensors. This
characteristic is advantageous in the implementation of skewed sensor configurations
where the coverage depends on the orilnta.ion of the remaining sensors after a failure
occurs. A key advantage of this techniqie over comparison monitoring is that it can be
designed to detect catastroptic simultaneous failures caused by enemy fire.

Table 3. Sensor Requirements for Coaxial and Skewed
Systems (In-Line Monitoring)

NO. OF TOLERABLE
ToTAL NUMBER OF FAILURES TOTAL NUMBER OFSOPERATTONAL (OXIAL SENSORS SKEWED SENSORSREQUIREMENT REQUIRED COAXIAL SKEWED REQUIRED

1 Fail-OP 6 1 per axis any 1 4

2 Fail-OP 9 2 per axis any 2 5

3 Fail-OP 12 3 per axis any 6

NO'%E: Assume Coverage = 1.0

a. ictive In-Line Model Monitoring

With the activc in-line model monitoring technique (also often called
self-test), excl:aticn is applied to the sensor or its associated circuitry. Its out-
put response to the excitation is then compared to a model of the expected output from
the device. Signals '!.troduced may be high-frequency or static bias. In many instances,
these excitat ions a%;e used to check fcor a failure that may be difficult to detect by
comparison mcritoring, such as anomalies in a sensor time constant. To perform this type
of test duri..g a flight, a gyro may have to be taken "off-line" if the sensor response
to the test excitation degrades aircraft control characteristics.

b. Passive In-Line Model Monitoring

1the passive model monitoring technique covers the case where measure-
ments csensor parameters, sensitive to failure, are made during the sensor operational
perioc'. These measuremente could include the sensor outputs (to ensure output is rea-
sonable), the tempeTature o. the environment surrounding the sensor, and voltage ex-
cita"..on. Such measurements are usually about 75% effective in detecting sensor failures.

4 •From Table 3, it is evident that for a highly developed in-line monitoring
"Iystem where the coverage approaches 1.0, the use of 6 skewed sensors has the potential
Sor three fail-operational pezformance.

B. Fli•-ht Test Validation

The ASSET and RDMS concepts were validated by closed loop control of an EA-6B
aircraft duri-tg actuil flight. Aircraft performance was measured by control response
test%.ng using both the ASSET and the production orthogonally mounted rate gyros. There
were essendially ro c'ifferences in aircraft control performance when augmented by these
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two separate rate sources. In particular,

a. There were no aircraft transients generaied by the use of ASSET failure
detection and isolation algorithms. This fact was adequately demonstrated by inserting: •failures both before and during a given set of maneuvers, and then comparing ASSET rates
with the production gyro rates. There were no transients observed in the data, nor were
any felt by the flight crew.

[ b. Tracking accuracy was not degraded after isolation of a failed ASSET sensor.
This function was consistently demonstrated by direct comparison of ASSET rates with pro-
duction rate gyro outputs before, during, and after failure detection and isolation by the
RDMS.

- s pc" Rate sensor dispersion introduced no undesirable characteristics into ASSET

system performance.

C. Computer Requirements

The digital computer utilized for the ASSET Program was a version of the Singer
SKC-3100. It is a general purpose airbcrne machine containing a 16K (14K PROM/2K RAM)
memory, a 16 bit instruction word, a 19 bit data word, and is capable of performing 300K
operations per second based on a 4:1 ratio of add to multiply. Based on this computa-
tional capability, the software required to execute the unskewing algorithms and RDMS is
extremely modest and is given in Table 4.

Table 4. Computational Estimates

MEMORY(WORDS)

SENSOR INSTRUCTIONS CONSTANTS RAM MAX TIME TO
(ROM) (ROM) EXECUTE (MSEC)

Rate 1600 600 175 4.5

Accel. (same as rate) 200 100 4.5

Total (rate + accel.) - 2675 words

For advanced high speed microprocessors with higher throughputs, the execution

time would be reduced accordingly.

II. Integrated Ine:tial Sensor Assembly (lISA) Concept

The lISA system employs redundant arrays of laser gyros and linear accelerometers in
strapdown assemblies that, along with associated power supplies, electronics and digital
processing provides a highly dependable source of inertial sensor data. The lISA concept

*• is predicated upon the use of strapdown sensors that meet the stringent reliability re-
quirements and signal characteristics required for the next generati3n fly-by-wire flight
control system and are of sufficient quality to achieve navigation accuracies of 1 nauti-
cal vile per hour (1.85 km/hr). The feasibility of providing accurate navigation per-
formance with a strapdown inertial navigator, employing laser gyros, has been demonstra-
ted in lab, van and flight tests. For flight control applications, lase- gyros have the
inherent characteristics to provide the proper output signal with the required accuracy,
bandwidth and stability over the dynamic envirorment of military aircraft within seconds
of system turn on. Further, laser gyros offer other advantages in that they are more
adaptable for redundancy than two degree of freedom sensors, afford rapid reaction from
cold temperatures, offer high reliability and long operating life, and offer low mainte-
nance since system recalibration ib not required.

"In order to explore this new capability and achieve the benefits for the next genera-
tion aircraft, the U.S. Navy has embarked on an advanced development program to demon-
strate the lISA concept.

The lISA program was initiated by the Naval Air Systems Coimmand in FY 77 through a
series of exploratory development efforts to define performance goals and study trade-offs
among lISA candidate configurations. Key requirements were established by the Navy to di-
rect the system synthesis. These requirements included high reliability and minimum size
and weight to enable the system to be incorporated in Vertical Short Take-Off and Landing
(V/STOL) aircraft as well as future Convcntional Take-Off and Landing (CTOL) aircraft,
fail-operational/fail-operational/fail-safe fault tolerance for flight control signals
to be compatible with future Navy fly-by-wire control requirements, dual-redundant WRAs
for survivability (i.e. lISA should not suffer loss of function after one 23 mm shell
hit on the aircraft skin), directly usable digital flight control signals and triple-
redundant flight control computers to enable direct interface with future DFBW systems,
and performance accuracies compatible with the most stringent requirements of the con-
ventional navigation and flight control systems being replaced by lISA.

Primary goals, identified for each lISA function, are summarized in Table 5. These
goals provided a basis against which candidate IISA configurations were evaluated and
compared.
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Table 5. C.4mmary of IISA Goals

FUNCTION PRIMARY GOAL RATIONALE

Mission Navy/Marine Corps Advanced Future Multimission
Aircraft. Aircraft Requirement

Navigation 1 NM/hR (1.85 KM/HR) CEP Anti-Submarine
Position Accuracy with Mission; Low Level
5 min reaction time. Missions

Weapon Delivery 3 FPS (0.9M/SEC) Time Average Bombing Accuracy
RMS Velocity Accuracy

Flight Control 0.01 DEG/SEC, lo Body Rate Stability
MeasuremLnt Accuracy with
1 Min Reaction Time

Reliability Probability of Loss of Safety of Flight
Control Due to lISA
less than 1 x 10-7

Maintainability 0.008 Maintenance Manhours F-18 Maintenance

per Operating Hour Experience

Survivability Survive 23 mm Hel T Projectile Simultaneous Failures

Operational Employ Modular Design Applicability to
Flexibility Numerous Advanced

Aircraft

A. lISA Candidate Configurations

Fifteen candidate lISA systems were configured to satisfy the original goals
that are presented in Table 5. These candidates represented a wide range of variation
relative to the quantity of WRAs, the quantity of sensors within each WRA, and the geome-
try of sensor input axes. Because of this wide variation, the group of candidates rep-
resented a comprehensive base from which an optimum lISA configuration was selected. A
preliminary evaluation of these fifteen candidates was performed relative to functional
reaction time, performance, reliability, redundancy management, physical characteristics,
producibility (risk), software, environment, maintainability, survivability, weight, and
life cycle costs.

Based upon this evaluation three candidate lISA configurations were defined for
detailed trade-off analyses to enable selection of the most desirable configuration for
development and test of an ADM. The three candidate lISA configurations which were de-
fined for analysis included a dual tetrad, a dual skewed triad, and a triple orthogonal
triad.

The block diagrams of each of :hese three sensor configurations, presented in
Figures 3 to 5, show the sensors, digital piocessors, and external data bus interfaces.
The navigation computer is common to each configuration although the software and memory
requirebients would differ. A brief description of the three candidates is given below.

1. Dual Tetrad

This candidate contains two WRAs; each WRA has four sensor axes. Three of
the axes are orthogonal and are aligned with the aircraft primary axes while the fcurth
axis is skewed aL an angle of 54.7 degrees with respect to each of the other axes. The
gyro and accelerometer axes are collinear. The two WRAs are installed in the same
orientation within the aircraft.

Each WRA provides a complete navigation function and all of the flight con-
trol signals. The navigation outputs are transmitted to aircraft system mission com-
puters via dual MIL-STD-1553 data busses. The flight co.atrol outputs are transmitted to
three flight control computers via triple redundant data busses. Sensor signal select
for flight control is performed within the lISA.

2. Dual-qkewed Orthogonal Triad

This candidate consists of two WRAs. Each WRA has three sensor axes with
gyro and accele:oueter axes collinear. The sensor axes are at 54.7 degrees with respect
to the aircraft yaw axis; however, one of the WRAs is roLated 180 degrees about the
aircraft yaw axis so that no more than two sensor set axes are coplanar. The WRAs are
physically the same.

Each WRA provides a complete inertial navigation function and all of the
flight control signals. The navigation outputs are transmitted to aircraft system navi-
gation computers via dual MIL-STD-1553 data busses. The flight control outputs are trans-
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mitted to three flight control computers via triple-redundant data busses. Sensor signal-
select for flight control is performed within the lISA.
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Figure 4. Dual Skewed Orthogonal Triad

3. Triple-Orthogonal Triad

This candidate has three WRks. Each WRA has three sensor axes that are
aligned with aircraft axes; gyro and accelerometer axes are collinear. The three WRAs
are installed in the same orientation within the aircraft.

Each WRA provides a complete inertial navigation function and all of the
flight control signals. The navigation outputs are transmitted to the aircraft's navi-
gation system's computers via dual MIL-STD-1553 data busses. Flight control outputs are
transmitted via triple redundant data busses to flight control computers. Sensor signal
select is performed in the flight control computers.

B. Performance Analysis

Computer siwulation performance analyses of the three candidate configurations
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were performed using representative mission profiles and error models. The three pro-
files, over which the lISA candidate configurations were evaluated, describe the follow-
ing minsions: (1) Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW); (2) Surface Attack (SA); and (3) Close
Air Support (CAS). The three scenarlos were converted to computer program profile input
data comprised of a time history of tr.a~slational and rotational accelerations and thrust

*; angular rates. Two sets of error model coefficients were evaluated. These coefficients
-• were selected from repre:sentative 1978 ring laser gyro strapdown inertial system tech-

:• nology. The initial simulation data led to the conclusion that the use of error co-
efficients from the two selected error models resulted in errors that exceeded the goals

S• set for lISA, particularly in velocity and heading. Therefore, additional Simulation
data was prepared and an error model t.hat was improved relative to the first two error

_ models was used. The ASW flight profile was utilized because it was judged to be as
•l•.•"severe as any based on the results of the previous simulations performed.
• The results of this simulation using the dual skewed configuration are presented

in Table 6. Ic may be noted-that the use of the improved error coefficients resulted in
lISA output errors that were all acceptable an• in addition, provided a margin. The per-
formance margin (difference: between goal and simulated capability) has been retained as
a goal, rather than relaxing the error coefficients, to allow for the application to abroad range of missions rather than ASW alone, standardization which results in the use

•-• of the most severe requirements, variations in dynamic environments associated with ad-

uncertainty in the confidence level associated with the simulation program. Potential
relaxation in error coefficients will depend upon possible use and the degree of inte-

-• gration of future navigation aids such as the Global Positioning System (GPS) and= the
Joint Tactical Information Distribution System (.ITIDS).

• The set of ii'proved error coefficients that was used to provide the saltisfactory
• performance in Table 6 is shown in Table 7. Also shown for direct comparison purposes
: • are the initial coefficients associated with Error Models 1 and 2. The improvement in

-• gyro scale fact~or contributed to improved velocity and heading accuracies. The improve-
•_ •: ment in gyro wide-band random noise contributed to improvements in position , velocity,S: and heading accuracies. The improvement in accelerometer narrow-band random noisoe Con-

[! ? tributed to improved position accuracy at reduced reaction time, and also to velocity
accuracy. The improvement in accelerometer scale factor contributed to improvement inSvelocity and position accuracies. If these error coefficient goals are achieved, the
analysis indicated that lISA performance goals c~an be satisfied using •a 5 minutere-

S: act~ion time.
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Table 6. lISA Errors Over the Anti-Submarine Warfare (AWS) Flight Profile -
5 Minute Reaction Time

CAPABILITaY WITHlISA ERRORS ACCURACY IMPROVED
GOALS ERROR COEFFICIENTS

Position Rate, CEP NM/HR (KM/HR) 1.0 (1.85) 0.27 (0.5)

Altitude, la FT (M) 150.0 (45.7) 131.0 (39.9)
North Velocity, RMS FT/SEC (M/SEC) 3.0 (0.91) 1.24 (0.38)

East Velocity, RMS FT/SEC (M/SEC) 3.0 (0.93) 1.31 (0.40)

Vertical Velocity, PMS FT/SEC (M/SEC) 3.0 (0.91) 0.365 (0.111)

Roll Angle, (0), 1a ARC MIN 2.0 0.13

Pitch Angle, (e), la ARC MIN 2.0 0.2

Azimuth Angle (f), lo ARC MIN 6.0 1.75

Body Roll Rate (p), lo DEG/SEC 0.01 0.001

Body Pitch Rate (q), lc DEG/SEC 0.01 0.001
Body Yaw Rate (r), la DEG/SEC 0.01 0.001

Longitudinal Acceleration, la FT/SEC2  (M/SEC2) 0.33 (0.10) 0.00011 (3.35X10- 5 )
SLateral Acceleration, Io FT/SEC2  (M/SEC 2 ) 0.33 (0.10) 0.00011 (3.35X10- 5 )LateNrmal Acceleration, la FT/SEC2 (M/SEC2)

% 0.33 (0.10) 0.00011 (.5I-1.Normal Acceleration, la FT/SEC2  (M/SEC 2  0.33 (0.10) 0.00011 (3.35X10-5

Table 7. Recommended Goals for Error Coefficients

ERROR COEFFICIENTS (ONE SIGMA VALUES)

ERROR SOURCES ERROR ERROR RECOMMENDED
MODEL I MODEL 2 GOALS

Gyro

Scale Factor (PPM) 5.2 1.2 1.0

Misalig~ment (ARC SEC) 4.85 5.0 4.85

:1Fixed Bias (DEG/HR) 0.01 0.01 0.01

Wide-Band Random N..isc (DEG/ ']•) 0.002 0.005 0.002

Accelerometer

Scale Factor (PPM) 180 50 50
Misalignment (ARC SiC) 7.22 3 3
Fixed Bias (MICROGEES) 27 80 27
SensiivityMICROGEES MICROGEES 0.001 0.001 0.001

(FT/SEC2 ) 2  (M/SEC2 )2  (0.0108) (0.0108) (0.0108)

Narrow-Band Random Noise (MICROGEES) 42 - 5

Altimeter
NaTow-Band ILndom Noitie (FT) 150 150 125

C. lISA Configuration Selected for Advanced Development

The selected lISA system is the single lISA design that best satisfies the per-
formance goals with minimum attendant weight and minimum cost. This selection was made
after careful evaluntion of the fifteen candidate svstems, and the refinement to three
candidates. Using the evaluation criteria, candidate 2 (the dual skewed triad approach)
was determined to be the best. Having arrived at the most desirable configuration for
advanced development, preliminary design studies were performed to develop system archi-
tecture, physical characteristics, electronics design and system computational functions.
A baseline design has been established for ADM development and flight test. The objective
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of this design is to develop a system which will interface with an eristing digital or
analog flight control system for the purpose of demonstrating the lISA concept. The
requirements for the ADM lISA are:

a) the-capability- of providing fail-safe operation for flight control after
the third like failure assuming a 95% confidence in the ability of the system to detect
and isolate the failure. This is FO/FO/FS fault tolerance for flight critical data.

b) fail-operational navigation and weapon delivery data.

"c) a weight limitation of 50 poundE (23 kilograms) per WRA.

d) use of a flight control coupler to provide the signal conditioning requi.z•dI to interface with the teat bed aircraft.

e) no direct interface with the test bed aircraft cockpit or displays, thus
requiring the ADM to have a dedicated Cont.rol Display Unit (CDU).

f) survivability to the extent that flight control functions remain opera-
tional after sustaining single-hit battle damage to one VRA from a 23 mm projectile. The
flight control system shall be at least fail-safe after th'e loss of a WRA.

g) safety of flight re.Jability for flight control with a probability of loss
of 1Ix- 7 catastrophic failures per hour.

h) reliability of 2500 hours mean-time uetween failures (MTBF) for each
navigation system.

I.) navigation accuracies of 1.0 NMWH CEP (1.85 XMPH CEP) position error and
3 feet per second (0.9 M/SEC) RMS veloicity erior with a 5 minute reaction time (at sea).

j) operation of the failure detection, isolation, fault coverage, and redun-
dancy management algorithms using dispersed WRAs in a flexible, vibrating airframe.

k) maintainabilit- design such that intermediate maintenance is eliminated.
The WRAs should be interchang..able without the need for special calibration. Built in
test will be required to preclude the need for external test equipment at the organiza-
tional level.

at eInitial mechanical layouts that were prepared for the ADM, using state of the
art electronics and microcomputer designs ruickly led to the conclusion that packaging
all of tne electronics, computers, power s'pp3>,s and inertial sensors (gyros and ac-
cslero-.eters) into one box would lead to a 1-ige, bulky and heavy WRA. In order to
achieva test bet! Lnstallation flexhbiVv: to che maximum extent possible and not exceed
the 55 1b. (23 kg.) weight constra.nt it wa2 necesspry to partition the WRA into two
separate assemblies.

The major hardware components to be par,-itinned betieet. the two WRAs were the
gyros, accelerometers, sensor electronics, sensor PROMs, sensor interface electronics,
sensor compensation, flight control processing, (including fault detection, isolation,
and redundancy management algorithms), navigation procesing, timlng and control, high
voltage power supplies for the gyros, low voltage power supplif4, ýnd input and output.

A design trade-off study was made to determine the hardware -nd software par-
titioning. The basic system partitioning was determined by evaluating size limitations,
thermal isolation, communication between boxes, functional symmetry, timing and control,
computer loading, power requirements, fault tolerance and maintainability constraints.
Figure 6 represents the selected design for the lISA ADM based on the above evaluation.
Note, tl.e system has now been separated into two identical channels, each containing
"two WRAs. These are the Inertial Sensor Assembly (ISA) and the Dual Computer Assembly
(DCA).

Figure 7 presents preliminary dimensional outlines of the WRAs in the ADM
using state of the art technology designs.

1) Inertial Sensor Assembly

Figure 8 presents the ISA Functional Block Diagram. Note, each ISA will
contaixk as a minimum three ring laser gyros, three accelercmeters, three high voltage
power supplies, gyro electronics cards, sensor output electronics, accelerometer digiti-
zers, B'iilt In Test (BIT), and Analog to Digital (A/D) converters. Also included in the
ISA is the coning/sculling compensation used to remove spurious signals induced by high
frequency motion in the gyro/acceleL-naeter channels respectively. The design coucapts
involved in the determination of the ISA components were as follows.

The high voltage power supply should be located close to the gyros to mini-
'size Electromagnetic Interference (MI) and noise susceptibility. This is acceptable
since the High Voltage Power Supplies (IYVPS) do not generate a significant amount of
heat and are small relative to the Low Voltage Power Supplies (LVPS).

It is also desirable to have the sensors Programmable Read Only Memories
(PROMs) in the same box with the inertial sensor assembly from a calibration and logistics
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point of view. These-PROMs are designed to compensate for the peculiarities of the ar-
sociated inertial sensor- assembly. Placing these PROMs- iný a separate assembly- would'
preclude interchangeability cf inertial sensor assembly WRAs without altering the as-
sociated computer assembly WRA.

timlng/control considerations dicLate that the digitization of any sensor
analog signals (such aa the accelerometer integrator residuals) be done in the WRA
containing the sensor. Also to eliminate the transfer of high frequency time critical
up/down pulses, the coning, sculling, and up/down counter accumulation will be done with-
it. the IS&. Locating these functions in the ISA will keep the numbei of communication
lines into and out of the ISA to a minimum and will also keep the noise susceptability
to a minimum.

2) Dual Computer Assembly

Each of the Dual Computer Assemblies (DCA) will contain two independent
chanrels of digital processing (Figure 9). Also included in the DCA will be low voltage
power supplies, timing and control circuitry and the Input/Output (I/0) circuitry re-
quired to interface with the mission computer and flight control data busses. The low
voltage power supplies re the primary heat source and have purposely been put in the
DCA for thermal isolation of the sensors.

TIMIN :ONROLPOWER SUPPLY
TO ISA MAS��--LP8 TO ISA
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Figure 9. DCA Fun,ztional Block Diagram

The software functions to be perf-,rmed by the digital processors include
sensor bias/scale factor compensation, senso, temperature compensation, moment arm com-
pensation, flexible body filtering, sensor BIT, flight control sensor redundancy manage-
ment, signal select, ccordina.e transformation functions, navigation processing, naviga-
tion mode control, processor BIT and I/0 processing.

At present for the ADM application, there is no mil.-qualified processor
on the market that can handle the throughput required and yet be economical in size and
power. It is anticipated that 2 processors per channel (therefore, 4 prcocessors per
DCA and 8 processor per lISA) will be necessary for the ADM to handle tne computations
required. However, for an application in the 1990 time frame, it is reasonable to as-
sume a mil-spec processor will be available which can pro,,ide the high throughput re-
quired at a low cost. A significant advantage of the single processor approach is
that all of the processors would have the same software structure.

3) Control Display Unit (CDU)

A Contrcl Display Unit (CDU) is included in the lISA system for ADM. This
unit provides the manual interfacq for initialization, mode control, fault detection and
status. The lISA shall have no interface with cockpit controls or displays other than
the lISA control display unit.

For th- production system all communication with cockpit controls/displays
will be via the flight control system mission computer, or other subsystem that IISA
sasp:orts.

"X 4) Fli~nt Control Coupler (FCC)

The purpose of the Flight Ccntrol Coupler is to provide a "transparent"
interface between lISA and the aircraft flight control system. As such, the actual
interface definition and performance depends upon the interface configuration and per-
formance requirements of the host aircraft.
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[ Until the specific test bed is identified, the detailed interfoce with the
flight control system cannot be defined. Figure 10 shows the utilization of the FCC for
two different interface configurations.
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S~The potential benefits to be accrued by consolidating inertial sensor functions
through sensor redundancy and subsystem integration is being actively pursued by the
U.S. Navy. Flight tests conducted under the ASSET exploratory development program have

demonstrated that skewed sensors and associated digital data handling technology is com-
patible with future fly-by-wire control, systems. Advancement of this concept through
the development of an Integreted Inertial Sensor Assembly is expected to provide inertial
data for navigation, weapon delivery, displays and flight control functions on advanced
Uavy aircraft in the 1985-1990 time period. This will result in miniumm weight, fast
reaction, high reliability, low maincenance and lower life cycle costs as compared to a
conventional implementation.
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SUMMARY

7n this paper we review the formulation and flight test results of an algorithm to
detect and isolate the first failure of any one cf twelve duplex control sensors being
monitored. The technique uses like-sensor output differences for fault detection while
relying upon analytic redundancy relationships among unlike quantities to isolate the
faulty sensor. The fault isolation logic utilizes the modified sequential probability
ratio test, which explicitly accommodates the inevitable irreducible low frequency errors
present in the analytic redundancy residuals. In addition, the algorithm uses sensor out-
put selftest, which takes advantage of the duplex sensor structure by immediately
removing a highly erratic sensor from control calculations and analytic redundancy relation-
ships while awaitiag a definitive fault isolation decision via analytic redundancy. This
study represents a proof of concept demonstration of a mathodology that can be applied to
duplex or higher flight control sensor configurations and, in addition, can monitor the
health of one simplex sensor per analytic redundancy relationship.

INTRODUCTION

"The desire for increased maneuvering capability in high performance aircraft is
resulting in designs for which the control system is flight critical. Because individual
control sensors do not have the reliability required for such ccntrol systems, some
sensor replication and an accompanying sensor redundancy management technique are
necessary. Although redunuancy management is simplified for triplex or higher sensor
configurations, consideracions such as volume, weight, power and life-cycle costs suggest
that the required level of sensor redundancy be supplied by keeping sensor replication to
a minimum and utilizing the analytic redundancy inherent in the relationships among the
variables measurea by unlike sensors.

In this paper we review a technique for the detection and isolation of the first
failure of any one of twelve duplex control sensors being monitored, and discuss the
performance of the techniq'le during flight tests abtard the NASA F-8 digical fly-by-wire
(DFBW) aircraft. This study represents a proof of concept demonstratior of a methodology
that could either be the primary redunuancy management scheme for a duplex control sensor
design or could enable continued reliable operLtlon following the degradation to duplex
of one or more sensor types of an originally triplex or higher configuration following
fault isolation using standard voting techniques. The further extension of the method-
ology to the simplex sensor case is discussed in Ref. 1.

The analytic redundancy management (ARM) technique is dual mode, with fault detection
obtained by the comparison of like-sensor outputs, an4 fault isolation &ccomplished using
modified sequential probability ratio tests (MSPRTs) operating on analytic redundancy
residuals. This dual-mode structure results in a low computational load in the normal no-
fault situation, and it allows the MSPRTs to be made quite robust since fidelity in the
aralytic redundancy relationships must be maintained for only tne shrrt time between
detection and isolation.

Each MSPRT resembles a generalized likelihood ratio test '2) in which the failure

time is known and the failure. mode is assumed to be a bias of predefined magnitude, with
the major difference bving the inclusion of an effective threshold offset in the MSPRT to
accommodate low frequency modeliaj errors and nominal sensor biases in the analytic
redundancy residuals. The bj~s failure hypothesis is ised not only because, in the
absence of detailed failure mode information, bias failures are considered likely, but
aluo because the resulting tests are quite effective in isolating other failures, such
as ramps and scale factor errors, when observability is sufficiently high.

-anso, output selftest is utilizeu in the ARM 4lgorithms to minimize the effect of a
hard-failed sensor on the aircraft through the control system. Four sensor status levels
are defined in decreasing order of reliability: unfailed, provisionally failed,
conditionally lailed, and ur.conditionaliy failed. If both like sensors have equal status,
the average of the two sensor outputs is used in the analytic redundancy and control
system calculation:; otherwise, the output of the sensor having the- better status is used.
An unfailed sensor is declared provisionally failed when ics output differs from its
output on the previous sample (and from the output of its companion sensor if unfailed)
by a predefined threshold magnitude. If this selftest violation disappears on either of
the next two samples, the provisional failure status is removed. Conditional and un-
conditional failure stat,:a declarations are made by analytic redundancy MSPRTs as
discussed below.
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I FAULT DETECTION USING DIRECT REDUNDANCY

For fault detection and isolation (FDI) purposes, it i& convenient to define a
~ faulty sensor as one having an output erroz magnitude larger than a stipulated bias

failure magnitude (BFM), and in practice we would like to isolate- a instrument having
an output error magnitude of the order ot BPM. Thus the BFM for each sensor type is
chosen to be larger than the observed output errors in good instruments and large enough
to be isolated by the available analytic redundancy, and a sersor fault is detected when
tht moving window average of the output of instrument 1 minus the outrut of instrument
2 is larger than three-quarters BFM it. magnitude. This three-quarter BFM threshold
results in equal probabilities of detecting a BFM/2 bias and not detectinq a BPM bias.
Stipulating these probabilities (10 for this study) and assuming white Gaussian noisej yields the required window size for each sensor type as a function of BFM and noise
variance.

* FAULT ISOLATION USING ANALYTIC MEDUNDANCY

The SPRT( 3 ) utilizes sequential observations of a process to decide which of two
hypotheses concerning the -"robability distribution of the process is true. The SPRT
is independent of the a priori probabilities of the two hypotheses, and minimizes the
averace number of observations necessary to reach a deci.ion while meeting prespecified

(4)
misclassification probabilities Because of these desirable characteristics and the
simple form of the test, the SPRT is an ideal candidate for use with analutiz redundancy
for fdult isolation. In particular, assuming that the process being obse ved is the
difference between the output of one suspect sensor and a synthesized output using
analytic redundancy, appealing choices for the two hypotheses are that the process has a
mean equivalent to a BFM-sized bias (i.e., the ro-sor has failed) or that the process
has zero mean (i.e., the instrument is unfailed'

Unfortunately, such factors as allowable biases on unfailed sensors, errors in the
sensor input/output models and parameter uncertainties in analytic redundancy relation-
ships al* contribute to low frequency errors in analytic redundancy residual processes
for unfailed sensors. Direct application of an SPRT to such a process may result in the
acceptance of the failure hypothesis in spite of the fact that the sensor is operating
within acceptable tolerances.

The MSPRT is a fault i:olation test that systematically accommodates those irreducible
factors contributing to low frequency analytic redundancy residual errors that cannot be
explicitly removed by modeling. The ARM algorithm utilizes the MSPRT to m;ke conditional
and unconditional failure status declarations followinq fault detecticn. Underlying the
technique is the assumption that one of the following two hypotheses concerning the
analytic redundancy residual process yJ for suspect sensor j(-=i or 2) is true:

with n 2
1) At time tk, Y is Gaussian with variance a and mean mk (i.e. sensor j has failed)

j . 2
2) At time t k' Y is Gaussian with variance a and mean 0 '.i.e. sensor j has not failed)

Although a straightforward approach would be to design a test for each sensor that could
accept either of these two hypotheses, and then declare a failure when either hypothesis
for either sensnr was accepted, we have chosen a more conservative approach that avoids
the tenuous situation of inferring that one sensor has failed merely because its companion
sensor appears to be unfailed.

-j Consistent with the above discussion, following fault detection at time tI the MSPRT
test statistic, the modified log likelihood ratio (MLLR), is defined at time tn for
suspect sensor j as:

rN j 7- +(11

and the following decision rule is used:

u < 6 declare instrument j unconditionally failed, terminate the test

n-6 <uj<0 declare instrument j conditionally failed, take another sample (2)

O <u3 take another sample

!n Eq. (1) the k subscript indicatcs evaluation at time tk and the mean m is
computed assuming a BFM-sizc-d bias in sr.sor j of sign consistent with the direct
redundancy window at the detection time. The negative threshold 6 in Eq. (2) is the
original SPRT threshold calculated usipj prespecified misclassification probabilities.-

The last term in the summation in Eq. (1) differentiates the MLLR from the LLR
of the standard SPRT, and represents the contribution of a postulated worst-case
residual error magnitude at time t , E , to the TLR calculation. Equations (1) and (2)
injicate that the MSPRT is in essehce e one-.sided SPRT with a threshold offset arising
from the worst-case error term. It follows that so long as the threshold offset is
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conservative, the misclassification probahilit4es for the MSPRT will be no larger than
those specified to determine the origii.al SPRT threshold.( The cho'.ce of the worst-caseA
error magnitude for each analytic redundancy test requirei considerable engineering
judgment. Ait optimistic choice lowers the reliability of the test while an overly
pessimistic choice may result in prohibitively long isolation times, although the
inclusion of conditional failure declaration using a relaxed test criterion tends to
lower the mean isolation times seen by the ccntrol system without corresponding increases"f |in the ultimate misisolation probabilities. Specific choices for the worst-case error
terms are discussed in zubsequent sections on the particular forms of analytic redundancy
utilized in this study.

In addition to the decision rules of Eq. (2), the ARM algorithm avoids open-ended
isolation tests by utilizing an elapsed time limit (ETL) for each sensor type. When ETL
is reacheli before an unconditional failure has been declared, the detected fault indication
is remove-3, iLolation computations cease, and the direct redundancy detection process is
reinitiated. Because failure observability and worst-case error magnitude are often
maneuver dependent, pilot response to notification that ETL for a sensor type has been
reached could result in an enhanced fault isolation environment during the subsequent
isolation period. Alternatively, reaching ETL could initiate hardware selfcheck routines.

OUTLINE OF THE ARM ALGORITHM

The ARM algorithm monitors eleven duplex instruments Lboard the F-8 DFBW aircraft:
longitudinal accelerometer, lateral accelerometer, normal accelerometer, roll rate gyro,
pitch rate gyro, yaw rate gyro, vertical gyro (VG), directional gyro (DG), barometric
altimeter, Mach meter and alpha vane. (Although the accelerometer and rate gyro
complement is triplex, only a duplex subset is utilized by the ARM algorithm.) Addition-
ally, a simplex beta vane is used in some calculation, but nct monitored for failure.
Each VG gives outputs of Euler roll angle 0 and pitch angle 6, and these outputs are
considered to be two independent sensor types although, in practice, the failure of one
channel would probably dictate the failure of the unit. The output of each DG is
transformed into Euler azimuth angle ' as follows:

' J=tan-l{ [cos e tan (DGj - Bj) + sine sino] /cos0} (3)

where Bj is a known constant reflecting the orientation of DGj in the aircraft.

From the large number of analytic redundancy relationships available, practical
considerations and aircraft-specific signal-to-noise values reduce the number used in
the ARM algorithm to four general types: rotational kinematics, altitude kinematics,
translational kinematics and translational dynamics. In the follcwing four sections, the
analytic redundancy residual equations and worst-case error terms are discussed for each
sensor type, grouped by the type of analytic redunidancy employed. The lateral and normal
accelerometers employ two types of analytic redundancy each while the remaining sensor
types employ one each.

To summarize the ARM FDI process, each sensor type utilizes a threshold test on the
moving window average of the difference in the dnplex outputs to detect a fault. Following
fault detection, one MLLR is comnputed via Eq. (1) for each suspect sensor for each form
of analytic redundancy used, and the MSPRT threshold logic of Eq. (2) is applso ed to the
lowest MLLR. This process is repeated until an unconditional failure is declared or ETL
is reached. Additionally, a direct redundancy LLR is computed following fault detection
to provide false alarm protection. The process observed is the duplex sensor output

difference, and the LLR mean is of BFM magnitude with sign consistent with the detected
failure. When this LLR crosses a positive threshold a false alarm is declared, the
isolation process ceases, and the detection process is reinitiated. Finally, sensor
selftest is continually applied to all sensors having unfailed status.

ROTATIONAL KINEMATICS

Rotational kinematics (RK) is used for fault isolation in the rate gyros and attitude
gyros. The roll, pitch and yaw rate gyros provide measurements of the aircraft body rates
p, q and r about the aircraft x, y and z axes, respectively; and these body rates are
related to the rates of change of the Euler angles measured by the attitude gyros. Thus,
following a rate gyro fault detection at time tI, the RK residual for instrument j of
the suspect type is calculated at general time tk using the appropriate equation from the
following:

Yk p3 {P.T -AV- ~-'il~sn~ (4)

_l(qJ) = i {q•T-[(ei-e1 .I) ( cOSei Si--j]} (5)

k1=(



aIn Eq. (4)-(6) and all subsequent equations, T is the ARM sample period and an overbar
indicates that the quantity represents- the average- of its present and-previous sample-
values. This averaging is used to reduce computational errors during high angular rate
maneuvers, and the forms of Eqs. (4)-(6) avoid differentiation of the noisy attitude
measurements.

At every sample time t following fault detection, the residual for each suspect rate
gyro is used to update its ALLR using Eq. (1), where the mean has magnitude equal to the
rate gyro BFM times (t k-t ), the variance reflects attituie gyro noise variance, and
the worst-case error is computed as the sum of the magnitudes of terms reflecting initial
attitude gyro noise, attitude gyro bias, rate gyro misalignment and rate gyro scalefactor error plus a teria representing the effect of a small DG spin axis alignment error
on Eq. (3).

Tzeating the roll and pitch attitude signals from a single vertical gyro as indepen-
dent sent:_ types, the RK residual for sensor j of an attitude gyro type (O,8,DG) having
a detected fault is calculated at time tk as follows:

•• i=l

7kS)= i @J -j T[qico--0•- ri sinai] 18

sin. i-. osi-1 -. ] (9

Yk(DGj) 01"'J 1- 1 1 TA

k I
i=l

ii~
In order to calculate the attitude gyro MLLRs, it is necessary to have stored the

instantaneous RK residuals, corresponding to the terms eaclosed in braces in Eq. (7)-(9),
in a moving window of the same length as the detector window for each sensor type. At
the time of fault detection, the instantaneous residual window for each suspect sensor is
processed using the appropriate equation from Eq. (7)-(9) to form the MLLa residual for
each window time, where tI corresponds to the time associated with the o]lest window
element. The MLLRs are computed at each intermediate window time using Eq. (1), where the
mean has BFM magnitude, the variance is of the order of the attitude gyro noise variance,
and the worst-case error is the sum of terms refleczing initial attitude gyro error, rate
gyro bias, rate gyro misalignment and roll rate gyro scale factor error. After processing
the entire window of instantaneous residuals and calculating the MLLRs corresponding to the
present time, the threshold logic of Eq. (2) is applied to the lower MLLR. If no
unconditional failure declaratio. is made, the detected failure indication is removed and
the detection process proceeds smoothly on the next sample.

We note that the framework used for the attitude gyros of processing a stored window
of instantaneoup residuals before applying the MSPRT threshold logic is also utilized
for the Mach meters and altimeters, and these five sensor types do not require direct
redundancy LLR calculations since the isolation process does not extend beyond the time
of cýetection. Additionally, the MLLR for any sensor of these five types is reset to zero
"whenever it becomes positive. This is done to accommodate the uncertainty in failure
time within the window, and requires a slightly higher magnitude threshold for the MSPRTs

forthse enor (6) O-4 mfor these sensor types. For the 10 misclassification probabilities used in this study,
the threshold 6 in Eq. (2) is -11.4 for these five sensor types and -9.2 for the others.

4 ALTITUDE KINEMATICS

Altitude kinematics (AK) refers to the redundancy between changes in altitude
measured by ý.he altimeters and changes in altitude computed as the double integral of
vertical acceleration measured by the accelerometers. This redundancy is utilized in
isolating failures in the altimeters, normal accelerometers and lateral accelerometers.

The vertical acceleration, as measured by the accelerometers, is computed at time
t. as

1

Av. Ax. 1TiW -Aisi + Az. osp.) cose - g (10)

In Eq. (10) and elsewhere, Ax, Ay and Az represent the actual accelerometer readings plus 9
angular Late and angular acceleration correction terms to yield the acceleration at the
center of mass. A second-order discrete filter is implemented for each altimeter to
estimate altitude and vertical velocity, driven by the vertical acceleration of Eq. (10)
and incorporating each altimeter's output as a measurement update on every ARM sample.
The nonzero measuiement qains are chosen to keep the effects of accelerometer bias and
altimeter quantization small. Each altimeter's measurement residual, the difference
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between its output and its propagated altitude estimate before measurement incorporation,
is stored in a moving window.

At the time of altimeter fault detection, each sensor's window of residuals is
processed t• convert them to zero-gain residuals in order to enhance the failure
signature (), i.e. the resulting residuals are those that would have ensued if the
filters were run open loop (without measurement incorporatiou) from the time corresponding
to the oldest window element to the present time. These instantaneous zero-gain residuals
for each altimeter are then swivmed in a manner analogous to Eq. (7)-(9) in order to form
each altimeter's AX residual at the intermediate window times, and these residuals are
used via Eq. (1) to form the altimeter MLLRs from the oldest window time to the present
time. The threshold logic of Eq. (2) is then applied to the lower MLLR. In the MLLR
calculations, the mean has altimeter RFM magnitude, the variance reflects altimeter
noise variance, and the worst-case error is the sum of the magnitudes of terms reflecting
initial altimeter noise, initial vertical velocity estimation error and accelerometer
bias.

Following the detection of a lateral or normal accelerometer fault, cwo versions of
Eq. (10) are double-integrated, each using the output of a different sensor of the suspect
type. The difference between these integrals and the measured altitude at each succeeding
sample forms the AK residual for each suspect sensor. The Ar. MLLR mean is obtained by
double-integrating Eq. (10) with the suspect sensor BFM replacing the acceleration term.
The worst-case error is computed as the sum of the magnitudes of terms reflecting initial
altimeter noise, initial vertical velcoity estimation error and transonic altimeter
behavior, plus a term reflecting normal accelerometer scale factor error in the normal
accelerometer MLLRs and lateral accelerometer misalignment in the lateral accelerometer
MLLRs.

TRANSLATIONAL KINEMATICS

Translational kinematirs (TK) refers to the redundancy between changes in aircraft
velocity measured by the air data sensors and changes in aircraft velocity obtained by
integrating the air-relative acceleration computed using inertial sensor outputs. The
ARM algorithm utilizes TK to isolate faults in the longitudinal accelerometers, normal
accelerometers and Mach meters.

The TK rdsidual for longitudinal accelerometer j at time tk, following a detected
fault at time tl, is Siven by

k

Yk(AX]) = T[AX - s-in.g+VsiMi(risinBi-qi sinai.

i= 1

-[Vsk M! cosak - VsoM co ao] (11)

where Vs is the speed of sound, periodically recomputed as a function of altitude, g
is the acceleration of graviti and a, 8 and M are the measured angle of attack, sideslip
angle and Mach number, respectively.* In the MLLR calculations, the mean at time tk has
magnitude equal to the longitudinal accelerometer BFM times (t -t ), the variance reflects
air data sensor noise and the worst-case error is the sum of the Magnitudes of terms
reflecting initial air data ncise, a wind shear doublet, misalignmel t of the suspect
accelerometer and transonic Mach meter behavior.

The TK residual for normal accelerometer j at time tk, following fault detection at
time t3, is given by

k _

Yk (Azj) T A [Az-j + COS --co-s- g + VsiM (q. cosai-Pi sinai)]

- [VskMksin k-VsoMosinao] (12)

The MELR mean has magnitude equal to the normal accelerometer BFM times (t -t ), the
variance reflects air data sensor noise, and the worst-case error is the sbm 8f the
magnitudes of terms reflecting initial air data noise, a wind shear doublet, suspect
accelerometer scale factor error and pitch rate gyro bias. The wind shear doublet
magnitude and MLLR variance for the longitudinal and normal accelerometers each assume
one of two values depending upon the binary output of a wind turbulence filter operating
on lateral channel TK residuals.

* The measured angle of attack and sideslip angle are the vane readings compensated for
their distance from the center of mass and supersonic alpha vane bias.
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The TK residual for Mach meter j is calculated at time t as

k

y(Mj) k Vs.l4j cosai Vs-, Ml~ covcLi-

-T[Ax4 9 'in 6 7sM rsn n (13)

As for the attitude gyros and altimeters discussed earlier, the instantaneous residuals
for each Mach meter, the terms in braces in Eq. (13), are stored in a moving window. At
the time a Mach meter fault is detected, each sensor's instantaneous residual wincow is
processed using Eq. (13) to compute its TK residual at the intermediate window times,
and simultaneously Eq. (1) is used to compute each Mach meter's MLLR, with the threshold
logic of Eq. (2) applied to the lower MLLR following complete window processing. The
MLLR mean has magnitude equal to the Mach meter BFM times Vs cosa at the time of detection,
the variance reflects the effect of Mach meter noise, dnd the worst-case error is the
sum of terms arising from initial Mach meter error and acceleration uncertainty.

TRANSLATIONAL DYNAMICS

Translational dynamics (TD) refers to the redundancy between the acceleration of the
aircraft measured by the accelerometers and the acceleration predicted by stored aero-
dynamic coefficient functions using air data sensor measurements. TD residuals are used
by the ARM algorithm to isolate failures in the lateral accelerometers and alpha vanes.

The TD residual for lateral accelerometer j at time tk is gi-an by

yk(Ayj) = Ayk - (CYBk k + CYDRk Rk) Qk S/mk (14)

where CYB and CYDR are stored lateral coefficient functions of Mach and alpha, R is
measured rudder position, Q is computed dynami.c pressure, S is the surface area of the
wing and m is the estimated aircraft mass. On every sample following fault detection,
the residuals given by Eq. (14) are used in Eq. (1) to compute the lateral accelerometer
TD MLLRs. The TD MLLR mean has lateral accelerometer BFM magnitude, the variance reflects
air data noise and the worst-case error is the sum of the magnitudes of terms reflecting
the effects of beta vane bias, lateral accelerometer misalignment, neglected lateral
coefficients and scale factor error in the computed aerodynamic sideforce.

The TD residual for alpha vane j at time tk is given by

YW) = -(L3 cosa3 + D3 sina3)/mk-Az (15)k -kL k k k k~z 5

where the lift L and drag D are computed using each alpha vane output individually in
stored functions of Mach, elevator position and angle of attack. The alpha vane TD MLLR
mean has magnitude equal to the alpha vane BFM times the magnitude of the computed TD
residual gradient, the variance assumes one of two values depending upon indicated
turbulence level, and the worst-case error is the sum of the magnitudes of terms reflecting
the effects of normal accelerometer scale fdctor error and aerodynamic coefficient error.
FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

The ARM algorithm has been imaplemented in the onboard computer software of the F-8
DFRW aircraft in a monitoring mode in which it is able to obtain all required sensor and
effector information but its sensor status information does not impact tne control law
calculations, which are governed by the existing baseline sensor FDI software. The ARM
software includes extensive error simulation and fault insertion capability, controlled
by the pilot via the computer input panel (CIP), to allow inflight evaluation of ARM
algorithm performance. Sensor faults that can be simulated include bias, drift, scale
factor error, hardover, transient pulse and loss of 3ignal. All relevant variables are
tape recorded for postflight analysis.

Table i snows the BFM and detection window lengths used during the Phase I flight
test program. The ARM sample period T is three control law cycles, 60 milliseconds. The
simulated bias size is 1.5 BFM, the drift rate magnitude is 1.0 IFM/s and the scale
factor error is 0.25 for all sensor types but pitch rate, for wh ch it is 0.5. The
simulated transient pulse magnitude is between the bias and hard ver values, with a
duration of three ARM samples. The Phase I flight test program consisted of six flights
which covered the spectrum from trim to edge-of-the-envelope dogfight maneuvers. During
these flights a wide variety of sensor faults were simulated. However, before discussing
s lated fault isolation results, we mention two instances of actual hardware malfunctions
tl.dt occurred during flight testing, enabling the ARM algorithm to demonstrate its utility.

Figure 1 depicts the alpha vane outputs, TD residuals and TD MLLRs during the in-
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flight isolation of alpha vane 2 as unconditionally failed. The .aseline FDI routine,
which cannot isolate faults in duplex sensors, detected an alpha vane fault approximately
twenty-four seconds after ARM isolation. Postflight examination of alpha vane 2
revealed a broken potentiometer segment.

In Figure 1 and those that follow, the independent variable is ARM samples. Dependent
variable scaling is denoted by parentheses enclosing the letter E followed by a signed
integer, indicating that the numerical value shown should be multiplied by the given power
of ten to obtain the actual variable value. In all figures the sample at which the
residuals and MLLRs become nonzero indicates the time of fault detection and initiation of
the fault isolation processing.

The second malfunction occurred when one of the triplex computers experienced a
memory parity error and was declared failed by the baseline system. Because the failed
computer was dedicated to reading the number 1 instrument outputs, the computer loss
ranifested itself to the ARM algorithm as all number 1 sensors jumping to their negative
maximum values. ARM selftest immediately declared all number 1 sensors provisionally
failed, and the analytic redundancy tests declared all number 1 instruments unconditionally
failed within 1.3 seconds.

Table II summarizes the average times between software fault insertion and fault
isolation with the aircraft at trim at an altitude of 6.1 km and a Mach number of 0.6,
and these times are in close agroement with predicted values. Although all inserted bias
and drift faults were correctly isolated, several other fault types inserted at the trim
condition did not produce appreciable output errors and therefore were not isolated.
Sensor output selftest provisiorally failed all sensors with hardover and pulse faults.
The isolation times shown in Table II also reflect ARM algorithm behavior during moderate
maneuvers.

Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the sensor outputs, RK residuals and RK MLLRs during the
isolation of simulated scale factor errors for the number 1 roll and pitch rate gyros
and simulated loss of signal for yaw rate gyro 1, respectively. The figures indicate
the effectiveness of the ARM algorithm in isolating nonbias faults when observability
is sufficiently high.

The ARM algorithm worst-case error terwas and associated parameter values were chosen[ eo reflect the telemetry data available to the design team. This data had been taken
early in the baseline test program and included only moderate maneuvers. Therefore it
was anticipated that the Phase I ARM flight tests might reveal deficiencies in the
algorithm duriag extreme maneuvers, and this was indeed the case. The major deficiency
Jiscovered was the inability of the relatively simple air data sensor mcdels to reflect
the effects of extreme maneuvers on the airflow and pressure distributions around these
instruments. In lieu of an extensive modeling effort, these model deficiencies can be
accommodated by incre-ses in the worst-case error coefficients, and in some cases an
additional term, in the TK, TD and AK MLLRs. Although these changes do produce some
increase in faalt isolation times, they substantially decrease false isolation vulner-
ability. Another deficiency, consisting of high friction forces and large spin axis
misalignment in the DGs, appears to have been corrected through reworking the hardware.

CONCLUSIONS

The Phase L flight test program demonstrated the validity and capability of the ARM
concept. Of particular importance was thE relative ease with which unforeseen sensor
behavior could be accommodated via the worst-case errcr terms. Although a Phase II
flight test program is planned to verify reliability of the molified algorithm, several
conclusions can be made at this time:

1) Analytic redundancy sensor FDI is much more sensitive to sensor modeling errors
than conventional techniques. Those sensor characteristics that cannot be
accurately modeled must be accommodated in order to maintain reliability of the

5 analytic redundancy tests.

2) The use of a bias failure hypothesis does not significantly :estrict the ability
to isolate nonbias failures in duplex systems. However, if moie than one simplex
sensor is involved in an analytic redundancy relationship, elaborate failure

t mode modeling is required for reliable FDI.

4 3) The potential exists for improving ARM performance by estimating individual sensoi
biases through continuous monitoring of analytic redundancy residuals. This woul(
allow MLLR worst-case error bias terms to be lowered, and the levels of the
estimated biases themselves could be used to make isolation decisions or for
trend analysis.

4) Reasonability checks in the form of sensor output selftest are a powerful and
effective complement to analytic redundancy tests.

5) Although the ARM software is more extensive than conventional FDI algorithms,
:t is similar in complexity to guidance and navigation celculations ard poses no
unusual implomentation problems. Furthermore, its modularized structure lends
itself to distributed processing. The F-8 DFBW ARM algorithm occupies approx-
imately 8000 16-bit words of computer memory. Its timing requirements are
approximately 5.6 milliseconds per 60 milliseconds with no detected faults and
approximately 12 milliseconds per 60 milliseconds with twelve detected faults.
These figures could be lowered somewhat by removing research-specific operations.
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Table I Phase I ARM Parameters

SENSOR TYPE BFM DETECTION
WINDOW SIZE

Mach 0.045 3

Altimeter 30.5 m 5

V Angle of attack 2.0 deg 9

Longitudinal accelerometer 0.15 g 17

Lateral accelerometer 0.15 g 17

Normal accelerometer 0.15 g 17

Roll rate 3.55 deg/s 3

Pitch rate 2.3 deg/s 2

Yaw rate 2.3 deg/s 2

Roll attitude 4.G deg 6

Pitch attitude 2.1 deg 6

Directional gyro 15 deg 3

Table II Average Times to Fault T~iolation at Trim, Seconds

SENSOR BIAS DRIFT -CALE HARDOVER PULSE LOSS OF
FACTOR SIGNAL

Mach 0.08 NT 0 0 0.06 0

Altimeter 0.14 NT NT 0 0.06 0

Long. accel. 8.64 4.44 NT 0.9 x x

Lat. accel. 0.24 0.84 N2 0.06 x x

Normal accel. 4.38 4.56 4.32 0.42 x 1.26

Roll rate 0.66 1.56 x 0.12 0.18 x

Pitch rate 0.82 1.74 x 0.18 0.48 x

Yaw rate 0.8 1.68 NT 0.18 0.48 x

Roll attitude 0.16 NT NT 0 0 x

Pitch attitude 0.18 NT NT 0 0 0.06

Directional gyro 0.12 NT NT 0 0.08 0

NT = no test

x = not isolated
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SF ABSTRACT

This paper describes the key funztional design features of a fully integrated
JTIDS/GPS* receiver. It is shown that by +ully integrating the signal processing of
both systems, and by appropriate source selection algorithms, tae control and slewing
of the GPS tracking loops make it posrible to dramatically enhance the positional
reliability of the two systems. Functional bloct diagrams of the integra.ed design
approach are described. In addition, tne rationale for key elements of the design
approach is outlined. A perforinaniae esm~a is lmade snowing the increase in thp
tolerable J/S (Jammer to Signal Rdtio) mace possiblo through integrating the systems.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

There are several poten ial advantages to having a GPS receiver and a JTIDS
terminal resident on the same platform. Some of these advantages are listed below.

1. GPS can provide the highly accurate geodetic information riquired to stabilize
the JTIDS relative navigation grid to a geoidal refetence.

2. Highly accurate geodetic information can be transferred from users havin3 both
JTIDs and GPS capability to less capable vehicles having only a JTIDS terminal.

3. The JTIDS link has a potential of transferring satellite ephemeris and other
useful GPS data to GPS receivers which must synchronize to satellite signals in a
jamming environment.

4. Common hardware and software elements can be shared belween GPS and JTIDS funotions.

a. Both functions normally employ an inertial measurement unit (IMU).

b. Both systems require a higutly precise time reference.

c. Both functions require a high capability navigation computer.

d. Both systems operate in L-band, providing the potential for sharing certain
front end and signal processing hardware.

The implementation of many of these features to realize synergistic benefits has
been investigated in [1].

This paper summarizes the results of a study which 4nvestigated further synergistic
benefits through full integration of a GPS receiver and a JTIDS terminal. The study
was motivated by the development of a MFBARS** system aiihitecture [2]. This architec-
ture is intended to provide a highly integrated multi-band communications, navigation,
identification, CNI, radio terminal for a tactical aircraft, where the many functions
of the terminal are under ditect digital control such that they can be programmed and
time shared without processing loss and with considerable savings in sire, weight, and
cost. The study reported in this paper, however, was not constrained to considering
the equipment set on a single platform, nor the related hardware issues. The results
of this study consist of purely functional designs concentrating on the navigation
functions. Rather than considering the design from the viewpoint of a single platform,
the design was conceived under the assumptions that a community of such terminals would
exist and that one could aid the other through JTIDS links.

This paper shows that an order of magnitude performance improvement can be achieved
oy properly integrating the two functions. The great potential improvement is enhanced

N positional reliability. Accuracy improvement is not the primary objective. When
combining two highly precise navigation functions, one can expect that only slighltly
morc precise navigation Iunction will result. Positional reliability implies the
ability to navigate precisely in both relative and geodetic frames in virtually any
adverse jamming situation. It will be shown that as the number of platforms utilizing
the fully integrated functional capability increases, so does the resultant advantage
to the system community.

*JTIDS - Joint Tactical Information Distribution System
GPS - Global Positioning Syntem

**MFBARS - Modular multi-Function multi-Band Airborne Radio System

S • p•jE(ED1NG PAGE B"ZKoNOT FlI•!vD
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2.0 STRUCTURE OF THE FULLY INTEGRATED JTIDS/GPS TERMINAL

Cons'der the following analogy (see-figure 1). Picture a fly caught in a spider
web, the fly representing a given platform and the spider web representing the JTIDS
navigation signal links between that terminal and the other community member terminals,
as well as the GPS navigation signal links from the satellites to each terminal. The
fly may escape only if every link to the spider web is broken (analogous to losing all
precise navigation information). While each strand night be easily broken one at a
time, for a dense web it is virtually impossible to break all strands simuluaneously
allowing the fly to escape. This is the situation which could exist within a community
of many fully-integrated GPS/JTIDS terminals. It is expected that it will be virtually
impossible to simultaneously lose all sources of precise position informatLin and thus
lose the capability uf precision geoidal navigation required for tactical operatiors.

2.1 OVERALL DESCRIPTION

There are several key features which are required in a fully integrated terminal
such that the desired synergistic benefits will be achieved. They are given below.

1. There should be a single Kalman filter, integrating all measurements in their
most fundamental form available irom the fully integrated system.

developing a strawman mechanization of the system. Although no deliberate attempts
have been made toward completeness, we believe that the structure generated offers
a valid blueprint toward detailed design. Then the generated structure issued a
basis of a.. lysis.

In describing the mechanization, first those functions and features of the system
which are different from either JTIDS or GPS alone are outlined. This is followeo
by a functional description of how the various components of the integrated functions
interact. Then additional design details of those functions which are critical to
operation are given.

j. ;The performance projection is based on published data and analysis; some reasonable
pencil and paper analysis, and some educated estimation based on the authors'
experience.

The analysis shows that improvements in jamming resistance are potentially possible.
It is also shown that for some jamming situations position reliability (probability
of being aole to navigate) can be enhanced by as much as 4 orders of magnitude.
Finally some uses of the system in military operations are suggested.

It is anticipated that this filter will model the states associated with three
dimensional geodetic position and velocity, as well as primary inertial navigation
error states. In addition, it should model two dimensional grid position offset,
relative grid velocity error states, and relati-e grid azimuth error. Furthermore,
it should model GPS time and time rate error, JTIDS time and time rate error, and
altimeter bias orror.t3], [4], [5], [6].

2. Additional informat-on is required on the JTIDS P-message. Currently the JTIDS
P-message (Position reporting message) provides optimal estimates of the donor
relative and geodetic states and quality data indicating the confidence in these
c3timates (derived from the Kalman filter). There are two measurements available
directly from a JTIDS terminal. One is the time of arrival (TOA) measurement (a
measure of range to the donor). The second is the round trip time (RTT) measurement.
(These measurements provide a method for synchronizing one terminal to another.)
In order to take maximum advantage of the fully integrated terminal it is necessary
to allow two additional types of "offset" measurements to be reported as additional
data on the JTIDS P-message.

The first type of offset measurement is the difference between JTIDS and GPS time
from a fully integrated donor terminal. The usefulness of this data is easily
demonstrated. Consider that one's own terminal is in the JTIDS net, is synchronized
to JTIDS time, but has asceLtained its geodetic position through measurements and
reports from other terminals. It now wishes to acquire GPS signals.* In theory,
our own terminal could slew its tracking loops to acquire GPS signals immediately
if it knew GPS time. Then it could determine the precise PN code phase arriving at
the terminal. Since the terminal is synchronized to ITIDS time it need only have a
high quality measure of the differenice between JTIDS time and GPS time in order to
obtain this iihformation. Also note that the quality of the reported time difference
should be reported. Alternatively, if high quality GPS time were known on our own
platform, tnis would reduce the requirement for frequent RTT** updates via JTIDS.

*We will assume that the ephemeris data of the specific satellites ýs known, since
this data could also be transmitted within tha JTiDS community.

**RTT - Round Trip Timing, used in JTIDS to synchronize the clocks of participating
terminals.
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The second type of offset information to be added to the JTIDS P-message is reported
donor GPS pseudo-ranges. It can be shown that in a community of fully integrated
terminals, it is possible to obtain a community geodetic update using reported
pseudo-ranges from several terminals, none of whom may be tracking enough satell'tes
to obtain a reasonable geodetic update as a stand-alone terminal.*

As an example, ccnsider figure 2. The positions of three platforms are indicated
by the ends of the triangle shown in the figure. The hyperbolic lines in the
figure represent the lines of position (LOP's) derived fron two GPS navigation
satellites (with altitude assumed known). If the relative ranges (the sides of the
triangle) between the platforms are known precisely, there is only one orientation
of this triangle which satisfies the constraint that each of the platforms must lie
on the LOP's indicated. Thus there is the potential for cooperative community
geodetic fixing. With the above stated information transmitted among the community
members, the computations can be carried out by any given terminal as part ot the
Kalman filtering process.

3. Aprriately modified source selection logic routines are needed. Critical to the
operation of Ihe fully integrated terminal is source selection logic which evaluates
the usefulness of all the measurements (both direct and donor reported) available
to it. It must properly choose, from among the variety of measurements available,
those measurements which will be most effective in maintaining precision of both
the geodetic and relative grids. Inputs will include JTIDS P-messages, TOA data,
and RTT data, as well as GPS pseudo-ranges and tracking status data. When a
complete sct of pseudo-ranges is not available from its own CPS receiver, the
source selection logic will then select JTIDS-derived geodetic data (according to
the quality of data available) to obtain precise geodetic information (in the order
of 15 to 30 meters) from donor terminals. Therefore, regardless of whether the GPS
receiver is fully operational or not, there is a high potential for accurate
geodetic and relative navigation, as well as recovery of both JTIDS and GPS time.
This is a key feature of the integrated system and will be discussed in more detail
in section 2.4.

4. Feedback from Kalman filter outputs to GPS tracking loops. With properly function-
ing source selection logic and Kalman filtering, it should be possible to precisely
estimate the geodetic position (within 30 metera) and time states associated with
the integrated terminal. The precise navigation state data can be provided to the
GPS receiver tracking loops to aid tracking of the incoming PN code, even under
conditions when the GPS receiver could not operate independently. Thus, with the
appropriate tracking loop design (discussed in section 3), it is possible to relock
code tracking loops under much more severe signal conditions than would be possible
using conventional signal search algorithms. This is another key design feature
and is discussed in detail in section 3.

Figure 3 is an overall functional block diagram of the fully integrated GPS/JTIDS
terminal. At the heart of the terminal are the source selection logic, the measurement
generators, and the Kalman iilter which integrates the selected navigation information.

The measurements selected by the source selection logic are fed to the Kalman filter
function which integrates the navigation equations pertinent to the IMU (Inertial
Measurement init) and updates the state variables of the filter- Estimates of JTIDS
and GPS time errors are used to correct their respective reference clocks.

A key function of the integrat,ýd navigation terminal is the use of optimal estimates of
the state of the system to control the GPS receiver tracking loops. Rate aiding
computations derived from direct IMU outputs, modified and corrected via the Kalman
filter, will create the rate aiding signal, designated as Rs.

During normal tracking Rs permits a very narrowband tracking loop to be used. For
short periods of time during jamming and bigh G maneuvers, Rs can assist the tracking
loops to maintain a near code lock position.

A second computation, unique to the fully integrated terminal results i. the pseudo-range
estimate, Rps. The estimated range to the satellite is computed using the optimal
estimate of present position and the GPS receiver clock. Note that Aps and As may be
computed from information almost completely derived from other platforms. RpS could be
used to generate precise estimates of the code phase which would be received from the
satellite, even in the absence of reliably detectable satellite signals.

The tracking loop control function uses the Kalman filter covariance data and the lock
indicator data to determine the type of slewing applied to tae code tracking loop. The
details of this process are explained in section 3.

*Reporting pseudo-ranges which are properly compensated for staleness is not a trivial
matter. However, several suitable solutions exist.
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Compare this configuration to that in which the GPS rece:ver acts ar an indenendent
input to a JTIDS sourca selection and Kalman filter routine. It will still be possible
through source selection to maintain high geodetic accuracy ever. i'f the GPS receiver
becomes inoperable. liowever, in a high jamming environment, as the GPS receiver loses
lock, it also becomes increasingly difficult to relock the GPb tracking loops even when
the jamming is reducel below the break lock level. This may happen with all the
members oi the relati-.e navigation community, in which case, precise geodetic navigation
may eventually cease. Rps slewing of the GPS tracking loops should minimize the
likelihood of this situation, since tts is the best esimate of the synchronization
point and longer signal acquisition time constants can be employed.

2.2 THE KALMAN FILTER MEASUREMENTS

The many types of measurements available for use by the Kalman filter are outlined
below. For each type of measurement, the Kalman filter estimate of the parameter is
subtracted from the measured value to form a measurement residual which is used in
correcting and updating the Kalman filter states. The filter models this residual as a
linear combination of error states defined by the computed H, or measurement matrix.
The noise (modeled by the noise covariance P) is computed according to quality numbers
transmitted on the P-message and other factors related to the measurements.

In addition, the measurement residual magnitudes can be tested against their
expected variance to determine whether or not to accept the measurement. Considering
the great number of potential measurements, there is the opportunity to perform some
highly sophisticated error control based on reasonableness tests. Also, satellite
source selection logic can be modified when thete are indications of poor received
satellite signals.

By suitably configuring the measurement matrix (H) it is possible to formula e

many different types of positior fixes. They ar• listed below:

a. Geodetic Update - derived from GPS terminal psoudo-range measurements, or from
JTIDS time of arrival (TOA) measurements together with donor P-message geodetic
data.

b. Relative Zosition Fix - derived from JTIDS TOA measurements.

c. Offset Geodetic Error - grid origin information from another platform is used to
update the terminal's previous estimate.

d. Offset Geodetic Fixing - derived from reported Pseudo-Range within the cooperative
community.

The proper combination of these various types of position fixes as defined by the
source selection logic as well as reported offset times between J1 DS and GPS clucks
will tend to result in a virtually invulnerable community of integrated JTIDS/GPS
terminals.

2.3 SOURCE SELECTION LOGIC

This section presents a description of a "straw-mar" mechanization for the source
selection algorithm. In this description, source selection logic pertinent to RTT
(JTIDS) time source selection is not discussed, since any modification of the existing
techniques employed in current JTIDS terminal designs would not be critical to the
overall functioning of the integrated terminal. Such modification might, however,
include utilization of internally computed GPS time information such that fewer RTTs
would be required in moderate jamming situations.

Inputs to the source selection algorithm are:

a. JTIDS P-messages received from donor member terminals.

b. The identification of GPS satellites used for navigation.

c. Navigation quality of the donor termina. as determined from the Kalman covariance.

The source selection routine has been arbitrarily set up so that screening takes
place for geodetic navigation data and for relative navigation data on alternate source
selection intervals. Source selection intervals are estimated to be in the order o: 10
to 20 seconds. (This is consistent with the 16 second cycle time used in JTIDS [6].)

-J A flow diagram of the source selection algorithm is illustrated in figure 4.
"Assume that both JTIDS and GPS functions are operational, and that it is time for a
geodetic or satellite update. The three or four pseudo-ranges from the GPS receiver
are Lampled. If valid signal tracking is indicated, these pseudo-ranges are stored and
used for a Kalman update.



If some of the measuremencs are missed, the .. gorithm then tests the quality- of

navigation, Qp, derived from the Kalman filter covariance. If Qp exceeds a prescribed
threshold, the algorithm simply proceeds as before, ignoring the missing-data- If
degraded geodetic position quality is indicated, the source selection routine initiates
a scan of the P-messages derived from JTIDS. These P-meosages and the TOAs measured by
the JTIDS terminals may be used to compute a related geodetic position update. The
source screening algorithm here may be quite complex. If fewer than four pseudo-ranges
are observed, the screening algorithm may choose to use a TOA measurement from a high
quality source member which is in a favorable geometric location in order to completej the determination of geodetic position. Alternatively, it may choose to store data for
use in an offLet geodetic fix. In addition, it may choose one or more offset time[ •fixes. If visibility of satellites is low, and/or Qp from available sources is low,
and if the geometry is favorable, P-message reported pseudo-ranges may be also used as
a source of data forýoffset pseudo-range fix.

SIt it is time for a relative navigation update, a source selection routine for
screening only relative navigation data, as used on existing JTIDS terminals, is
implemented.

If the GPS receiver is not operating, then the standard JTIDS source selection
routines, which potentially mix geodetic and relative information, are implemented
during every source selection cycle.

3.0 THE TIME LOCKED LOOP

One can imagine the pseudo-range estimation function of a GPS receiver as that of
an observer viewing a TV picture of a clock on board the satellite. The function of a
GPS receiver tracking loop is to ad-ust its own clock so that its time is synchronized
with the observed time from the satellite. The clock time observed at the receiver is
delayed px)portional to the ranqe from the receiver to the satellite. See figure 5.
The receiver servo-controlled clock consists of a local reference oscillator which is
rate aided in proportion to the range rate between the receiver and satellite. The
output of the on-board clock time at "A" would be t-Rs/C, plus a synchronization
errot.

The code comparison circuits of the GPS receiver tracking loops take the difference
between the estimated clock synchronization at point A and the observed clock from the
satellite. The error is then fed back through the tracking loop filter so as to drive
the clock output to match the observed GPS time. The time difference between the
oscillator time output and the servo-control output is a measure of the "pseudo-range"
to the satellite. Note that the steady state outpuit of the tracking loop filter is an
estimate of the oscillator rate error.

When jamming becomes excessive, no measurable correlation between the received
signal and the internally generated reference signal used for tine ot code comparison
will be observed. The result is that a noisy zero average signal enters the delay lock
loop filter and the "Lost Signal" detection circuit. The loop will continue to be
slewed by the tate aiding signal. If rate aiding were perfect, the loop would continue
to be slewed correctly. However, noise from the error detector causes the code to
drift from the ideal "zero error" position.

Rate aiding is not perfect, however, even when controlled by the Kalman filter.
Thus, there is an additional tendency for the tracking loop to drift from the ideal
position. Eventually, the resulting drift could cause a zero output in EO because the
error in as is greater than one chip (due to the limited tracking range of the error
detector). In a conventional GPS receiver, search procedures would eventually have to
be instituted when this condition occurred.

In the fully integrated GPS/JTIDS terminal, however, an accurate (30 ,;eters)
estimate of pseudb-range, s, is usually available -- if not from internally measured
information, then from JTIDS derived information. 's can then b2 uEed to drive the
tracking loops in the range slewing mode, as is shown in figure 6 (with the switches
positioned as shown).

Estimated range rate and clock frequency error (which together make up pseudo-range
rate) are input to the integrator in the servo-controlled clock, the output is an
estimate of t-Rs/C. The time difference generated between the servo-control clock and
the local oscillator represents an estimate of the pseudo-range. The pseudo-range
estimate from the Kalman filter cdn then be differenced with thic estimate, resulting
in en error signal used to slew the loop. This will maintain the loop essentially
syný.hronized with the incoming signal, even though the latter is not observable.
Ideally, when the jamming noise is reduced and a valid phase comparison made (Es < 1
chip), the loop would relock almost immediately.

The blocks on this diagram represent high duty cycle logic, for determining if the
loop is correctly locked and for mode switching. The lock indicator signals are -a
direct output of the time comparison circuits of the code tracking loops and can be used
to indicate when lock is again achieved (i.e., when the satellite is again observable).
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When lock has been reestablishedi the tracking loops can be immediately switched'' •to narrowband, or long time consthnt traciting, by moving the switches froal the position
shown in figure 6 to the position indicatvd by the Lrrows. The estimate of clock
frequency would be switched out of the 4oop in one location and used to initialize the
integrator in the tracking loop filter ot. the right hand side of the figure. This is
done to equalize the steady state output of the tracking loop filter to the clock error
rate. The loop would only Lave to cope with small accumulated time and frequency drift
errors developed during the signal off time. Conventiona3 tracking with tne long
tracking loop time constants is immediately implemented.

Now assume that signal lock has been lost again. The expected standard deviation
of the pseudo-range estimate from the Kalman filter is then computed and tested against
some small threshold value. If the estimated standard deviation is below this threshold,
indicating the potential for good range slewing, the switches are changed back again tu
the positicn shown in Figure 6. This type of processing can continue, switching back
and forth between one mode and the other, for individual tracking loops, in any combina-
tion or sequence.

Note that this type of operation in the tracking loops would be impossitle without
a fully integrated terminal, since the estimate of precise GPS pseudo-range information
and the estimated quality of the pseudo-:ange information would not be developed unless
integration was fully designed into the structure of the GPS receiver tracking loops.

With these two operational mode capabilities in addition to the conventional
coherent GPS mode, and with a properly functioni.ag, fully integrated terminal, it is
then possible to have frequent lock and unlock conditions in the GPS tracking loops
without instituting any particular search procedures and experiencing their resulting
transients. Also note that violent maneuvers which cause temporary loss of lock should
require no specialized initialization. The performance appears to be limited only by
the extent of "noise drift" experienced before the "lost signal" detector switches
modes.

As currently configured the GPS receivet tracking loop employs coherent COSTAS
tracking to demodulate the 50 bit per second bi-phase data superimposed on the GPS
coded signal. A six dB S/N loss, which is suffered because of this, could be avoided
in high dynamic or high jamming terminals by using data transferred from less highly
streased terminals to strip the data from the signal. It will then be possible toI increase the time constants of the correlation averagers. The averaging time would
then be limited only by the uncertainty in the received RF doppler frequency. Doppler
frequency estimates are naturally generated from the Kalman filter's estimate of
"pseudo-range rate. Thus it will be possible, by data message stripping, to significantly
increase the averaging time of the GPS tracking loops, resulting in greater resistance
to noise or jamming.

Furthermore, since temporary loss of GPS lock ib of minor importance for a tully
integrated GPS/JTIOS terminal, the fact that the 50 bps GPS message can change at
unpredictable times (causing a temporary loss of lock) has little impact. Other
members of the community (indirectly through source selectior., etc.) can provide the
appropriate geodetic information by broadcasting the message change, facilitating mode
changes to reachieve lock.

4.0 PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT ESTIMATES

Given that both the JTIDS and GPS functions are operating close to their full
potential, it is doubtful whether there will be significant improvement in geodetic
navigation accuracy over that which would be obtained through the GPS receiver and INS
alone, or in relative navigation accuracy over that which could be obtained by a JTIDS
terminal and INS alone.

The primary improvement from full integration will be the ability to operate under
much more severe jamming condttions.

Generally in a real scenario GPS will be severely jammed for only some of the
commurity of vehicles. Others, by virtue of their distance from jammers will be
relýcively unaffected. Perhaps the best figure of merit would be a comparison of the
p-.obability of successful nav:.gation with and without a fully integrated JTIDS/GPS
capability, considered over a broad spectrum of missions, force groups and enemy
countermeasures. The analysis to develop such a figure of merit is beyond the scope of
this paper since detailed simulations would be required to answer sueh questions.
However, through some broad generalizations, some simplification, and some relatively
straight forward logic, it is possible to demonstrate the potential for dramatic
improvements in system performance.

Below are some of the generalization and simplifications used in the analysis.

1. All vehicles experience the same jamming power (obviously pessimistic).

2. Successful navigation simply implies having a navigation accuracy consistent
with heving at least 3 code loops in lock (regardless of whether or not a given
platform has actually achieved lock).



3. The source selection logic is "smart enough" to do the right thing at the right
time.

4. A/J margin improvement is used as a figure of merit.

Consider equation (1) from j3] which describes the RMS error of the UPS cole
tracking loop:

1/2
T.[NBLD CT (1)

In the above equation, N is the noise spectral density, C is the carrier power, BL
is the bandwidth of the tracking loop, and T1 is the Averaging time of the correlation

averagars. OT is the RS code tracking error, and D is the width of a single code

chip. In a typical rate-aided receiver, SL is of the order of 0.01 Hz, and T1 is of
the ord'ar of 0.02 seconds, the data bit length.

By implementing data message stripping, it should be possible to increase TI,
conservatively to 0.2 seconds. This will allow a significant increase in jammer-to-
signal ratio before lock would be lost. Using an RMS threshold of 0.31 chips for loss
of lock (3], it can be shown that the J/S threshold value for GPS code tracking can be
as high as 71 dB versus 61 dB if no data stripping were accomplished.

Futther improvements are made possible in the fuly integrated terminal when
members of the community can share navigation information as described in 'his paper.
This is due to two phenomena.

1. The community will only lose highly precise GPS geodetic information when virtually

all its members are denied simultaneous access to all the satellites.

2. The more powerful jammeru are generally ground based. Therefore directions of
arrival of the jammer signals with respect to the satellite signals will be different
for each of the fully integrated JTIDS/GPS community members.

First consider point 1. In a conventional, rate-aided GPS receiver, once lock is
lost, search algorithms will generally be necessary for relock. Thus, the tolerable
J/S threshold level must be r(Juced by 10 dB or more to relock reliably. Once relocked,
the bandwidths (to result in only a 0.1% probability of losing lock, assuming a gaussian
distrihution) are set to yield a normalized code loop error of OT/D = 0.31. However)
in a community of fally integrated terminals, the tolerable J/S could be increased such
that UT/D = 0.73 chip. Probabilistically, (assuming a gaussian code error) only about
82% of the time will a civen code loop be locked. However, in a community of-many
members, there will be a very low probability that many tracking loops tracking this
"satellite will be unlocked simultaneously, such that the appropriate sharing of precise
information could not take place via JTIDS.

This conclusion is justified by considering two extreme cases where it is shown
that the probability of successful navigation of all vehicles is approximately the same
for a community of stand alone GPS platforms with UT/D = 0.31 as it would be wiýh a
community of fully integrated platforms with a VT/D = 0.74. Consider a community of
four vehicles, in this example, where it should be apparent that improvements will be
greater if there were more terminals, or when some of the terminals are in a less
stressed environment. "Truth" should be bracketed by the two extremes considered.

At one extreme, assume that the noise on all. tracking loops on 4 given terminal
are perfectly correlated, so that los of lock on one tracking loop implies loss of
lock on all four loops. Also assume that accurate geodetic community navigation will
be lost only if all terminals lose lock. Thus, the probability of all integrated
vehicles with a UT/D = 0.74 losing lock is (1 - 0.82)4 - 0.001. This is actually
times smaller than the prubability (0.004) of at least one of 1 stand-alone platforms
with OT/D = 0.31 losing loLk.

At the other, extreme, issume the more realistic situation that lock errors on all
tracking loops are independent. Tihe same 4 satellites are in view of all platforms.
Assume that successful ,aavi.stion on a stand-alcne platform implies that at least three
of the four tracking loops are in lock. Thus the prooability that . given stand-alone
terminal will not have successful navigation is 0.6 X :0-5. And the prebability that
at least one of the four is not in lock is 1..4 X 10-5

Assume that successful operation with a community of 4 fully integrated terminals
will be possible at lecst if six pseudo-ranges are observed and at least three satellites
are observed at least once, (And information can be distributed through pseudo-range
reportinq.) Through combinatory snalysis (find the probability of 5 or less satellites
tracked in 16, add the probability of two or less satellites tracked, subtract the
probability of less than 5 loops tracked and less than two satellites observed). It
can be shown that the probability of not having successful navigation is 1.7 X 10-5,
whicn is comparable to 2.4 X 10-5.
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Truth will lie somewhere between the two extremes outlined above. At either
extreme it is seen that there can be a JIS advantage approximately 5 dB with the fully
integrated system for the same performance (see figure 4 in [31).

An even more dramatic comparison can be made between the probability of successfulnavigation for the stand alone platform and VT/D = 0.74 for a community of fully

integrated platforms when in both cases OT/D = 0.74 (assuming the second "extreme
situation"). For the stand-alone platform the probability of three or four loops in
lock is only 0.85 (vs. 1.7 X 10-5 for the community). Thus, there is a four order-of-
magnitude improvement in position reliability for this situation using the fully
integrated systcm.

What is seen here is analogous to performance of coding in a communications channel.
A good code will dramatically improve probability o*f error for a given S/N. However,
the S/N advantage in usiny the code may only be a fcw dB. The procedures for the fully
integrated receiver is, in affect, an error correcting code for navigation.

Although it has not been quantified, there is a further potential for imprcvement
through the fact that the bandwidths of the trackiug loops can be made even narrower
since occasional maneuvers on a given platform will not mean permanent loss of lock,
requiring a full initial search.

Now consider point two. An appropriate null steering antenna (NSA) can null out a
jammer by as much as 50 dB. However, spurious nulls created in the NSA algorithms can
potentially null out a satellite signal. There may be several jammers, rcsulting in acomplex null pattern. We expect that tite net result of these phenomena will cause theNSA to have an effective resistance against sophisticated jamming of anout 8 dB.

We expect that the directional patterns of the antennas will be primarily a
function of relative geometry. Since each vehicle in the community of fully integrated
systems will be in a different relative geometry- the probability that r. given satellite
will be unobservable to some member community will go down exponentially with the
number of vehicles involved.

Thus, with many vehicles, it is anticipated that the J/S which can be tolerated
I: will approach the null depths of the adaptive array response pattern. In a practical

implementation we expect an additional 9 dB resistance to jamming in the community
adaptive antenna. (Community because one vehicle can transmit his pseudo-range informa-
tion to another.) In truth, this number may be grossly conservative since some members
of the community will be at significant distances from jammers and thus experience
significantly less jammer power.

Table #1 summarizes the results for GPS. These results assume that GPS data
message stripping picks up a 4 dB advantage previously lost in the COSTAS loop; that
having a community of fully integrated terminals adds a 5 dB advantage; and that having
a null steering antenna on a stand-alone GPS receiver has an 8 dB advantage. Having a
null steering antenna in a fully integrated GPS/JTIDS terminal community is assumed to
provide a 17 dB advantage.

Table 1
A -Tolerable J/S Estimates (dB) for GPS Tracking Loops

in a Community of Integrated GPS/JTIDS Receivers

Additional FeatLres

With
With Null With Both

None Message Steering NSA and
Stripping Antenna Message

(NSA) Stripping

Stand Alone GPS With 67 71 75 -9
Inertial Aiding Unreliable

Fully Integrated CVS/
JTIDS in a Community 72 76 89 93
of Similar Systems Reliable

I_____
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A valid comparison between the stand-alone GPS receiver with inertial aiding and a
community of fully integrated GPS/JTIDS terminals can be made by referring to the
estimates of J/S ratio tolerable by the stand-alone GPS receiver with a null steering
antenna (but without data message stripping) and the fully integrated GPS/JTIDS terminal,
which incorporates both GPS data message stripping and the null steering antenna. The
potential J/S advantage for GPS is a significant 18 dB. Even assuming that only half
of this can practically be realized, there would still be a strong incentive for
implementing the fully integrated GPS/JTIDS terminal. The potential is so great that
"the qiality of community navigation may not be limited by the GPS signal environment,
as assumed herin, but rather by the vulnerability of JTIDS to its signal environment.

[ IFurthermore, less tangible benefits due to integrating GPS and JTIDS terminals
exist. For instance, as described above, less than a full complement of available
satellite signals can still be extremely useful in maintaining highly accurate geodetic
navigation when GPS and JTIDS terminals are integrated. Ease of initial GPS lock, or
more importantly, rapid re-acquisition can be a direct result of the full integration.

5.0 ADVANTAGES OF USING FULLY INTEGRATED JTIDS/GPS IN VARIOUS FORCE GROUPS

The information diversity available in the fully integrated terminal allows for
flexibility and redundancy which would not otherwise be possible. Below are some
obvious and some not so obvious examples of potential interest.

First consider general improvements to the availability of precise navigation
capability. Beyond the FEBA there is likely to be a high level of jamming. A remote
fully integrated system, far from the FEBA, could transmit GPS-JTIDS time difference so
that vehicles in the battle area, without the benefit of suitable JTIDS TOA data, could
navigate with precision (in two dimensions) using only two satellites. Of course, the
availability of JTIDS TOA's from fully integrated terminals would further improve
position reliability. In addition, JTIDS ground terminals at known map locations could
provide highly accurate position information to fully integrated terminals so they
could maintain their GPS relock capability in a high jamming en-ironment.

Navigation precision car be dramatically enhanced for passive operation at sea.
With one or two active, fully integrated airborne terntinals, a passive surface ship
could synchronize to JTIDS time (via GPS) in order to make maximum use of donor JTIDS
TOA's.

Futhermore it is theoretically possible for a passive ship with a fully integrated
terminal to obtain all relative and geodetic position and time states with two active
GPS/JTIDS donor terminals and only two available GPS satellites (there are enough
equations for the unknowns in the static situation, and improvements will result
because of vehicle motion).

Note that without the fully integrated terminals it would not be possible (in
the static situation) to obtain relative range from the passive ship to the airborne
vehicles, to say nothing of azimuth angle.

Now consider potential enhancements to tactical operations. The existence of
a community of fully irtegrated terminals allows near perfect mapping from relative to
geodetic coordinates. Thus a forward observer can report map coordinates, JTIDS
coordinates or raw GPS measurements and a successful blind bombing is possible with at,
aircraft using GPS only, JTIDS on.ly (updated by the fully integrated donor terminals),
or a fully integrated terminal.

In an analogous scenario, an enemy ship at sea could be tracked from one or two
(remotely located) senscrs at least one of which has a fully integrated terminal. Then
an anti-ship missile# using GPS and/or JTIDS for navigation could be guided to the
target with razor sharp precision.

In a cooperative, passive type of emitter location operation, the number of
permutations of navigation equipments which could contribute to the location and attack
of enemy emitters become huge; because often at least two equivalently accurate sources
of time and position exist at one time. Assume there are one or two tully integrated
GPS/JTIDS terminals in the area to relate relative and geodetic grids and time frames.
Then GPS receivers, JTIDS terminals, and/or fully integrated GPS/JTIDS terminals, on
platforms suitably equipped with scanning receivers, could be used to report emitter
signal times of arrival and positions at observation, as required for locating the
emitter.
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This paper has desciibed the key navigation features o, a functional design of a
fully integrated JTIDS/GPS terminal. There are two key features of this design. The
first feature is the use of a Kalman filter source selection routine which properly
weighs and chooses the best measurements available from both the JTIDS Lommuliity and
the GPS satellite constellation for inclusion in navigation updating. The second

F feature is the use of data derived from a Kalman filter to provide estimated GPS
pseudo-range and pseudo-range rate data which can be used to rate aid, control and slew
the GPS receiver tracking loops even during periods of high jamn'ing.

The result of these two features is a community navigation system which is nearly
invulnerable to electromagnetic interference. The greater the number of community
members the greater the potential jam-resistance enhancement.

By providing space in the JTIDS P-message for the measured difference between GPS
and JTIDS time, and for observed GPS pseudo-ranges, knowledge of GPS time is possible
without direct reception of GPS signals. Also, it is possible for the community to
establish a geodetic fix with as Zew as two GPS satellites.

The full integration of the two systems can provide GPS receivers with as much as
an 18 dB improvement in tolerable J/S over that of a stand alone GPS/INS system.
Further, the impact of GPS loss-of-lock bqcause of acceleration, rapid changes in
antenna patterns, and other short-term maneuver-related effects, can be dramatically
reduced.

This paper has merely touched the surface, however, in attempting to define all
the advantages of fully integrating the GPS and JTIDS equipments.

Areas which should receive further study include the following:

1. A simulator which will be able to more perfectly estimate the performance enhancement.

2. Development of detailed satellite source selection logic which takes into account
the existence of the community of fully integrated terminals where information can
be shared readily.

3. Full utilization of more robust error control functions made possible by the "glut"
"of information available.

4. Optimal control of the GPS tracking loop (time constant) parameters, based on the
information available from the fully integrated terminal community.

5. The potential reduction in total platform equipment cost.

6. Quantitative evaluation, through mission analysis and/or simulation studies, of
the improved effectiveness possible through the navigational data redundancy and
the flexibility in the mixes of terminal configurations which could potentially
carry out a mission.

The advantages of fully integrating JTIDS and GPS navigation functions are so
overwhelming that it seems clear that there is a need for immediate detailed design
studies, equipment development and rapid deployment.
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jNAVSTAR GPS RECEIVER FOR SATELLITE APPLICATIONS
R. Thorensen, K. M. Joseph, J. J. Winterhalter, J. R. Champion*

2829 Maricopa Street
Torrdnce, California 90503

SUMMARY

This paper describes a GPS navigation receiver/processor and ancillary units which
combined constitute a spaceborne GPS Navigator (GPSPAC). This navigator is intended for
use on DOD aud NASA low altitude satellite host vehicles, i.e., Landsat D, GPSPAC pro-
vides highly accurate three dimensional position anC velocity of the host vehicle
together with precision time determination using signals from-the NAVSTAR/GPS constella-
tion of Navigation Development Satellites (NDS's). GPSPAC system architecture and design
are described, funutional and operational characteristics discussed as well as principal
hardware, software and navigation features. Finally, a description of test support equip-
ment, test methods and test results is presented.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Magnavox Company has for the past ten years been a major contributor to the sys-
tem design, concept validation, "nd user equipment development for NAVSTAR GPS. Currently
Magnavox has contracts with the U.S. Government for continued support of GPS Phase I
activities as well as for the full scale engineering development of a broad class of User
Equipments on the GPS Phase II program.

These equipments will be suitable for use on military fighter, bomber, and tranaport
aircraft, surface ships and submarines, tanks, trucks and other land vehicles and include
as well a special man-portable unit (Manpack) for use by the infantry.

Since 1958 the Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) of the Johns Hopkins University has
been engaged in the development and application of systems for determining satellite
position and orbital parameters., APL's pioneer work with doppler systems led to the
development of doppler beacons on host vehicles and, more recently, "1NAVPAC"1 - the firstsatellite to satellite navigation system.

Currently APL, with assistance from the Naval Surface Weapons Center, is developing
a Global Positioning System Package (GPSPAC) to provide real-time position fixes aboard a
host vehicle, using signals from GPS satellites. GPSPAC constitutes the first on-board
satellite navigator to use the NAVSTAR system.

Magnavox is under contract with APL t, fabricate the spaceborne GPS navigation
receiver/processor (R/PA) using a design based on the Magnavox Manpack. The R/PA must
interface with a dual oscillator, an antenna and preamplifier, an Interface and Storage
Unit (ISU), a Command Switching Unit (CSU), and a DC/DC converter being developed by APL.

This paper describes the GPSPAC system architecture and design, describes its
functional and operational characteristics, discusses hardware, software and navigation

-' features and finally, discusses test methods and test results. Before proceeding further,
nowever, a very brief review o' the NAVSTAR GPS system will be given.

2.0 THE NAVSTAR GPS SYSTEM

The GPS system consists of three major segments: the space system segment, the con-
tro. system segment and the user system segment (Figure 1). The operationa: space system
segment deploys a constellation of satellites in three planes separated in longitude by
1200 and inclined to the equator at 550. Each plane will initially have a set of six
sate]lites expandable to eight evenly spaced satellites placed in a nominally 10,900 nau-
tical mile circular orbit with a period- of 12 sidereal hours (Figure 2). Thus, each sat-
ellite retraces the same ground track twice each day. The expanded deployment provides
the satellite coverage necessary for continuous worldwidc three dimensional position and
velocity determination by assuring a minimum of four satellites in view at all times,
anywhere on or near the earth. Reduction of the total number of satellites to 18 -gives
somewhat less than continuous global t~hree dimensional navigation coverage. For that
reason various orbital configurations are currently being evaluated to optimize system
availabilty,

Full 3-D operational capability with 18 sae.illites is expected by the end of 1987
with 2D operational capability commencing at the end of '85. In the meanwhile a five to
six satellite constellation will be maintained for test and evaluation (see Figure 2).

Each satellite tranimits a composite signal at the two L-band frequencies of
SL,=1.575 GHz and L2=1.227 GHz. The composite signal consists of a precision (P) naviga-

tion signal and a coarse/acquisition (C/A) navigation signal, quadrature modulated

*R. Thorensen, K.M. Joseph and J.J. Winterhalter are with the Magnavox Advanced Products
and Systems Co., Torrance, California. J.R. Champion is with the Applied Physics
Laboratory, Laurel, Md.
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into the L, carrier. The t carrier carries only the P signal. Both the (C/A) and the
(P) signals are pseudorandom digital sequences. The (C/A) code is 1023 chips in length
of precisely 1 msec period (i.e., 1.023 MHz clock rate), while the (P) sequence is very
long (approximately 6 x 1012 chips; 1 week) and clocked at 10 times the rate of the C/A
code (i.e., 10.23 MHz rate). The navigation- signals: contain satellite ephemerides, atmo-
3pheric propagation correction data and satellite clock bias information all provided-by
the control system segment. In addition, the two L-band navigation signals permit the I
user to perform first order correction for the ionospheric propagation delay and other

frequency sensitive propagation anomalies.

A position fix is obtained through measurement of range to several satellites whose
orbital positions are known to the user from data broadcast by the satellites themselves.

The range determinations are made through precise measurement of the time it takes
the signal to propagate from a given satellite to the user receiver. Only three such

-j measurements are required if the user receiver clock is precisely synchronized with the
clocks of the satellite emitters, i.e., with GPS system time. This requirement, however,
places an uneconomical restraint on the user clocks. A more practical implementation is
to make an additional range measurement to a fourth satellite and use this data to calcu-
late the user clock bias error. The range measuiements to the satellites thus include the
bias error and for this reason are usually termed "pseudoranges". In an analogous manner
the user can determine his three dimensional velocity plus clock frequency bias through
measurement of doppler frequency shifts to the same four satellites.

The method of range measurement is based on correlation detection. That is, the user
receiver generates replicas of both the (C/A) and (P) pseudorandom sequences and cross-
correlates these locally generated signals with the signals received from the satellites.
The output signal of the correlator is maximum and proportional to N (where N is the num-
ber of sequence chips integrated) when the sequences are precisely in time synchroniza-
the sequences get out of phase by one or more chips.

The phase of the locally generated sequence is under the control of the user
receiver; it is easy to see that where large integration times can be use" yielding good
signal to noise ratio, (i.e., N of the order of 10 to 100 thousand chips), the received
and the locally generated sequences can be brought into time synchronization within a
sma)l fraction of a chip resulting in time delay measurement to that precision. since
the chip duration of the P sequence is 100 nanosec, time delay measurements can be made
to but a few nanoseconds yielding, RMS code tracking errors of the order of a meter.

The user receiver can also measure the doppler shifts of the carrier signals from
the satellite. By measuring the accumulated phase difference of the received signal over
a fixed time interval, the receiver can infer the range change increment. This measure-
ment, called the delta range, includes a bias error which is proportional to relative
frequency error between the satellite emitter and the receiver clock. Since the carrier
wavelength is short, the delta range is a finely quantized measurement yielding RMS
errors of the order of 0.02 meters.

In summary, measurements from four satellites provide the receiver with sufficient
information to solve for the three components of user position, the three velocity compo-

• nents plus user clock bias error and clock frequency error. To iccomplish the navigation
function. pseudorange and delta-range measurements are used to update a running estimate
of user positions, with the aid of a Kalman filter.
3.0 APPLICATION - SPACE NAVIGATION

GPSPAC will use signals from the NAVSTAR constellation to make real-time determina-
tions of position and velocity of its hoLt vehicle. When no GPS satellites are in view,
the systew dead reckons the host vehicle orbit by propagating forward a navigation solu-
tion according to a dynamics model. After signal reacquisition, normal navigation con-
tinues. The autonomous, onboard operation of GPSPAC will elimi'iate the post-processing
delays, expenses, and the problems associated with the worldwide network of ground sta-
tions required by the prc ent doppler beacon system.

When the NAVSTAR system is fully operational, GPSPAC will provide the host vehicle
with continuous position fixes having an accuracy .n the order of 16 m and velocity

!K~j determinations with erxors on the order of 3.03 n/sec. This information can be used to
annotate sensor records aboard the host satellite. An early version of GPSPAC will be
included on the NASA spacecraft, Landsat D, where it will perform time coding and geo-
graphical identification of sensor data in real-time and at reduced cost.

4. GPSPAC SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

4.1 Overview

GPSPAC is a spaceborne navigation system which provides near real time (3 to 9 sec-
ond delay) navigation data (position, velocity, and time) to on-board or ground users
with an accuracy of a few meters. It can also provide raw pseudorange and delta-
pseudorange measurement data to ground users for precision orbit reconstruction. The set
can operate in a completely autonomous fashion after initialization; however, ground
control of set operations is possible when desired. Data uplinks and pulse commands con-

J •#trol the sets' configuration, mode of operation, GPS satellite selection, and telemetry

S. ... .rU
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houtput. GPSPAC fully exploits all of the capabilities of the GPS system - providing
tracking and measurement on C/A and P code on both L, and L2 frequencies. The set pro-
vides a capability to mark the time of occurrence of selected events in other HV subsys-
tems. This time mark information allows later correlation by the user of an exact vehicle
location with a specific event. GPSPAC is an efficiently packaged, structurally sound,
and easily maintained set which is designed to survive the environmental problems of a
launch and orbital mission.

4.2 Configuration

The structure of the GPSPAC configuration is shown in Figure 3.

The major component of GPSPAC is the Receiver/Processor Assembly (R/PA) which con-
tains two independent GPS receiver channels, a single processor, an interface subsystem,
and a power supply. An external oscillator provides an ultrastable 5.115 MHz reference;
an L1/L 2 antenna and preamp provide the RF input. The R/PA can accept a thrust flag to
warn the navigation filter of an impending orbit adjustment. Optional interface and
storage units are required for those missions that are either incompatible with the NASA-
standard data inteifaces or that require non-volatile mass data storage.

GPSPAC has beýen designed to provide the highest possible accuracy consistent with
the limits of a spaceborne set. It is not necessarily the minimum system required for
operational use, GPSPAC contains several experimental features to help define the true
minimum requirements for future, more compact operational systems. The inclusion of two
receiver channels, for example, not only provides a reliability gain, but will also allow
in-orbit comparison between simultaneous and sequential measurements on L, and L2. An
experimental comparison is nessary because ionospheric rate effect do not lend themselves
to convincing analysis, Likewise, the processor is fully reprogrammable from the ground,
allowing tuning of the navigation filter, and testing of alternative satellite selection
and receiver control algorithms in the real world. Finally. GPEPAC can also output all
the raw measurement data that was the basis for the on-board computed position. This
allows more powerful post-processing software on the ground to check GPSPAC performance
and also to enhance the accuracy by folding in additional trackin9 data from other
sources.

The physical contruction of the R/PA is shown in Figure 4. The enclosure is machined
with reinforcing vertical and horizontal flanges to assure maximum strength with minimum
weight. The set consists of two parallel channels containing easily removable PC cards
to facilitate test and maintenance. The major physical parameters of the R/PA are:

SIZE: 16.4 x 12 x 8 inches
WEIGHT: 42.6 lbs.
POWER: 45 watts
RELIABILITY: 20,000 hours (MTBF)

4.3 Major Features

The major features of the set are described below:

, (1) High Navigation Accuracy - Provides the following levels of navigation
accuracy for a complete GPS satellite constellation.

POSITION: 3 - 5 Meters
VELOCITY: 0.02 - 0.05 Meters/Second
TIME: Nanosecond Accuracy

This data is computed in near real-time and available to on-board users with a
3 to 9 second delay.

12) Pvecise Event Marker - Provides 4 independent users with R/ position,
velocity, and time, whenever these users sead a time strobe zo the R/PA.

(3) Jamming Resistance - Provides the above navigation accuracy at very low
signal-to-noise (C/N) levels in the presence of considerable jamming-to-
signal (J/S) interfeience.

NOMINAL C/N AT PREAMP INPUT
C/A (L1): 37.1 db - Hz

P (L,'): 34.5 db - Hz
C/,P oc P (L2 ): 32.5 db - Hz

TOLERABLE JAMMING LEVELS (J/S)

C/A: 25 db
P: 36db

(4) High Autonora - After an initial data unlink to provide appropriate ini-
t alization data, the set is capable of completely autonomous operation
for an extended period of time. The set automatically determines which
satellites are visible, selects the optional set of four, acquires ard
tracks each, and maintains the navigation state.
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(5) Dual Channel Receiver - The R/PA contains two receiver channels which

function independently. Either may be used (with the ocher powered off)
to perform sequential It and T measurements, or both may be used to
perform- simultaneous L, and L2 measurements.

(6) Ground Mode - In addition to space navigation utilizing the orbital
trajectories, the set contains a ground navigation mode -for operation
on the the Earth's surface. This mode facilitates test prior to launch.

(7) Low Power Standby Mode - The stt provides a low power (7 watts) standby
mode for power conservation. The processor memory, oscillator, and
"time", are maintained to allow rapid resumption of operation when
desired.

4.4 Subsystems

GPSPAC contains seven major subsystems. Three (antennA, preamp, and oscillator) are
external to the R/PA; four (receiver, processor, interface and power conditioning ,nit)
are internal.

The antenna requirements for GPSPAC differ from thcse for ground-based sets. The
geometry and velocities of an orbiting H" are surh that about half the NDS sightings in
Phase I will occur at elevations between -100 and +200 relative to local HV horizon. The
GPSPAC antenna must therefore have gain preferably down to -100, as compared to other OPS
antennas which intentionilly reduce their gain below +101 to reject jammers. The APL-
developed antenna consists of L, and L2 quadrifilar helices stacked on a common axis. Tts
gain exceeds -2 dBic over most of the upper hemisphere, with useful gain down to -100.
The antenna is of extremely rugged design to survive the severe vibraiion environment
present on the HV skin during launch and the extreme temperature variation of its exposed
location in orbit,

The preamp must have low noise figure, g')od rejection of out-of-band signals, and
low phase distortion in hand. The BV antenna can "see" strong terrestrial interference
sources, such as certain radars, that are invisible to most ground users, and the HV
itself can also provide interference at nearby frequencies. This places stiff require-
ments on the preselection filter and tends to make it somewhat larger than would be nec-
essary for ground use, An additional capability is provided for an optional notch filter
to reject specific strong By emitters, such as on-board radars. The APL-develcped preamp
uses two independent bipolar transistor channels (LI and L2 ) to pro'ide the required low'I noise figure with excellent stability. Overall, the preamp provides 35 dB gain at < 4 dBS~ noise figure.

The 5.115 MHz oscillator provides the basic reference frequency for all GPSPAC
operaations. It must have good stability and 1)w nhase noise since it is multiplied all
the way to L-band. The APL oscillator is a redundant unit based heavily on TRANSIT and
doppler beacon designs. Long-term drift is typically less than 1 x 10 ' 0/day, yet the
oscillator requires only 0.88 watts.

The R/PA contains two identiccl, independent receiver channels each of which per-
firms the functions of signal search and acquisition, track, data demodulation, pseudo-
renge and delta-pseudorange measurement. Each receiver channel can track C/A or P
code on L, or P on L2 -.

The i/PA receiver employs a hardware design implementa-Lion where detection and
tracking functions are accomplished in hardware with the software providing mode and
bandwidth selection, initalization data, and rate aiding. This partitioning (shown in
Figure 5) provides optimal tracking performance while substantially reducing processor
throughput requ., rei,ýents.

The P and Z..'A coders generate the PRN waveforms required for the correlation detec-
tion process. Because the signal recei-,ad from o satellite emitter is shifted in phase
due to propagation delays and shifted in frequenacy due to relative nuotion between the
user and emitter platforms, the clock driving these coders must be adjustable, It is
derived from a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) which is under the control of the
processor through a digital-to-analog converter (DAC). The processor prepositions both
the coder phase and clock frequency to a time/frequency window appropriate tor the
sp-cific satellite selected. Next, the remaining time and frequeucy errors are searched
and when both the locally generated and receives signals are precisely aligned in time
and frequency a Costas type phase lock loop is closed which tracks the R.F. carlier of
the incoming signal. Code tracking is achieved through a t-dither tracking loop where
the code phase is alternately advanced and retarded by half a chip. This introduces
amplitude modulation inco the in-phase component of the loop-output and permits the
derivation of an error igizal required for code tracking.

The code clock and carrier frequencies of the GPS signals are precisely related, L,
being exactly 154 times the P code- clock and L2 being 120 times the clock frequency.
Th'is, when the phase lock loop is tracking the R.F. carrier the code clock iu further
inherently phase locked to the received code.

Thu relative )hase of the PRN signal and the doppler frequency shift of the R.F.
carrier provide the r:an!e and velocity information desired. By time referencing specific
epochs of the PRN signal waveforms (i.e., channel time epochs) to the User Time Clock

________
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(UTC) (i.a., the receiver reference clock), prec.ise -easurements of both code phase and
doppler frequency can be made.

These measurements are performed in three parts. First a coarse range reading,
with a resolution of approximately 33 nsecs, is made by strobing the state of the User
Time Clock inLo a buffer, upon the occurrence of a channel time epoch. Next, the range
is further refined by a fine range measurement with a resolution of h/1 where h is the
carrier wad.elength. Finally, delt;. range is obtained by combining the above two read-
ings wiuh a third measurement taken at the next subsequent channel time epoch providing
an indicatLi of change in range to 1/6 of a carrier wavelength. It is therefore obvi-
ous that the receiver measurement accuracy is not dominated by the range measurement
quantum steps but rather Lt is principally affected by the noise present in the band-
widths of the signals tracking loops. To uperate with the narrowest practical band-
widths and therefore the highest signal to noise ratio the receiver obtains rate aiding
information from the processor through the DAC which assists the narrow bandwidth
tcacking loops to maintain lock. The tracking (measur-ment) capability of the receiver
is

P Code C/ACode

Pseudorange 1.5 M 15 M

Delta-Pseudorange .02 M .02 M

The Processor selects and controls the receivers, derives pseudorange and delta-
pseudorange measurements from the raw receiver data, controls the interface, and per-
forms various self-test diagnostics. The Processor is driven by a DEC LSI 11/03 CPU
containing both single and double precision floating point arithmetic. The large
instruction set, stack processing, multilevel vectored interrupts, and large throughput
provide a powerful computing capability. The Processor contains 56 K of 16 bit memory
driven by a memory controller which utilizes power strobing to reduce processor power
consumption.

The interface providas a half-duplex command/telemetry to allow uplink of commands
and downlink of data. This featura provides efficient system operation and minimizes
power consumption. The set provides the HV with 10 analog and 32 discrete signals which[ monitor the health and status of the GPSPAC.

The power conditioning unit serves two functions - power conversio.,/regulation and
pulse command conditioning. This unit has a power conversion effi.'iency in excess
of 80% at GPSPAC power levels.

5.0 OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

= The operation of GPSPAC depends on the system acquiring signals from satellites
of the NAVSTAR constellation. In addition, GPSPAC rsquires interfaces with the teleme-
try, command, power, thermal, antenna deployment, and structural systems of the host
vehicle.

Before automatic operation begins, a coarse host vehicle almanac and at least one
NAVSTAR satellite almanac must be uplinked to GPSPAC. This information is needed for
the first acquisition of NAVSTAR signals Initialization data can be in error as
must as 200 km and 200 w/sec. Clock error can be up to two seconds. Once a signal
from a NAVSTAR satellite is acquired, the R/PA obtains precise ephe eris information
for that particular satellite and somewhat less precise almanac information on the total
NAVSTAR c istellation. GPSPAC continues to accumulate ephemeris information until
signals from 4 NAVSTAR satellites are received and processed. Thereafter, the GPSPAC
begin. on-board navigation. Position and velocity errors depend on the nwrber of NAVSTAR
satellites in viow, with optimum accuracy occurring when there are 4.

Upon command, GPSPAC can output all the raw data used for the on-board position
computation. This allows verificat-on of GPSPAC performance by ground based software
and also allows the accuiacy to be improved, if desired, by folding in tracking data
from other sources. Ten relay commands and a 2 kbps uplink are required for control
and loading of the R/PA. Depending on the files requested, GPSPAC can output an Pverage
of 35-350 bits/sec.

Since antenna to antenna distance between the Host Vehicle and any NAVSTAR satel-
lite depends, in part, on host vehicle attitude, this latter parameter must be con-
trolled. further, if the Host vehicle has a thruster used for station keeping, pertur-
bations from this sourze must be accounted for. During continuous NAVSTAR acquistions,
10 2 g orbit adjust thrusts can induce a peak position error of 135 m. The R/PA, how-
ever, can accept a thrust flag input, and, if this is provided, peak ecror under 10-2 g
thrust will be reduced to 20 m.

6.0 HARDWARE DESIGN

The GPSPAC R/PA consists of two independent receiver channels which are controlled
by a single processor. Associated with the processor is an interface subsystem which
handles the inforaation transfer between the R/PA and the Host Vehicle. The interface
includes redundant capabilities and can accommodate two different Host Vehicles. The
/RPA is powered by the power conditioning unit which also contains some interface logic.
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The unit consists of 26 hardware modules which are partitioned as follows:

RECEIVER (Channel 1) 7
RECEIVER (Channel 2) 7
PROCESSOR 6
INTERFACE 5POWER CONDITIONING UNIT 1

*, 6.1 Receiver Subsystem K

The GPSPAC Receiver subunit consists of 2 RF Channels each capable of independentI L1 or L2 sequential satellite tracking. Each of the channels consists of an RF module,
Synthesizer Module, Baseband module, UTC module, C/A coder module, P coder module andr P coder control module and is configured as shown in Figure 6. The RF unit receives a
signal from the preamp, via the RF interface module, and amplifies and down-converts
tha signal for code correlation. After correlation and further amplification, the sig-
nal is sent to the baseband module for processing. The baseband ruodule demodulates
the incoming signal, derives a noise AGC voltage, and generates carrier lock signals.
The baseband also detects code and carrier tracking, and generates a VCXO control volt-
age to track the signal and close the phaselock loop in the receiver. The UTC (User
Time C]ock) module receives a 30.69 MHz reference signal from the synthesizer for local
time reference for generating all timing signals for the receiver. The C/A coder, P
coder, and P coder control modules generate the local C/A or P codes for rignal correla-
tion in the RF module.

Each of the receiver channels dissipates 9.33 watts of power during the navigation
and tracking mode; tLis dissipation is reduced to 1.09 W during standby mode which is
the power required to k.aep the critical clocks functioning in the synthesizer and UTC.

RF/IF Module

The RF/IF module receives and linearly amplifies one of two selectable L-Band sig-
nals at 24 0F or 308F where F is the reference frequency used in the receiver. (5.115
MHz.) The band width of the PN signal is 2F for the P code and F/5 for the C/A code.
The module down-converts the signal and correlates it with a local C/A or P code with a
fina' output frequency of 1-1/2F. The down conversion is achieved by mixing synthesizer
generated signals of 68F and 29-1/2F (see Figure 6).

Gain varies in response to an external AGC signal generated by the baseband module.

Synthesizer Module

The synthesizer module supplies all coherent signals to the receiver modules. It
uses a precise, external 5.115 MHz signal (F) as a source to generate 3 coherent CW
frequencies (5F, 6F, and 68F). The VCXO output is used to generate two doppier tracking
frequencies (2 Fct, 29-1/2 Fct) where the Fct output contains the doppler information
scaled to 2F (i.e., 2 F + d' where d' = doppler at Z" Band/154 or 120.) The divide by
154 or 120 depends on whether it is an Ll or L2 signal being tracked. This 2 Fct
frequency is used as the code clock which drives the C/A or P coders.

Baseband Module

The baseband module contains the inphase and quadrature demodulator circuits which
translate the 1-1/2F output to baseband, all of the analog detector/signal processing
circuits which operate on the baseband signal, and the necessary logic for software Cig-
nal selection and control.

The baseband signal processing circuits on the module perform the following
functions:

a. Data detection
b. AGC detection and loop integration
c. Code sync detection (i.e., Sequential detector)
d. Carrier lock detection (i.e., Costas Loc." detectoe)
e. code tracking error detection circuits
f. Carrier tracking circuits

User Time Clock (UTC)

The UTC contains a -lock for local time reference and provides the- basic timing
signals required for opeiation of the sequential receiver. In addition the 6UT nodule
contains coarse and fin,- range buffers which preserve the state of the local tize
reference when strobed bj the coarse and fine range clock epochs. These clock epochs
are derived from the code clocks which are divided down from the receiver VCXO preserv-
'ng the doppler and phase of the incoming signal.

C/A Coder

The C/A Code is produced by modulo two adding two 1023 bit codes, G1 and G2 inside
a LSI coder chip. Upon computer command, the C/A Coder can be aligned with the UTC or P
Coder, address changed, delayed, or moved ahead.



P Codez

The P Code is the result of modulo two adding four appropriately shifted in time
partial codes: XIA, XlB, X2A and X2B. Clocking and inhibit logic is such that each
register aligns once in each seven day period. This code is generated by 2 LSI coder
,,hips, each containing a pair of shift registers, surrounded by the logic required to
obtain the 1 week long code,

P Coder Control

The P Coder Control is used to generate various P Coder and C/A Coder commands to
properly address, slew and maintain the respective C/A and P Codes.

1Processor Subsystem

The processor subsystem consists of a central processing unit (CPU), memory con-
trol, memory and a dual channel receiver interface. The key features of the processor* subsystem are:

- 56K word RAM memory with 16 "its/word
- LSI-11 mini-computer qualified by MAGNAVOX for use in space
- Extended precision floating point arithmetic
- Supportable Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) software and peripherals
- Low power with approximately 7.5 watts for processor, memory and receiver

interface board

The following paragraphs describe the modules that constitute the Processor Sub-
system.

Central Processing Unit

The CPU module implements a 16 bit mini-computer with the instruction set of the
DEC LSI-l1/34-40. It is built around a set of six N-channel metal oxide semi-conductor
(MOS) chips which include control and data elements as well as four micro-code ROMS.
These ROMS are programmed to emulate the PDP-11/34-40 instruction set along with rou-
tines for on-line debugging/operator interfacing and program load capability. The ROMS
also implement the extended instruction set including a single precision floating point
instruction set and in instruction set which performs one word register save and
restore operations. In addition the CPU has the foliowing features:

- 400 plus instruction set
- Eight (8) general purpose registers
- Vectored interrupts
- DMA operation
- Word or byte processing of data
- Power fail/auto-restart
- Stack processing
- Priority structured I/O
- Single and double operand instructions

Receiver I/O

The receiver I/O module functions as the computer bus buffer and as an address
decoder to interface the processor to the dual channel receiver. 'his module also con-
tains certain system status words and additionally accepts eight (8) interrupt lines
which are priority encoded and used to generate interrupt vector addresses for the
processor.

Memory Controller

The memory control module supplies all cortrol signals necessary to interface 56K
of Hybrid RAM to the processor. Memory banking control is provided by the module. The
processor stack overflow logic and 8K words of Hybrid RAM are also coi.tained on this
module. Memory bai.king is used to compensate for only 16 bits of memory address avail-
ability since this would limit memory size to 48K words,

Memory Module

The hybrid memory module provides low power read-write memory and is designed
around a hybrid memory device. This hybrid incorporates a 1024 bit CMOS memory chip and
address buffer logic. The buffer logic is power strobed internal to the hybrid to mini-
mize power dissipation. The final module consists of sixteen of these hybrids giving
each module a capacity of 16K, 16 bit memory words. A total of three memory modules are
used in the R/PA.

Interface Subsystem

The interface subsystem for the R/PA is comprised of three main sections; the RF
interface, the conmiand/telemetry interface and the power interface.

The RF interface is accomplished by means of the RF/OSC module whose main function
is to interface both tne preamp and the dual oscillator to the f/PA.
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The telemetry and command interface is shared emong different modules. The digital
and critical telemetry between R/PA and the host vehicle is accomplished by meanb of the
R/PA I/O module while the command interface is handled by the power units and the R/PA
:/O.

The Power Interface is comprised of unregulated +28 VrC which is sent from the Host
Vehicle to the R/PA and is received at the PCU.

Besides the interface mentioned above, the R/PA also receives status indicators and
delivers required voltages to the preamp and oscillator.

The R/PA for ground testing purposes has DNA capabilities through th- bus window
connector which interfaces with the processor bus.

RF/OSC Interface Module

The RF/OSC interface module is used to split the antenna/preamp LI/L2 output signal
to drive the two receiver channel inputs. It is also used to combine and split the two
oscillator (5.115 MHz) outputs for synthesizer operation.

Analog Telemetry Module

The analog telemetry module is used to measure 16 analog telemetry signals gener-
ated by the preamplifier, the oscillator, the Host Vehicle (HV) and the R/PA. These 16
telemetry signals are used to determine the general "health" and status of the R/PA.

Time Code Generator rodu]e

The time code generator contains a 45 bit binary counter driven by a 1.023 MHz
clock signal derived from the oscillator: Five independent buffers are provided to
store the counter reading when an appropriate strobe is received; four are used to re-
cord external events when strobes occur on the external host vehicle event lines, and
one is used to record time when the receiver measurements occur, The counter provides a
resolution of 978 nanoseconds and an unambigious count to 338 days. The counter is ini-
tialized by the Processor in 2.05 sezond increments; its bias relative to GPS time can
be computed and GPS time later derived from counter readings only. In standby mode the
counter continues to function, but the buffers, strobe, and read logic a-:e inoperative.

Digital Telemetry Module

The digital telemetry module contains the necessary hard.:are to transmit or receive
signal information to/from the Host Vehicle. This module also contains a boot loader
PROM and associated hardware used for R/PA cold starts. The module uses direct memory
access (cycle steal) control logic to access memory data 16 bits at a time with a maxi-
mum rate of 146.25 kilobits/sec.

fR/PA I/O

This module contains most of the R/PA electrical interface circuitry which inter-
connects the R/PA and the Host Vehicle. It also provides some of the interfaces required
between internal R/PA modules. Opto-isolators are ased to allow the R/PA and portions of
the host vehicle to communicate with one another and yet remain electrically isolated.
Capabilities include:

- Digital critical telemetry interface
4 - Pulse commands interface

- R/PA to Host Vehicle serial interface
- Receiver channel clock select and control
- Time marks interface
- Power on flag and initialization control
- Thrust flag

Power Conditioning Unit

The power conditioning unit (PCU) performs three major functions:

S- Provides regulated supply voltages to the preamp, oscillators and R/PA
- Serves as interface for certain pulse commands sent from the host vehicle
- Provides timing and telemetry to R/PA

The following paragraphs describe the major functions of the PCU.

Power Conditioning Circuit

The power conditioning circuit is a dual DC/DC converter which receives unregulated
+28 V7,¢ from the host vehicle and supplies regulated voltage to the preamp, oscillators,
and the rest of the R/PA in the form of +12, +5, -12 VDC (main power) and +15, +12,
+5 VDC (standby power).

Pulse Command Interface

The pulse command interface isolates and conditions pulse commands from the host
vehicle ",hich are then output to the rest of the system.
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Telemetry/Status Indicator

The telemetry/status indicator monitors the internal states and conditionb of the
PCU itself ac d relays this information to the rest of the R/PA.

i • Mechanical Design

Mechanically the R/PA is divided into three functional areas; the receiver, the proces-
sor, and the backplane assembly on which the intermodule connections are made. The
ieceiver area is comprised of two channels of receiver modules arranged in mirror image

- :fashion. On the opposite side of the enclosure is the processor portion of the unit and
a power conditioning unit. All of the modules are arranged in the Housing to achieve
minimal EMI and to facilitate the lowest possible average length of interconnections.
The wire wrap assembly including harness assemLlies and RF cables lies on a horizontal
plane at the top of the enclosure. This position allows the most direct path for heat
conduction from the individual modules to the platform upon which the unit is mounted.
The enclosure has two access covers, located at top and bottom; the top cover is for
access to the wire wrap plate and the bcttom cover for access to the functional modules.
Figure 7 shows the mechanical pieces of the R/PA. The wire wrap plate is fastened to
a mounting ii, the enclosure with screws. The functional modules are connected and fas-
tened to the wire wrap plate. The I/O connectors of the unit are located on the long
sides of the enclosure and are either harnessed to the wire wrap plate or are mounteddirectly to modules adjacent to the outside walls.

6.2 Software Design

The GPSPAC R/PA software provides tie following capabilities.

- Acceptance of the uplink commands and aiding information containing mode
transition requests, time, HV orbital parameters, GPS almanac data, spe-
cification of receiver configuration, data file output indices, memory
dump request, and command echo request.

- Integration of uplink commands into a software data base for navigation
filter and receiver initialization.

- Management of the dual channel receiver hardware to sequentially acquire
and track GPS satellite signals based on uplink information and filter
estimates of current and predicted GPS satellite and HV positions. One
channel of the receiver is selected by command as the primary channel;
the other (if ,elected) is the secondary channel. Demodulated navigation
data are obtained from the primary channel. Time-cotrected measurements
of pseudorange and delta pseudorange are obtained from any selected
channel.

- Navigation processing filters of receiver measurement data to form the
best estimate of HV position and velocity for GPS satellite acquisition,
output telemetry, and use by other systems on the HV.

- Format and initiate downlink transmission of telemetry files that include
HV position, velocity and GPS system time, time code generator (TCG)
information, pseudorange and delta pseudorange measurements, and statusinformation, all at intervals selectable by command.

- Built-in diagnostics that include processor CPU and memory testing and
reporting.

- For ground testing there is provision for test and performance data to an
instrumentation device.

6.2.1 Basic Design

The software operates under control of a real-time, multi-tasking executive. In
addition, eight vectored interrupts are provided with software with each interrupt sep-
arately suppressable. The basic software is comprised of interrupt handling routines
for these eight interrupts and of a collection of tasks operating under the executive.
Each task has a fixed, unique priority. Tasks are scheduled to run by other tasks (or
by themselves) either immediately or in some integer number of .1 seconds in the future.
The executive always assures that the highest priority task scheduled to execute at the
current time is actually executing. After each task completes, the executive determines
which task currently enabled for the current time has the highest priority and starts
its execution. If no tasks are currently enabled, the executive relinquishes control of
the central processing unit (CPU) to the background loop. When enabled, this loop con-
tinuously performs memory and CPU diagnostics.

On each .1 UT interrupt, the executive function updates system time and determines
whether any tasks were scheduled to run at this time. If so, execution of the highest
priority enabled task is started. If not, control is returned to whatever task was
being executed at the time of the interrupt or to the background loop if no task was
executing. Interrupt handling subroutines can schedule tasks to execute via the execu-
tive function. The priority of each interrupt is determined by its associated line num-
ber with 0 having the highest priority down to line 7 with the lowest.
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6.2.2 Operational Modes

The R/PA software has different capabilities and requirements depending on the sys-
tem operational mode. Discussion of the principal modes follows.

Off Mode

No power to the R/PA. Any program or data in the 56K word RAM memory is lost.

i! Standby Mode

Power is supplied to certain R/PA elements. Wben entered from the OFF mode,
STANDBY is used to warm the oscillator to its stable temperature in preparation for set
operation. When entered from the COMMAND mode, STANDBY serves as the mode wherein the
program is maintained in memory but not functioning. Since power is supplied to the
external oscillator, UT clocks, and TCG, TCG time (if previously established) is main-
tained. Exit from the STANDBY mode is only performed following the reception of such a
command from the Host Vehicle. This exit is to *he BOOT mode if the software has not
previously been loaded, or if a power loss had occurred; otherwise, this exit is to the
COMMAND mode.

Boot Mode

The uplinked software is accepted by the boot loader function of the set. Host
Vehicle data commands for memory loading, bit map output, and program start are accepted
in this mode. BOOT mode may hp entered from any other mode by the issuance of a pulse
command by the Host Vehicle and will be entered fiom the STANDBY mode when conditions
defined for exit from Chat mode into the COMMAND mode are not catisfied. Exit from the
BOOT mode is to the COMMAND mode subsequent to receiving a start command or to the
STANDBY mode subsequent to receiving a power down command.

Command Mode

uplink commands are received by the set to prov'ae it with initialization and con-
trol data or to request output of data files, comm~ad echo, or memory dump. These com-
mands are accepted by the set only in the COMMMAj mode. During this mode no telpmetry
output (except memory dump and command echol will be provided nor will the receiver
channels be pcwered. Any navigation solutsat that had been obtained prior to entry into
the COM!4AND mode will be propagated forward in time. Upon being commanded to enter a
navigate mode, the Set will power the receiver channels as requested. The set will
return to the COMMAND mode from one of the navigation modes upon software recognition of
a pulse command to do so.

Almanac Collect Mode

The primary receiver channel is used to gather almanac data to refresh the data
stored in memory, This must be done at least once a week. This mode is entered from
one of the navigation modes and exits back to that mode upon successful collection.
Telemetry output will be provided during this mode and any navigation solution that had
been obtained prior to entry into this mode will be propagated forward in time.

Space Mode

This is the normal mode of operation of the R/PA for navigating in d rpace environ-
ment. Whenever NDS satellites are available, pseudorange and delta pseudorange measure-
ments are provided by receiver processing to the navigation filter. The filter uses
these measurements to update the navigation state, Whenever measurements are not avail-
able due to lack of NDS satellites or failure of the receiver to track the NDS signal,
the navigation state is propagated. The SPACE mode is entered only from the COMMAND and
ALMANAC COLLECT modes and exits only back to those modes.

Telenketry output will be provided. Depending upon the commanded receiver configu-
ration, operation in a single channel, sequential four, or dual channel simultaneous
four, satellite sequencing pattern will be performed as shown in Figure 8. If both

AA receiver channels are commanded off, the navigation solution is propagated. The sub-
modes that use the receiver are described in greater detail as follows:

a) Single Channel Sequential 4 - The R/PA uses the receiver channel declared
as primary by command to sequence over up to four NDS satellites; the
secondary channel is off. Six seconds is spent on each satellite. Dur-
ing the first 3 seconds, pseudorange and delta pseudorange measurements
are made on Ll; during the next 3 seconds the same measurements are made
on L2. Ionospheric corrections are computed from the sequential measure-
ments and appropriate compensation introduced.

b) Dual Channel Simultaneous 4 - The R/PA uses both receiver channels to
make simultaneous measurements to the same satellite. The primary chan-
nel makes pseudorange and delta pseudorange measurements on the Ll fre-
quency, and the secondary channel makes pseudorange and delta-pseudorange
measurements on the L2 frequency for the same satellite being tracked on
the primary channel. The measurements sade on the two chaxuiels are for
the same '0 msec epoch detected on each channel to obtain "simultaneous"
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Li and L2 muasur-ments. Ionospheric ccrrections are coLputed using the
simultaneous Li and- 12 measurements and- are used to compennate the primary
channel measurement information supplied to the navigation function.

c) GROUND Mode - This is the mode of operation of the R/PA for navigation in
a ground environment (i.e., on or near the Earth's surface). Except for
differences in the navigation and satellite selection functions inherent
in the different host vehicle environment, this mode provides identical
capabilities as those described for the SPACE mode. The GROUND mod2 is
entered only from the COMNOUND mode and exits oily back to that mode.

d) CALIBRATE (CAL) Mode - The software has the capability to calibrate the
SRPA oscillator for frequency and phase bias The calibration method
used requires that the set be stationary and that ground navigation be
performed. This mode is identical to the GROULD Mode, except that the
Kalman filter implementation forces the velocity component of the state
to be zero. Telemetry output will be provided during this mode. The CAL
mode is entered only from the COMMAND mode and exit.- only to that mode.

6.2.3 Navigation Processing

Navigation processing consists of the navigatio,. filter software and the receiver
L processing software, described previously, which provides receiver measurement data for

the navigation filter.

Navigation Software

The R/PA navigation filter is a nine state extended Xalman filter estimating Host Vehi-
cle position, velocity, time bias between actual GPS time and the local reference tire,
frequency bias and a drag factor. The drag factor is important as an aid in obtaining
accurate position and velocity propagation over extended periods where no GPS measure-
ments can be made. This is critical during PHASE II GPS where only six GPS satellites
are available.

The software uses an Earth-centered-Earth-fixed coordinate system to represent the
vehicle's position and velocity. The filter is implemented to be synchronized with the
ireceiver measurement cycles shown in Figure 8. At the end of the delta pseudorangemeasurement neriod, the system monitor activates the navigatio- software which thenaccomplishes the following tasks:

1. The previous fil'•er state is propagated to the pseudorange measurement
time.

2. The previous filter state error covariance matrix is propagated to the
pseudorange measurement time.

3. The pseudorange measurement gain is calculated and the measurement is
used to determine an estimate of the state error at the pseudorange
measurement time.

4. The delta-pseudorange measurement gain is calculated and the measurement
is used to update the state error estimate of step 3.

5. The updated state error estimate is used to correct the propagated filter
state from step 1 resulting in a new filter state applicable at the
pseudorange measurement time.

7.0 STATUS

In June 1980, Magnavox completed a series of tests and simulations to validate the
system design concepts. These tests and simulations were divided into the following
categories:

- Navigation simulation
- Software stand-alone testing
- Hardware stand-alone testing
- System testing- Test procedure validation for flight unit acceptance tests.

Prior to discussing the test results it is appropriate to describe, briefly, a key
element in the design validatio:,, namely the Ground Support Unit (GSU). This unit was
used for part of the software testing and all of the system testing. Furthermore, it
will be used for all flight unit aicceptance testing and it is an integral part of the
Applied Physics Laboratory's ircegration and test equipments.

7.1 Ground Support Unit

The GS.L consists of two major subsystems - a Real Time Ccntroller (RTC) and an
Instrumentation Controller (IC). A simplified block diagram of the GSU is presented in
Figure 9. These subsystems are physically separable and can be used independently for
various purposes.
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The RTC generates the NDS satellite signals which are input to the R/PA. The RTC
is a sequencing single-channel simulator; that is, it simulates the signal (including
both L, and L2) from one satellite at a time but may sequence over any desired subset
of the 18 NDS satellites. The transmitted signal is a composite of L, and L2 ; L, is
quadrature modulated by both P and C/A codes while L2 is modulated only by P. An input
to the RTC from the R/PA via the IC dictatek which NDS satellite signal is to be gener-
ated. For stand-alone operation, the RTC generates a single satellite which is input
through the RTC control keyboard. The RTC modifies the transmitted signal to account
for NDS/GPSPAC line-of-sight range changes, velocities, accelerations, and jerks. In
addition, provision for simulating ionospheric delays is included.

The IC simulates the host vehicle i.nterface to the R/PA and provides a means of
generating commands, monitoring R/PA operation, and recording telemetry. Every electri-
cal input to the R/PA can be generated; every output signal can be mon.itored, displayed,
and recorded. The IC and RTC can communicate with each other and provide a means of
comparing true GPSPAC position and velocity (simulated by the RTC) with the computed
R/PA navigation solution (as output to the IC). In this fashion, the navigation accu-
racy for any scenario of interest may be evaluated.

7.2 RTC Capabilities

RTC/ESIM

The RTC reads a 9-track tape every .1 second. The tape is prepared by the Environ-
mer.tal Simulator (ESIM) and User Motion Generator (UMG) data parameters to define R/PA
operational scenarios. Precise signal generation, including complex gravity, drag
models and thrust flag simulation is used to simulate interaction between a host vehicle
and up to 18 NDS satellites.

RTC/CORG

The Circular Orbit Range Generator (CORG) will be used when simple circular orbits
for the Host Vehicle and GPS satellites are sufficient. These "perfect orbits" will
only allow e-,aluation of navigational performance under best case orbital conditions.

RTC/Direct Signal Mode

This mode generates a continuous GPS signal with constant range, constant velocity
or constant acceleration. Navigation is not possible as this function was designed to
support the R/PA Receiver Test Mode (RTM),

IC Capabilities

IC/IDP

The IDP mode is used to simulate real time interantion between the Host vehicle and
up to 18 NDS satellites. This configuration was used for R/PA integration and system
development and will be used for final acceptance testing.

IC/PTE

The Post Test Evaluation Mode will be used to maintain historical records of real
time R/PA testing. Off-line (non-real time) detailed analysis of R/PA navigation and
performance data will be possible through the use of the PTE function.

IC/PDF

User program development is possible in the PDF or Program Development Facility
Mode. This mode uses the Hewlett-Packard Real Time Execative (RTE) IV software to
create new software programs for user purposes.

7.3 Simulation

Navigation

Prior to integration of the R/PA software and hardware elements an extensive amount
of simulation was performed. This simulation was implemented on an IBM 370/145 and in-
cluded a truth model to simulate Host Vehicle and GPS orbital dynamics, a noise genera-
tor to corrupt simulated pseudorange and delta pseudorange measurements and the naviga-
tion filter algorithm. The results of this simulation showed that Magnavox could expect
steady-state position and velocity errors in the order of 5 meters for position and 0.14
meters/second in velocity based on a four sate)lite eolution in P-code.

Software

After software functions completed design review and coding, they were then tested
on a DEC PDP-1134 with test software simulating functions tnat would interact with the
software function being tested. Host Vehicle simulation was a-complished by linking a
Hewlett-Packard 2108 computer, with its GSU software, to the POP-1134. Certain com-
bined software functions were then tested with a subset of R/PA hardware elements and a
limited GSU capability. Cor example, the receiver software was tested with the R/PA
receiver sub-units bu• without the other elements and with only the RTC portion of the
GSU. This minimized software design problems prior to final system integration.



Hardware

As normal for any hardware development program test fixtures were designed- to prove
module design and to support acceptance testing. Some test fixt-ires were deiigned- and-
use4 to test subsystem functions. Thus, a processor test fixture tested the CPU, memory,
and interface cards as a set. For this testing, Magnavox used DEC supplied diagnostic
software and unique Magnavox diagnostic software such as SERTA, which exercises most
receiver functions to verify proper hardware operation.

7.4 System Testinr

wr.With the 3atisfactory completion of sub-element testing, system integration tests
Swer started. The three basic goals for the system testing were:

- Assure that all hardware and softwaze elements operate together.
- Assure navigation performance comparable to simulation results.
- Oparational testing sufficient to verify specification compliance.

Successful sub-element integration was verified by systematically incorporating the
ncessary software elements to exercise the R/PA as detailed below:

- BOOT MODE Verify program load, power-up procedires, etc.

- COMY5AND MODE Verify transition from boot mode, system monitor
operation.

- RTM Verify simple receiver operation, verify hard-
ware performance for pseudorange and delta• pseudorange.

- GROUND/CAL Verify basic navigation capability
SINGLE CHANNEL &
DUAL CHANNEZ

- SPACE MODE Verify space navigation capability
SINGLE CHANNEL &
DUAL CHANNEL

Figures 10 through 15 are plots of the RSS steady-state position and velocity
errors as determined by simulation and integration testing. As can be seen, the results
compare favorably to expected performance. Other factors were evaluated during naviga-
tion testing including:

- GDOP/SATELLITE 3ELECTION To minimize the geometric-dilution-of-
S) position (GDOP) a satellites selection

algorithm was verified by comparing navi-
gation results for many successive runs.

- TIME-TO-FIRST FIX (TTFF) The end oi the first, four satellite sig-
nal dwell in P Code is the point in time
defined as first fix, At that time, a
first fix bit is set signifying to host

-s vehicle stable R/PA operation and accuracy
3 sufficient for other satellite experi-

* ments. The main effort here was to show
that the navigation filter convergence
agreed with the simulation results.

- PROPAGATE That the R/PA can operate in a PHASE II
satellite scenario was also tested. This
showed that the R/PA had the ability to
navigate when satellites were in view, go
to propagate when satellites disappeared
and return to navigate when the satel-
lites reappeared.

- MISCELLANEOUS Other requirements were tested such as
almanac refresh degraded satellite opera-
tion, single zhani~el performance, time
mark performance and specification signal
level and dynamic performance.

8.0 CONCLUSIONS

ExLensive tests of the GPSPAC Receiver/Processor Engineering Model have convinc-
ingly demonstrated that position and velocity accuracies obtainable for earth or near
earth GPS User Equipments can also be met for low orbiting space vehicles. Rugged mech-
anical design, low power consumption and high reliability coupled with highly flexible
operational characteristics under computer control make the GPSPAC Satellite Navigator
an ideal candidate for use on low orbiting space vehicles.
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SUMMARY

This paper investigates midcourse guidance performance of ship launched missiles against over-the-
horizon airborne targets. The strapdown inertial guidance system of the missile is augmented b! JTIDS
passive ranging from two Airborne Early Warning aircraft situated between the launching ship and the
target. The purpose of midcourse guidance is zo place the missile in an acquisition "basket" sufficiently
small to permit target sighting by the seeker within the constraints of its field of view and acquisitior
range. The terminal seeker pointing angle errors of the missile-to-target line-of-sight was selected as the
performance index. Seeker pointing angle errors at acquisition time are functions of missile navigation
position and attitude errors. Missile navigation errors were obtained as a function of different inertial
instrument errors axd JTIDS errors. Different shipboard alignment techniques and inertial instrument
error budgets were included in the performance analysis. A typical relative range updating scheme ii,
accordance with the timing structure of JTIDS was used in a Kalman filter to augment the strapdown
inertial navigation system of the missile. The major error sources affecting midcourse guidance were iden-
tified and the results obtained give seeker pointing angle errors as a function of shipboard alignment tech-
nique, quality of the inertial instruments, seeker acquisition range and JTIDS relative range updating.

INTRODUCTION

NATO naval task forces are subject to enemy threats such as long range missiles launched from over-
the-horizon (OTH) airborne platforms. A viable candidate for wide area defense of naval task forces
against such enemy threats is a ship-launched long range rocket boosted ramjet -)ropelled high altitude
missile. Tactical missiles launched from surface ships for use against enemy antiship missiles or their sur-
face and airborne launching platforms typically require 200 to 400 nautical mile ranges with over-the-
horizon targeting. Such range requiremcntL necessitate that the missile navigate for a period of time
before target acquisition occurs. A terminal seeker i& employed to aid in the interception of the target.The purpose of the terminal seeker is to acquire, lock-on and track the target until interception. The
role of the missile navigator is midcourse guidance to an acquisition `basket" sufficiently small to permit
target sighting by the seeker within the constraints of its field of view and acquisition range.

The missile is assumed to be equipped with a strapdown inertial navigator aligned on-board the slhp
before launching. The missile is also equipped with a Joint Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS)
terminal which is used to obtain range updates from other members of the JTIDS network as well as receive
targeting information. As part of the naval task force two airborne early warning (AtiW) aircraft exist
between the ship and the target. The two AEW aircraft are equipped with ini-tial navigation systems to
estimate their own position, JTIDS terminals to transmit and receive signals and radars to obtain target
location. The ship, which is also a member of the JTIDS network, has a ship inertial navigation system
(SINS). For target interception during the terminal phase the missile is equipped with an optical, infrared
or radar seeker.

The terminal seeker is subject to a missile-to-target line-of-sight pointing error during the acquisition
phase. Seeker pointing angle errors at the end of the midcourse phase at target acquisition time are due
to missile navigation (position and attitude) errors and inaccurac-zs in predicting the target location., The
target location process is not within the scope of this paper. The errors in predicting the target location,
henceforth, are assumed to be zero in this paper. For any given seker acq-isition range the pointing
angle errors, being a function of missile navigation errors, can be parameterized over different alignment
accuracies, inertial instrument quality and JTIDS relative range updates.

Seeker pointing angle errors at the end of the midcourse phase (acquisition time) are used as the
criterion for midcourse guidance performance. The pointing angle error at acquisition time then establishes
the probability of target sighting by the missile. Simulation results obtained give seeker pointing angle
errors as a function of shipboard alignment, inertial instrument quality, JTIDS updaung and seeker
acquisition range.,

This paper is organized in three sections: System DeEzription, Simulation Description and Performance
Results. The first section gives an outline of the missile midcourse guidance system which includes a strap-
down inertial measurement unit (IMU) for navigation, JTIDS terminals on the missile and on each AEW
aircraft and a terminal seek,r for target acquisition., The second section giver an overview of the error
analysis simulation process including mathematical error models used and the statistical characteristics of
the error sources. Performance results along with error values used are presented in the last section.,
All symbols, unless specified elsewhere, are defined in the List of Symbols.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A functional block diagram of the missile navigation system is shown in rigure 1. As indicated, the
strapdown IMU provides missile angular rates and acceleration in body axes. The JTIDS network members
provide passive relative ranging between themselves and the missile navigator. Figure 2 defines the coor-
dinate znystems used. The coordinate tran:.for ý.tion from the body coordinate system (b) to the navigation
coordinate system (n) is given in (1) and the ýoordinate transformation from the navigation coordinate sys-
tem (n) to the earth fixed coordinate system (e) is gien in (2).

F•GEIN9 ¢•EBI.AWK-NOT MAI)~,g
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q LIST OF SYMBOLS

[A= A b Abbbl' ) I

zA]A ' Accelerations in nissil body .Mb ,M M f'nissile navigation position errors in
" " ''-i coordinates nx ny nz body coordinatesn n

n ccelerations in navigation 6 n, 6 M 6Mn Missile navigation position errors in
Y coordinates n z navigation coordinates

V7 Velocities in navigation LoordinatesS;,T IT 'T Missile navigation targeting errors in

n nybody coordinates
x Pn =p nCraft rates in nevigaton coordinatesx Py tud

anth rRTI Missile to target range magnitude
[2 n . :71 Earth rates iu naviration coordinates

i " O' "TMissile to target aspect angles

,,e= 10 01" Earth rates in earth fixed coordinates 'T

U 1 X Vy • Composite accelerometer errors in
nb Inertial angular rate of the body navibody coordinates
Snicoordinate system in niody

coordinates y Z n n " Composite accelerometer errors i n
x navigation coordinatesnInert ial angultir rate of the navigaodon ,

Lcoordinate system in navigatbon c i [E 1)= i ! c, E Composite gyro errors in body: coordinates 7X cordnae

"co n stx y coordlintes

i y n Navigation attitude errors of the body inx •ly •'hz Accele ometer bias

coordinate system in atnavigation
coordinates s "- Accelerometer scale fatorcoodiat sytminvgtonnl s~ ' Accelerometer buadatcs caefco

n = y L Inertial attitude errors of the body
coordinate system in navigation

cord 3x s3y Accelerometer cubic scale factor

I= f co ,, 0, Navigation attitude errors of the navi-
Sgation coordinate system in navigation 'sax 7*say Vsaz Accelerometer scale factor

coordinates asymmetry

6Vn = I AVx ,V n] ,',V \,ocity errors in navigation ''aAccelerometer mass unbalance
coordinates 7ax , ay 7saz

kPn px np nl'. craft rate errors in navigation 7nx - ny - nzAccelerometer nonorthogonality

coordin~.tes EZGoba
b X f Gy-o bias

i,. 0, ' Missilh body roll, pitch, heading in
navilation coordinates ksx £"sy 'sz Gyro scale factor

Earth's qravity anomaly in navi(lation 6sax C •ay E-saz Gyro scale factor asymmetry
coordinates emxx C myy • mzz Gyro mass unbalance

go Gravity constintGravitxy ,nmyt Emzy GVro quadrature

(b, X Missile latitude and longitude in earth Caxz cayx azx Gyro anisoelasticity
fixed coordinates after launch

enxy '4nyz ' Enzx
4 o Xo Missile latitude and longitude in earth Gyro nonorthogonality

fixed coordinates at launch time Cnyx • nzy tnxz

hn Missile altitude in navigation
coordinates

-4.... R Earth's meridional radius of curvature•tRm 0, 0 0 3 x 3 Null matrix

R Earth's normal radius of curvature 0 0 0

x, y, z Missile's position from launch point in
navigation coordinates fixed at launch0 -

n]3 x 3 skew symmetric matrix of any

L•t(-) -Z 0 -' vector= rx y Z),

X1, Y"' Z, JTIDS net ith transmitter position
from ,aunch point in navigation y x
coordinates fixed at launch point

a Earth's equatorial radius c s, t Cosine, sine, tangent

|Sy, lsz Missile to target line of-sight pointing 1inverse cosine, sine, tan ent
y' z angle errors normai to pointing vector C i
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NETWORK

The strapdown IMU consists of three accelerom- MEMBERS
eters and two two-degree-of-freedom gyros. The
sensitive axes of the accelerometers and gyros coin-
cide with the missile body axes as shown in Figure 2 Figure I Missile Navigation Syztem Functional Block Diagram

A functional block diagram of the north-pointing
strapdown i(nigation mechanization equations is given xs

4in Figure 3()

For target acquisition the missile guidance sys-
tern is equipped with a terminal seeker. The seeker
coordinate system orientation with respect to the S
missile body coordinate sý stem is shown in Figure 6T
The choice of the seeker coordinate system is moti- p
vated by the fact that the component of the pointing
vector error along the missile-to-target line-of-sight
:s zero. Hence the component of the poi.iting vector
error along xG is zero. Additionall; the orthogonal
components of the pointing vector error along ys And
zs normal to missile-to-target line-of-sight serve as b
critical parameters to establish missile seeker require-
ments(2)., The transformation from missile body
coordinates (b) to seeker coordinates (s) is uefined

csc= [eT T ce T -S 0T
0b s T "T (0 ) zb

Ls5TCl T s 0 T SýT ceT]

Figure 4 Missile Body and Seeker Coordinate Systems

The missile and two Airborne Early Warning (AEW) aircraft are equipped with JTIDS terminals, The
Joint Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS) is a high-capacity, *ime-division multiple-access
(TDMA), spread spectrum communication system that has the inherent -apability of providing passive, high-
accuracy, relative navigation with respect to other terminals within a r,- -u users. The navigation capa-
bilitv of JTIDS stems from the fact that JTIDS terminals perform a very high accuracy tine-of-arrival (TOA),
measurement on the signals (messages) received from the other terminals in the net. The process involves
a form of multilateration where a user passivelv ranges sequentially to several other terminals in the net
and determines its position from the measured ranges. JTIDS is a synchronous system based on a single
time reference and hence all terminals attempt to transmit at specified and known times. Since the relative
navigation process is a form of pseudoranging such that range measurements are made vith respect to the
user's own clock, rather than on an absolute or round-trip basis any synchronization error or time bias
(as is normally the case) is inherently determined. All active units transmit periodically a position and
status message which contains the source terminal's position, speed,, course, and altitude as well as its
position quality, time quality and relative grid azimuth quality. Using these data the user calculates the
predicted range and compares it to the measured range, as obtained from the TOA. On the basis of these
sequential TOA measurements and by means -if Kalman filtering the user continuously updates its own
position, velocity, attitude and time bias (with respect to system time)., Between filter updates data from
any dead reckoning sensors such as an inertial system can be used to extrapolate the TOA-derived data
and to optimally mix the data from the two sensors(3).

Each member of the network can transmit (or relay) messages only at specifically assigned times but
can receive (acccss) from other members at all other times. Members of the network can broadcast infor-
mation routinely into the net without needing to know who the receipients may be;, tactical elements needing
the data extract it from the net witheut needing to know who furnished it. Clock synchronization is a
prerequisite of any TDMA net, The synchronous nature of JTIDS means that all user terminals in a net
operate on a common time base through the usc of stable clock oscillators. These clocks are periodically
syncironized to a master time, called the net time reference. The TDMA property of JTIDS results from
the ise of an epoch of 12.8 minutes which is divided into discrete increments, called time slots. Time

X slots are renumbered after each epoch and a single time slot number allocated to a particular member must
recur at least once per epcch. No member can be given less than one time slot per epoch and as many
of the epoch's time slots as necessary can be assigned to any member, depending on the nature of its
mission. The 12.8 minute epoch is subdivided into 12 second cycle, such that all active units transmit once
within this cycle. This cycle is again subdivided into the 7.8125 millisecond time slots. A complete message
(e.g.,, position, status, targeting information etc.), is contained within a single time slot. Time slot
assignments for transmission are generally made on the basis of 2N time slots per 12.8 minute epoch, where
N can vary from 0 to 15 (i.e. ,, from I to 32768 time slots per epoch). The 7.8125 millisecond time slot is
partitioned among a preamble, a syr.chronization function, the message data and the propagation/guard times.
Such a time slot supports both 300 and 500 nautical mile range capabilties. Resistance to jamming is
achieved by spread spectrum techniques that result ii a much wider transmission bandwidth than required
for transmitting the data. Detailed descriptions of the JTIDS design characteristics, such as operating
frequency band, modulation waveform, message formats, etc., are presented in (f)-(b) and will not be
repeated here.
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SIMULATION DESCRIPTION

This section gives an overvievx of the simulation process aloig with all the mathematical error models

used and the statistical characteristics of the error sources. Performance results were obtained from an

error simulation as opposed to a mechanization simulation. To this end the JTIDS augmented strapdown

navigation syster mechanization was used to deve'op a navigation system error model and a Kalman filter

error controller. An error niodel of tl seeker gave the necessary equations for obtaining seeker pointing

angle error from the navigation errors ). The error analysis simulation was performed by means of sensi-

tivity simulation -nd not a covariance simulation. For convenience and cost purpose the entire simulation

was done in five separate steps. The five steps in the simulation process were: (I) Generation of a rep-

resentati~e missile trajectory (II) Generation of Kalman gains at update times (III) Generation of navigation

[ error senisitivities (IV) Scaling of navigation error sensitivities and snapshot storage of these responses at

selected times (V) Processing of scaled responses at snapshot times to obtain pointing angle error.

A functional block diagram of tbe simulation process is given in Figure 5. In the sequel each bex of

Figure 5 is discussed in detail. The first step was gen :ration of a representative missile trajectory. The

trajectory was generated using a six-degree-of-freedom i,,odel and the entire trajectory was stored in the

computer for use in the subsequent simulation steps. Since the trajectory generation process, though

crucial, is incidental to the performance analysis, and hence details of the trajectory generation process

are om tted 7). The trajectory generation step is sho~n as Box I in Flgure 5.

The second step involved generation of the Kalman filter gains at the different update times. This

second step is broken up in several parts in Figure 5. The filter dynamics matrix (F) and the observation

matric (H) are evaluated in Box Ha. The plant equation and the measurement equation o' the candidate 11

stat,-. Kalman filter are given in Figure 6. The plant noise covariance is computed in Box IIb. The plant

noi,;e covariance in navigation coordinates (n) is obtained from the plant noise covariance in body coordi-

na,.es (b) by means of similarity transformations given below:

n Cn Qb Cb Q n C n Qb Cb (4)
e b c n 7V =b V n

where b b
Qb QCyb b Qz

QC QC QbJ and bV QV x b] (5)b [y Qb

The above similarity transformations given by (4) were necessary only for the gyro and accelerometer

errors due to the fact that gyros and accelerometers in strapdown systems are modelled in body coordinates

(b) whereas filter equations are in navigation coordinates (n). In (5) the off-diagonal terms are zero

since the gyro and accelerometer errors are assumed to be uncorrelated aiung the tnree axes of the body

coordinates (b) and the on-diagonal terms are given by

Q E{c bCb b =E{V bV b i=xy,z (6)C. 1 i{ i i.

b b
The gyro errors C. and accelerometer errors V. in body coordinates (b) were modelled as modulated white
noise error where 'the modulation was done by body angular rates and body accelerations as per Figure 7.
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"SD AE H _ _ _ i I
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Figure 5. Error Simulation Functional Block Diagram
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11 The measurement noise covariance is computed in Box Ilc. The measurement noise covariance is given
by

where the measurement noise R is scalar and is essentially the time-of-arrival (TOA) measurement noise.

4 The filter covariance propagatior, covariance update and Kalman gain calculation of box lid are per-
formed using the following equations(3)

P FP+ PF' + Q P (I - KH) P K =PH' (HPH'I+ R)" (8)

where P is the covariance of the residual error, P is the covariance before update, P+ after the update
and K is the Kalman gain for the filter states.

In actual fact the updating is done alternately between the two AEW aircraft equipped with JTIDS
terminals and hence two different gains K1 and K2 are computed for each terminal as follows:

K. = P:H (H P H! + R. - KH) P. i=,2 (9)

H 1(i=1,2) refers to the H matrix in Figure 6 using x.,y.,z. (i=l,2) when the ith source is transmitting
and R. (0=1,2) refers to the measurement noise covariance R givpn by (7). Since updating is done f-,om
two alternating sources the covariance propagation is suchthat P Is propagated to P 2 and P2 is propagated
to PI"

The objective of the third step of the simulation process is to obtain the navigation errors' sensitivi-
ities re4ative to each error source. The error sources include inertial instrument errors, inertial system
initial condition arrors, JTIDS errors and JTIDS initial condition errors., All these errors were identified
as statistically independent error sources contributing to the missile navigation error responses.

Inspection ot Figure 2 shows that the three accelerometers and two gyros that constitute the IMU have
thei: sensitive axes along the three axes of the missile body coordinate system. The composite errors of
the accelerometers and gyros along the three axes of the missile body coordinate system (b) are given in
Figure 7 (Box 1l1a).

The accelerometer and gyro errors as defined in Box IIIa are in missile body coordinates (b). To
obtain the accelerometer and gyro errors in missile navigation coordinates (n) the appropriate ti ansforma-
tions are performed in Box IlIb as follows.

-n = n vb n = Cnb b10)

b b iiwhere the components of V , e are given in Figure 7 and Cb is as defined in (1).

Along each axis of the missile body coordinate system (b) 8 error sources were conaidercd for each
accelerometer and each gyro, totaling 48 statistically independent error sources, as given in Table i. The
initial condition errors were the initial values for the inertial system states. The 10 states of the inertial
system resulted in 10 initlai condition errors. In the actual siamulation, only 3 i.dtial condition errors for
,nitial attitude errors had non zero values. All other initial errors (position and velocity) were set to zero.o [ :

-P P~t-1//

onIn nn n

___• -An V ___ -n' ' n n -In

C• ' V° _n An 2oa _n An n--V nV
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V- -A AV V
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Flgure 6. Plant Equation and Measurement Equation in Kalman Filter
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Figure 7, Accelerometer and gyro errors in missile body coordinate system

Th- JTIDS user ciock error model used is shown
in Figure 8. The error sources in the JTIDS user V

clock error model include 1) White noise error for
User Clock Bias Rate •, 2) White noise error for I
User Clock Drift Rite •, 3) Initial condition error
for User Clock Bias Vb, 4) Initial condition error for
User Clock Drift V -. In addition to the above men- b

tioned c-rror snurces two other clock errors were s l
included: White noise for TOA flicker noise (•OA)
and a Systematic Bias error for transmitter cloc-b d).
Six additional ti-ansmitter position bias error sources Figure8. JTIDS Clock Error Model
6 x, 8 y., 6 z. (i=1, 2) were also included in the sensitivity
study. All• the above mentioned error sources were considered statistically independent and the navigation
error of the missile was obtained for each error source, i.e., a sensitivity analysis was performed.

To obtain the missile navigation error sensitivities to the various error sources an appropriate definition
of the strapdown inertial system error model is required. This is outlined in vector form in Figure 9. The
inertial system error model given in Figure 9 is considered as the real-world model and used to propagate
the updated inertial system state residuals (Box I1ic).

where,o•n n •pt. Son x pn

,P•-60-xS'-" + bgn = 3 0 (29o/a)hn I
n, SO _•/ bon x on ~j

bp n x'/( -n -Pn h'): v-6 xV

n
-- •.;_ Pn = -6V /(Rn÷ hn~)

"•.•='+ 2 (,0nx Spn) x vn+6 gn+ r

n• n;" 2 nn "n /CV

p~~~~,.~6 P :=0 / l2'-) / ( (2,+ . I er i l S y t m2 )) ) S o (C (3 ,2 ) / e (2 ,2 )) P
Errz

• .- :•Figure 9. Inertial System Error Model
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TABLE I

"1. ACC#1 BIAS IN MIC-G 25. GYRO IX BIAS IN DEG/HR
2. ACC#1 SCALE FACTOR ERROR IN PRCT 26. GYRO IX SCALE FACTOR ERROR IN PRCT
3. ACC#1 SCALE FACTOR ASYM IN PRCT ?7. GYRO IX SCALE FACTOR ASYM IN PRCT
4. ACC#1 G2 SENS. IN MIC-G/G2,(AXAY) 28. GYRO IX MIS'ALNT IN MRAD,(WZ) I
5. ACC#I G2 SEN". IN MIC-G/G2,(AX2) 29. GYRO IX MIS'ALNT IN MRAD,(-WX)
6. ACC#1 G3 SENS. IN MIC-G/G3,(AX3) 30. GYRO 1X G DRI"T IN DEGIHR/G,(-AY)
7. ACC#I MIS'ALN IN MRAD,(AY) 31. GYRO iX G DRIFt IN DEG/HR/G,(-AZ)
8. ACt'#1 MIS'ALNT IN MRAD.(-AZ) 32. GYRO 1X G2 DRIFT IN DG/HR/G2,(AXAY)
9. ACC#2 BIAS IN MIC-G. 33. GYRO lY BIAS IN DEG/HR

10. ACC#2 SCALE FACTOR ERROR IN PRCT 34. GYRO 1Y SCALE FACTOR ERROR IN PRCT
10. ACC#2 SCALE FACTOR ASYM IN PRCT 35. GYRO 1Y SCALE FACTOR ASYM IN PRCT

12. ACC#2 G2 SENS. IN MIC-3/GZ.(AYAZ) 36. GYRO IY MIS'ALNT IN MRAD,(WX)
13. ACC#2 G2 SENS. IN MIC-GIG2,(AY2) 37. GYRO 1Y MIS'ALNT IN MRAD,(-WY)
14. ACC#2 G3 SENS. IN MIC-G/G3,(AY3) 38. GYRO IY G DRIFT DEG/HR/G,(-AZ)
15. ACC#2 MIS'ALNT IN MRAD,(AZ) 39. GYRO IY G DRIFT DEG/lIR/G,(AY)
16. ACC#2 MIS'ALNT IN MRAD,(-AX) 40. GYRO IY G2 DRIFT IN DEG/HR/G2,(AZAX)
17. ACC#3 BIAS IN MIC-G 41. GYRO 2X BIAS IN DEGIHR
18. ACC#3 SCALE FACTOR ERROR IN PRCT 42. GYRO 2X SCALE FACTOR ERROR IN PRCT
19. ACC#3 SCALE FACTOR ASYM IN PRCT 43. GYRO 2X SCALE FACTOR ASYM IN PRCT
20. ACC#3 G2 SENS. IN MIC-G/G2,(AZAX) 44. GYRO 2X MIS'ALNT IN MRAD,(WY)
u1. ACC#3 G2 SENS., IN MIC-G/G2,(AZ2) 45. GYRO 2X MIS'ALNT IN MRAD,(-WZ)
22. ACC#3 G3 SENS. IN MIC-GIG3,(AZ3) 46. GYRO 2X G DRIFT IN DEGIHRIG,(-AX).
23. ACC#3 MIS'ALNT IN MRAD..AX) 47. GYRO 2X G DRIFT IN DEG/HRIG,(-AY).
24. ACC*' kITS'ALNT IN MRAD,(-AY) 48. GYRO 2X G2 DRIFT IN DEGIHR/G2,(AXAZ)

To update the inertial systen, states by the Kalman gains requires forming an observable difference.
The observable difference requires differencing of commensurate variables between the inertial system and
JTIDS. Relative range between the missile and the transmitting AEW aircraft was chosen as the commen-
surate variable to form the observable difference. Frori the equation of computed (predicted) Relative
Range Rc given in Figure 3 it can be shown that the error in computed relative range Is

a(y - yi) 6 a(x - xi) 6n (z - z.) 6hn (x - xi) 6xi (y - yi)
6
yi (z - zi)6z.1_1X+ 1  (11)R =+ R R R - R - R

c c c c c

where x,y,z are the position coordinates of the user (receiver) and xii are the position coordinates of
the ith source (transmitter).,

The transformation of inertial system state residuals from navigation coordinates to JTIDS coordinates
as given by (10) is done in Box Illd.

The basic relative navigation passive ranging measurement.. model can be expressed as

Rm = c(TOA =c(TOA + TOA )cTOA + cTOA = R + 6R (12)
m t e t e t m

where c is the speed of light, TOA , TOAt, TOA are respectively the measured, true and errored time oft, e
arrival with respect to user's own Mock time; R I R_, 6R are respectively the measured, true and errored
relative range. The error in measured relative range is given by

6Rm =b -b - N (13)
m t

were b is the time bias of the user (receiver), bt is time bias of the source with respect to system time,
N is the sum of measurement noises. The JTIDS error model in Box IlIe is simply the measurement error
in relative range given by (11). In the JTIDS error ijodel b and bt were modelled as systematic bias errors
whereas N was modelled as a white noise error.

"The observable difference el is formed in Box IlIf by differencing the relative range measurement error
SR from that of computation error 6R such thatm c

W=SR - 6R (14)0' = 6c Rm

The Kalman gains for the inertial system states 6  6 On , n, n Vn6 n 6V .6nh,
x y z x y z x y z

n n nenn% n n 21are obtained from the filter states 66 P , 6h n , &h ,'%P n,6V ,6V ,6V in Box IIIg by using the
x y xy 2 x y z

following equations:
n n, n in n n n n• n n

66~6 t ~+~6 + 6 4z + 60z y x x x y y y z z +

The remaining states are common to both and the gains can be used directly. The update increments from
two alternating sources for the inertial system state residuals are formed in Box IIIh as follows

K.&' i=1, 2 (16)1 11

where K. are the Kalman filter gains for the inertial system residuals and 0. are the observable difference
for each alternating update.

The updating of the inertial system state residuals is done in Box IIIi using alternating update incre-
ments such that

1i=1, (17)
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Since updating is done from two alternating sources the inertial system state rqsiduals are propagated
(ltox IlIc) using the inertial system error model given in Figure 8 such that is propagated to R2 and

is propagated to "

Thus far ;.a the simulation process we have achieved in obtaining the missile navigation error responses
under Kalman filter error control due to each statistically independent error source. At this point it is
instructive to discuss the nature of these statistically independent error sources and their implications in
the simulation process. Each error source can be classified as either a random systematic error or a
random time series error. A random systematic error is defined to be one that is randomly selected
at the initial time and maintained constant throughout the entire propagation period. A random time series
error, on the other hand, is random during the entire propagation period with only its probability distri-
bution specified a priori. In what follows we envision that a Monte Carlo technique is employed. Altern-
ately a correlation technique or a mixture of the two could be employed. The comments relative to data
handling in the sequel can easily be translated into the ,wo alternate techniques and will hereafter not be
belabored further. The efficacy of the various techniques is no concern herein. For the Monte Carlo
technique an error source is selected and K independent samples of it are propagated through the inertial
system error model, storing all the signed responses for each sample (i.e., K Monte Caelo trials) The
process is then repeated for each statistically independent error source, This Ipborious process can be
considerably shortened for those errors classified as random systematic errors by taking advantage of the
superposition principle of linear systems. Because these errors are (by definition) constant throughout
the entire propagation period and the error model linear, it can be shown that the root mean square k'viS)
response of the system is the system's response due to the RMS value of the error source( 3 ). Thus the
propagation of K independent samples of each of these error sources is replaced by a single propagation of
its R IS value. Note that this single propagation will result in a signed RMS response. The same is not
true for those errors classified as random time series errors, since in these cases the errors vary randomly
as a function of time. In the actual simulation the following errors were treated as random systematic bias
errors: -1) 3 inertial system initial condition errors, b) 48 inertial instrument errors, c) 2 JTIDS user
clock initial condition errors, d' 1 JTIDS tr-Ansmitter clock bias error, e) 6 transmitter position bias errors.
The following errors were modelled as ,andom time series errors: a) JTIDS user clock bias rate, b) JTIDS
user clock drift rate, c) JTIDS time of trrival flicker noise.

For both types of error sources the responses stored (i.e., the RMS response for a random systematic
error and the K responses of K Monte Carlo trlals of a random time ser'es error) are signed responses.
This is important since the pointing angle error equations that utilize thtne responses require that the
error responses retain their cross correlations. This is because of the fa- t that the various terms in the
pointing angle error equations are such that they either add constructively or destructively depending on
the sign of the missile navigation error responses. Thus maintaining the re a.ise signs and magnitude of
the responses is paramount. e

Another advantage of sensitivity simulation is that different error budgets can be easily accommodated
by simply scaling the RMS error responses. The response is scaled the same amount as the ratio of the
new RMS error value to the unit normalized error value used in the simulation. In the case of random
systematic errors since the RMS response is a signed response the scaling can be done at the RMS level.
However, in the case of random time series errors since K different Monte Carlo trials yielded K different
responses and since RMSing these K responses loses the sign of the responses the scaling has to be done
to the signed responses of each of the K Monte Carlo trials. For computational purposes it is convenient
to treat each of the scaled signed responses (i.e., the scaled signed RMS responses of the random syste-
matic errors and the scaled signed K responses of each of the random time series errors) equally In the
ensuing Root-Sum-Square (RSS)ing process. The scaled K responses of the K Monte Carlo trials for the
same random time series error source should be further scaled by I/i" so that these responses ha-e the
same weighting as the scaled signed RMS error responses of the random systematic errors.

Pursuant to the objective that the pointing angle errors are evaluated at different times of the trajec-
tory a 'snapshot' of all the scaled signed responses are stored for use later by the pointing angle error
equations. The process of scaling the missile navigation error responses and snapshot storing them at
specific times in the trajectory is the fourth step in the simulation process as shown in Box IV in Figure 5.

The process of obtaining the total pointing angle error at specific tLnes in the trajectory is the next
and last step in the simulation process as shown in Box V in Figure 5. This objective is achieved by first
obtaining the pointing angle errors' sensitivities to eacn statistically independent error source and then
RSSing to obtain the total pointing angle error. For each statistically independent error source the pointing
.tngle error sensitivities in the missile seeker coordinates are given by(2)

-. nx nx n nyT 6T 6Tns
6 Mb -aý +5T yM so 6p n /z nT n b bCT (8

-- T -c T T + (1

n~ - Mby (6 nb nx) b b b
1Z -chIT IR 5* T+0x oT + 0YI* + 0 ceT(9, IRTI - RT1

To obtain the missile navigation position and attitude errors the scaled and stored responses (i.e.,
scaled RMS signed response for each random systematic error and (I/lr) scaled signed responses for K
Monte Carlo trials of each random time series error) of each statistically independent error source are trans-
formed as follows

YM n = ,6M•=- ,6Mn =hn, n .n + On ny . n + ne n= n on

6 nx =a8 M 6h &e* + n (20)nx y ny x nz x x x y y* y z 4z + z O0

As mentioned previously target location errors were assumed to zero and hence

6 Tb = ,b =Tb =0 (21)6T -x ny nz
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h The pointing angle errors given by (14) and (19)' require missile navigation errors in body coordinates,hence

6Mb 6Mn ny n Jnx nxj x I
6 M\1 jC b 6M n and (22)b

ny n nyl IyIn=
Mb nLbJ

For any particular time and any missile-to--target range (1RP) and aspect angles (OTIT) (I•) and (19)
are used to obtain the pointing angle error sensitivities for any statistically independent error source. For
the random systematic errors the pointing angle error RMS sensitivities for n, and n' are obtained by simply
using the signed RMS response (transformed to the missile body cLrdinate sistem) in (18) and (19). For
the random time series errors it is necessary to evaluate (18) and (19) for each of the K independent
samples and then RMS the results to obtain an RMS value for ns and ns

To obtain the pointing angle error due to all error sources (i.e., the total error) the previously com-
puted RMS components are RSSed. The final result is two RMS componerts of the total pointing angle
error ns and n

yrms zrms

These two compone.ats can be converted into a single measure of error via

ncep 0589 ryrms + zrms) (2•)

n (circular error probable, CEP) is interpreted as the radius of a ci le,5ntered on the true
pointing vector axis in which the target will be found 50 percent of the time ' . Alternately one could
use

n 9 9 = 1.52 (,Is + ns) (24)y9rms arms

which represents the radius of thci 99 percentile circle, n and ngo given by (23) and (24) are simply
accepted procedures for specifying the 0.5 and 0.99 probE1hlities of target acquisition. It should be men-
tio7.ed that (23) and (24) are stictly corrct only if ny and ns are unbiased, uncorrelated Gaussian
processes with equal standard deviation(. z

PERFORMANCE RESULTS

This section gives the error values used in the simulation and the results obtained. The scope of
this section includes the following topics: Mission Sceaario and Missile Trajectory, Shipboard Alignment of
Missile Navigator, Inertial Instrument Errors, JTIDS Updating and Seeker Pointing Angle Errors.,

A representative surface-to-air missile trajectory was simulated. A picture of the mlission scenario and
the missile trajectory is shown in Figure 10. The nominal trajectory simulated considered an airborne target,
which could be a jammer aircraft, missile carrying aircraft, bomber or any other airborne target at the
selected altitude. A top view of the relative positions of the different elements in the JTIDS network is
shown in Figure 11. The two AEW aircraft were assumed to be stationary due to the fact that the average
speed of the AEW aircraft were negligible compared to that of the missile.

* Alignment of the missile navigator prior to launching greatly influe'nces navigation performance of the
missile. Different techniques of alignment give different alignment acct cies. Different initial alignment
accuracies yield different position error at acquisition time which result in different seeker pointing angle
errors during target acquisition. Navigation system peiformance of the missile as a function of alignment
accuracy and time required in alignment is used to trade off various alignment techniques.

e Alignment of the missile navigator prior to launch involves a reference navigator. In addition to , ther
error sources, location of the reference navigator relative to the missile navigator determines whether ship
flexure errors will influence the residual alignment error. Reaction time necessary for achieving the
required alignment accuracy is another important factor for choosing the shipboard alignment technique.,

I I GEOMETRY'
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Figure 10. Mission Scenario and Missile Trajectory Figuie 11. Relative Geometry of JTIOS Net Members



Three different techniques of inertial system shipboard alignment were considered: Remote Source
Initialii 4ttin, Local Source Initialization, and Optimal Calibration /Aligniment. Alignment accuracies of these
techn;4ves were assumed to be 10, 1 and 0. 1 (level), 1.5 (azirau-h) in mils respectively.

Inertial instrument errors ate the major contributors to the missile's navigation s-ystem error. Missile
system navigation error (position, velozity, attitude) sensitivity was obtained for each instrument error
source. Low to high quality inertial instrnm. tnts were considered in the stidy. Gyros with 0lnr drift
and accelerometers with 500 tig bias were considered low quality whereas 0.1 0 1hr drift and 100 pg bias
reierred to high quality gyros and accelerometer respectively.

Missile system navigation error was investigated as a function of JTIDS relative range updating. The
updating region with respect to the missile trajectory is shown in Figure 9 with the first update from the
AEW aircraft #1 at the beginning of the region. This update is at the end of the boost phase when the
missile h.s completed pitchover maneuver and begins level flight. The last update is from AFW aircraft #2
at the end of the updating region. This update is after the missile goes past the ship line-of-sight but
before the missile begins its dive maneuver. The updating scheme is shown in Figure 12 where the update
interval from. each aircraft is 12 seconds and the update interval between the two aircraft is 6 seconds
This resulted in an update every 6 seconds alternating between t:e two AEW aircraft, with a total of b8
updates, 29 from each aircraft. The JTIDS error values used in the simulation were as follows:

Vb = 10,000,00 ft (bias), V6 = 10 ft/sec (bias), 1 = 1 ft/sec /Hz (white noise)

1= 0. ft/sec2 AHz (white noise), TOA = 10 ft (white noise), bt = 70 ft (bias), 6xi,Syi,dzzI _=70 ft (bias).

Missile seeker pointing angle errors for various midcourse guida-ce configurations were investigated.
These errors were obtained for the acquisition time at the beginning of the acquisition phase as shown in
Figure 10. Various seeker acquisition ranges were considered for a target head-on ( OT = 0, 4r = 0). The
normalized seeker pointing angle error CEP values for 'lhe Remote Source Initialization, Local Source
Initialization and Optimal Calibration/Alignment are given in Figures 13 through 15 respectively. These
figures give normalized seeker pointing angle error CEP with normalized acquisition ranges parametnrized
over inertial instrument quality. Figures 16 and 1? give the normalized pointing angle error CEP with
acquisition range for low and high quality inertial instruments parameterized over alignment technique.
Pointing angle error sensitivities were obtained for each error source and the major error sources for the
low and high quality inertial instruments are given in Figures 18 and 19. These figures give the total
normalized RSS error due to each alignment technique as well as the normalized error due to each major
error source. The numbers represent the particular error source as given in Table I. Error source num-I .bers 49 through 50 represent initial tilt errors in x,y,: respectively.

AEW 1 AEW 2 AEW I AEW 2 AEW 1 AEW 2

1 2 3 4 UPDATE NUMBER. ..... 5. 7 58

V-6 sec.-I

SFigure 12. JTIDS Time-of-Arrival Updating Scheme
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SUM.AARY

This paper investigates midcourse guidance performance of ship launched missiles against over-the-
horizon airborne targets. The strapdown inertial guidance system of the missile is augmented by JTIDS
passive ranging from two Airborne Early Warning aircraft situated between the launching ship and the tar-
get. The purpose of midcourse guidance is to place the missile in an acquisition "basket" sufficiently small
to permit triget sighting by the seeker within the constraints of its field of view and acquisition range.
The terminal seeker pointi!-g angle errors of the missile-to-target line-of-sight was selected as the perfor-
mance index. Seeker pointing angle errors at acouisition time are functions of missile navigation position
and attitude errors. Missile navigation errors were obtained as a function of different inertial instrument
errors and JTIDS errors. Different shipboard alignment techniques and inertial instrument error budgetc
were included in the performance analysis. A typical relative range updating scheme in accordance with
the timing structure o; JTIDS was used in a Kalman filter to augment the strapdown inertial navigation sys-
tem of the missile. The major error sources affecting midcourse guidance were identified and the results
obtained give seeker pointing angle errors as a function of shipboard alignment technique, quality of the
inertial instruments, seeker acquisition range and JTIDS relative range updating.
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SUMMARY

The emergence of new worldwide, highly accurate positioning and navigation (pos/nav)
systems has revolutionized some aspects of mission accomplishment, from surveillance to
weapon delivery. Corcurrently, much emphasis is placed on command, contrcl, and
communications (C3 1) as the critical element in maintaining the capability to sustain
combat operations or to deter such. Analysis of the process and functions of C3I, how-
ever, reveals that a great deal of synergism is being missed by not carefully integrating
the developments in these two areas from planning through implementation. This paper
investigates the role and contributions of pos/nav to the C31 process and mission effec-
tiveness. A geieral methodology for integrated, objective-based planning is described,
and an example missisn is described in terms of the potential of deep pos/nav integration
for benefiting the C I process.

INTRODUCTION

Many current plans and developments for Command, Control, Communications and Intel-
ligence (C31) slight the role and potential of positioning and navigation (pos/nav).
Mission planners and system designers quietly assume that pos/nav information is suffi-
cient to meet mission requirements, assuming that the mission or system is mostly insen-
sitive to such aspects of pos/nav information as quality, timeliness, reliability, format,
etc. Careful analysis of the C31 process, however, reveals that most of its functions
rely on pos/nav information, some extensively. Because of this dependence, many criti-
cisms of C3, plans can be ultimately traced to inadequate consideration of the pos/nav
contribution. Even msre importantly, improvements in pos/nav capabilities and their
exploitation in the CSI structure can reap significant rewards in C3, capability.

Specific examples of the infusion of positioning and navigation information into
tactics, doctrine, and technology-based warfare abound. Requirements for all-weather,
day/night operations, identification friend or foe, ingress to new geographic locations,
forward area operations, precision weapon delivery, reduction of collateral damage, and
economy of forces all demand high quality, continuously available pos/nav information and
1-sitive control of forces. Unfortunately, this common, unqerlying role of positioning
and navigation is often ignored in the planning stages of C I. This results in a forced
fit of pos/nav systems into the C3, structure after their deployment, with some capabil-
ities lost due to lack of deep integration and other capabilities traded-off due to eco-
nomic inefficiency of the retrofit.

N 3On a broader scale, there are higher level reasons for early integration and planning
of C31 and pos/nav. Clearly one of the primary responses to increasing Soviet buildup in
arms has been sophistication of free-world weapons, striving for increased kill power to
offset the opposition's increased numbers [1]. But to truly field an effective weapon,
one must consider the environment, personnel, procedures, training, respons¶ time, etc.
In short, these sophisticated we-nons demand a well-structured, effective C I structure
supported by pos/nav information to realize their potential effectiveness. The techno-
logy is available in communications, computing, ranging, timing, displays, sensors, and

7:6. the use of ground, sea, air, and space resources. What we lack is applications resulting
from proper emphasis in the weapons systems planning stages.

Other less obvious factors motivate even further consideration of the role of posi-
tioning and navigation information. Economic constraints require not only that we deploy
efficient weapons, but also that we minimize duplication of function and proliferation of
systems. Top-down design can meet this objective by ensuring that we follow a logical
design process from objectives and requirements through implementation. This will maxi-

- mixe force capability to meet the relevant threats while maintaining efficiency in the
numbers and types of systems necessary to do the job. Functional integration of systems
also helps maintain economic bounds by increasing commonality and by possible functional
synergism resulting from the integration. Functional integration also has payoffs where
weight and volume constraints must be traded-off with capability.

"Extending these concepts to an international arena, pos/nav integration into the C3I
structure increases the potential for worldwide systems of the free-world countries to
meet worldwide military aggression and economic pressures. Finally, in meeting these
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challenges, effective C31 with quality pos/nav information vitalizes the capability for
flexible response appropriate to the conflict, from terrorist activity to organized mili-
tary maneuvers of a major aggressor force.

This paper defines the role of positioning and navigaclon information in the C 3I
structure and presents a candidate methodology to assure its integration in C31 design
and mission analysis. The purpose of this paper is not to &dvocate disproportionate
emphasie on navigation system developments, but more to stress the importance of the role
of such systems. Pos/nav systems must be planned, programmed, budgeted and developed as
integral parts of overall CtI structures in order for pos/nav information to adequately
contribute to mission effectiveness.

Scope

The scope of this paper could consider all levels of conflict, from strategic to
tactical, since positioning and navigation play an important role at any lsyel. Weapon
delivery system effectiveness, for example, is clearly a direct function of the pos/nav
info•mation and environment at hand. This is true for strategic cruise missiles or sub-
marine-launched missiles as much as it is for tactical quided missiles or ground artil-
lary. However, to limit the scope of the paper, the C31 environment addressed will be
representative of a tactical level conflict. This is broad enough to dramatically show
the relationships of interest and, through a composite of tactical groups, represents a
theater level of operations which applies directly to the major concern of NATO.

Similarly, we will limit the scope of C31 system discussions to generic system level
concepts, independent of any particular existing or developmental C3, system. About pos/
nay systems we will be more specific since they are the primary focus of this paper. But
for the overall C31 system, we will concentrate on generally applicable functional des-
criptions.

Let us assume our threat to be a highly developed, sophisticated enemy, since this
is not only a worst case, but also a "most probable" case. Tactics, force levels, wea-
pon capability and mix, and electronic offensive and defensive capability, can be assumed
to match anticipated Soviet capabilities.

j 3THE ROLE OF POS/NAV IN THE C I STRUCTURE

The best illustration of the importanci of positioning and navigation to C3I is an
analysis of the functions and elements of C I and their individual relationships ýo pos/
nay. In order to arrive at a set of functions, it is necessary to first define C I and
its components in a generic sense.

The C!I Process

Command, Control, Communications, and Intelligence can be defined from several dif-
ferent perspectives. For example, a communications system designer would probably define
C3, in terms of data rates and quantities, error rates, formats, time requirements, and
the natural or hostile environment. A military cornitander would most likely define C31 in
terms of command authority, resourc s, and mission objectives. Our purposes for this
paper are best served by defining CSI in terms of the mission-oriented functions which
compose it in the tactical environment. To analyze this aspect, let's look at the pro-
cess of C31.

-igure 1 describes the C31 process as it exists in the tactical environment [21.
The tactical situation is observed by the sensors shown in block 1, but enemy counter-
measures may restrict or corrupt the information sensed. Countermeasures are diverse,
from sophisticated electronic emissions to simple visual camouflage. Most sensors will
be subj-ct to noise before transmission to the fusion center in block 2.

This function aggregates the sensor information, including pos/nav information, and
by necessity includes selective processing, analysis, and condensing. Fusion, analysis,
and display are suboptimal, so the condensing process will inevitably discard or lose
valuable information. In addition, analysis adds random and deterministic errors, the
latter due to errors in the analysis procedures or terhniques. Sources of these errors
may range from inaccurate computer algorithms to erroneous operator interpretation of an
information display.

Block 3 introduces the "commander," who decides on the course of action to be taken
basel on the presented information, and who commits w~apon- to meet the threat. The com- %

mander has limited resources and must act within the constraints and guidelines of objec-
tives governing previous decisions, battle strategy, and higher-echelcn orders including
rules of engagement. Even within these constraints, decision errors may result. Before
the weapons rekch their offensive or defensive target, enemy defenses may attrit a portion
of the force.

The strike is shown in block 4. Success is subject to the weapon or system effective-
ness and also is subject to the d. ýarpi nature of the situation. Time delays accumulate
between sensing of the situation ii block 1 and weapon strike in block 4. If the situa-
tion has changed sufficiently since it was first observed, the weapon and mission selec-
tion may be based on old information and thus the strike may be ineffective or inappro-

N1
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Operating Definition of C3 I

Command and Control is defined in the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff Publication Number
1 as: "The exercise of auchority and direction by a properly designated commander over
assigned forces in the accomplishment of his mission. Command and Control functions are
pe:formed through an arrangement of personnel, equipment, communications, facilities, and
pro::edures which are employed by a commander in planning, directing, coordinating and con-
trolling forces and operations in the accomplishment of his mission" (3]. Some describe
the "C3 process" as a composite of equipment, skill3 and techniques which, while not an
instrument of combat, is capable of performing the clearly defined function of enabling
a commander to exercise continuous control of his forces and weapons by providing him with
the information necessary for decisions and the means of disseminating them. Others spec-
ifically include exploitation of intelligence data as an integral part of C3 since this
information is a critical input to decision making at all levels from the highest comman-
ders to military units in the field (2].

Note the distinction, which is easily and often overlooked, between "system" and
"process." The objectives of this paper are best served by thinking in ternis of "process"
since thia is a more generally applicable concept including input information and output
mission results. Let us define the "process of C3 I" to be:

"The sensing of an operational situation; fusion, analysis, and display of
such information to authority: the decision to act and commitment of mission re-
sources by that authority; and the ensuing strike or mission action, with op-
tional feedback of the results of the action."

Dr. Gerald P. Dinneen, Assistant Secretary of Defense for C 3I, recently defined the
basic elements of the command and control system, whether stratevic, theater or tactical,
as (4]:

(1) sensor subsystems which gather information anout the location, movement, and ac-
tivities of enemy forces;

(2) ubsystems which inform our forces of their own location;
(3) omani oar fusion centers which assemble, integrate and display enemy and friend-

ly force activities to decision 'akers who ther assess the threat and conmnand
t! the appropriate response; and

(4) communications links between the sensors and the command centers, between the
command centers and the forces, to permit the transmission of information and
coimaands.

Note Dr. Dinneen's references to location of enemy and friendly forces as part of the ele-
ments of C31.

To explore the sensitivity of C3 to pos/nav information, let us assume that the pro-
cess of C3 1 can be partitioned into the functions shown in Table I. These iunctions
follow from various discussions of C3 1 such as that of Dr. Dinneen. An under. tanding ef
the role of positioning and navigation in the C31 structure can be achieved by examining
the interdependence of the C3, functions. This examination and definitions of the func-
tions are presented in the next section.
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Table 1. Functions of C31 I IN
Surveillance Positioning and Navigation Mission Support
Reconnaissance Electronic Warfare Identification
Targeting Data Processing and Analysis Communications

Command and Control

Contribution of Positioning and Navigation to C3 I

One way to illus rate the contribution of pos/nav to C3 I is to look at its contribu-
tion to each of the CPI functions. Let us look at some definitions of each function and
identify specific examples of pos/nav contributions. Most of these definitions are based
on combined DOD/NATO official definitions (3].

Surveillance
The systematic observation of aerospace, surface, or subsurface areas, places,

persons, or things by visual, aural, electronic, photogiaphic, or other means.

In other terms, surveillance is the viewing or observing, in either real-time
or on a post mission basis, of the situation and its dynamics. The area of interest in-
cludes the engagement area or potential engagement area as well as any other enemy acti-
vities or sites .directly or indirectly supporting the engagement. Engagement area sur-
veillance includes observing friendly as well as enemy forces and also includes observing
the environment. Generally, surveillance reports contain positioning information on
forces, sites, terrain, and obstacles. Also positioning information is needed to deter-
mine direction and speed of movement. The positioning information is based on the esti.-
mated position of the observer or sensor which may propagate to further errors in position
due tc systematic or random errors, geometry, or grid transformation.

Reconnaissance
A mission undertaken to obtain, by visual observation or other detection methods,

information about the activities and resources of an enemy or potential enemy; or to se-
cure data concerning the meteorological, hydrographic, or geographic characteristics of a
particular area.

Reconnaissance focuses on a particular area or activity and is therefore more
specific than surveillance. Surveillance information may cften prompt a reconnaissance
mission in order to more precisel>, identify and locate targets. The greater precision
places a greater demand on the quality of positioning information needed to support the
reconnaissance function.

Targeting

The targeting function encompasses several'subfunctions that are very depen-
dent on pos/nav information: detection, identification, selection and locdtion.

Target detection involves sensor reaction to a stimulus, regardless of the
eventual identity of the object or action against it. For example, a detected target may
turn out to be a decoy, non-hostile object, false return, or friendly object as well as a

* bonafide enemy target to be destroyed. Pos/nav information can aid this task by pre-se-
lecting areas of search or restricting sensor returns to those consistent with the known

-' locations or dynamics of the desired targets.

* Target identification is the positive determination that a detected target is
in fact an enemy target. This may require refining sensor information, redundant sensing,
or pure judgement. Much refined position information or taraet dynamics sensing, along
with a history of these parameters (has the suspected stationary target moved?) can facil-
itate this subfunction as well.

Target selection is the subjective task of tarqet prioritization and alloca-
tion of available resources to the identified target list. In the case of air attack,
f,,r example, target velocity and distance from its objective may be a primary factor in

7 the selection process.

Target location permeates the previous three functions as noted, but is fur-
ther important as a foucth aspect of targeting as the means for getting the weapon on
target. This may be gross location, in which case the weapon or weapon system uses an
active sensor after arriving at the target area, or it may be a precise location for apreprogrammed coordinate bombing mission or guided weapon.

Identification

The process of determining the friendly or hostile character, and possibly
more det'iled characteristics, of a contact. Identification, friend, foe, or neutral
(IFFN) is a common means for the higher-level identification function. Target identifi-
cation, defined earlier, may involve the determination of specific characteristics of the
contact. The whole subject of theater identification can be aided by application of pos-
itive control where there is a continuous record and surveillance of the position and
movements of all forces, friendly or hostile, in the area of interest. Such control is
one of the most useful inputs to the commander in conducting military operations, and
relies heavily on pos/nav and communications. C
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Communications
The conveying of information of any kind from one Ierson, device, or place to

another. The importance of communications in battle has been %ell known since the origin
of warfare, and technology's contributions to warfare communications havo been profound
over the years. Some of the current techniques for insuring availability and capacity of
the communications link in a hostile environment are so sophisticate'i that pos/nav may
even have a contribution here. In essence, accurate position and velocity information
allow greater control of the communications function by precisely directing signalu to
the intended receiver and ensuring that he and only he receives them.

Positioning and Navigation

Positioning is often defined as the process of determining, at a particular
time, the physical location of a vehicle, object, person, or site. Navigation involves
the directing of vehicle motion from one place to another. It makes use of positioning
information at the beginning, continuously along the path, and position of deatination.Navigation may be performed under time, path, or dynamics constraints (5].

In this paper we have loosely interpreted the combination of positioning and
navigation, or pos/nav, to include velocity and acceleration determination as well.
These parameters may be determined for one's own vehicle, for another friendly vehicle,
or for an enemy vehicle. Remote positioning may be used to determine the precise loca-
tion of an enemy location. Finally, note that position information can only be expressed
relative to some given loca-ion, such as a starting point, another vehicle, or a grid
origin.

Electronic Warfare

Military use of electronics involving actions taken to prevent or reduce an
enemy's effective use of radiated electromagnetic energy and actions taken to insure ef-
fective friendly use of radiated electromagnetic energy. Electronic warfare includes
support measures, countermeasures (VCM), and counter-couittermeasures (ECCM).

Support measures provide the search, interception, location, and identifica-
tion of enemy radiations. This information is an input to thb process of ECM or ECCM,
possibly leading to targeting and tactical strike. As with the targeting and identifica-1 tion functions, pos/nav information is very valuable in locating the source of enemy
emissions. The effectiveness of avoidance, ECM, or strike greatly depend on the quality
of the pos/nav information.

Countermeasures, jamming and deception, are actions taken to prevent or re-
duce the enemy's use of radiated electromagnetic energy. Enemy position information
allows precise pointing of the transmitter whi-h can then allow lower transmitted power
levels.

ECCM are actions taken to insure friendly effective use of radiated electro-
magnetic energy despite enemy efforts to deny or corrupt such. Pos/nav information is
essential in knowing both friendly transmitter/receiver location and enemy transmitter
location. In addition, sophisticated communication codes and code tracking schemes can
make use of position and velocity to increase -oruning or deception immunity.

Data Processing and Analysis

The command support functions which encompass the processing, display, analy-
sis, classificction, evaluation, and storing of C3I data and information. The more so-
phisticated approaches which include advanced algorithms for sensor data correlation and
resource allocation are referred to as fusion centers. These functions are performed by
analysts and commanders with the aid of interactive computer/display systems. Although
pos/nav information does not directly impact this function, data processing and evalua-
tion functions should be considered when designing C31 and pos/nav systems. For example,
data processing and display are facilitated if all sensors report pos/nav information in
a common reference frame and common units.

Command and Control
This function was discussed and defined in the earlier section on the C3I pro-

cess. Pos/nav information greatly impacts this function. Indirectly, most of the other
functions which serve command and -ontrol are dependent on pos/nav information for maxi-
jum effectiveness as has been described. Directly, the better position, location, and
dynamics information the commander has at his disposal, the more control and feedback he
has on the progress of the engagement.

Mission Support
Those subfunctions which are not part of the C3 I system, but are required in

order to cause the C3, functions to be realized. Included in this category are planning,
RDT&E, training, and logistics. Pos/nav information may influence the success of any num-
ber of support tasks, particularly in their need for navigation.

Thus a strong case exists for the importance of the role of pos/nav information in
the C31 process. A function-by-function analysis shows that pos/nav factors are insepar-
able from the functions that determine mission success. In fact, what these definitions
imply are strong interrelationships within the functions of C31, not only with the pos/nav
function, but between all functions. Figure 2 illustrates these interrelationships within
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the C3, structure. All functional elements except communications, data processing and
display, and mission support are dependent to some degree on positioning. A case can
even be made for a subset of communications. Radio communications using a narrow beam to[ meet security and anti-jam requirements is clearly dependent upon positioning information.
Of course, the dependence of pos/nav on the other functions is not to be overlooked.
Loss of communication, for example, may mean loss of pos/nav information carried on those
channels.

_______________ - -Although this figure ýilus-
INDEPENDENT 4trates the broad dependence on

FUNCTION pos/nav information, two addi-
0 I tional aspects of this depend-
4 o2 ence underscore its role further.

S- IFirst, the degree of dependence
E E0on pos/nav by several functions

DEPENDENT is significant. Surveillance,
FUNCTION reconnaissance, and targeting

S•W ((, I a I obviously rely heavily on pus/

SURVEILLANCE 0 X X X I X X nav information, and the success
of these functions is directly

RECONNAISSANCE 0 X X X X X X related to the quality of the
"lRSETING X X 0 X X X X X X .X pus/nav information. Second,TARGETING - - - -1 X -1 X X Xmission effectiveness improve-
IDENTIFICATION 0 X X X X ments can be dramatic with the
COMMUNICATN -S I X X application of high quality pos/
POSITIONINGATND of I nav information to all functions,
NOSIATIONING AN O X includina new applications to
EALCTRION -those other functions that cur-
EWLAECTRIC - 0 X X rently depend only slightly on

TAPROESSING X ps/nav. Positioning informa-
AND ANALYSIS tion used for communications
COMMAND X X X X X X X X 0 X beam steering and velocity infor-

CONTROL X !X K X X X X 0 ix mation used for doppler estima-
- -tion to counter jamming attempts

MISSION SUPPORT -o 0are recent exploitations of pos/
nay information for the ECM and

F . 3 communications functions. Com-
Figure 2. C3I Functional Interrelationships mand and control use pos/nav in-

formation as an input, but greater confidence in highly accurate friendly and enemy loca-
tions could speed the decision process in directing offensive or defensive actions and
enhance the effectiveness of the commander's resources. The fvrther use of position in-
formation about intelligence or mission assessment feedback may remove some of the uncer-
tainty and lack of observability in the control function. Thus enhancement of pos/nav
quality directly increases the success of sever'.l C31 functions, while greater application
of high quality pos/nav information to other functions may similarly enhance their effec-
tiveness.

Although an appreciation for the role of pos/nav information in the C31 process is
critical, the important message is how to systematically exploit the benefits of pos/nav
information in mission planning or system planning and development. The next section
discusses one possibility for accomplishing this.

CONCEPT IMPLEMENTATION AND SYNTHESIS

The methodology chosen in this naper to implement pos/nav integration into the C31
structure is through the use of mission area analysis and functional area analysis. The
cost of more effort devoted to planning and analysis is a bargain when compared with the
costs of system development, acquisition, and deployment. This process starts by analyz-
ing tactical objectives to derive overall requirements.

Roadmap of Requirements

Clearly if we knew the pzecise, mission by mission requirements for positioning or
navigation information, we could perform the tradeoffs required to guide our developmental
programs. But in many cases, we do not have a quantitative feel for how varying qualities
of pos/nav information affect mission effectiveness. By pos/nav requirements here, we

- are referring to more than just accuracy; pos/nav characteristics also include coverage,
availability, reliability, timeliness, format, compatability, precision, etc. Only by
analyzing mission objectives, in the threat environment, and in terms of their sensitiv-
ities to each of these pos/nav characteristics, can we fully understand our pos/nav
requirements.

A first attempt at defining such requirements may be by use of the roadmap metho-
dology simply illustrated in Figure 3. The method starts with general or spec4 fic
objectives, considers them in the threat environment shown here by the Soviet tactics
and capabilities, then progressively derives the resulting conclusions about requirements.
For example, the objective of destroying enemy forces, combined with the enemy capability
to employ sophisticated defenses and EW implies that one must use standoff weapons (to
survive the sophisticated defenses and to perhaps a'void the effects of EW at weapon
release, where it may be most critical). Similarly, the enemy numerical superiority,
coupled with his probable tactic of using them in an overpowering single wave, when
combined with the "destroy" objective, implies that one must destroy the enemy
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OBJECTIVES ENEMY TACTICS, forces early
CA#VABILITIES (at least on

TA~iCTICALPIITIAE the first wave)
CEHEMY GENERAL TO SPECIFIC [6]. The use

DEFENSES. EW REQUIREMENTS of standoff
weapons re-

" DESTROY USE NEED quires precise
ENEMdY > -- STANDOFF PRECN pos/nav infor-

FOaPOSKAV tion due to

EFFICIENT -standoff wea-
WEAPONS Iv.pn release

"low - -NEED i (nd guidance
TACCAL C -- C'POh/N"VI constraints." EFFICCY III-TERATtON Early response

SU YEPLOYMENT to attack re-
quires reli-
able sensing,
rapid dissem-
ination of

FIRST information,and quick de-

_ _1 I cisions. An
EY CI efficient C3 I

structure is
the only way

Figure 3. Rcadmap of Requirements to guarantee
this.

And finally, in a technically, fiscally, and timc constrained program environment, the
only way to economically and effic ently provide all of these capabilities is through a
concentrated effort to integrate CiI and pos/r/a systems.

This example is not particularly creative in its content. but the real message is
in the methodology. The three elements of oojectives, environment, and requirements must
be combined in an organized roadmap at all levels of force and program planning to best
allocate limited resources.

NOW let us generalize this methodology. Our "roadmap of requirements" can be broken
into a two-phased planning process comprising mission area analysis and functicnal area
analysis [7]. This top-down trade-off optimization process that starts with prioritizing
"missions and ends with system selection is a way to maximize total missioei effectiveness
return from each defense dollar spent.

Mission Area Analysis

Mission area analysis provides the "need" and identifies requirements for system
development and selection activities. Figure 4 portrays the mission area analysis pro-
cess with pos/nav planning. The first step is to define a complete set of mission areas,

perhaps aggregated under major areas. The
objective at this point is a total mission

THREAT NENVIRONV MENT understanding, including objectives, the
environment, the threat, and critical mission

" OBJECTIVES aspects so that the next step, prioritization,
DEFINITION OF can be accomplished. Prioritization is an un-

fortunate necessity mandated by economic con-
straints. Programs funded or resources allo-

& • cated must contribute to the most essential
)ENTIFY missions and those with the highest expected

CRITICAL MISSIONS payoff. In addition, prioritization -provides
guidelines for applying new technological
breakthroughs or for curtailing developnents

-PRIORITIZE and deployments when budgets are cut.
• - / MISSIONS

At this point in the mission area analy-
RE IR I PCONTR8/ITNAY sis comes probably one of the most tundamental
REQUIREMNTS CONTRIBUTIONS tasks, and yet one that has been dramatically•-•i "".•.N'LY!ZSINOv TO MISSION

"DEFINITION EFFECTIYENEU lacking or incomplete in past analyses: re-
quirements definition. Althqugh mission re-
quirements span all of the C I functions, for

UIEMNTS lthe purposes of this paper we are interested
REQUIREMENTS in peR/nay requirements. In this regard, it

is absolutely mandatory to quantify peR/nay

CURRENT POSlNAVY CURRENT requirements, possibly down to the mission
CAPABILITY-P0NAYI segment level, to properly allocate develop-

I DEFICIENCIES aCAPAILITIES .,'ental or existing pos/nav resources. Evi-
dence that requirements definition may be in-

UNC I complete is seen in the apparent lack of ap-
-- 9 preciation for how pos/nav contributes to the

"other C31 functions as discussed earlier.
This implies that peR/nay requirements must
not only be specified as discrete, fixed

rigurn 4. PeR/nay Planning in levels, but as continuous functions relating
,,iission Area Analysis total mission effectiveness to varying quali-
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ties of pos/nav information. These relationships exist not only for accuracy, but for
other parameters Ps well, such as coverage, availability, reliability, etc. One cannot
trade off mission effectiveness on the basis of pos/nav information alone, because other
C3 I functions are strongly related, but unless we can understand the contribution of pos/
nay information in isolation, we cannot hope to study mission effectiveness as a function
of all relevant C3, functions.

When pos/nav requirements have been defined, we can proceed to identify generic capa-
bilities agd shortfalls. The earlier mission prioritization points toward those short-
falls for which resolution will yield the greatest margin of return in mission effective-
ness. And at this point, we are overlapping with functional area analysis.

Functional Area Analysis

The ultimate goal of functional area analysis is to select development programs to
fund or to optimally reallocate existing resources. Figure 5 shows the functional area
analysis process with pos/nav resources. For pos/nav systems, this implies correlation
of current capabilities and emerging technology with present and predicted shortfalls with

respect to pos/nav requirements. Note the future as-
pect of this process as well as current status review.
The comnander needs to know his current capabilities
associated with current requirements, so that work-
arounds can be implemented to meet the current threat.
But, perhaps more importantly, planners must know the

CURRENT future conflict, doctrine, and technological environ-
APONSIN FOS/NAV ment so that action is taken now which, after the usualCAPORILITY CPBLTE

DEICSENCIES time delays, can result in optimum mission effective-
ness for any point in the future, as illustrated in
Figure 6. Put another way, today's dollars will field

FUTURE FUTURE CONFLCT tomorrow's systems, and in tomorrow's environment.
POS/NA A•D ATECHNOLOGY One can reasonably question, for example, "will our

DEFICIENCIES ESTIMATES developmental C3 1 (and pos/nav) systems be effective
in the future Soviet EW and advanced weaponry environ-
ment?" More extensive use of pos/nav information for

I'SIES PAY ---O PRMSITSIEO all C3 1 functions can add to capabilities and provide
DEVELPMENTS AND P06/NHA functional redundancy needed in current and future C3 1SREQUIREMENTS enviroments.

|REEARH}STRATEGY Figure 6.
RESEA~nHPos/nayDE•VELOPMENTP s/ a

ACQUISITION. |Development
N PLOYTREQUIREMENTS Strategies.

Figure 5. Pos/nav Development CAPALITY -

Strategies ALTERNATE

Specific Pos/nav Benefits to
Mission Effectiveness 11o 1990 20

Even though a thorough deter- YEAR
mination of pos/nav requirements and
functional area correlati.on has not been accomplished, there are specific areas that have
been analyzed. We will select from these few areas and describe some specific benefits,
primarily to set up an example coordinate bombing mission discussed later.

The targeting mission car benefit dramatically frot piecise pos/nav information,
Swether phototargeting or by other means. In relation to •he targeting function of the
C I process described earlier, the targeting mission concerns the targec locavicn sub-

L function.

r CurLent phototargeting missions usually derive target coordinates from photos by
measuring the offset from a krown position reference point on one of the photos. The
reference point is either a previously calculated position landmark or the known position
of some natural or cultural feature. However, if the photoreconnaissance aircraft has
available precise position and attitude information, target coordinates can be determined
from the photos without a ground reference point. In particular, the position information
provides the position of the camera at the time of the photograph, and the attitude infor-
mation provides photo orientation with respect to the local horizontal. Two target pho-
tos with accompanying position and attitude data are sufficient to compute target position
(the second set of data are used to resolve photo scaling) (8].

Alternatively, reconnaissance aircrdft could employ some ranging technique, such as
laser ranging, to measure range to the target. Knowledge of aircraft position at three
times with three ranges are sufficient to determine target position (assuming singular
solutions are avoided). This method could use onboard computation to compute target coor-
dinates immediately, which could then be transmitted on a secure data link to an airborne
warning and control aircraft or directly to attack aircraft. This "near real-time" capa-
bility has interesting potential for target objectives that can move or be evacuated be-
tween the time a photoreconnaissance takes place and the attack aircraft arrives on site.
It also has advantages for the Navstar Global Positioning System (GPS) in that si.owly
varying errors inherent in the solution may be common to both the reconnaissance and at-



tack aircraft, thus their relative errors are smaller yet.

With reasonable geometry of ranges the errors in target position location can be ex-
pected to be near the accuracy of the aircraft positioning system. For an aircraft equip-
ped with the GPS, three-dimensional target coordinates should be obtainable to ± 25
meters (8].

Although not a mission in itself, threat avoidance is a critical phase of most mis-
sions over enemy-controlled territory toward the mission objective. A fully integrated
C3 I and pos/nav system provides the precision positionin; and means of continuous infor-

mation dissemination necessary to implement sophisticated onboard threat avoidance capa-I bility. Continuous srrveillance and reconnaissance inform'ation ib fed to an airborne
warning and control (AWACS) aircraft and to a tactical control center. This information
provides accurate position and, where appropriate, velocity of enemy forces. Surveillance
radar provides real-time airborne threat tracking. C3, system communication links, along
with aircraft self-contained sensors, update on-board battle situation CRT displays, pro-
viding the pilot with a reliable, up-to-date "picture" of the threat environment between
his origin ana destination. On-board computation then provides a path of greatest sur-
vivability within time, fuel, and maneuvering constraints. Continuous updating allows
the pilot to adapt to changes or apply experience with which the computer is unfamiliar.
From a total theater ferspective, this capability increases attack force survivability
and thus mission effectiveness. Increasing probability of target engaqement increzbes
overall probability of kill per sortie, which has a force multiplying effect when -om-
pared to the scenario without this threat avoidance capability. Also, threat avoidance
is 4 means of countermeasures to thwart enemy attempts to deny use of raiiowaves.

Finally, the third example of benefits from pos/nav is coordinate LUmbing itself,
the final test of mission success in this case. Algorithms are available that v~ry pre-
cisely predict the trajectory of unguided ordnance. With accurate target coordinates,
and precise knowledge of position and velocity at %eapon release, high precision blind
weapon delivery is possible. Table 2 lists the typical input data to a complete bomb
release computation algorithm.

STable 2. Bomb Release Algorithm Inputs Precision blindweapon delivery

Target 3-D position Bomb position on rack allows longer stand-
Aircraft 3-D position Rack ejection velocity off releases for
Aircraft 3-0 velocity Bomb drag characteristics greater crew surviv-
Aircraft pitch, roll, yaw Coriolis effect on trajectory ability as well as
Aircraft pitch, roll, yaw rates Bomb spit, characteristics all weather, day/

relese dlaysnight operation.Aircraft crab in wind Ordnance release delays higher impact
Temperature and pressure Ejection rack delays precision increases
Standard atmospheric density Computation celays the probability of

kill on the first
pass which also aids crew survivability. Also evident is the economic advantage of using
inexpensive unguided weapons for acc'-rate bombing needs. GPS simulation data published
in an Agard Advisory Report earlier this year predicted CEPs of about 32 meters from
straight and level de'.ivery at 5000 feet, not including the contribution of target coor-
dinate errors (9]. Statistical combination of this number with the random target coor-
dinate errors should yield total one standard deviation miss distances of less than 50
meters.

Example Mission

It is possible to compile the above benefits into a simple example mission to show a
dramatic effect on the C31 process defined earlier. Our example is a coordinate bombing
mission, considering the activity from targeting through strike. The scenario illus-
trates the many roles of pos/nav information as discussed throughout this pcoer.

An enemy anti-aircraft battery nas oeen identified by pilot reports as causing dif-
ficulty in an area of intense low-altitude offensive activities. Due to these activities,
site avoidance is not possible, and the local commander decides that an air strike is ap-
propriate. Surveillance information of the general area indicates the approximate loca-
tion and feasibility of overflying tne target for reconnaissance, but this site is suffi-
cently effective to make surprise an important contributor to survivability and mission
effectiveness. In other words, the time delay involved with a photoreconnaissance run
may endanger the strike aircraft by tipping off the enemy.

A GPS-equipped reconnaissance aircraft and strike aircraft are dispatched to the
area. The local airborne warning and control aircraft provides local threat information
to the flight and the status is displayed on cockpit CRTs. Figure 7 shows a typical dis-
play. Previously recorded information indicates the jamming frequency to use to defeat
enemy radar along the way. This information is factored into the onboard computation of
a minimum threat exposure flight path to the objective. The reconnaissance aircraft
comes in first at a pre-selected altitude that minimizes threat from the battery itself
while still enabling accurate laser ranging. Appropriate jamming prevents detection un-
til just before the overflight. The scene is depicted in Figure 8.

The ranging data are collected. The target coordinates are computed immediately and
data-linked to AWACS and the strike aircraft, now already on its bombing run. AWACS de-
tects a diversion of enemy interceptor aircraft co the area, indicating that the battery
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Figure 7. Typical Combat Figure 8. Target Reconnaissance
Situation Display Mission Scenario

personnel are aware of a potential attack. Their speed is such that there is time to
complete the attack, and their maneuvers indicate that they are a type of aircraft not
typically armed with highly effective, long range missiles. The attack aircraft feeds
target coordinates to its weapon release algorihm and directional jammer. The direc-
tional jammer forms a narrow beam of increased power to defeat the battery radar at low
altitude. Of course, if intelligence indicates that the battery can track jammer emis-
sions, this technique is not used, and a lownr altitude approach is made. In any case,
low-drag Mark 80 series boirbs are released from low altitude a reasonable distance from

1:. target as shown in Figure 9. The aircraft executes a hard turn to return to base. Up-
dated threat information from AWACS necessitates a different path home to avoid approach-
ing enemy interceptors.

Although this example may
vary in the tactics and proce-
dures used in a particular com-
bat situation, it does illus-
trate the extensive use of pos/
nay information in performing
most of the functions of C31
identified earlier. It also
shows a mission enhancement
capability by the use of very

- accurate pos/nav information.
The factors improved include

000ý -kill effectiveness, surviva-
-, • -- ., bility, EW, target detection,

target identification, target
.- ) cation, threat avoidance,

and command and control.

. Equally important is the
Figure 9. Weapon Delivery Mission Scenario C3I process as it exists for

this example. Consider again
the C3I process presented

earlier, but now with better integration of pos/nav information shown in Figure 10.
Notice how, in this example mission, the process is greatly streamlined, eliminating sev-
eral sourcee of delays, errors, and enemy defensive actions. Of course, some elements
such as weapon commitment were performed in a separate, earlier process. Obviously
weapons were committed before all necessary target information was gathered. But the re-
sult is that we have reduced operational risk through real-time pos/nav information dis-
semination and display, and f]exible crew response. We were not compelled to traverse
the entire path of the original C31 process and did not suffer the accumulation of errors
and time delays. Achievement of this change required, however, a great deal of interac-
tion between the C3, system and the pos/nav system. Only deep integration of these sys-
tems will make such interaction feasible.

INITIATIVES

We have taken a high-level look at the process of C31, its functional constituents,
the broad dependence of these functions on pos/nav information, and a means for systematic
planning of pos/nav developments through mission area analysis and functional area analy-
sis. Our perspective has been a step back from the forist of black boxes and subsy3tems
in an attempt to consider a total systems approach to C I implementation. As Dr. Dinneen
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Figure 10. The C3I Process--Example Mission made in this paper is
through some proposed

initiatives. These are:

(1) Quantify mission pos/nav requirements.
We cannot design or afford pos/nav systems without knowing our precise pos/
nay needs.

(2) Exploit pos/nav information in C31 functions.
The increase in benefits and new capabilities that will accrue justify the
effort.

(3) Maximize real-time dissemination and crew interaction.Properly sensed pos/nav information must be available in real-time to units

conducting combat missions, with appropriate attention to the crew environ-
ment through display design and on-board computation.

(4) Employ new mission tactics now possible with improved pos/nav information.
Not only Pan we enhance our current mission effectiveness, but we must look
for new missions or tactics that may now be possible with the use of the
emerging highly accurate, worldwide positioning and navigation systems.
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